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Bring all your viewers into the picture. 

Selected programs now airing in 

Dolby Pro Logic II (where available): Dolby Pro Logic II: Surround Sound for Stereo Services 

Surround sound's not just for HDTV. Dolby Pro Logic® II delivers 

compelling surround audio over stereo analog and digital services, 

bringing impact and realism to the entire TV broadcast audience. 

In fact, Dolby Pro Logic Il has wide applications. Whether you're 

creating content for television, HD Radio, video games, or even CDs, 

the DP563 Dolby Surround and Pro Logic Il Encoder gives you the 

ability to easily generate and deliver five channels of exciting surround 

sound. In remote TV broadcast applications, the DP563 is ideal for 

simultaneously creating the surround mix for an analog service from 

the same discrete 5.1- channel mix that feeds the HD encoder. 

Increasingly, many popular shows are broadcasting with Dolby 

Pro Logic 11. Isn't it time to broadcast your programs in the same high-

quality surround sound to all your viewers? 

DO DOLBY 
www.dolby.corn/tvaudio 

TV series and specials 

"24" (FOX); 48th Annual Grammy ° Awards 
(CBS); The 78th Academy Awards° (ABC); 
American Idol (FOX); Austin City Limits 

(PBS); Crossing Jordan (NBC); Desperate 
Housewives (ABC); Las Vegas (NBC); 
Law & Order (NBC); Law & Order: Criminal 
Intent (NBC); Law & Order: SVU (NBC); 
Monday Night Football IABC); Monk (USA); 
NASCAR on FOX; NBA on TNT; NFL on CBS; 
NFL on FOX; Six Feet Under (HBO) 

Additional sports programming 

Comcast Sports Network 
(selected Phillies, Orioles, and Sixers games) 

NBA TV 
(NBA, WNBA, and original programming) 

WGN Chicago 
(Cubs, Sox, Bulls home games) 

YES Network 

(Yankees games) 

Dolby, Pro Logic, and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of 
Dolby Laboratories. All other trademarks remain the property of their respective 
owners. 2005 Dolby Laboratories, Inc All rights reserved. 505116642 
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AtJui FIRST 
Aviom's Pro64 Digital Audio Network 

Sometimes It Takes A Revolution. 
Aviom's world- class designers have created a 
groundbreaking audio networking technology - 
a revolutionary solution that delivers exceptional 
audio fidelity and enhanced network performance. 

Ethernet-based approaches are inherently prone to 
jitter, wander, and latency accumulation. A-Net Pro64 
addresses these problems at the system level, 
managing these and other fundamental networking 
issues - always keeping your Audio First. 

Whether you need a simple digital snake or you're 
moving and managing thousands of audio channels, 
it's time to align your high standards with the best 
technology available ... 

The A-Net Pro64 Digital Audio Network. 

REVOLUTION. 

For White Papers on High Fidelity Audio Networking 

and Streaming Audio please visit: 

www.Aviom.com 

legl A- NET 



Beauty is more 
than skin deep. 

First impressions can be misleading. 
On the surface, many microphones appear 
to be the same, it's only when you look 
deeper you see the truth! 

The heart and soul: 
The capsule is the heart of 
any microphone. The NT2-A is 
built around the same capsule 
used in the internationally 
awarded K2 tube microphone. 

A solid foundation: 
The computer designed and 
modeled non-resonant 
substructure is precision 
machined using the latest 
automated systems. 

The art of electronics: 
Audiophile grade surface mount 
technology as used in only the 
finest and most expensive 
studio microphones. 

Total control: 
All the control and 
creative freedom you 
will ever need in a 
studio microphone. 

• 3 Polar Patterns 
• 3 position Pad 
• 3 High Pass Filters 

The New NT2-A, represents 
a major technological 
advancement over the legend 
that started a revolution, the NT2: 
a studio microphone that sold in 
the hundreds of thousands, and 
is the tone behind countless 
recording hits. 

When you decide to invest in a 
studio microphone, look a little 
deeper than what is on the 
surface and you will see that 
RODE stands alone. 

No other microphone delivers 
the same combination of sound 
quality, engineering excellence, 
and true value for money. 

...the true sound of beauty 
www.rodemic.com 

MICROPHONES 



Revolutionary 
Introducing the LSR4300 Series Studio Monitors, 
revolutionary technology designed for your workspace 
with computer recording in mind. The next-generation 
automated version of JBL's RMC Room Mode Correction 
technology and built-in analyzer, automaticaHy calibrate 
each speaker to ensure accJrate response at the mix 
position, in any work environment. The 4300 series is the 
first studio monitor that inccrporates the Harman HiQnet -
network protocol, enabling system-wide intelligence and 
synchronized control of all speakers in the system from 
the mix position. Control system level, individual speaker 
solo, input source selection, high and low frequency EQ 
settings, and adjustment of all parameters from the 
speaker's front panel, infrared remote control or your 
desktop with the 4300 Control Center Software. With 
automatic room compensation, centralized system 
control, and high- resolution digital inputs, the LSR4300 
Series is the most elegant advancement of technology on 
behalf of better mixes ever offered in a studio monitor. 

LS Ri-30n 
www.jblpro.com 

Stunning sound and revolutionary intelligence 

to analyze and correct the problems in any room 

PROFEESIONAL 

H A Harman International Company 



AKG nOUSTICS 

Grooves. Solos. 

Sometimes the music 

goes to magical places. 

When that happens, make 

sure the fans feel it. 

• 

AKG WMS 4000 I Galactic is known for being musically adventurous with its funk/fusion style. 

That's why AKG offers products like the WMS 4000. A wireless mic system for vocals or instruments 

that's simply unrivaled for audio quality and reliability. It captures those unexpected moments with very 

expected clarity. When the music is going places, make sure your equipment is worthy of the journey. 

Visit www.akg.com to find your nearest AKG distributor or dealer. 

US: ( 615) 620-3800 / Austria: (+43 1) 86 654-0 / Germany: (+49 89) 8716-0 

H A Harman International Company AK6 d regostered trademark due, kousucs Grnbli. a Harman Interreedul Industries. Incorporated company 



hearing things 

E- MU systems and legendary 

amplifier/speaker designer Jun 

Makino have designed the new 

PM5 Precision Monitor from the 

ground up to reveal every detail of 

your mix. At S249.99 the PM5 offers 

superior imaging, hi-end transient 

detail and articulate bass with 

features rivaling compact nearfield 

monitors over twice the price. 

Custom 40W/40W bi-amplified power sec 

active crossover and overload protection 

World-class neodymium and glass fiber c 

Premium cabinet features radiused edge: 

• 

411. 

=E-MU 

FRI- CISION MONITOR 

tion with discrete Class-A input stage, MOSFET output stages, 

river; offer linear frequency response from 67Hz to 20kHz (±2.5dB) 

, flow-optimized port and one inch thick front baffle 

Experience a new level of detail and clarity with E-MU's 

PM5 Precision Monitor - you'll start hearing things. 
' esumated street price monitors soid individually 

CREATIVE 
IONAL 

www.emu.com To 

888•372• 1372 

2005 E-MU Systems, Inc. E-MU is a registered trademark of E-MU Systems, Inc. in tine US and other countries. All other brand names are the property of their respective owners. 
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On the Cover: Doug 
Sax's new The Master-
ing Lab (Ojai, Calif.) is 
surround-ready, com-

plete with a custom-
ized ATC 5.1-channel 
monitoring system and 
a custom-built, trans-

formerless tube con-
sole. Photo: Edward 
Colver. 
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features 

34 The Big Squeeze 
Admit it: Albums are louder today than ever before. And we're not just talk-

ing peaks here—pressure from all sides to "make it louder" has a serious 

effect on a mix's volume nuances. Have we truly reached the "death of dy-

namics"? We asked those closest to the issue—mastering engineers Hank 

Williams, Bob Katz, Stephen Marcussen, Bob Olhsson, Joe Lambert and 

Doug Sax—and their answers may surprise you. 

42 Safeguarding Sonic Treasures 
Audio storage used to be so simple: Pack up those reels and store them 

in a cool, dry place. (Worry about baking the tape later.) With today's rapid 

succession of file formats and hardware protocols, combined with shrinking 

budgets, safely storing our work is much more complex. George Petersen 

talks to everyone from Grammy-winning engineers to space-age archival 

professionals to find out how to preserve your work for posterity. 

46 TEC Awards Photo Wrap-Up 
This year's Technical Excellence & Creativity Awards hosted industry greats 

Arif Mardin (being inducted into the Hall of Fame)—who was brought on-

stage by Atlantic Records founder Ahmet Ertegun and treated to an emo-

tional rendition of "Through the Fire" performed by Chaka Khan—and David 

Byrne, as well as those who were involved in the best audio products and 

projects of the year. Peruse this year's photo spread of the highlights from 

the show, which benefits hearing health and awareness. 

50 The Sound of Silents 
It seems a bit ironic that a silent movie would have sound. But for these 

classic film re- issues, composers and scoring mixers are put to the test— 

providing all of the music for a film, whether it be compiling from existing 

music or creating a complete score. 

Check Out Mix Online! http://www.mixonline.com 

(Volume 29, Number 13) is ©2005 by PRIMEDIA Business Magazines & Media, 9800 Metcalf Ave., Overland Park, KS 66212. Mix (ISSN 0164-9957) is published monthly. One-year ( 12 issues) sub-
scription is $35. Canada is $40. All other international is $50. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Mix, P.O. Box 638, Mt. Morris, IL 61054. Periodicals Postage Paid at Shawnee Mission, KS and at 
additional mailing offices.This publication may not be reproduced or quoted in whole or in part by printed or electronic means without written permission of the publishers. Printed in the USA. Canadian 
GST # 129597951; Canada Post Publications Mail Agreement #40597023. Canada return address: DP Global Mail, 4960-2 Walker Rd., Windsor, ON N9A 6JS. 
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The DPA 3521 stereo kit. Two DPA 4021 compact cardioid microphones 

matched within 2 dB on frequency response, sensitivity and self noise. 

Supplied in a robust carrying case with an XY/ORTF holder, two goose-

neck mounts and two magnet bases, the DPA 3521 is designed for low 

profile mounting inside pianos M also the perfect stereo pair for drums, 

horn and string sections and choirs, and a spot pair for acoustic ensembles. 

The DPA 3521 stereo kit - the perfect partner for your instruments. 

For more information contact DPA Microphones, Inc., Lyons, CO 80540, Ph.: 303 823 8878 

info-usa@dpamicrophones.com www.dpamicrophones.com 

TEC Award Nominee 

41/NO- 4088 Cardiold Headband 
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To give your discs a sharp, professional image call 1-800-482-3327 for a Rimage dealer near you, or visit vrww.rimage.corn/2000i. 

.11111.11._ 
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A MARKER TO LABEL YOUR DISCS? 

THAT'S LIKE WEARING A CONCERT T-SHIRT 

TO A CLIENT PRESENTATION. 

MAKE YOUR BUSINESS LOOK BETTER. Da disc publishing right. Do it 
affordably. With the Rimage 20001, you can design, burn and print directly 

to CDs and DVDs. And since it's from the world leader in disc publishing„you 

can be sure it's easy to install and fully network-capable. Whether you need 

one disc, or a hundred, the image 2000i will be there to handle the task. 

c&I  ISV   
IForBusiness 1314 ligerDirect.com 

RIMAGE 2 0 0 0 i" 
CREATE. BURN. PRINT. 

TECH 
DEPOT 
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FROM THE EDITOR WWW.MIXONLINE.COM 

You Better Shop Around 

"This week, I listened to some of the worst tracks I've heard in years. It was a 

• standard (guitars/bass/drums/vox) rock project that any pro could have mixed 
in his/her sleep. I was aghast at this lifeless, mushy mix—and so was my buddy 
Walter, who, as a friend of the band, brought the FireWire drive containing the 
tracks by my studio. Certainly, a new mix could fix everything—or at least ease 
some of the pain. 

The story began months ago, with the band hearing some decent mixes from 
a guy's bedroom studio; he offered to do the album for about $2,000, paid part 
in cash and part with the band buying a plug-in suite he needed. This was the first 

of many clues indicating that something wasn't right, but as recording novices, the 
band didn't pick up on these until it was too late. Another clue? The drum miking 
employed novel methods such as placing the " overhead" mics low and pointing 
toward the edge of the cymbals. There was no ping, but plenty of a strange phasing 
effect as the cymbal wash moved above and below the capsules' axis. The peak 
levels on the DAW tracks varied from -40 dB to beyond-clipped square waves. The 
miked guitars were mush, the bass indistinct and the singer had intonation problems 

that were never recut. Things can sometimes be fixed in the mix, but working on 
these tracks was nearly impossible. 

Unfortunately, the band felt that the problem stemmed from them not having 
enough money and got what they paid for. Not so! This well-rehearsed band with a 
tight drummer could have gone into any number of smaller studios, spent a couple 
days tracking, a couple days mixing and have a great result. Well after the fact, the band 
found out the demo tracks the engineer played for them were from a band that mixed 
themselves and went direct on everything except for the drums, which were cut at a 
demo service where a hot studio drummer plays/records tracks for your songs. 

I should emphasize that this is not an indictment of project studios, but of 
incompetent people who—having bought some gear—think they know how to use 
It. The lesson here is to shop around. Business is slow in the studio industry, creating 
a buyer's market—sometimes a $ 150/hour room can go for $80 or a $ 100/hour 

room for $40, depending on demand. If you're on a budget, most studio owners 
are glad to work with you. If you're flexible about time, then ask if there's a slow 
time—maybe a late-night session when you can get a better rate. A producer I know 

gets insanely low lockout rates to track at high-end studios by booking the week 
between Christmas and New Year's—traditionally slow times in some industries. 
A little creativity and a few phone calls can really pay off. But once those hot 

tracks are mixed, make sure your budget includes some dough for real mastering. 
Sure there are plenty of mastering gizmos and plug-ins out there, but there's also 
a reason why top artists turn to the golden ears of a pro mastering engineer to 

give their releases that major-label sound. And after all the time, effort and money 
you've spent on your project, doesn't your work deserve it? 

George Petersen 
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NEW! 
Award-Winning Audio 
Unbeatable Value 
Oros everywhere know that 
r the Studio Precision 8 has 
become the monitor of choice 
for the musicians and engineers 
who make a difference otherwise 
known as multi-platinum Grammy 
award winners. Now that same 
prized " mixes you can trust" 
sound is available in a new 
smaller format. Introducing 
the Studio Precision 6. Same 
system design philosophy as 
its famous big brother. Same 
amplifiers. Same crossover. 
Same high frequency driver. 
Same dual port configuration. 
Same classy Event logo. The 
only difference: a 6.5" woofer 
that delivers more low end 
punch than you ever thought 
possible from a small format 
monitor. Oh yes, and all at a 
price point that will put a big 
smile on your face. 
The wait for the perfect small 

studio monitoring system is now 
officially over. 

• 

Studio 
PrecÏsìontnh 6 
Biamplified Direct Field Monitor System 
P.O. Box 4189 • Santa Barbara, CA 93140 • Voice: 805-566-7777 • Fax: 805-566-7771 • Email: info@eventl.corn • Web: www.event1.com 

MADE IN U.S.A. 

ELECT fl ONICS 
%IL 



REDOING AUDIO, Inc. 97 S Men Sc. # 1 0 
Newtown CT 06470 phone 203 2701 808 
wvvw r eddingaudio corn wywv.schoeps.de 

Here's something new to get 

AMPED 
POWERED BY 

EVEhiSTAR 
0Ellr• • DIPLIFIER 

TECHNOLOGY 

Introducing our new PS8R, a biamplified, 

stand alone, nearlield monitor that's sure to 

turn the audio industry on its ear. Quin, 

Jones Sting. Santona Young have 

already discovered how our patent pending 

ribbon technology delivers unequalled 

clarity and definition. Hear what they hear. 

The pure sound of SLS. 

www.sIsloudspeakers.com 

SUPERIOR 
LISTENING SYSTEMS 

0 CLARITY REDEFINED 
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Tire 
PM1D is hungry so we must feed the beast. 

A steady diet of hardware and software upgrades are required to sustain 

a digital console like the PM1D. We follow up on the PM6000 mic pneamp 

upgrade cards with the new V2 software. 

V2 is a major upgrade based on ideas we got from you. One of the best 

things about a digital console is that it can evolve, but it requires 

a company with the expertise, resources, commitment and longevity to 

sustain it through its lifetime. 

The mad scientists at Yamaha stay up late in the lab every night cooking 

up something new so your PM1D will constantly be fed with the latest 

and greatest Yamaha technologies. 

For 

Built-in Add-On Effects — Modeled Compressors, Ms, 

Tape Saturation, Reverbs 

Remote Control Support from DM1000, DM2000 and 02R96 

Automatic Gain Adjustment for systems: with shared inputs 

Load and Save Filter for enhanced backup/restoring of mix 

data 

Enhanced Event List for time code-synchronized or manually-

sequenced shows 

...and much more! 

detailed information on PMIDV2, visit our website at www.yamahaca.com 

Yamaha PM1D. A Monster of a Machine. 

*YAMAHA c£:) 
Yamaha Corporation of America 
P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622-6600 
2005 Ydfunha Corpotelon of AIIIVIIVA 
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MARDIN MEMORIES 

Great interview with legendary genius Arif 

Mardin [" Mix Interview," October 2009 He 

and his brother helped shape much of the mu-

sic I listened to while growing up in New York 

City. His special mention of Tom Dowd showed 

the respect for another genius I once had the 

pleasure of spending a brilliant afternoon with 

in Miami, listening to hm tell of days and 

nights recording with the Mardin brothers. 

Al Irizarry 

GOLDEN EARS 

INTO THE GOLDEN YEARS 

As an audio engineer invoved in the research 

and development of technology for deaf and 

hard-of-hearing people, I'm always delighted 

to see the pro sound and recording industry 

address the important topic of hearing loss. 

In the July [2005] issue of [" Insider Audio"], 

the author recounts a discussion with his 

audiologist about the value of equalizing 

sound to compensate for hearing loss. Unfor-

tunately, the conclusions are both confusing 

and misleading. Perhaps the problem is that 

audiologists and audio engineers do not speak 

the same language. 

The audiologist [Dr. Chris Halpin] is quoted 

as stating, " In sensory hearing loss from age 

or exposure to noise, the apparent loudness 

does not shift with thresholds. You , ust lose the 

quiet tones." Naturally, the audiologist is think-

ing about pure tone audiometric testing. Audio 

engineers think about the full spectrum of 

musical sound. If the mixing engineer/producer 

has a hearing loss of 60 dB at 8 kHz in both 

ears, then his/her mix will probably reflect this. 

If left alone to do the mix, relying on listening 

to a monitor system that is more or less " flat," 

it could very well turn out to be an overly 

"bright" mix. So, is there value in correcting a 

sound system to fit the listener/mixers' hearing 

capabilities? I think so. 

I invite all readers past the age of 40 to 

equalize a good pair of headphones for a per-

ceived flat response from 20 to 15k Hz. I use a 

1/4-octave stereo EQ and an old mix reference 

test CD with 1/4-octave test tones. Doing one ear 

at time, start at 1 kHz, setting a comfortable 

level. Go through all the tones and adjust the 

corresponding EQ adjustment for approximate 

equal loudness relative to 1 kHz. Don't be sur-

prised if you run out of adjusting room at the 

high frequencies! 

Play a CD of which you are very familiar. 

Switching the EQ in and out is a very revealing 

experience! The subtle high-end sounds of trian-

gles, cymbal brushes, tambourines, xylophones 

and other acoustic instruments emerge from the 

mix in proper balance. 

There is so much that we do not know 

about sound and perception. There are " deaf" 

musicians such as Evelyn Glennie who seem 

to function quite well by " feeling" the music. 

There are also theories that suggest the neural 

pathways that carry high-frequency informa-

tion in the ear-brain connection atrophy when 

they are no longer being used by those of 

us who have high-frequency hearing losses. 

Check out Dr. Alfred Tomatis (www.tomatis. 

com) and his research that shows the ear to 

be responsible for so much more than just 

hearing. For myself, I notice feeling energized 

after an " equalized listening session," sort of 

like stepping out of a steamy shower into a 

cool, dry room. 

As the population of audio pros ages and 

continues to work in this field, the subject of 

hearing loss and what can be done to [prevent 

it when possible and assist those who are af-

fected by it] will become increasingly critical. 

I hope that Mix will continue to cover this 

subject, along with helpful bits for the younger 

generation on how they can protect what they 

have—while they still have it! 

Norman Lederman 

Oval Window Audio 

Nederland, Colo. 

TIP FROM AN AVALON INSIDER 

I'd like to point out one inaccuracy in the " All 

Access" report on The Roots' San Francisco show 

in the August 2005 issue. 

The Grand Ballroom, currently operated 

by Another Planet Entertainment, was not the 

historic Avalon Ballroom. The Grand is in the 

Regency Center, which was originally built as 

a Masonic Lodge facility. The room now called 

The Grand was from the late ' 60s, a movie the-

ater called The Regency. Its entrance was on 

Van Ness Avenue. The Avalon, whose entrance 

was around the corner on Sutter Street, was, 

after its days as the Family Dog's dance palace, 

also converted to cinema use and dubbed 

the Regency II during its 30 years or so as a 

movie theater. This is probably the source of 

the confusion. 

The room now called The Grand was still in 

use as a meeting place by the Masonic Order in 

the '60s and, except for one Mothers of Inven-

tion/Lenny Bruce show produced by Bill Graham, 

was not used as a rock venue during the Fillmore/ 

Avalon era. 

Lee Brenkman 

Avalon Ballroom sound guy, 1968269 

CLASSIC TOTO 

Thanks for the article on Toto's " Africa" in the 

August 2005 " Classic Tracks." It's awesome to 

read such an informative piece on such a great 

band. It's too bad that they don't get the press 

or the recognition they deserve, especially in this 

country. Having been a fan since 1978 (at the 

ripe old age of 10), I just recently had a chance 

to see the band in concert for the first time a 

couple of months ago. They didn't disappoint 

after all these years of waiting to see them. 

One minor glitch in your article is that the 

picture you showed of them wasn't the lineup 

of the band at the time of that record. Joseph 

Williams and Mike Porcaro weren't in the band 

then. I encourage anybody out there to check 

out the SAC D 5.1 mix of Toto IV! 

Rob Mount 

SANS ESATA 

Jason Scott Alexander's "The Audio Pipeline" 

[October 2005] was a valuable survey of digital 

audio interconnects, but he omitted External 

Serial ATA, or eSATA, which essentially adds 

more robust cables and connectors to the 

SATA spec and allows cable lengths of up to 

2 meters. 

eSATA would enable things like my hypo-

thetical " invisible" desktop computer: Picture a 

Mac Mini, but with the hard drive located in the 

power supply brick on the floor. The remaining 

components could be packed into an enclosure 

slim enough to be attached to the back of a 

flat-screen monitor via Velcron", completely out 

of sight. 

Rob Lewis 

Shared Media Licensing Inc. 

Send Feedback to Mix 

mixeditorial@primediabusiness.com 
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Genelec, the benchmark in active reference monitoring, offers the 

most complete line of active reference monitors for professional 

audio, no matter what type of audio you are producing. 

The new 8000 MDETM Series monitors deliver powerful, extended 

resolution and realism - from electrical signal to acoustic event. 

With extended frequency response and lower cistortion across 

their entire bandwidth, the 8000 Series offers consistently vecise 

monitoring with no tolerance for error. 

Combined with Genelec's 7000 LSETM Series subwoofers, 

accurate reference systems can be easily integrated into nearly 

any environment, whether you are working ir stereo or surround. 

Contact us for system specification and a demonstration using 

the complete range of Genelec 7000 and 8000 Series monitoring 

solutions in your room. 

www.genelecusa.com 

International inquiries: Genelec Oy. Olvitie 5, FIN-74100 lisalmi, Finland 
T +358-17-83881, F +358-17-812267 Email genelec@genelec.com 
In the USA: T 508.652.0900, F 508.652.0909 Emai genelec.usa@genelec.com 
In China: T +86 10 8580 2180. F +86 10 8580 2181 Email genelec.china@geneiec.com 

8000 Series 
Matched in thousands 

, 

1\q‘/ER 

Genelec 
8050A 

GENELEC® 
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PROFESSIONAL AUDIO NEWS AND EVENTS 
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The Pass owner-5, from left Jamie Way, Dave Way, Loree McBride, Brent Spiner, 

Diana Richardson and Tony Richardson. Kneeling: friend Michael Dom 

THE PASS FINALLY HOSTS GRAND OPENING 
Producer/mixer Dave Way and Jamie Way (former Larrabee East studio manager), 

along with investors Diana Richardson, Tony Richardson and Brent Spiner, have 

purchased Larrabee East and renamed it The Pass ( L.A.). (See " L.A. Grapevine," 

May 2005 for more information.) Although the studio "officially" opened in April, 

recent renovations to the mix room and lounges pushed the grand opening party 

to September 16. Since 

taking over the studio, 

The Pass has hosted 

such artists as the 

Rolling Stones, India. 

Arie, Rosanne Cash, 

Switchfoot, Wolfmother 

and Van Hunt, as well 

as producer/engineers 

Bill Bottrell, Dave 

Sardy, Matt Wallace, 

Dave Bianco, Mark 

Trombino, Nick Launay, 

Pat McCarthy and Rob 

Schnapf. Visit the 

studio online at www. 

thepassstudios.com. 

BE COUNTED! 
•  PAMA 
PAMA TO RELEASE INDUSTRY SALES STATS 

The Professional Audio Manufacturers Alliance 

(www.pamalliance.org) will launch a "State 

of the Industry Worldwide Pro Audio Sales 

Statistical Survey." Manufacturers ( PAMA 

members and non-members) interested in 

participating should contact Paul Gallo at 

pgallo®pamalliance.org or at 212/696-1799. 

SHURE'S NEW PLC A LISTENING PLAYHOUSE 
Shure has added to its 6,500-square-foot, 

two-story Technology Annex with the new 

Performance Listening Center ( PLC), designed 

by Russ Berger Design Group. The PLC will aid in 

Shure's research, design, product development 

and competitive analysis efforts. 

Large enough to accommodate a small 

band, a full drum kit and a baby grand 

piano, the evaluation studio's main room is 

bordered by an iso booth and a control room 

housing recording and playback gear, as well 

as the engineer's and producer's desks. 

Rather than employing a traditional 

mixing surface, the control room incorporates 

Sony Vegas 6, Sound Forge 8, Steinberg 

Nuendo 3.1 and Wavelab 5 software; 

recording hardware includes Prism Sound 

ADA-8Xr 8-channel D/A converters with 

FireWire and two Grace Designs m802 8-

channel mic pie's with remote control—all 

residing in a portable rolling rack. Monitoring 

is via ATC SCM 50 ASL active enclosures and a 

Grace Designs m906 5.1 controller. 

The critical listening room boasts tiered 

seating for 14 and a bamboo fluor, as well 

The evaluation studio can hold a small band, 

a full drum kit and a baby grand iano. 

as three ATC SCM 100 ASL active monitors, a 

Carillon Audio Systems computer and 192kHz 

multichannel AES/EBU interface capabilities 

from Lynx Studio Technology. 

Chicago-based Krueck & Sexton Architects 

guided the PLC's implementation. From Shure, 

Ken Plat, acoustical engineering manager, 

and Jason Milo, mechanical CAD system 

administrator, oversaw the design and 

installation of all technical infrastructure, 

with additional guidance provided by the 

company's Jim Furst, Mark Gilbert, Jon 

Halverson, Yuri Shulman and Glen Brown. 

The control room houses a por-

table rolling rack full of software 

and hardware goodies, as well 

as ATC SCM 50 ASL monitors. 
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MEYER SOUND ACQUIRES LCS 

From left Meyer Sound's John and Helen Meyer 

and WS' John McMahon 

On November 1, Meyer Sound announced that 

it has acquired LCS, which manufactures VRAS, 

CueConsole, CueStation, Matrix3, SpaceMap and 

WildTracks. The two companies began working 

together on the development of Meyer Sound's 

Galileo loudspeaker management system. "A 

strong relationship was created with LCS through 

the development of Galileo," commented John 

Meyer, president/CEO of Meyer Sound, "and I 

look forward to leveraging their technologies 

to give users the same high level of quality and 

functionality in digital products as we have in 

everything Meyer Sound makes." 

LCS' CEO, John McMahon, plans to combine LCS' technologies with Meyer Sound's marketing and manu-

facturing capabilities: "Meyer Sound's excellent reputation and profile in audio will enable us to provide 

innovative products to broader markets and continue pushing the state of the art forward in new ways." 

LCS will remain in its Sierra Madre, Calif., and Vernon, B.C., offices with all 18 employees remaining 

onboard; McMahon and LCS senior VP Steve Ellison will continue to promote LCS' tine of products. 

TEC SCHOLARSHIP WINNER ANNOUNCED 
The Mix Foundation for Excellence in 

Audio has announced that the 2005 

TEC Awards Scholarship Grant ias 

been awarded to Jeanne Montalvo. 

The Georgia State University senior 

is studying music recording technology. 

Montalvo's future plans include going to school in 

Barcelona and receiving a certification/diploma www.mixfoundation.org. 

in live sound and then working in Europe. 

"I am driven by a passion that becomes 

more and more obvious to me every day," 

Montalvo said. "It is never work when one is 

living his or her dream." 

For more information about the TEC 

Awards Scholarship Grant, please go to 

Who: Brad Vosburg, owner/operator, Fox 

Mountain Productions ( Nashville) 

Main Responsibilities: recording, editing and 

mixing. Any open days I have are used to 

maintain the equipment and play catch-up on 

paperwork. 

Previous Lives: 

• 2002-2005, freelance audio mixer 

• 2001-2002, Digidesign L.A. product 

specialist 

How I plan to include my recently acquired 

Pro Tools Expert Operator certificate is...as 

another useful selling point when talking to 

potential clients. 

I knew I was in the right industry when... I 

worked on my first album project when I was 

14. Remember vinyl? 

The last great movie I saw 

was...don't know about 

great, but the last movie I 

rented was Super Size Me. 

I'm preparing all my meals 

at home from now on! 

Currently in my CD changer: 

an indie-label debut album I just finished 

mixing for the band Dime Store Thieves, 

Mos Defs The New Danger, a Paul McCartney 

compilation that recreates his set list at 

Madison Square Garden, Foo Fighters' In Your 

Honor and The Grays' Ro Sham Bo. 

When I'm not in the office, you can find 

me...working on my cooking skills in the 

kitchen. 

JONESING FOR A PROJECT STUDIO UPGRADE 
Composer/sound designer Jeffrey Allan Jones brought in MW Audio to supply 

production equipment and acoustic treatment products (Auralex ELiTE B24 

Fiberglas Pro Panels) to his new Hollywood project room, Alan Audio Works 

(Lakewood, Calif.; www.alanaudioworks.com). The studio comprises a 350-

square-foot mix room with 5.1 monitoring linked to a voice-over booth 

and two tracking rooms. Also brought in were high-end mics ( Neumann, 

AKG, Sennheiser), pre's (Avalon Designs) 

and monitor systems (Genelec 1030A, 7060), 

which augment his existing Pro ToolsIHD3 

DAW and accessories. 

One of the first works completed in the 

facility was a complete sound design and 

mix for Disaster, director Roy Wood's new 

claymation feature film produced by Dream 

Entertainment. "The live tracking rooms and 
knnthc cnnnd nraat" raid :Inner. 
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IF I WERE STRANDED ON A PRIVATE ISLAND.... 
Michael McDonald's Private Island 

Trax (www.privateislandtrax.com), a 

multi-room facility in Hollywood that 

is celebrating its 20th anniversary, 

has been expanded with a 1,200-

square-foot 5.1 film mixing theater. 

The new room is based around Pro 

Tools, Contrall24 and Bag End TA5000 

speaker systems for the high and 

midrange L/C/R channels and two Bag 

End Sl8E 18-inch sub systems. 

In recent months, McDonald has 

mixed six feature-length films using 

the Bag Ends; the latest completed 

project was remixing the music scores of 130 classic films for 20th Century Fox. "My clients are all very 

pleased," McDonald said. "The speakers project well and translate perfecty in theatrical mix settings." 

In other studio news, McDonald brought in a brood of kittens who were born at his home and raised 

at the studio by the interns, managers and engineers. All of the "fuzzy little music lovers" were adopted 

by clients, except two, whom McDonald named "woofer" and "tweeter." Awww... 

JET-SETTING PRO AUDIO TIPS 

Standing, from left: Rob Arthur, John Peña, Danny Wilenslcy, Steve Dubin, David Rideau, Alan 

Pasqua, Billy Ward, David Garfield, Paul Nowinsky, Chad Wackerman, Billy Cross (RMC), Kim 

Richey, Paul Brown, Paul Jacobs, Brandon Fields and Steve Hodge. Seated, from left: Jack Petruz-

zelli, Glen Burtnik, Ann Klein, Lenny Castro, Ellis Wagner Johansen (RMC), Flemming Ostermann 

(RMC) and Kevin Becka 

A group of 20 11S. engineers, producers and musicians were recently invited 

to teach a group of 130 students at the Danish Rhythmic Music Conservatory 

(RMC) in Copenhagen, Denmark. The weeklong event gave college-age Danish 

musicians and engineers a unique look into the performance, production and 

recording of American music. It culminated in a standing room-only concert 

that was part of Copenhagen's Culture Night, a yearly event where museums, 

concert halls, schools and other venues throughout the city are open until 

midnight. All evening, the public is free to drop in on any venue to sample 

the best art and culture the city has to offer. 

Audio Analysts 

(Colorado Springs, 

CO) appointed Robert 

"Bob" Langlois 

to VP of worship 

design...Former 

senior VP/technology 

merchandise manager 

Ryhaan Williams for Guitar Center 

Gene Joly joins 

Musician's Friend (Medford, OR) as senior 

VP of merchandising...Anders Uggelberg is 

now leading Alcons Audio's (Netherlands) 

cinema market development...Based out of 

Euphonix's (Palo Alto, CA) New York office, 

john Mozzi is the company's new director 

of sales, Eastern U.S. region...Ryhaan 

Williams, former project manager and client 

relations manager for Venue Services Group, 

joined Gepco (Des Plaines, IL) as Eastern 

regional sales manager...Sennheiser (Old 

Lyme, CT) appointed Patrick O'Neal, Western 

regional market development manager, and 

Marke Burgstahler, Northern California/ 

northern Nevada sales representative... 

Supporting Audio-Technica's (Stow, 

OH) Audio Solutions department is Todd 

Campbell, audio solutions specialist; the 

company also named JAM/Erikson Audio 

(Quebec) for Canadian distribution... 

Nichole Ortiz joined L-Acoustics (Oxnard, 

CA) as the company's sales and marketing 

coordinator...New distribution deals: HHB is 

Millennia Media's (Placerville, CA) exclusive 

UK distributor; Telex Communications Pro 

Audio Group (Burnsville, MN) appointed 

Left Coast Marketing (Redmond, WA) as new 

Pacific Northwest sales reps; representing 

Shure (Niles, IL) in Michigan is Audio Biz 

Inc. (Lakemoor, IL); and MI7 (Malmoe, 

Sweden) will distribute, support and market 

DTS' (Agoura Hills, CA) surround encoding 

products in Norway, Denmark, Finland, 

Belgium, Luxembourg, Portugal and Spain. 

The RMC event was broken into three segments. The band segment had 

one of the American musicians guiding one of 15 Danish bands through 

arrangements of various songs. The engineering segment involved 

the recording and production of two songs—from start to finish—by 

engineers David Rideau and Steve Hodge, and producers Steven Dubin and 

Paul Brown. Engineer and Mix technical editor Kevin Becka, who taught 

a surround recording workshop, headed the last segment. TC Electronic, 

Tube-Tech and DPA Microphones, all Danish companies, supplied special 

gear for the event. 
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GIVE THE CONSUMERS WHAT THEY WANT 

Just after the AES show doors. dosed, Microsoft and Real Networks 

announced that RealNetworks has settled its antitrust case against 

Microsoft (filed in Decenfaer 2003) and the two companies have created 

a partnership to create more choutes for the consumer in the digital music 

and games industry. Included in the partnership is Nfcrosoft's promotion 

and marketing support of RealNetwork's 

Rhapsody digital music subscript.on service 

on MSN properties (as we:) as praraote use of 

Windows Media technologies with Rhapsody 

to Go) and offering RealNetworks' digital 

games through MSN Games arid Xbox Live 

Arcade for nox 360. In doing tIlus, Microsoft 

will pay Real $301 million in cash and provide 

services during the next 18 months to support 

the product development, distribution and 

promotional activites. 

Meanwhile, another player has. jo:ned 

the field: MusicGiants Network, which offers 

high-definition dicital recordings from EMI Music, Sony BMG Music 

Entertainment, Universal Music Group and Warner Music Group. Downloads 

are priced at $ 1.29' each (as corpared to Rhapsody's $0.49 and iTunes' 

$0.99 each) and a-e offered in Windows Media Audio Lossless format 

(1,100 kbps). To start, users must have a PC running Windows XP or device 

that supports Windows Media Audio Lossless and Windows Media DIM, 

register online, download (or via CD-ROM) MusicGiants' Network software 

and open an account by paying the $50 annual fee. MusicGiants will then 

credit the customer's account with $50 for music purchases. 

Looks Ike competition against Apple's reign in the digital music 

domain ts Leafing up—although Apple, which owns 80 percent of the 

market, is making continual strides in the marketplace. 

The next day, Apple announced iTunes 6, wfnch adds more than 2,000 

music videos and six short films from P.xar Animation Studios for $ 1.99 

each. Also, the company inked a deal with 

Disney, whereby current and past episodes 

of Desperate Housewives, Lost, Night Stalker, 

That's So Raven and The Suite Life of Zack 

& Codj, will be available through the music 

jukebo.< and online music store for $ 1.99 

each. Customers can purchase and download 

these shows from ilunes the day after they 

air on 'TV, watch them on a Mac or PC and 

auto-sync them to the iPod. iTunes 6 is 

available as a free download at www,apple 

.com/itunes. 

While campetition in the digital music 

domain is becoming fiercer, the undeilying key to-success is giving consumers 

what they want. Case in point—the first Platinum commercial download: 

Gwen Stefani's "Hollaiack Girl." The track will also soon cross the 1 million 

mark im ringtone sales. 

According ta Jimmy ¡ovine, chairman of Interscope Gefen A&M 

(Stefami's label), "The music industry is changing, and this is a major 

sign that digital downloading kas reached the mass market and 

become a very significant business," 

CHUNG KING BRINGS IN PRO TOOLS NEFF PLANTS POST WORK 

Home to scores of Platinum 

recordings by the likes of Jennifer 

Lopez, Justin Timberlake and will. 

jam, among many others, Chung 

King Studios (New York City, www. 

chungkingstudios.com) purchased 

three fully loaded Digidesign Pm 

Tools I H D systems (including several 

new Apple G5 computers and 23-

inch Cinema displays) through GC 

Pro. The gear will be installed in 

three of the studio's five main 

recording and mixing studios. 

In addition, founder/owner/CEO 

John King is planning to build an 

additional five to six demo rooms 

for his newly formed Chung King 

Records. 

rom left: Chung King studio manager Glenn Swan, John King, facility 

oordinarar Darren Barifeft and operations manager Joe Demby. 

of pictured: head technician Billy Cameron 

John Neff (left) and assistant 

engineer Mike Baden. Not 

pictured: assistant engineer 

Andrew Freed 

San Francisco Bay Area- based 

audio engineer/Tilm mixer John 

Neff recently completed a mix of 

Michael Frarti's new documentary 

film, I Know I'm Not Alone, at The 

Plant Studio's The Garden Studio in 

Saosahto, Calif. The film looks at the 

ives of people living under foreign 

military occupation, specifically in 

Iraq, Palestine and Israel. Neff mixed 

using Pro ToolsIHD and numerous 

Waves plug-ins. The film's mix stems 

were monitored and folded down in 

the studio's SSL 8096 console. 
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SYSTEM 6000 
Ultimate Multichannel Processing Platform 

Two Paths to Perfection 

REVERB 

t\\ 

6000 MASTERING 6000 

WINNER 2005 WINNER 

System 6000 is a ded cated system, designed specifically to put the finishing 

touches on your sound Whether you're mixing music, designing sound effects for 

feature films or mastering the latest high resolution DVD, System 6000 is your 

1: guarantee. TC Eilectroi ic has invested over 30 man-years in research and 

development to bring yu the tools you need to turn every piece into a masterpiece. 

Now Mastering 6000 features the new MDX5.1, a revolutionary multichannel 

dynamics processor. Through advanced multiband and multichannel DXP processing, 

MDX5.1 is capable of gifting low level details, but without boosting everything 

and hammering the transients. 

Visit www.tcelectronic.00m/system6000 to find out more about Reverb 6000 and 

Mastering 6000, the two paths to perfection. 

t.c.,electrçenit 

TC ELECTRONIC MS DENMARK • e + 45 8742 7000 
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ON THE COVER OJAI, CA 

The Mastering Lab 

By Heather Johnson 

G
rammy-winning mastering engineer 
and audio pioneer Doug Sax looks 

out onto very different vistas these 
days. From his new 5.1-equipped Mastering 
Lab studio in Ojai, Calif., windows to the 
outside reveal the Topa Topa Mountains, pink 
skies at sunset and two horses grazing across 
the street. Much different than the Toyota 
dealership across the street from his success-
ful Hollywood facility, which he's owned for 
38 years. Inside, his original two-room facifity, 

which is still running full-throttle, looks like 
most mastering houses: An engineer sits at 
a mastering desk with equipment in front of, 
below and maybe behind him, with speakers 
to each side and out front. But at the Master-
ing Lab-Ojai, Sax and guests listen to surround 
and stereo mixes unencumbered, with no 
console or computer screen blocking the way 
of their eyes and ears. 

"In surround, you have much more listen-
ing to do than in 2-channel, and for me, I 
have to hear [a track] through," says Sax. "I 
found that I was doing a couple of changes 
and then a lot of listening. That's when I got 
the idea of, 'Why have anything in front of 
you?' When you work in this room, there's 
nothing between you and the speakers—any 
of the speakers. It makes the sound ex-
tremely clear, and what you want to do with 
that sound becomes more obvious." 

Sax listens on a customized ATC SCM 150A 
5.1-channel monitor system, comprising five 
ATC SCM150A loudspeakers and an ATC 
15-inch subwoofer installed in the front wall. 
"The front three speakers are not free-stand-
ing, they're soffit-mounted. But the soffit is 

not the full height of the room. We came up 
with this half-wall. It really works because 
the room feels large and the speakers are 
really allowed to do what they do." 

Sax had multiple reasons for opening a 
second facility. He wanted a dedicated sur-
round room, but not in L.A. because he and 
his family had plans to relocate. After a few 
visits, they settled on (and in) the small artistic 
community of Ojai, which is situated 75 miles 
north from the original Mastering Lab—close 
enough for his L.A. clients to attend a session 
or for Sax to commute to work with clients 
such as Ed Cherney, whose schedules don't 
always allow for the 90-minute drive. Plus, he 

The Mastering Lab offers unobstructed listening from this spot. Inset: Doug Sox 

knew that to create the best possible surround 
environment, he had to build from the ground 
up. "A 2-channe' room modified for surround 
is not good. But a room built from scratch to 
optimize surround monitoring can also serve 
as a perfectly wonderful 2-channel room." 

Sax—with experience building rooms at 
MGM Studios and at a site on Big Bear Lake, as 
well as serving as part of the original Mastering 
Lab design team in 1968—teamed up with Los 

Angeles—based designer Rick Ruggieri to build 
his new single-ended facility. Like the original, 
most of the Mastering Lab-Ojai's equipment 
is custom-built, including the transformerless 
tube console, complete with big knobs re-
sembling the custom boards of the early '60s. 
EQs and other outboard equipment are also 
handcrafted, save for a GML Digital EQ that, 
adm•ttedly, has not been modified! 

The desk ano console reside behind the 
head engineer's chair, while the controls 
for the SADiE DSD 8 workstation sit on the 
opposite side of the desk. The IBM-based 
SADiE computer resides in the machine room 
together with power supplies for all of the 
tube equipment. The two-person setup puts 
Sax .n the driver's seat, where he can flip 
around after listening to a track and make 
adjustments on the console, while another 
engineer mans the SADiE, which would be 
used to record Sax's modifications. The SADiE 
Series 5 offers full editing and mastering of 

64fs DSD signals and incorporates authoring 
facilities for SACD. So while the Mastering 
Lab can accommodate pretty much any 
format on the market, Sax keeps his eye 
on surround. " Right now, surround is very 
quiet," he says. " But we all expect it to 
slowly pick up, even though the industry has 
done everything they can to kill it by having 
competing formats." 

Getting a project done correctly is what 
gave the Mastering Lab its edge in the days 
of the LP and keeps the studio on top in an 
era of CD, DVD, SACD and myriad other 
mediums. "When I started, everyone said, 
'Why do I need you? I just turn my tape into 
Capitol or Columbia and I leave.' And I said, 
'Because we can do it better and we can fix 
things.' And when we opened our doors in 
'68, nobody gave a damn because they really 
didn't know what we did. But by 1971, you 
couldn't get into the Mastering Lab. It was 
booked 24 hours a day." 

Now, in the days of basement home stu-
dios equipped with mastering plug-ins and 
effects systems, studios such as the Mastering 
Lab still have to answer the 'why do I need 
you' question. But for those willing to turn 
their good-sounding project into a great one, 
Ojai's only a short drive (or FedEx slip or file 

download) away. 

Heather Johnson is a Mix assistant editor. 
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THE FAST LANE  
BY STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

The Old Three-Way 
Learning to Use Judgment 

F
irst, I feel it is only fair to wam you that this is a 
two-part column. I hate two-part columns. I despise 

two-part TV shows. Hell, I don't even like two-part 

epoxy. But sometimes there is so much to say that to cram 

it into a single column would require the elimination of all 

adjectives and verbs. So I choose, reluctantly, to use com-

plete sentences and hope that you will bear with me. 
And so we begin. 

There are three ways to buy things. I don't mean retail, 

Internet or from your cousin Joe who just got out again. I 
mean three basic attitudes, three approaches. 

ONE IS THE LONELIEST NUMBER 

First, the easiest—you just buy the best. This is certainly 

the simplest, as it requires minimum judgment and spe-

cific education about the product you are buying. Life was 
pretty easy for Thurston Howell III before the three-hour 

tour in spite of his comic naiveté. He was rich enough to 
buy the best, and rich enough to pay others to tell him 

what that was. 

All that is required is that you ask your rich friends what 

brand of yacht, car, TV or amp they like the most, and you 
get one. All it takes is bucks. Easy. 

A SIDE NOTE FROM THE OTHER SIDE... 

I spent my life doing the absolute best I could—best en-
gineering, performing, surfing, welding, whatever—for a 
reason. My companies make the best products possible for 

the same reason. And this may not be what you think. 
Certainly I appreciate quality, and I want my stuff to be 

as pure and solid as possible. It's a personal thing—some 

might say ego. 
But there is another core reason why I do this. It is easy. 

I don't have to spend time guessing what compromises 

I can get away with to save money on parts or make a 

cheaper chassis. I don't have to evaluate lower-priced ca-

pacitors to see if anyone can hear the difference or if they 

fail sooner. I just find and use the best of the best. 

So if my designs are correct and significantly superior, 

and the quality of the components are maxed out, and 

failure margins are insanely high, manufacturing yields 

are great, field failures are minimized and sales? Well, I 

guarantee you that the easiest sale in the world is hyper-
high-end stuff. This stuff sells itself, as there is nothing else 

to compete with the best. 
From speed boats to sushi, the best is easy to under-

stand. It's just a little hard to pay for. But...the world is full of 

those who can and even more who can't but do anyway. 

AT LEAST IN STEERAGE, YOU GOT FRIENDS 

Then there is the last way, and the second easiest. Buy 

the bottom of the line, the cheapest thing that gets the job 

done. Pretty easy, as price is by far the dominant factor 

in your choice. You know it won't be the coolest, fastest, 

brightest or loudest, but it will be the smallest cash outlay 
possible. All it takes is price shopping, a bit of research on 

reliability and luck. And hope that it doesn't break when 
you get it home. 

This is certainly not an invalid path—finances may 

I don't have to spend time guessing 

what compromises I can get away 

with to save money on parts or make 

a cheaper chassis. I don't have to 

evaluate lower-priced capacitors.. .1 

just find and use the best of the best. 

simply dictate it. It's just that it's a bit more dangerous 

as performance and quality deception climbs heavily as 
price drops. Online user opinions are essential if you 
play here. 

AH, MOR—THE PATH MOST TAKEN 

And that lea‘es the middle way. This is by far the most 

complicated purchasing position. It takes a huge amount 

of research and understanding to make the best decision 

on this road. You must discover the entire range of product 

available. You must have a very clear picture of how you 
plan to use it and what you want from it. It also takes a 

good understanding of price ranges and how they have 

shifted historically. And last and probably most impor-
tantly, it takes a clear understanding of compromise, the 

most adult thing most of us are called on to do. 

Personally, I have always preferred the two extremes. 

I am more comfortable there and have been most happy 
with purchases made there. 

Why buy some super-crappy MP3 player when I can 
get a real iPod for one-third more? I mean, it's a toy, right? 

Personally, I have a well-developed, obnoxious elitist at-

titude when it comes to truly elective purchases. If I can't 
afford the toy I really want, I generally don't buy any lesser 
version; I just stay away and get some totally different kind 

of toy that costs less. 
In A/V, I generally get the best because I can easily 

hear and see the difference. Now, don't get me wrong, 
the "best" is often not the most expensive. Take plasmas. 

I buy commercial panels, slabs of glass with no bells or 
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THE FAST LANE  

whistles at all, as opposed to fancy hand-pol-

ished lacquer consumer versions with tuners, 
speakers and stands—none of which I use. 
I pay exactly half as much, and the picture 

is identical, if not better. For my applica-

tion...The Best. 

I drive a tiny Subaru WRX station wagon. 
I love it. I live out in the deep woods, need 

4-wheel drive and room to bring home iPods 

and plasmas, and like to go fast. The Subaru 
is amazingly fun to drive, wicked fast, climbs 
ice walls and looks just like every other 

Subaru out here. 
I have added certain personal touches, as 

I enjoy doing that sort of thing. It is the car 

that got all that Dynamat Extreme discussed 
in some past column [February 2003], the 
audio and nay systems from hell and some, 

uh, engine mods. 

But still, it is without a doubt the most 

performance and fun for the absolute least 
amount of money that I could find. Pretty 

easy decision. 
It is only fair to own up to an automo-

tive dark side, as well, I suppose. I am also 
in possession of automotive technology that 

dearly represents the other extreme, in the 
one-off custom class and in, well, just ex-
treme class. Specific toys that exist for the sole 

purpose of experimenting with the feeling of 

the maximum something on earth—speed, 

power, comfort, whatever. But see? I am most 
comfortable at either end (or both). 

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING 

COMPLETELY DIFFERENT 

Somewhere along the line, between get-

ting smashed by a tree, crushed by a truck 
and drinking beer on French beaches, I got 

married. 

I voluntarily signed up to have another 
person in the house full time, a person with 
equal input on subjects such as maximum 

allowable speaker and screen size. 
Now luckily for all, she is a hard-core 

techie who actually beat me the first time my 
bike went up against hers. Yeah, yeah...be-

fore I get "dear wuss" letters, keep in mind 
she had a crotch-rocket and I had a Harley. 

She went fast; I looked cool and scared in-
nocent citizens. We can't lose sight of what's 

really important here. 

Soon the time came to plop a screen, 
seven speakers and four subs into a totally 

glass living room. Mmmm. I found myself 
faced with a new situation. Of course I 

needed proper sound, but neither of us were 
willing to go the full-tilt super-geek approach 

and brick up all that glass and add 40 inches 
of acoustic treatment to each wall. 

Nope. The time had most definitely come 
in my life to learn to, uh...c-, co-, compro-

mise. Oh, that is so hard to say! 

It wasn't just the wife. It wasn't just the 

glass. I guess it was the two of them together 
that put me here. Or maybe I just grew up a 

little. Wait, let me think...No, that's not it. 

And so I began a yearlong quest to find 

the gear for the job. Gear that did 90 per-

cent of what I want while being 90-percent 
invisible. No hideaway doors or other stupid 
tricks—this gear all sits out in the open on 
a naked wood floor in the sun, along with 

the cats. 
Next month, I will report on how my 

first brush with compromise (uh—still hard 
to say) went, what gear ended up here and 

why. 
I will tell you that now is an amazing time 

to compromise! I discovered two new audio 

technologies, one of which I have been 

wanting for years. I even replaced certain 

studio gear with gear I discovered during 
this quest. And this parting thought—my 

last DVD player cost $2,500. The one I just 
got cost $199 and eats it alive. Ch-, ch-, ch-, 
compromise. All the details next month. • 

Life gets ever more complex even as it 

Music is your passion, make it your career. 
Learn Audio Recording at The Conservatory 

2 locations I 8 control rooms I 6 labs I 6,000 sq. ft. flue sound venue 
Conservatory of Recording Arts & Sciences 
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800-562-6383 
www.audiorecordingschool.com, eq.html 

Nationally Accredited by ACCSCT I Internship as part of graduation I Financial Aid available to those who qualify 
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INSIDER AUDIO' 
BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN 

The Masters Come Alive 
New Recordings From Very Old Musicians 

ILLUSIRAPON: DAVE REINBOLD 

W
hat is the point of restoring a historical music 
recording? Is it to re-create the recording ses-

sion so we can hear the original instruments, 

the room in which they were recorded and everything that 

their sound passed through, good and bad, in the signal 

chain? Or is it simply to listen to the music? 

Amazing things are now possible in audio restoration, 

and we have techniques to remove noise, room resonanc-

es, frequency anomalies and distortion that no one could 

have dreamed of 25 years ago. But what if we could take 

away all of the circumstances and equipment surrounding 

the music and have the actual performers—ignoring the 

fact that they've been dead for decades—play in front of 

us on real musical instruments? 

That's the goal of pianist-turned-computer-scientist-

tumed-musical-researcher John Q. Walker and his crew at 

Zenph Studios. And at one level, they seem to have accom-

plished that goal. They've also managed to achieve, in a 

limited but important way, one of computer music's Holiest 

of Grails: polyphonic pitch extraction. But their process is 

not going to show up as a plug-in any time soon. 

Simply, Walker's group of scientists, programmers and 

musicians is analyzing piano recordings of many different 

vintages, translating them into MIDI files and reproducing 

them on a high-tech player piano: a Yamaha Disidavier 

Pro concert grand. But in the process, they are redefining 

audio analysis, extending the limits of what a player piano 

can do and even expanding the meaning of MIDI. 

Their work has been getting a lot of ink in the trade 

and popular press, but while the coverage has concen-

trated on the "miraculous" aspects of the process —"Art 

Tatum comes alive in your living room!"—the nuts and 

bolts, and the truly innovative engineering processes 

he's put together, have been largely passed over Much 

of the reason for this is that the technology is very spe-

cialized and very complicated. And some of it is due 

to "hand-waving" on the part of Walker: that academic 

practice of diverting the audience's attention when you 

don't want to—or can't—describe a process or solve an 

equation. But that's understandable as a lot of his con-

cepts are patent-pending. 

In fact. Walker is a talkative and truly amiable fellow 

as I discovered when I sat down with him and a Diskla-

vier Pro grand piano in a relatively quiet downstairs 

demo room at the recent AES conference. Seeing as how 

I know MIDI, I know something about piano repertoire 
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INSIDER AUDIO  

and I happen to know a lot about Diskla-

viers, I was his perfect audience. I learned 

a lot about what his team has been doing, 

and I was impressed. 
Walker grew up in Texas and Illinois, 

and started playing the piano at age five. 

He got a college degree in piano perfor-
mance, and one of his teachers was Ruth 

Slenczynska, who had been one of only 
two students of the legendary composer/ 

pianist Sergey Rachmaninov. But he also 
got a math degree, and then went on to 

a Ph.D. in computer science and went 

to work for IBM. Some 17 years later, he 

founded a company that made tools for 

[John Q. Walker] summarizes his work with a 

one-sentence question: What would it take to hear 

Rachmaninov, who died in 1943, play again? 

measuring network performance. When 
that company was sold to a larger firm, he 

had the freedom to go back and work on 

music again. 

But he wasn't interested in performing; 

rather, he wanted to apply his computer 
skills to historical performances, and Zenph 

Tube Microphone Si. Instrument Preamplifier 
Often copied, but never duplicated, it's no wonder that ART's TubeMP is still 
among the most popular Tube Pres offered in the recording industry today. 
To learn more about the Protect Series visit: i.wivn lio com 

A R T 
You know, We know tube's. 

was born. As for the name, "It's the German 

word for mustard," he explains, "although 
they spell it `senf.' Our previous company 

spent a lot of time trying to find a name and 

went through 400 or 500 of them. Zenph 

was a leftover, and since we already had the 
domain name, we just went with it." 

He summarizes his work with a one-sen-
tence question: What would it take to hear 

Rachmaninov, who died in 1943, play again? 
Part of the pianist's legacy is preserved in 

recordings that are plagued with all of the 

problems of early records. There are also 

performances that are preserved on player 

piano rolls, which the pianist made using 

one of the "reproducing pianos"—player 
pianos that let a pianist record music in real 

time, as opposed to making rolls with man-

ual punches—that were popular in the early 
part of the 20th century. But player piano 

rolls, even reproducing ones, says Walker, 

"don't have enough bits. If you have three 
holes in a row that are the same note, they're 

played identically. A real pianist never plays 

two notes the same way." Early reproducing 
pianos also lacked subtlety when it came to 

dynamics; they specified a limited number 
of dynamic levels, and having simultaneous 
notes sounding at different dynamics was 

impossible. 

We now have player pianos that can be 

controlled with far more accuracy and sub-

tlety such as Yamaha's Disklaviers, which use 

an internal computer and a complex array of 
high-precision servos, sensors and solenoids 

to operate the keys, hammers, dampers and 
pedals. But most of the Disklavier line still 

isn't up to the task that Walker had in mind. 
"We had to wait until the hardware got 

good enough," he says. "The answer was 
the Disklavier Pro. It has 10 times the preci-

sion of the other DisIdavier models. Every 

note-on has 10 velocity bits, not seven. Every 
note-off has 10 bits, too, and that's important 

for articulation sense, which is how you pull 
your finger off at the end." 

The DisIdaviers are MIDI instruments, 
but even with its sub-millisecond accuracy 

and 127 velocity and volume levels, MIDI 

can't handle everything the DisIdavier is 

capable of. So Disldaviers use something 
Yamaha calls "high-resolution MIDI," which 

Walker figured out uses non-registered pa-

rameter numbers—which are undefined 
—CONTINUED ON PAGE 137 
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usic mixes have always been defined by the release 

format. Back in the days of vinyl, physical limita-
tions for cd artists and engineers to weigh issues 

such as volume and EQ against track length. Later, 
cassette brought along its own advantages (and 

limitations), but digital really rocked the production world. 
When CD came along, engineers rejoiced in its increased 

dynamic range and reduced noise floor; it seemed the sky 
was the limit... 

Actually, 0 dBfs was the limit. And unlike forgiving analog, 

there was no wiggle room. Yet over time, musical peaks, and 
then average volume, crept closer and closer to that limit, in 
time exhibiting squashed dynamics, increased clipping and 

flat-topped waveforms—a new "wall of sound," so to speak. 

There's no denying that music is louder today than ever 
before. And the people closest to this issue, those in the 
trenches, are mastering engineers. It would be easy for them 

to throw up their hands in frustration, chalking up their 
woes to radio-obsessed record labels, a new production aes-

thetic or even a larger movement catering to an iPod-centric 

population with no concept of dynamic range or even active 

listening. But the truth is, if you ask 10 mastering engineers 
about the state of affairs, you would get 10 different answers. 

Not all music is loud. Not everyone equates loudness with 
dynamic range, and certainly not everyone thinks louder 

is bad. The one common denominator is most feel that the 
loudness argument is played out and it's time to move on, to 
get beyond the "death of dynamics" rant and create the best 
mixes they can within a new sonic framework. 

THE HISTORY OF HOT 

"I've been at this a long time and this loudness war is noth-

ing new. It's been going on probably since dirt, and it's not 
going to change," says MasterMix's Hank Williams, who—in 

three decades of mastering projects from Platinum artists Tim 

McGraw, Reba McEntire and Toby Keith to indie projects—cer-

tainly sees the big picture when it comes to the Nashville 
country scene and mastering in general. 

The long-standing loudness issue is a given, but the prob-

lem has grown out of control in recent years, say many engi-
neers. Bob Katz, who's been recording since the early '70s and 
mastering out of his own facility, Digital Domain (Altamonte 

Springs, Fla.) since 1990, quantifies what he sees as a crisis: 
"There's a 12 to 14dB apparent loudness difference between 

BY SARAH JONES 

Black Sabbath, produced in 1977 or so and transferred to com-
pact disc in the early '80s, and the Black Eyed Peas' Let's Get It 

Started,'" he says. "The difference between the loudest records 
and even the reasonably well-mastered records became so 
great that I can't even make a reasonably loud 'normal' record 

without people complaining that it's too low." 

Katz, who has worked with a full range of rock, pop, 

classical and jazz artists—including 150 records for the audio-
phile Chesky label, where he once served as technical direc-
tor—paints a grim picture. "About three weeks ago, a very 
well-known jazz pianist, with a trio of some of the finest jazz 

musicians on the planet, said that he loved his master, but, 'It's 

not as loud as some of the more recent things, so I'm will-

ing to sacrifice its sound to make it a little more competitive, 
loudness-wise.' I'm thinking, 'It has come to this? Why would 

you have to be the least bit concerned about a jazz recording 
being "competitively loud"?' I've heard that even some classical 
musicians are beginning 'loudness envy.'" 

Though most engineers acknowledge that today's music is 

louder, they don't live in constant fear of squeezing the mix. 
"That's the gig, you gotta rise to the occasion," says Stephen 
Marcussen, head of Marcussen Mastering in Hollywood. "If it's 

difficult, it's difficult. It's part of what we do. I have no problem 

if somebody comes in and makes an aggressive record; I quite 
enjoy it. But you're talking to a guy who's been accused of 

making records too loud." Marcussen—whose resume spans 

Stevie Wonder's 1980 Platinum album Hotter Than July to 

recent work with the Rolling Stones, Wolfmother, Audioslave, 

Gillian Welch and Jaguares— says some artists are even asking 
for lower volume. "Artists have come in and said, 'Okay, make 
my record as loud as you can; now, turn it down 3 dB,' which 

I thought was a nice, refreshing change in my world." 
Nashville mastering engineer Bob Olhsson, who's been 

around since the Motown days, agrees that most would like to 
see average levels go down. "There are brave souls," he says. 

"There's an Alan Jackson record out right now [What I Do] 

that's about 8 dB below average, and I think it sounds way 

better, especially streamed or as an MP3 file or something." 

Williams, who mastered that Jackson release, says he's 

fortunate to work with established, involved artists. "Alan 

[Jackson] has some very specific things that he does and does 
not want done to his records, and I can tell you from my 
standpoint, those records do not suffer on the radio from being 

lower in level. It doesn't happen. So the answer to the question 
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Mastering Engineers 

Debate 

Music's Loudness Wars 

is, what's the point of this dynamic range war?" 

Marcussen admits that engineers who voice frustration 
about the lack of dynamics make a valid point, but stresses 

that, ultimately, the client drives the master. "So it would be 

great for me to take a hard-line approach, but that's not the 
reality," he says. "The reality is that the guy I'm working with 

wants to be competitive in today's world, so I think you have to 

respect the fact that there is good in having loud CDs. I didn't 
say it was all good, but there is good." 

HOW DID WE GET HERE? 
Various factors have contributed to music's increasing loudness, 

but many point to our arguably most popular listening environ-

ment as the biggest culprit. Recently, noted mastering engineer 
Doug Sax—in an AES talk entitled "Whatever Happened to 
Dynamic Range and Why?"—put the problem succinctly: "The 

biggest virtue of the LP record—and why dynamic range is 
gone—is that it could not be played in the car." 

With our cars (and increasingly our iPods) serving as our 

main listening environment, nobody will deny that music is 
suffering in its surroundings. But how much blame is legitimate 

here? "You couldn't play LPs in the car; you listened at home 
and you had a pretty good stereo system, and you could enjoy 

the dynamic range of the recording," says Katz. "In the car, 
there's too much noise. But the dynamic range of many musi-

cal recordings has been reduced far beyond what is necessary 

to make it work in the car, so that particular reason or excuse 
has long passed. The fact that people are listening less critically 

than they used to is definitely a contributing factor." 

The issue is sometimes compounded by lack of experi-
ence on the mixing side. Joe Lambert is a mastering engineer 

at Trutone in New York; he regularly masters all genres of 
music, from Kanye West to Ted Nugent to Stephen Sondheirn. 

He collaborates with both seasoned and newer mixing en-
gineers—and hears a difference. "Before, you had 10 guys 

mixing records and 10 guys mastering records, and they all 
worked for record labels; everything was very controlled, 

very well-organized," he says. "And then all of a sudden, you 

could buy your own CD burner. People started recording at 

home and they just didn't keep up with professionally mixed 

and mastered productions. But they can't hear why. They 
don't know that it's not just levels; they don't know that it's 

the proper balance between the highs and lows, the dynamic 
range—a combination of all these things. That's what makes 

_Stephen hicarnssim 

Hank Williams  
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the art of mastering what it is." 

Katz adds that up-and-coming engineers 
often emulate squashed masters, which per-
petuates the issue. "The easiest thing for any 

mastering engineer to do is make the master 
just a little bit louder than the mix," he says. 

"When you combine that with mixing en-
gineers more frequently emulating finished 

masters, it becomes a vicious circle." 

TOO MANY COOKS 

The pressure to "make it louder" comes from 

all sides. "Motown was notorious for cutting 

some of the hottest 45s in the industry," 
says Olhsson, who cut his teeth mastering 

hits like "Signed, Sealed, Delivered." "Why 

do that? It all comes down to a bunch of 

people listening to five records, and four 
of them are gonna go into the wastebasket. 

Well, an artist, a manager, an A&R person or 
anybody who happens to be hanging out in 

that circumstance is going to quickly notice 
that something that is at a lower level is at 

a pretty big disadvantage. So there's great 

paranoia that drives the level thing." 

Placing all the blame entirely on the 
record labels, however, would be missing 
the big picture. "Here in Nashville, with my 

major-label clientele, the labels are not really 
driving loudness wars or dynamic range," 
says Williams. "Now there are producers and 

engineers who might request that of me, but 
it doesn't come from the label." 

And mastering engineers aren't the only 

ones feeling the squeeze. "It's a chain of 

events that happens," says Lambert. "There's 
pressure on the mix engineers now because 

when they mix the song, they give it to the 

client and the client doesn't understand why 
it doesn't sound as loud as Mariah Carey's 

record or Aerosmith's record or whatever 

band they listen to. And part of the reason 
is because it's not mastered." 

Genre and production aesthetics also 

play a part in shaping—but don't categorical-

ly define—dynamics. Marcussen approaches 
each project on a case-by-case basis, but says 

that different genres can sometimes call for 
a particular approach to dynamics. "With 
dance music, for example, when you are 

in a club, it's beneficial to have a louder 

CD. It's more exciting, you're not sitting 

there scrutinizing the sound; it's more of a 
gut feeling rather than an intellectual com-

prehension of somebody's work. So I think 
there are genres of music where it's appro-

priate to make screamingly loud records." 
Olhsson stresses that, to a certain degree, 

the nature of the source materials dictates 
how loud the music can get. "That's how 
we got into all this digital stuff—with the in-

troduction of samplers and electronic music 

that didn't have the kind of peak values that 

acoustically sourced music has." 
Katz agrees. "A sampled drum set just 

doesn't have the transient response of a real 
drum set, nor does it have the impact that a 

real drummer has when he hits something 

loudly to his own musical feel. That also 
contributes to the highly compressed feel 

of the recording." 

Lambert, who's mastered punk rock 

and musicals in the same week, says that 
overall, he applies the same philosophical 

approach regardless of style. "The goal is 

to make it easy for the average person to 
enjoy, to make it magical-sounding. It really 

doesn't matter to me if it's a metal song or 
an opera. It's about listening to the ele-

ments and saying, 'What's going to make 

this track come alive?'" 
Ultimately, mastering is a service indus-

try, which requires balancing sonic ideas 

vamp" 
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with artist needs. "My vision is my client's 

vision," says Williams. "I'm not here to put 

every record into the same bucket. That 
would be Dante's 12th Circle of Hell if I were 

here to make every record sound exactly the 

same and have the same dynamic footprint 

or EQ footprint or whatever. Fortunately, I've 
got clients that all have different takes on 

how things should be done." 

"At Motown, we took getting songs on 
the air very, very seriously," says Olhsson. 
"On one level, we wanted them to be 

good; on another level, we wanted them 
to be listenable, and we definitely did not 

want somebody else's record to leap out 

of the speakers as compared to ours. So 

it's compromising: You have to take all the 
factors, including experience, and put it in 

the context of the current market for that 
specific genre of music." 

Olhsson learned early on to benchmark 
himself against the competition. "I make sure 

A VERY UNSCIENTIFIC LOOK AT THE EVOLUTION OF DYNAMICS 

We compared waveform views of random Billboard hits from 1985 and 2005 for a representative 

glance at how dynamic range has evolved during the past 20 years. Top: from 1985, Whitney 
Houston's " How Will I Know?" Bottom, one of this year's biggest chart-toppers. 
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scab 
that I'm familiar with what my recordings are 
going to be compared to, and I try and put 

myself on a conservative but still effective 
side of that," he says. "I don't want to just 

knee-jerk and turn stuff way up when there's 

no reason on earth for it to be that way." 

EVOLVING WITH THE TIMES 

When asked if they're mastering differently 

in the context of smaller dynamic range, 

engineers are philosophical. "I think it's an 

evolution of where I started, going back to 

7-inch 45s, when it was significant that they 

were louder," says Marcussen. "I think when 

you're raised in that environment, you keep 

your competitive edge and take it to the next 
level, whether it's CDs or MP3." 

Lambert says that in addition to setting 
his console VU meters at -6 instead of 0, 

he hasn't made a lot of permanent conces-

sions. "There's nothing that I do just to make 
a record louder," he says. "Everything I do 

is to make the record sound as good as I 
can—giving the client what they want while 

letting them know if I think we are going 

too far in volume and actually damaging the 
song." Having a beautifully equipped mas-
tering room doesn't hurt, either, he admits, 

but he's never bought any specific tools to 

make a record louder. "I'm sure that there are 
people out there who find [those tools] use-

ful, but anytime I see the word 'Max,' I know 
it's not for me," he says with a laugh. 

That said, engineers can still employ a few 
tricks to boost the mix. "Downward compres-

sors can take the snap out of the transients, 
but upward compressors, or parallel com-

pressors, can retain the transients more," says 
Katz. "Another technique is to use several 
processors in a row and not push any one 

of them. If you start with a tube compressor 

or an optical compressor, or a combination 

of the two that has a very slow, gradual 

average response, you can raise the average 

level without losing too much of the snap." 

Katz also advocates the judicious use of more 
intelligent peak limiters. He describes these 
maneuvers, however, as reluctant damage 

control. "None of this would be necessary if 
this were 1992. In other words, we're pissing 

in the water to make it better." 

OPTIMIZING SOURCE MIXES 

There are a few ways mixing engineers 

can help preserve dynamic range at the 
mix stage. "Some people think it's a great 

idea to mix and get it all the way to what 

I'd call a 'mastered level' in their mix, and 
if that works for them and they can present 

the mastering facility with a good-sounding 

tape or file, I have no problem with that," 

says Marcussen. "People seem to find their 
own level of comfort in working; maybe it's 
a little dark, maybe it's a little bright—those 

types of things can be compensated for at 
the mastering level." That said, it's some-

times helpful to get a glimpse of what the 
client sees as the "faux final product." "Do 

I end up using their hyped one? Usually 

not," Marcussen says. "But it's helpful to 

use it as a guideline to see what the clients 

are looking for and how they want to take 
their product into the real world." 

Olhsson adds that the louder the lead 
vocal could be, the louder the record would 

seem, effectively. "Some prefer to send 

over alternate mixes with a lead vocal up 
or down a little; I'd prefer to have them do 
it maybe no more than a half dB up or a 

half dB down," he explains. "When you put 
the peak limiting on, sometimes that will 

change the vocal's position a little bit and 
you can nudge it up." 

Lambert asks the mixing engineers he 
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works with to not use any limiting, but sug-

gests an alternative. "Don't do anything just 

to make the record louder," he offers. "But 

once you're done with the mixes, if you 

want, run them through an L2 or some other 

type of limiter and just make them a little 

louder and give that master to the client." 

Katz prefers that mixing engineers pass 

on mastering processing—especially peak 

limiting—and avoid clipping. "The rest is 

up to you aesthetically, but remember that 

dynamics are what make a recording lively, 

and if you're not sweating bullets when 

-111-

you're mixing, you're probably over-com-

pressing. What that means, of course, is you 

should have to ride faders." 

Williams advises mix engineers to keep 

perspective. "Here's a great example of what 

I don't want: When a mix comes in and nev-

er falls below -4 dBfs, and you call the mixer 

and say, 'Man, the client is asking me to do 

some things in mastering and my hands are 
tied because of the dynamic range situation. 

Could you ease up on that and give me some 

more versions?' And he says, 'Then my mix 

will fall apart.' Well, if your mix is going to 
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fall apart, did you really even have one to 

begin with?" Williams stresses that this type 

of situation is generally the exception, "be-

cause the guys here in town are still mixing 

great records. And they allow the mastering 

houses the real estate to work with." 

THE MUSIC STILL RULES 

Ultimately, the quality of the music defines 

success, and the mix is a big part of that. 
"There are some people in the industry 

who know how to structure a mix with 

smaller dynamic range and still come out 

with a great-sounding record," says Wil-

liams. "My philosophy has always been the 

better it sounds, the better it sounds," adds 

Marcussen. "So if somebody comes in with 

a beautiful-sounding tape, whether it goes 

through the Internet or not, the better it 

sounds to begin with, the better it sounds 
in the end." 

"The latest Tool record, Lateralus [20011, 

is not that loud," says Lambert. "But you 
know what? Nobody cares. It didn't affect 

sales of the record, it sounds awesome and, 

as a fan, you're going to listen to it for years. 

Some records will work really loud; others 

wear on you: They sound great the first two 

times, but then you just stop listening be-

cause they fatigue your ear. I know that and 

the engineers know that, but the consumer 

doesn't know why they're not listening to 

those records anymore." 

Marcussen counters, "I don't want to be 

averse or buck my peers, but I don't see it 

as a problem. I see abuses of loudness as a 

problem, when the artifacts of loudness are 

unpleasant distortions that take away from 

the listening experience. But a really rocking, 
loud, well-mastered CD is great. It's fun, it's 

competitive, the music translates, the band 

gets its point across, the people involved 

with making the record are happy. What's 

bad about that?" 

Sax summed up the mastering engineer's 

perspective in his AES speech: "If you pro-

cess the music to win a shoot-out, the ques-

tion I want you to think about is, would you 

like to listen to this yourself, for your own 

pleasure, in five years? And you'll find a lot 

of times that you won't, and that's a very sad 
state because maybe the music that's brought 

to you before you stood on it, before you 

competed with it, you liked and you could 

listen to it. And it was your hands that made 
it maybe not so listenable. Nobody else is 

going to hear that artist, ever, 

except for your signature that's 

on that." 

Sarah Jones is Mix 'sfeatures editor. 
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SAFEGUARDING 
SONIC 
TREASURES 

L
ong, long ago, in a simpler place 
and time, audio "storage" meant 

finding a dark, dry, cool place to 
park those 2-inch and 4-inch tape 

boxes after a project was released. Backups 
were of little concern, as an analog "safety 

copy" was a compromised duplicate with 
increased noise. With the advent of digital 

recorders in the early '80s, clone tapes of 

digital multitrack sessions became a reality 
and older masters could be archived to a 

"safe" medium with no generational loss. 

However, some 20 years after those 
first digital multitracks appeared, dealing 

with masters is no picnic. Over time, 
many beloved analog tapes fell victim 
to "sticky-shed syndrome," making 
them unplayable unless heated 

to 135 degrees or so for several 

hours. Although this was hardly 
a cure, if conditions were right, 
it might provide for a least one 

playback—this time, hopefully 
to a safer, archiveable medium. 
Now, those long-discontinued 

digital multitracks provide a 
new quirk: Finding a working 

vintage digital playback 

machine is difficult—ask 

anyone who requires a 3M 32-
track or Akai A-DAM deck. 

The rise of disk-based recording 

systems simplifies creating backup copies, 
especially with plummeting media costs 

and affordable, high-capacity hard disks. Yet 
we're hardly out of the woods. As the wheels 

of progress turn, formats/media from just a 
few years back may have vanished. Drives 

for yesterday's removable media—whether 

Bernoulli or Jaz drives or 5.25/3.5-inch 

floppies—are scarce. Even the venerable 

SCSI port—the standard for so long—has 
nearly disappeared from today's computers. 

With endless storage options and 

file formats for modern DAWs, archiving 
multitrack master tapes for future playback 

is a complex issue, compounded by rapid 
changes in storage media and the fragile 

nature of data that is stored on such 
systems. Dropping an analog tape to the 

floor may result in a bent reel flange, while 

0 
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the same action with a hard drive spells 
disaster. Disk failures are subject to the "not 
if, but when" rule, making data backups an 

essential part of audio production. 

"The problem is huge," says Maureen 

Droney, the new head of the Recording 
Academy's Producers & Engineers 
Wing. A forward-thinking committee of 

audio-minded P&E members—headed 
by co-chairs Kyle Lehning and George 

Massenburg—began drafting "The Delivery 
Recommendations for Master Recordings." 

This exhaustive 27-page document 

(available at www.grammy.com/pe wing) 
offers advice for short- and long-term master 

storage. Suggestions include the need to store 
DAW recordings as consolidated/flattened 

(no gaps between track segments) individual 

tracks in the Broadcast .WAV file format at 
24-bit (or higher) resolution and sample rate 
at/above the master recording. Following 
this procedure, a multitrack project could be 

reassembled—regardless of the software or 
DAW program used on the original. 

Yet even with such guidelines available, 

proper storage and backup in the music 
industry is often elusive. We spoke to a 

number of industry pros with expertise in 
differing aspects of the storage issue. As one 

might expect, this led to some answers— 

and more questions. 

DISKS AND DATA 

"Hard disks have become the new tape," 
says Steve Smith, an industry veteran who 

is now the president of Avastor, a company 
that markets data storage solutions to the 

audio and video industries. Despite being a 

supplier of high-performance drives, Smith 
is realistic about disk technology: "There's 

no middle ground. When a hard disk doesn't 

work, it really doesn't work. Drive failures are 
rare, but the alternative to not backing up in 
those cases is a drive data recovery service. 
Those guys are good at what they do, but 

often the price starts around $2,000 for one 

drive. It's not as cheap as baking a tape." 
Ironically, like baking tapes, damaged 
drives have their own folk-style remedies. 

Long-term storage of a hard drive 

is not recommended unless the 
drive is "exercised" on a regular 

basis. "Almost everyone I've talked 

to who archives drives has said 
that after two or three years of 

sitting without spinning, some 
drives will tend not to spin. 
There's a possible cheap fix for 

t his," Smith explains, "which is the opposite 

of baking a tape: You freeze a drive that 
won't spin up and then spin it up while it's 

cold—right out of the freezer. I haven't tried 
it, but the Internet is full of stories of those 

who have tried it with complete success. 
"Most of the labels we've been working 

with are using a combination of FireWire 

400- or 800Mbps drives. The most popular 
capacity being 160 GB, but lately, 250 GB 

has become almost as popular. Now we're 
selling lots of the new 500GB single drives. 

For longer-term storage, some people use 

data tape for archiving, mostly 8nun AIT and 
VXA [Exabytel in audio. In very long-term 

storage, tape is still the way to go, but with 
AIT2 and VXA only having capacities from 
30 to 80 GB per tape, backing up to tape can 
be time-consuming." 

Smith does offer some practical advice: 
"I recommend reformatting a drive anytime 

you begin a project on a drive that's new, one 

you're unsure about or when you're reusing a 
drive." Less well-known is the "misnomer of 

'plug-and-play' or 'hot-swappable' drives with 
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Striking the perfect balance between passion and precision, SONAR 5 shatters the limitations found 

in ordinary digital audio workstations. Offering a complete spectrum of creative technologies, 

SONAR 5 inspires your artistic expression. These technologies are fully integrated within a cutting 

edge engineering and mixing environment to transform your musical dreams into professional 

finished productions. For 35 years, Intel Corporation has developed technology enabling the 

computer and Internet revolution. SONAR 5 Producer Edition combined with the power and superior 

performance provided by Intel-based workstations gives you the perfect solution for composing, 

recording, editing, mixing and remixing music productions, and for providing voice over, score, 

sound design, and post audio for film, TV, video, commercials, and games. With open support 

for industry standard technologies and hardware, the scalability of a native processing system, and 

virtually unlimited software capabilities, SONAR 5 Producer Edition on an Intel-powered workstation 

represents the definitive audio production environment. 
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Justin Lassen Producer/Composer/Remix Artist 

Nine Inch Nails, Linkin Park, Evanescence, Madonna, Lenny Kravitz 

WHETHER I'M WORKING ON A HORROR SOUNDTRACK OR SPLICING VOCALEDITS TO THE NTH DEGREE IN A 

REMIX; CAKEWALK PRODUCTS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN MY FAVORITE SOFTWARE FOR MUSIC PRODUCTION-AND 

SONAR 5 IS THE BEST YET I LOVE HOWTHE INTERFACE IS SIMPLE AND STRAIGHTFORWARD AND ENABLES ME 

TO QUICKLY GO FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION, INCLUDING NOTATION! 
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SONAR 5 was designed to allow you to quickly bring your inspiration to life, continuing Cakewalk's 

reputation of providing feature rich products that retain their elegance in ease of use. And to satisfy 

the musician inside, we include a spectrum of creative technologies, looping tools, and responsive 

instruments. As a result you will find that SONAR works with your creativity, rather than against it. 

Customized to Work the Way That You Do 

Each musician has their own way of setting up a project, and creating music, That's why we made 

SONAR completely customizable—from recording options, custom keystrokes and layouts, to color 

control of the interface. Version 5 addsTrackTemplates to save and recall all aspects of a sound or 

track set up including: mix, effects, and instrument virtual settings. This is just one way that SONAR 

saves you time and allows you to get to the music faster. 

Blend Loops—Tight and In Key 

SONAR 5 offers the most comprehensive loop construction and composition toolset of any DAW. 

Build beds of backing tracks and textures by clicking and dragging ACID'-format audio loops 

and MIDI Groove Clips that match the tempo and key of your projects. SONAR includes per-slice 

envelope control of gain, pitch, and pan, to take any audio loop and make it perfectly blend— in 

time, in key, and sonically with your projects. 

2 3 



COMPOSE, PERFORM & RECORD WITH 
RESPONSIVE INSTRUVFNITs 

Modern Evocative Sounds 

Edgy bass, cutting leads, atmospheric pads...these 

are the sounds you need today to make your tracks 

stand out and make people take notice. Get these 

sounds and more with the critically acclaimed and 

musician approved PYSN II' subtractive synth and 

Pentagon I Virtual Analog performance synth. 

Authentic Roland Instruments 

Bring that beat back with GrooveSynth*" featuring 

100%-genuine sounds from their genre-defining 

Roland groove boxes and synthesizers. And 

cover all your General MIDI bases with TTS-1 an 

expressive, high quality Roland GM2 synth. 

Sample This 

SONAR 5 Producer Edition comes stocked with 

3 versatile samplers and over 700 MB of sample 

content. RXP'" REX player— tempo-syncing 

drum machine and groove box. SFZ SoundFont 

Player— endless sample-arranging capabilities 

with outstanding sound quality. And Cyclone DXi 

groove sampler— assign and trigger ACID*" format 

Groove Clips which match the tempo and pitch of 

your project. 

Roland' GrooveSynth ." 

PSYN 

TTS-1 Multitimbral Synth 

RXP REX Player 

Loop Construction 

WHAT I LOVE ABOUT SONAR IS THAT IT'S A SELF CONTAINED STUDIO. WITH THE 

RECORDING AND LOOPING TOOLS, INSTRUMENTS AND EFFECTS, EDITING AND 

MIXING CAPABILITIES, I HAVE EVERYTHING I NEED TO FULLY REALIZE MY IDEAS, 

EVEN WHEN I'M ON THE ROAD. j 

DJ Johnny Juice Producer/Turntablist 

Public Enemy, Rob Swift, Beastie Boys 

Create and record music wlhenever and 

wherever you feel inspired Take your 

studio with you thanks to Intel's mobile 

technology. 

Intel Centrino technology is found in 

lighter, easier-to-carry notebook PCs 

designed for musicians on the move. 

It delivers the superior performance 

demanded by sophisticated digital audio 

workstations like SONAR, so you can 

make the dream of a mobile studio 

a reality. 

Intel Centrino is more thai a processor: 

it features fully integrated Wi-Fi 

capability for internet connectivity and 

collaboration with other musicians, as 

well as unparalleled battery life. 

• Up to 533 MHz front side bus and Dual 

Channel DDR2-533 MHz memory for 

more responsive sampler performance 

• Graphics Media Accelerator 900 and 

PCI Express X16* graphics interface 

offers faster redraws of complex audio 

waveforms and enables high quality, 

smooth video playback for scoring your 

next soundtrack 

• Intel High Definition Audio enhances 

your audio quality 
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Rory S. Kaplan Executive Producer/Consultant/A&R/Musician 

Sting, The Eagles, Queen, The Police, Sheryl Crow, London Symphony, Diana KraII 

OVER THE PAST 9YEARS I HAVE SPECIALIZED IN THE PRODUCTION OF 5.1 SURROUND PROJECTS. THE 

SURROUND FUNCTIONS ON SONAR ARE LOGICAL AND EASY TO CREATE MIXES WITH. I FIND THE SOFTWARE 

INTUITIVE AND I WAS IMPRESSED WITH ITS HIGH SONIC QUALITY AS WELL. IT'S NICE TO DISCOVER A PROD. 

LIKE SONAR WHERE IT'S POSSIBLE TO GET HIGH END RESULTS AT SUCH A REASONABLE PRICE. I 

prod 

Create nerfect vocals, get the ultimate reverb, mix in surround and stereo at the same time, keep 

even your largest projects manageable.. SONAR 5 Producer Edition offers precise editing, pristine 

sound, and flexible mixing— all in a tightly integrated workspace. 

Fast, Effective Editing 

Nailing it on the first pass doesn't always happen, and artists expect to record numerous overdubs. 

SONAR 5 offer timesaving comping and editing features for making fast, precise edits and 

assembling master takes, including loop recording to Track Layers; multi-clip Nudge, Slip Edits, 

and Fades; Clip Muting, Partial Clip Muting, and Auto-crop/Crossfade. In addition, editing audio and 

MIDI is now integrated in one view making it easier to edit your tracks in- line with your project. 

Perfect Vocal Tracks— Roland' V-Vocal 

Accomplish edits you never imagined possible with Roland V-Vocal"" VariPhrase technology—a 

producer's dream for working with singers. Far beyond automatic pitch correction, with V-Vocal 

you can control the tempo, pitch, dynamics, and phrasing of vocal tracks, and add harmonies and 

vibrato in real time with virtually no degradation of sound quality. 

A Wide Range of Effects 

Choosing quality effects can polish a dull mix into a chart-topping hit. SONAR comes with some 

of the finest reverbs and effects on the market today including the Sonitus:fx Suite, Perfect Space 

64- bit Convolution Reverb, legendary Lexicon - Pantheon'' Reverbs (stereo and surround), and the 

Sonitus Surround Compressor— perfect for 5.1 mixing. 



The Best Mixing Environment - Hands Down 

Simply stated, mixes created in SONAR 5 sound 

better, whether you're working in stereo or 

surround lover 30 configurations supported/. 

SONAR 5's 64- bit double precision floating point 

engine utilizes a true 64- bit end-to-end signal 

path, delivering dramatic increases in dynamic 

range and audio fidelity— breaking through plug-

in accuracy and summing bus limitations found 

in 32- bit floating point applications.This engine 

is the heart of a robust mixing environment that 

also features flexible on-the-fly bussing, a dynamic 

Console view, new free hand and tempo-sync'd 

envelope automation shapes, quality effects, 

configurable pan and meters, bus and synth 

waveform preview, and ultra- high quality 

POW-r." Dithering. 

Clip-based Effects 

Ever want to use an effect on just one section 

of a track? In edition to unlimited track and bus-

based effects, SONAR 5 now offers full-featured 

FX bins and automation with automatic delay 

compensation on any clip— copy effects from clip 

to clip, clip to track, or track to track. 

The Tools You Need To Manage Large-Scale Projects 

These days, professional projects can easily reach 

60, 80, or even more than 100 tracks. SONAR 5's 

Track Folders and Navigator View allow you to 

efficiently organize, manage, and navigate your 

large scale projects, while providing the flexibility 

for fast and in-depth editing. Large projects also 

tax valuable CPU resources. Breakthrough CPU-

imposed limits with SONAR 5's superior Freeze for 

tracks, effects, and synths. 

Roland' V-Vocal'' 

Console View 

Clip- based Effect; and Editing 

IN THIS BUSINESS, WE DON'T CARE WHAT A PROGRAM SAYS IT DOES, 

WE CARE HOW IT SOUNDS...AND LET ME TELL YOU SONAR SOUNDS 

GREAT. IT'STHE ONLY PROGRAM WHERE I HAVE BEEN SATISFIED MIXING 

INSIDE THE BOX. AND WITH THE EXTENDED DYNAMIC RANGE OFFERED BY 

SONAR'S 64-BIT DOUBLE PRECISION ENGINE, MY MIXES ARE GOING TO 

SOUND EVEN BETTER. 

Terry Howard Producer/Engineer 

2005 Grammy Winner for Best Engineered Album, 

Album of the Year, Record of the Year for 

Ray Charles Genius Loves Company 

With Intel's latest technologies, 

cumbersome and expensive add-on 

DSP cards are now a thing of the past. 

Patch multiple effects, perform with 

multiple virtual instruments, and record 

on multiple tracks simultaneously, native 

on Intel processors. 

Audio mixing and DSP in SONAR 

is done using both 32- bit and 64- bit 

floating point arithmetic and is highly 

optimized for maximum performance 

and sound quality. With their 

outstanding floating point performance. 

Intel processors allow SONAR users 

to mix hundreds or even thousands of 

audio streams in real-time with no loss 

of sonic fidelity. 

SONAR is optimized for Intel's 

Streaming SIMD ( Single Instruction 

Multiple Data) Extensions allowing 

SONAR to take full advantage of your 

processor's performance. This allows 

SONAR to perform multiple floating-

point computations all at once, 128-bits 

at a time. 
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Benjamin Wright Producer, Engineer, Arranger, Songwriter 

Brandy, Destiny's Child, Michael Jackson, Jamiroquai, Outkast, Justin Timberlake 

fFROM EASY INTEGRATION WITH EXTERNAL HARDWARE, TO INTERNAL SUPPORT FOR THE BEST EFFECTS 

jAND SOFT SYNTHS, SONAR 5 HAS EVERYTHING I NEED AND MORE TO KEEP ME HAPPIER THAN EVER. 

n g a 'g 
Lootrwiff 

SONAR 5 seamlessly combines all of the professional music production technology you need, 

along with flexible project delivery options in one integrated workstation, making it the heart 

of your studio. 

Audio Hardware 

Use any Windows compatible audio device via ASIO or WDM—from your stock soundcard to high-

end Pro Tools I HD hardware. 

DirectX,VST, MFX, and ReWire Effects and Synths 

With open support for DirectX,VST, and ReWire effects and instruments, you can integrate plug- ins 

from Native Instruments, Waves and other leading plug-in manufacturers; and ReWire clients like 

Project5, Live, or Reason.You can also take advantage of processing cards like the UAD-1 or 

TC-Powercore. 

Global Control Surface Support 

SONAR's support for control surface hardware gives you hands-on control of your mix, audio 

effects, and soft synths. Features dedicated support for control surfaces from CM Labs, EDIROL, 

Mackie, Roland,TASCAM, and many others. 

6 7 



Video Scoring 

SONAR 5 Producer Edition features both a video thumbnail track and window for 

scoring video projects, you can also output video to 1394 FireWire devices for high 

quality viewing with lower CPU and disk usage. Import/export QuickTime, MPEG, 

Windows Media Video (with 5.1 audio), and AVI (with 5.1 audio) with control over 

quality settings and codecs. Fit audio to picture using MPEX 3 times scaling. 

For work with external video and hardware, SONAR offers frame-accurate 

SMPTE sync with auto-detection of timecode, and multi- port transmission of 

MTC and MIDI Sync. 

Import and Export Audio at Any Bit Depth or Sampling Rate 

SONAR 5 combines POW-C" ultra-transparent dithering ( digital-audio bit 

reduction), support for any sampling rate ( 44.1, 88.2, 96, 192, 384 kHz, etc.), and 

ultra-high-quality Windowed Sinc sample rate conversion, to give you the power 

to import and export audio at any bit depth and sample rate, while preserving 

pristine levels of audio fidelity. 

Industry-Standard Delivery Options 

Deliver your projects in industry-standard formats for final mastering, Internet 

distribution and collaboration with Pro Tools, Nuendo, Digital Performer, or Logic 

studios. Export buses and tracks into a composite mix down, or as individual files. 

SONAR includes fast and configurable presets for frequently-used export settings, 

and imports and exports industry standard formats including ACID'"- format WAV, 

Broadcast WAV, OMFI, and many more. With open support for external command-

line encoders (Ogg Vorbis, etc.), SONAR 5 allows for more export opffons. 
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Surround Compressor 

I'VE WORKED IN OTHER SYSTEMS AND NOW I DO IT ALL IN SONAR 

IT HAS EVERYTHING I NEED TO MAX OUT MY CREATIVE ABILITIES AND 

COLLABORATE WITH OTHER ARTISTS. I NEVER LEAVE SONAR...AND IT 

ALWAYS KEEPS ME INSPIRED. j 

Sharkey Producer, So'o Artist 

Cannibal Ox, Grand Puba, 

The Pharcyde 

Why use multiple machines when 

ycu can do it all in one? SONAR is 

enabled to take advantage of iistributed 

processing in PCs with multipe CPU 

processors and Intel's Hyper-Threading 

Technology x.The full benefits of 

Hyoer-Threading are realized when 

running SONAR in conjunctior with 

ReWire devices like Project5 and 

Reason, multiple virtual instruments, 

and digital video. 

Intel has worked with the industry 

to develop a new specification tor 

integrated motherboard audio riat is 

capable of delivering the features and 

high-end performance of an adc-in 

audio card. Intel High Definition Audio 

(Intel HD Audio) is capable of paying 

back more channels at higher quality 

than previous integrated audio formats. 

• 192 kHz, 32- bit 8-channel audio support 

• 95dB Signal to Noise ratio 

• - 65dBTotal Harmonic Distortion 

• Support for high quality audio formats 

• Support for 7.1 surround sound 

• Support for digital input and output 

• Send different audio streams to 

different devices in your studio 

• Automatic Device Detection: detects 

the audio jack in use and alerts you for 

proper configuration 



Timothy Michael Wynn Film, TV, Game Composer 

James Dean Forever Young, The Punisher, Partners, 

Alien Ant Farm, The Chair 

fSONAR 5 AND ITS NATIVE 64-BIT IMPLEMENTATION ARE SETTING THE NEW STANDARD 

FOR AUDIO PRODUCTION. COUPLED WITH IT'S NEW, ROCK SOLID DUAL PRECISION AUDIO 

ENGINE, AND FEATURES LIKE FIREWIRE VIDEO EXPORT, INLINE MIDI EDITING, AND V-VOCAL, 

VERSION 5 IS UNBEATABLE. 
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Native Power 

SONAR 5 ships with both a 32-bit version and the first native 64- bit digital audio workstation 

Windows XP x64 Edition". On Intel' EM64T (Extended Memory 64Technology)t and AMD64" 

based systems running Windows XP x64 Edition, SONAR 5 introduces significant processing 

performance gains allowing for more simultaneous tracks, effects, and instruments, and faster 

rendering and export. 

New Worlds for Sample-based Composition 

On 64- bit enabled machines running Windows x64 Edition, SONAR 5 introduces ground-breaking 

advances in RAM allocation with access up to 128 GB of physical RAM. By comparison, on 32-

bit machines RAM allocation was limited to 3 GB. This advance provides an immediate benefit 

when working with samplers, allowing you to use larger more realistic sample banks for your 

productions. You will also see advantages on loop-intensive projects. By loading samples and 

audio clips into RAM, you will also have a more responsive experience by eliminating the latency 

introduced by disk streaming. 



REALIZE THE BENEFITS OF 64- BIT 

COMPUTING TODAY 

CPU Usage History 
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BitBridge'' 

A primary barrier to making the leap to the 64- bit environment has been the lack of 

plug-ins available. SONAR 5's BitBridge' sweeps aside any resistance by enabling 

the use of 32- bit VST effects and instruments in SONAR's 64- bit environment. 

BitBridge' technology extends the viability and use of your favorite VST plug- ins; 

ensures future compatibility of freeware, even for the most obscure, independently 

developed shareware plug- ins. 

The Bottom Line 

SONAR 5 x64 combined with an Intel EM647 platform delivers an empowering 

experience offering a deeper sonic palette and more creative potential. 

• The higher RAM limits translate into use of larger, more-realistic sampler banks. 

• The lower latency achieved by loading data and samples into RAM translates into 

a more responsive playing and mixing experience. 

• The processing performance gain translates into more simultaneous effects and 

virtual instruments. 

• Because you are not streaming as much data from disk : his will translate into 

more simultaneous tracks. 

SONAR 5 x64 Edition with 48 Tracks Running 

11 

Low CPU Usage 

SONAR IS SIMPLY THE MOST FEATURE RICH ENVIRONMENT FOR SCORING. 

NOW WITH THE 64-BIT ENHANCEMENTS IN VERSION 5, I AM FINALLY ABLE 

TO WALK AWAY FROM MY EXTERNAL SAMPLERS AND DO IT ALL IN ONE 

COMPUTER. IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT YOUR MUSIC, THERE'S ONLY ONE 

LOGICAL CHOICE AND SONAR IS IT 

Shawn Clement Composer for Film, TV, 

Video Games, recipient of ASCAP Award for 

Most Played Underscore Batman Vengence, 

Buffy The Vampire Slayer, The Man Show, Sims 2, 

World's Wildest Police Videos 

With the release of SONAR 5, the first 

truly native 64- bit host DAW application, 

Cakewalk is continuing its leadership 

role in ushering in the future of audio 

recording, editing, and mixing on the PC 

As the only truly native 64- bit host DAVV 

application, SONAR 5 is the perfect 

choice for those cutting-edge producers, 

engineers, and musicians who want 

to start realizing the benefits of 64- bit 

computing today. 

• Support for 64- bit computing allows 

access to 8GB or more of RAM. 

Process more of your projects in 

memory with less data caching to 

and from your hard drive, enabling 

faster performance. Audio and video 

processes can perform closer to 

real- time, critical for the complex 

audio/video filter algorithms and large 

data sets demanded by today's 

professional applications 

• Intel Hyper-Threading - and dual con--

processors offer up to 4 threads per 

socket, enabling industry-leading mull' 

threaded applications such as SONAR 

to seamlessly handle more content 

creation simultaneously as well 

as multitasking 

• High-performance 800/1066 MHz front 

side bus, fast DDR2 400/533/667 MHz 

memory and enhanced memory 

pipelining enable more responsive 

sampler performance 

• PCI Express' x16 graphics offers taste' 

redraws of complex audio waveforms 

and enables high quality, smooth vide(' 

playback for scoring your next 

soundtrack 



Comparing SONAR 5 Studio Edition to SONAR 5 Producer Edition 

Designed for project studios and aspiring professionals, SONAR 5 Studio Edition is built upon the same core engine 

and feature set of SONAR 5 Producer Edition offering a complete solution for recording, arranging, editing, and mixing 

your audio productions— all in a tightly integrated workspace. Below is a matrix highlighting some of the differences. 

iiy Producer 

Edition 

Unlimited tracks of Audio and MIDI • 

ACloi loop and MIDI Groove Clip support • • 

Native DirectX, DXi,VST,VSTi, MFX and ReWire support • • 

Double precision floating point engine 
_ 

• • 

Support for 32 and 64- bit platforms • • 

Track Folders • • 

Freeze (tracks, FXs and synths) • • 

Clip- based effects and editing • • 

Integrated inline MIDI and audio editing • • 

Roland GrooveSynth" • • 

US- 1 • GM2 synth • • 

Cyclone groove sampler • • 

SFZ SoundFont sampler • • 

Sonitus:fx Suite • • 

Lexicon Pantheon -' Reverb LE Surround & Stereo 

Sonitus Surround Compressor • 

RXP REX Player groove box • 

PSYN -' II subtractive synth • 

Roland V-Vocal ." VariPhrase technology • 

Perfect Space"' Convolution Reverb • 

POW-r dithering • 

MPEX 3 time scaling • 

Per-channel EQ and assignable EX controls • 

Multi-format surround mixing • 

SurroundBridge' • 

Video thumbnail track • 

Cakewalk is a registered trademark and SONAR, Project5, and the Cakewalk logo are trademarks of Twelve Tone Systems, Inc. OuickTime and the OuickTime logo are trademarks 
or registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., used under license. ASIO and VST are trademarks of Steinberg Media Technologies AG. ReWire and Reason are trademarks of 
Propellerhead Software, AB. MPEXTime Scaling technology licensed from Prosoniq Products Software, http://www.prosoniq.com. ACID H a registered Trademark of SONY Pictures 

Digital, Inc. Lexicon Pantheon is a trademark of Lexicon Pro, a Harman International Company. Pro Tools is a trademark of Digidesign. a division of AvidTechnology, Inc. Other 
trademarks mentioned are held by their respective owners. 

For more information on Intel products see www.intel.com. Ask your platform vendor about their Intel technology-based designs for digital audio professionals. 

rintel EM647 requires a computer system with a processor, chipset, BIOS, operating system, device drivers and applications enabled for Intel EM647. Processor will not operate 

(including 32-bit operation) without an Intel EM64Tenabled BIOS. Performance will vary depending on your hardware and software configurations. See www.intel.com/info/em641 

for more information including details on which processors support Intel EM647 or consult with your system vendor for more information. 

t Hyper-Threading Technology requires a computer system with an Intel • Pentium 4 processor supporting HTTechnology and a Hyper-Threading Technology enabled chipset, 

BIOS and operating system. Performance will vary depending on the specific hardware and software you use. See httpfiwww.intel.com/info/hyperthreading/ for more information 

including details on which processors support HTTechnology 

tWireless connectivity and some features may require you to purchase additional software, services or external hardware. Availability of public wireless LAN access points is 

limited, wireless functionality may vary by country and some hotspots may not support Linux-based Intel Centrino mobile technology systems. System performance measured 

by MobileMark• 2002. System performance, battery life, wireless performance and functionality will vary depending on your specific operating system, hardware and software 

configurations. See www.intel.com/products/centrino/ for more information. 

Shawn Clement,Tomothy Michael Wynn, photo copyright © 2004, Denis Shirley. All rights reserved. 
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Storing Audio for Today and the Future 

By George Petersen 

FireWire," Smith continues. "It's is a real issue. 
You can plug and unplug a 'hot' FireWire 
cable and have no problems 100 times, but 

on the next time, you could possibly have 

a problem from shorting the bus power by 
inserting the plug at a slight angle. I actually 
smoked a circuit board on a drive once by 

doing that. It's rare, but good practice would 
be to plug in all your FireWire devices before 

powering up." 

SERIOUS ABOUT BACKUPS 

Engineer/producer Mark Needham—whose 
credits range from Chris Isaak to The Killers, 
and Flipper to Fleetwood Mac—recently 

completed The Ballroom, his private facility 

built into a old ballroom in Hollywood. With 

a steady stream of label projects coming in, 
Needham needed a flexible network to 

serve his storage and backup needs. 

loses a drive, we can just replace that drive 
with a new one and it rebuilds all the files 

automatically. We're backed up on RAID 
and tape, as well. In terms of short-term 

recovery, I can pull up projects I worked 
on two years ago. With The Killers, I've had 

to bring their project back up a half-dozen 
times in the past year to be reimported 
onto the RAID system. Usually, I'm sending 

FireWire drives or DVDs back to the labels 
and I keep the Exabyte tapes here. It's the 

best solution I've found so far." 

THE SIMPLE APPROACH 
After years of engineering hits for Barbra 

Streisand, Celine Dion, Kenny G. and 
Michael Bolton, and winning Grammys for 
his work with Natalie Cole and Madonna, 
Dave Reitzas knows how to keep the 

customer satisfied, and making sure data 

So far, Reitzas sticks to disk drives for 

backups, leaving archival chores to the 
label. "I haven't seen a tape drive in about 

four years," he says. "My experience is that 

record companies want hard drives at the 
end of the project and then it's the guy in 

their vault who takes that responsibility. 
But what's also important is leaving some 
kind of road map. With a hard disk system, 

you can have tracks all over the place and 

configured in such a way that only the 
original engineer has a clue as to how it 

goes together. Later, somebody forensically 
has to figure out what's going on." 

Yet the old analog track sheet doesn't 
go far enough. "I just did a transfer of some 

original analog cessions that were copied to 

digital 48-track years ago and now I'm copying 
them to Pro Tools," Reitzas continues. "I have 

the original track sheets, but they don't tell 

Most of rny concern for backups is not what's going to happen in 20 years, 

but what will happen next week if a drive goes down. 

If I'm not backing up and my drive goes down in the middle of a project, I'm screwed. 

—Dave Reitzas 

"I have two rooms at my studio: One is a 

mix room, the other is an edit room where 
I do all my pre-editing, and they're both 

connected to one central server," he says. 

"Having access to both the edit and mix 
rooms working on the same project has saved 

me a lot of time. I got the system from RSPE 

Audio Solutions and they contracted it out 

to Michael Dorian of MD Productions, who 

set up a fiber-optic-to-SATA RAID storage 

system with a 3.2-Terabyte server." One 

computer handles backups via a tape backup 

system with an eight-tape Exabyte tape 
library that automatically backs up everything 

continually from all four computers. 

"We can be working on the same song 

from the same drive and everything's 
backed up. If we were just storing to a 
single drive and it crashed, we'd lose a 

project," explains Needham. "But the RAID 

stores across multiple drives, so if that 

is secure is a top priority. His approach is 

simple, but effective. 
"One of the easiest ways of protecting 

your work is to copy it over to other drives as 
you're doing the project," Reitzas explains. 

"So I have a copy and the producer has a 
copy. Budgets are shrinking and file sizes 

keep getting larger, and at the end of the 
project when the last mix is done and the 

deadline's over, there isn't always the time 
or budget to spend doing full backups and 

archiving. It should be the responsibility of 

the artist's account. Most of my concern for 
backups is not what's going to happen in 

20 years, but what will happen next week 
if a drive goes down. If I'm not backing 

up and my drive goes down in the middle 

of a project, I'm screwed. I'm not getting 
paid in 20 years. My responsibility is to 

make sure the project gets finished and 

delivered on time." 

you there are three different bass parts and 
doubled guitars. When I did the original 

mixes, they sounded incredible, but I don't 

remember which bass part I used." 
But with or without track sheets or road 

maps, the backup process was a good 

thing. "I'm glad I've done those digital 48-
track transfers now," Reitzas says, "because 

maybe in 10 years, there won't be any 

machines around." 

THE LABEL VIEWPOINT 
If data storage issues are tough on engineers 

and producers, then the problem is 1,000 
times more complex for a large record label, 

especially with smaller budgets and a huge 

number of formats. "I could talk for hours 

about the dilemmas this brings up," says 
Randy Aronson, senior director of vault 

operations at Universal Music Group. 
Archiving is more difficult now in some 
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ways, yet easier in other respects, adds 

Aronson, an archivist with 20 years of 

experience. "Where we'd sometimes have 

100 2-inch reels of analog on a project, 

now there's one hard drive," he says. 

"What's more difficult now is finding out 

what's on that drive. Once they're here, we 

send them out to the studio to first see if 

they work—they sometimes don't—or if 

the data is written for a program we can't 

recognize. Then we go into the drive and 

search. Finally, a digital photo of the label 

is taken and handed to our processing 

team, and from that snapshot, metadata is 

inputted into our inventory system. 

"Most projects come in on hard drives 

with Pro Tools files, with some analog. In 

terms of data storage tapes, we prefer LTO. 

It seems to have a little more flexibility over 

AIT, but that's a pretty thin line. But sending 

a digital copy of a master is much easier 

than moving 20 reels of 2-inch analog, 

which was very risky with large magnetic 

fields nearly everywhere and oxide falling 

off as tapes age. The idea that we can 

digitally store these is very appealing." 

Protecting the label's investment— 

especially in older catalog material—is a 

Introducing the SKM 5200 Hand'ReIcregh7=nsmitter 
Sennheiser takes the proven performance and reliability of 

our world-class SKM 5000 to the next level. With exceptional 
sound, superior frequency agility, maximum reliability and ease 

of use, the SKM 5200 improves performance at every stage. 
Two channel banks, one fixed and one user-programmable, 

provides access to 7,200 frequencies in 5 kHz steps-perfect for 
even the most congested RF environments. All settings can be 
easily changed with the convenient switch and backlit display. 

The mechanical design has been optimized to be incredibly 
rugged for the toughest stage, touring and broadcast use. 
Step up to the NEW STANDARD in wireless microphones. 

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation 
One Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 USA • Tel: 860-434-9190 • Fax: 860-434-1759 

Latin America: Tel: 52 55 5639-0956 • Fax: 52 55 5639-9482 
Canada: Tel: 514-426-3013 • Fax: 514-426-3953 

priority. "We've also backed up our 32-track 

[ProDigi] material, all of our X-80 [Mitsubishi 

2-track] and all of our 48-track [DASH] tapes, 

and now we're going through all of our 16-

and 24-track analog material from the 1970s, 

which have shown to be more susceptible to 

oxide flaking," Aronson says. 

"We back everything up to two hard 

drives: one for here and a second stored 

in our main underground vault in Boyers, 

Pennsylvania, at the facility Iron Mountain 

owns, along with an LTO tape stored in a 

second vault there. We try to stay up to date 

without having to knee-jerk to every new 

storage format that comes out. If you make 

smart choices—and I think we have—you 

can keep your material safe." 

Iron Mountain maintains secure storage 
facilities around the U.S., with the Boyes 

facility in a former limestone mine/later-

turned bomb shelter. This vast underground 
city—with some 2,000 people working in 

separate facilities in its miles of deep caves— 

resembles a James Bond fortress, with armed 
guards minding the mint. 

Ironically, one of the best ways to protect 

masters is to make sure they don't get lost. 

"All of this work is being done at Xepa 

Studios, a transfer facility located within 

Iron Mountain itself and just 200 feet from 

our vaults," Aronson says. "It's run by a very 

talented group: Ken Caillait, Edwin Outwater 
and Claus Trelby. It's great: The material 

never leaves the mine—no more FedEx 

tracking! Using Xepa, I can have a digital 

master sent anywhere faster than if the 
material was in our New York or L.A. vaults, 

directly via WamNet within hours. 

"We have a new thing called HAI [Huge 

Audio Library], which is how we're storing 

music in digital archives for production 

material," Aronson continues. "It doesn't hold 

every outtake, but offers a source where 

people can get our music digitally. The days 

of everyone going to the original source tape 

will wane over time and people will acccept 

going to the digital sources, as the public 

now does with downloads. I shudder at the 

thought of us pulling original Chuck Berry or 

The Who masters to send out for someone 

doing a budget-line CD compilation to be 

sold in gas stations. It's a different situation 

with a boxed set and high-level projects 

where the master must be used, but for many 

applications, HAL provides good quality 

while protecting a master work of art. 

"People have gotten used to working 

with digital file material that way because it's 

a lot less expensive. It's all about costs today, 

especially in the music business." 
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Sick of pulling those faders hack? Tired of squeezing your tracks through a strainer? Come out big, strong, and extra 

wide with 16 channels of premium D/A conversion into 16 channels of arms-out-wide-you-know-you-love-it analog. 

Need 32 channels? Chain them together. Need a sidecar for your analog console? Plug and mix. 
HELLO HEADROOM. HELLO PUNCH. HELLO STEREO IMAGE. GOODBYE SUCK. 

Contact Dr. Koss personally for in-depth info about your 
Mixer-in-a-Box bundle and all things pro audio. 

Call 646-862-3999 drkoss@altornusic.corn 

ALTO MUSIC • MIDDLETOWN, NY • More gear than you can shake a stick at. 

'Or. Koss did not actually invent the Internet or will any Nobel prizes. and we're not too sure about that doctor status either. 

But he talks a good game and we like to keep him happy. so if you happen to tlin into him, just play along... 
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2005 c AWARDS WINNERS 
The Broadway Ballroom of 

the New York Marriott Mar-

quis was packed for the 21st 
Annual TEC Awards on Oc-
tober 8, where attendees 

were treated with tributes 
to Hall of Fame inductee Arif 

Master of ceremonies Will Lee hails the band. 

Carlos Alomar burns down the house with his solo on 

Talking Heads' "Once in a Lifetime.'" 
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Mardin, Les Paul Award win-
ner David Byrne and the best 

audio products and projects 
of the year. 

The show opened with a 
high-powered performance 

by the 2Cold Chili Bone TEC 
Band, featuring guitarist Car-

los Alomar on Talking Heads' 

"Once in a Lifetime" and a 

hilarious skit by master of 

ceremonies Will Lee Other 
highlights included an emo-

Presenters engineer 

Fred Maher (I) and 

AMD's Charlie 

Boswell 

David Scheirman 

accepts the TEC Award 

for Sound Reinforcement 

Loudspeaker Technology 

on behalf of JBL for the 

VerTec VT4888DP. 

tonal rendition of " Throug 

the Fire" by R&B legend Chak 

Khan and a moving speech b 

Atlantic Records founder Ah-

met Ertegun on behalf of col-

league and friend Arrf Mardin 

Proceeds from the ceremony 

are donated to the hearing 

conservation programs of 

the House Ear Institute an 
H E A R., and to scholarship 

funds for students of the 

audio arts and sciences. 

The legends unite at 

the VIP reception, from 

left: Gibson's Henry 

Juskiewicz, Les Paul, Al 

Schmitt, Phil Ramone and 

Mix Foundation president 

Hillel Resner 

4r.dre 

Shure's Scott Lightner 

accepts the TEC Award 

for Wireless Technology 

for the SLX Series. 

ALL PHOTOS ALAN PERLMAN FOTO ASSOCIATES 
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Chaka Khan performs itier hit "Through the Fire" 

in honor of her mentor, producer Arif Mardin. 

Gibson's Henry Juskie-

wicz prepares to pres-

ent a custom Les Paul 

guitar to Laurie Ander-

son, who accepted on 

behalf of David Byrne. 

Ahmet Ertegun (right) and Hall of Fame inductee Arif Mardin 

Laurie Anaerson (II, who 

accepted the Les Paul 

guitar on behalf of David 

Byrne. and Les Paul 

Recording Academy 

president Neil 

Portnow (1) presented 

with Jimmy Jam 

Digidesign general manager 

Dave LeBolt accepts the TEC 

Award for Pro Tools 6.7 in 

the Werksta.'ion/Recording 

Technology category. 

(L- RI: Winners for Remote Production/Recording or 

Broadcast for their work on Crossroads Guitar Festival: 

remote engineers Ed Cherney, Kooster McAllister and 

Greg Onda; Remote Recording's Karen Brintor; remote 

engineer Elliot Scheiner; presenters David Morgan and 

Al Schmitt and Remote Recording's David Hewitt 
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ENHANCED MIDI PROGRAMMING 
Tracktion 2 features a fully revampec MIDI editor with faster 

note entry, quicker editing, more intuitive keyboard control, and 

improved viewing of notes and cont -oilers simultaneously. 

EASIER RECORDING 
Tracktion 2 lets you record your ideas as fast as 

they come. Just drag the audio or MIDI input 

icon to whatever track you like and hit record. 
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DRAG-A-FILTER 
Wanna add a VST plug-in, pull up a VSTi instrument, route to 

an Aux send or add some EQ? Just drag a filter to the track 

you want to effect. It's really that simple. 

• 

IMPROVED METERING 
When setting levels,T2 can turn the 

fi,11 screen into a giant meter bridge 

with the press of a button. 

EXTERNAL SYNC 
In addition to Tracktion's ReWire hos: 

functionality for use with applications 

like Reason,T2 supports MIDI Time Code 

(MTC) and MIDI Machine Control (MMC) 

input/output, plus MIDI Clock outpu,. 

INSTANT INFO 
Tracktion follows your every move with its Propertinç 

Panel. Click on an audio c ip and see its fade-out 

curve; click on a MIDI clip and quantise away; click 

on a reverb plug-in filter and fine-tune the pre-delay, 

The relevant info is always at your fingertips. 
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OUICKTIME SUPPORT 
Tracktion 2 supports Quicktime, video 

playback. Select a movie and start 

composing music, add effects, replace 

your dialog, and win your Oscar*. 

0 use 64-bit math when mix ng tracks  

SUPERIOR 64-BIT, 192KHZ MIX ENGINE 
Much has been made about the"sJmming buÉ" in DAW 

software. Tracktion 2 features a new high-definition 

64- pit mixing engine for uncomprpmising sound. 

www.mackie.com u 425 487 4333 (Outside U.S.) IT 800 898 32U (Toll free within U.S.) 
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YOU CAN'T PUT A PRICE ON FREEDOM. 
BUT HOW DOES $199* STRIKE YOU? 
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Amplitube LE, SampleTank St, 

Unplug RMIV and Final Mix: 

just four of over 30 plug-ins 

included with Tracktion 2. 

There's nothing like -.he creative freedom that comes with having a, 

complete suite of music production tools at your fingertips. Unforunately, 

most comprehensive music software packages come with steep learning 

curves and price tags upwards of S500. Until now. 

Introducing the Tracktion 2 music production bundle. A complete, powerful 
production suite with everything you need to take your music from initial 

inspiration to final mixed-and-mastered CD—with as-good-or- better results 

than software costing several times its price. 

Our acclaimed Tracktion 2 software represents the easiest way to record on 

your Mac or PC—with a clean sing e-screen interface, unlimited track count, 

a 64-bit mix engine, VST and ReWire support, and the ability to export your 

music to otier audio software with ease. 

traeleiel 

MUSIC PPODUCION SOFTWOP 

Wee.. 

With bundled Amplitube' LE Guitar Amp 

Simulator and Sampletank SE Sample 

Player, the LinPlug RMIe drum machine, 

the reFX Slayer guitar and bass plug-

in, and a full suite of Mackie Mixirg and 

Mastering tools, you'll never lack the right 

software for the job at hand. 

And with T2's list price of only $ 199 all this 

creative freedom won't break your budget. 

Download the Tracktion 2 demo today at 

www.mackie.com/t2. 

% 

SIMPLE. POWERFUL. _EVOLUTIONARY. TRACKTION 2. 

' Suggested Retad Price. Actual dealer pr, ,e 

tv.broadjam.com when you buy and register Tr 
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Dte Sound d Silents 
Old Music, New Music Resurrect Classic Films 

BY MATT HURWITZ 

Epic films can put both composers and scoring mixers to the test, 

requiring considerable amounts of cues, stings and lush melodies to 

accompany visually stimulating imagery. But try providing four hours 

of nonstopmusic for a film. That tall order is what silent- film composer 

Robert Israel faced for a 1999 restoration of Erich von Stroheim's 1924 

epic, Greed. "Three hours of that was original composition and the 

other hour was arrangements of existing music," he corrects. " So it 

was very substantial." 

Substantial is an understatement. Silent- film composers must come 

up with inordinate amounts of content, often working with heavily re-

duced budgets from what contemporary film composers have available. 

"That's the biggest challenge," says producer/engineer Joe Carroll, who 

worked with composer Donald Sosin on a recent score for a Criterion 

Collection DVD reissue of Cecil B. DeMille's 1927 version of The King of 

Kings. "The first thing I learned about scoring a silent film is that if you 

score a 160- minute silent film, it contains 160 minutes of score. For a 

sound picture, you have musical cues here and there with maybe 30 or 40 

minutes of music. But here, you've got cues going all the time." 

In the silent era, according to Israel, scores were often compiled 

from existing music that was easily accessible to local theater organ-

ists or house music directors. " For road show attractions or bigger 

films," he says, "the studio might have actually hired a composer 

to write a complete score," which was provided to theaters in large 

cities, such as New York's Roxy, for an orchestral performance. " The 

smaller cities, though, might, at best, have a piano or, if they were 

lucky, a Wurlitzer theater organ," an instrument Israel is himself 

accomplished at playing. ( The composer can often be seen in Los 

Angeles venues playing at various silent- film screenings.) 

But just because a film may have an existing score available 

doesn't mean that when the time comes for a DVD reissue or a new 

live performance, such music is still applicable or requested. For 

Warner Home Video's new reissue of The Wizard of Oz, Israel was 

commissioned to write a completely new score to accompany the 

1925 silent version of the film, which appears as bonus material. " Oc-

casionally, I get a project where a score is intact and they'd like to 

use it. But the simple fact is that sometimes the original scores just 

aren't very good." 

Israel, who records for such distributors as Flicker Alley ( www. 

flickeralley.com) and Turner Classic Movies, among others, works to 

stay on budget by recording most often in the Czech Republic, with 

members of the accomplished Moravian Philharmonic Orchestra. 

"When I started working with them in 1999, it was because of the 

expense," he says. " But at this point, I've developed such a good rela-

tionship with them that it just works very well from all standpoints." 

One advantage of using the orchestra, which records at the 

Reduta Auditorium in Moravia, is that it comes with engineer Vladislav 

Kvapil. " He used to be the concertmaster, he was the first chair 

violin," says Israel. " We're not talking about someone who's without 

capable musical ability. He's a virtuoso." 

Kvapil and Israel record a 26- member selection of 

players, about the size of the typical theater orchestra 

of the 1920s. A live stereo mix is tracked onto Pro Tools 

LE 5.0.1 and on DAT, as opposed to multitracking and 

mixing later. "We prefer the live mix because it pre-

serves the live experience," says Kvapil, noting that 

he records dry, making use only of the hall's natural 

reverberation characteristics. Israel applies solely his 

experience for balancing the orchestra. "When I'm con-

ducting, I can actually conduct it as a real orchestra. If 

I want the flutes to play a little bit louder, I can tell them 

to voice things that way. When we're recording, you're 

really getting a very organic performance as you would 

in the concert hall." 

The need for a live stereo mix is often more an issue 

of budget than taste, though both can come into play. 
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Robert Israel conducting to picture in a screening room 

"Sometimes, its a matter of getting it together quickly because you 

just don't have time," says engineer Brian Friedman, who has recorded 

Israel when he works in Los Angeles. " You don't sit there and obsess 

over one little microphone. When you're dealing with an orchestra, 

you're dealing with the entire room anyway. So, sometimes, with our 

schedules, if somebody blares out or makes a mistake, there's not a 

whole lot you can do except have another take." 

Friedman will mike, say, a 30- piece silent orchestra using a cache 

of old favorites. " There's usually 13 strings, 6-2-3-2 [ six violins, two 

violas, three celli, two bass], which I'll mike with Newmann U87s 

[violins], AKG 414s [ violas] and AKG 452Ebs for the celli and bass. I'll 

also use 414s on the woodwinds, which are usually a clarinet, flute, 

oboe and bassoon. Brass— usually a trumpet or two, French horn 

and a trombone— usually get an [ Electro-Voice] RE20, which gives 

them weight and helps limit the top end when the trumpets are in the 

top range." 

Another instrument commonly heard on silent- movie scores is, of 

course, the multipipe Wurlitzer theater organ. Friedman has recorded 

several, including the one at the Old Towne Theater in El Segundo, 

Calif., which has all of its pipes located in one plane at the back of the 

venue's small stage. " I'll usually mike them with three mics: a pair of 

U87s left and right [ set to omni pattern to pick up the room] and a U47 

in the center, placed 10 to 15 feet away and about seven feet high. You 

want to avoid picking up too much of the bellows and the mechanics of 

the organ, though you want some of that in there to retain the realism 

of the instrument." 

At some larger venues, such as downtown L.A.'s restored historic 

Orpheum Theatre, which features a 6,000- pipe Wurlitzeii, he splits the 

organ's instruments into two cavities: left and right of the stage, high 

above the audience. " For a venue like that, I would still use a pair of 

U87s suspended from the ceiling, if possible, eight to 10 fleet away, but 

supplemented with 414s to pick up the chimes, flutes and other high-

end sounds, and RE2Os to pick up the low reed instruments." For the 

studio, Israel finds the Allen Digital Computer Organs a close enough 

fit in lieu of the real thing. 

MIDI instruments can actually become the orchestra of choice, 

especially when budgets are low. For Sosin's The King of Kings score, 

the composer penned 155 minutes of " wall-to-wall music," as he de-

scribes it, nearly all of it written and played on synthesizers. "I added 

an eight- voice chorus, a soprano solo and live violin, but the orchestra 

was synthesized," he says. Sosin wrote the score at his home studio 

using Digital Performer and a Roland RD700 keyboard. "I used the 

RD700 for many of the sounds, even though I knew I was going to end 

up with samples later on down the road," he says. " I started with a 

couple of very nice string patches in the Roland library, some of which 

actually made it into the final mix, and then added horns, solo wood-

winds and percussion, all of which kept it very symphonic." 
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Joe Carroll, of Manhattan Producers Alliance 

not be locked yet for films that are still 

undergoing restoration." 

In addition to creating a score that 

helps move the storytelling along, Sosin, 

like many silent-film composers, is often 

called on to add sound effects to match 

action on the screen. For Charley Chase's 

film, Mum's the Word (1926), Sosin says, 

"There's a scene where he picks up an alto 

sax. So I synthesized a sax line because I 

think it's more fun to watch. I tried very 

carefully to match his fingering. God 

knows what he was playing, but I tried to 

Once the score composition was com-

pleted, Sosin brought his Digital Performer 

file to Joe Carroll at the Manhattan Produc-

ers Alliance (www.manhatpro.com). "We're 

sort of a hub for a whole bunch of produc-

ers," Carroll says, "so we end up spending a 

lot of time working out the technical proce-

dures for moving from one guy's studio to 

another. And it's far from simple." 

Indeed, transferring Sosin's Digital Per-
former file into Apple Logic Pro was a cum-

bersome task. Sosin explains, "The client 

had asked for a single continuous track to 

avoid having to edit 100 separate pieces of 

music with different start times. It's some-

thing I've done before, and it can be quite 

convenient. But we ran into a difficulty 

when importing the file into Logic. He had 

one huge MIDI file, 155 minutes long." 

At first, the team attempted to import 

the file as a single standard MIDI file, but 

hit a wall. "The DP file was 5,000 measures 

long, and we discovered that Logic has a 

measure count limit of 2,100 bars, so the 

whole thing just choked," Carroll says. 

Once the issue was identified, he broke the 

original file into eight individual reels of 

music, which were synchronized into five 

separate Logic sequences. 

Once the file could be handled, Carroll 

says, "We then spent about a day or more 

creating a palette that would enhance the 

sounds that he had in his original score." 

GigaStudio and the EXS-24 virtual sampler 

within Logic were employed. "EXS is very 

efficient in terms of using horsepower in 

the computer," Carroll explains. "It doesn't 

use up a lot of resources within the Ma-

cintosh, so we can use a whole lot more 

of them." 

Stems were then recorded within Logic 

Audio and bounced down to Sound De-

signer 2 files. "We provide a,"b' and c' 

music stems," Carroll explains. "We had 

to leave a head and tail on some of the 

cues to allow some overlap for the mixer, 

because sometimes a final dissolve might 

BPill9i119 in NUJ B100[1 
For the past six years, Turner Classic Movies, 

along with co-sponsors Todd-AO, Film Music 

magazine and Guitar Center, have offered 

the opportunity for up-and-coming film 

composers to compete in TCM's Young Film 

Composers Competition (YFCC). Winners are 
assigned a silent film to score, with the 

winning entrant afforded the opportunity 

to have his/her score recorded at Todd-AO 

in Studio City, Calif. Previous winners have 

scored films by Lon Chaney and others, while 

this year's winner, Marcus Spwall, mentored 

by Hans Zimmer, will provide a score for Souls 

for Sale, a 1923 Goldwyn Pictures film that 

gives a satirical behind-the-scenes look at Hollywood. 

"It's an unbelievable challenge for these guys," says scoring mixer Dan Blessinger, who has 

recorded all of the YFCC scores at Todd-AO, the most recent with recordist Tom Hardisty. "They 

win the competition and it's very exciting, and they get thrust into probably the challenge of 

their career." The films typically have between 40 and 50 cues, some as long as three or four 
minutes in length. 

The scores are usually recorded in about three days, with an additional week for mixing. 

Husband and wife team Ross and Audrey deRoché, of deRoché Music Services, help usher the 

composers through the process. "They act as contractor and really help the composer produce 

the sessions, and they help keep the sessions on time and on track," says Wessinger. "There's 

so much music to record, they really have to make sure they get it all done within the time that 
we have." 

Wessinger records the cues in Pro Tools in a linear fashion. "We prelay all the click tracks ahead 

of time and put them in Pro Tools," he says. "Then we'll record each cue in its appropriate place, 

with reference to the timecode, even doing multiple takes within the same Pro Tools session. The 

whole movie then is actually done within one Pro Tools session." 

The first time he recorded a score in this manner, Blessinger says, people gave him a few funny 
looks. "Normally, you would record one cue at a time. But the advantage of doing it this way is 

that you can easily go from cue to cue without having to reopen files. And on a session like this, 

where you have to move really, really fast, you can't spare the two or three minutes per cue to open 

up another session. If you make any changes to your template, you have to make that change 50 

times if you have 50 cues, and we don't have that kind of time. This is much more efficient." 

Adding new blood to the silent-film composing family is good for silent movies, says Donald 

Sosin. "Each generation adds its own take. That's one of the wonderful things about silent-film 
music—it is going to keep changing." 

"I think it's exposing a lot of people to the great films that exist out there," adds Wessinger. 

"And it really gives some of these classic productions some new legs and a new, fresh presentation 
because they really are masterpieces." —Matt Hurwitz 

get the timing right." Similarly, for Kino's 

release of Siren of the 7heics, "[Josephine 

Baker's] in a Parisian cabaret, and you 

can see what the makeup of the orchestra 

is," Sosin says. "So I tried to create a jazz 

dance for her that used the sound of the 

instruments that you could see and follow 

the beats of the conductor to make it as 

real as possible, as though you were sim-

ply watching a sound film." 

Matt Hurwitz is a freelance writer based in 
Los Angeles. 

Mixer Dan Blessinger assists the YFCC winner. 
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Ordinary FireWire audio interfaces are fue for capturing your 

musical ideas on the go. But if you're the type of musician 
or engineer who won't compromise quality, then you need 

to audition the Onyx 400F Studio Recording Preamp with 
192kHz FireWire I/O. 

This professional 10-channel premium mic p-eamp and 

audio interface features four boutique-quality Onyx mic 
preamps, with superior headroom, sonic detail and clarity 

vs. the competition (123dB dynamic range and .0007%THD, 

measured in the real world). The Onyx 400F also offers IRS 
inserts for plugging your favorite outboard gear into your 

MACKIE. sr' 

signal path before sending it to your Mac or PC. And an 
internal 10 x 10 DSP Matrix Mixer with 64-bit floating point 

processing and full recall—a feature not found on any other 

FireWire interface, at any price. 

With mastering-grade 24-bit/192kHz AKM® audio converters, 

true 192kHz operation at full channel count, a powerful 

standalone operation mode, and robust aluminum-and-steel 

construction, the Onyx 400F boasts fanatical attention to 
every last detail. Not to mention exceptionally open, natural 

and revealing sound worthy of your finest projects. Visit 

www.mackie.com/onyx400f to feed your obsession. 
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PRODUCER'S DESK  

BY DAVID JOHN FARINELLA 

Joe Henry 
Songwriter/Producer Gets It Right the First Time 

p
roving that if it isn't broke, don't 
fix it, producer Joe Henry has just 

completed a string of seven-day 
recording sessions for artists as varied 
as Aimee Mann, Ani DiFranco, Susan 

Tedeschi and Bettye LaVette. "I'm find-
ing that it's the only way I know how to 

work," Henry says on a break between 

the recording and overdub dates dur-

ing Tedeschi's sessions for Hope and 
Desire, arguably her strongest album to 

date. "I'm not sure that if I had a bigger 
budget that I would necessarily work 
logger. I don't think it's about wishing 

we could afford more time." 
Rather, Henry adds, setting that type 

of time frame for the recording dates 

changes the musicians' perspectives. "I 
much prefer to citst the net on the side 

of the boat where people are thinking about performance. 
We always set up in a way that you can fix or redo any-
thing," he says. "It's not like this locks you into a problem 
and that you've got to live with a vocal because we like 

this take. We can fix anything—it is the modem world 

and I like it. I am very much a fan of that dynamic thing 

that happens when people are in a room and trying to 
discover a song." 

While Henry is perhaps best known as an artist in his 

own right—his ninth and latest release, Tiny Voices, came 

out in 2003—he first stepped into the producer's spotlight 
in the late '90s with such artists as Shivaree and Teddy 

Thompson. It was a career he 
first started contemplating at the 

suggestion of T-Bone Burnett, 

who produced Henry's 1990 of-

fering, Shuffietoum. "When that 

record was coming out, I moved 

out here [to Los Angeles] and 

then I had a terrible falling 

out with A&M," Henry recalls. 

"[Burnett] hired me to be like a 

production associate to be there 

when he was not. 
"I immediately started work-

ing on a Bruce Cockburn record 

[the 1991 Nothing But a Burning Light] with him. That 
was a really significant record for me," Henry continues. 

"I mean, there was Jim Keltner, there was Booker T 

[Jones III], Edgar Meyer—you know, a really great group 

of people to walk into a room. So I got invited into this 
camp working for T-Bone and he was always pushing 

me. He was like, 'I need help, you need a trade.'" 

Having the dual talents of songwriter and producer 
has helped Henry while he goes into work with Mann, 

DiFranco and Tedeschi. "I'm always thinking in terms of 
songs," he says. "The song is everything to me, so what it 
takes for a song to feel like a living thing once you take 

your hands off of it is absolutely the endgame for me. I 
think the fact that I come at this as a songwriter, that's my 
orientation, no matter what the genre of music. Whether 

I'm making a bluesy record with Susan or a more crafted 

songwriter record with Aimee, or Ani's thing, which is so 

distinct to her, the common thread through all of that is 

the songs, no matter where they come from." 
In fact, dating back to the acclaimed 2002 Solomon 

Burke release, Don't Give Up on Me, Henry has taken 
an active hand in selecting songs for artists. At Henry's 

encouraging, Tedeschi tracked "Loving You Is Sweeter 
Than Ever," which the Four Tops recorded; a Bob Dylan 

outtake, "Lord Protect My Child"; a Richie Havens song, 

"Follow"; and a Percy Mayfield tune called "The Danger 
Zone," which came to their notice through a Ray Charles 

recording. "It is, at times, very bluesy, but there's also a 

lot of very straight soul music, and I mean that in a very 

Motown way. It's very raw and very live," he explains 
of Tedeschi's release. "It's a much more viscerally raw 

record than I thought I would get away with making. It's 
what I hoped to do, but based on her other recordings, 

I didn't know if she or her label would be in favor of it 

going in that direction. She's an amazing singer and is 
amazingly consistent. We talk about putting songs up, 

and with each song that comes on, you're trying to find a 

way for this particular band to inhabit them and embody 

them in a unique way, and for her to find a way to sing 

them that's authentic to her." 
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DriveRack 
4800/4820 
DriveRack 4800 and 4820, new flagships of the hugely successful 
DriveRack family provide incredible versatility, sonic excellence 
and intuitive control. With four inputs and eight outputs, both 
analog and AES/EBU connectivity as well as optional CobraNet" 
card, DriveRack 4800 and 4820 offer amazing flexibility. The 
Ethernet — HiQnet." control backbone plus with HiQnet System 
Architect— control software take DriveRack to the next level of 
integration capability. Digital I/O and 96 kHz operation provides 

extended frequency response and ultra low-latency. 
Processing includes a large roster of selectable DSP 
inserts and a wealth of EQ, Delay, Bandpass and 
Crossover Filters, all designed to maximize system 

HiOnet. performance. A built-in % VGA color screen, 
ultra-fast 2-button navigation and seamless tablet 

integration make the 4800 incredibly quick and easy to use. For 
fixed installation the 4820 provides all the same processing features 

with a tamper-proof front panel. For more information, contact 
your dbx representative or visit us at www.dbxpro.com; to download 
System Architect please visit www.harmanpro.com. 
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Features 
• 48 and 96 kHz operation 
• Color 1/4 VGA Display (4800) 
• 4 analog and AES/EBU inputs 
• 8 analog and AES/EBU outputs 
• Full Bandpass Filter. Crossover 

and Routing Configurations 
with Bessel. Butterworth and 
Linkwiti-Ritey filters 

• 31 -Band Graphic and 9-band 
Parametric EQ on every input 

• 6-band Parametric EQ on 
every output 

• Loudspeaker Cluster and 
Driver Alignment Delays 

www.dbxpro.com 

• Selectable DSP inserts on all 
input sand outputs including 
Classic dbx® Compression, 
Limiting and Advanced Feed-
back Suppression 

• Ethernet EHitaner 
networking and control 

• Optional dbx ZC wall panel 
control 

• Optional CobraNee I/O 
• Optional Jensene1/0 

Transformers 
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PRODUCER'S DESK  

The collection of songs that the legend-

ary soul singer LaVette tackled for her latest 

album, I've Got My Own Hell to Raise, was all 

from female songwriters. "I was also involved 

in the A&R process of that record and it was 

really interesting to put together a collection 

of songs by women from many different 

sources," Henry says. Among the songs on 

Layette's stunning disc are tunes originally 

cut by Sinéad O'Connor ("I Do Not Want 

What I Haven't Got"), Dolly Parton ("Little 

Sparrow"), Aimee Mann ("How Am I Differ-

ent") and Joan Armatrading ("Down to Zero"), 

among others. 

Henry's experience with both Mann and 

DiFranco was different, in that he would 

bring unique talents to each session. "In AM's 

cnse, I've heard people ask her the question, 

You've never worked with a producer before. 

Why him? Why now?' I think we share a lot 

philosophically about the way records live, the 

way they can happen, the way they should 

happen," he explains. Henry produced half of 

the songs on DiFranco's latest disc, Knuckle 

Down, and all of Mann's latest, The Forgotten 

Arm. "Aimee was looking for an aggressive 

third ear who was going to help her songs 

become something they weren't already. I 

Auditi 
For audio professionals looking for alternatives to 

traditional.acousticaltreatments, pArtScience AudioTile 

delivers a pleasing, well-controlled sound without being 

perceived as too dry. Varying thickness built into each 

patent-pending AudioTile delivers excellent broadband 

absorption, while tessalated forms allow a unique means 

of blending absorption, diffusion, and reflection into designs precisely tailored to 

meet the desired acoustical performance of any room. 

AudioTile is just one of the offerings 

in the new pArtScience product line, a 

family of acoustical treatments designed 

by Russ Berger for exceptional performance 

with a 'custom look, all at an amazingly 

affordable price. 

To see other ex( it iu9 pArtScience urodiuls, visit u% 

online at: www.Auralex.com/pArtScience 

think she felt that her last two records were 

sonically of a piece and she wanted to step 

outside of that and do something that came 

from a different angle." 

Mann's The Forgotten Arm definitely takes 

a turn from her more polished releases. "It's 

got a lot more loose ends; a lot more hair on 

it," Henry says. "That was a conscious deci-

sion. I remember when we were first having 

a conversation about working together, she 

said, 'It would be great for me to work with 

somebody who doesn't have The Beatles 

as their only frame of reference, as far as 

record-making.' I said, 'Well, that would be 

me, because I don't have a clue. They're nice 

songs, but I've not done the research that it 

was this mic on this amp pointed east toward 

the river.' A lot of people seemed to be really 

well-versed in that bible of recording, but 

that's not my orientation." 

Henry is not interested in engineering a 

session he's producing and will often turn to 

engineer S. "Husky" Hoslculds. "Husky is like 

bringing another musician into the equation 

because he's not just trying to document with 

high fidelity so that later we can figure out 

what to do with these tracks," Henry says. 

"He, like any musician, is making choices. 

Many times on Susan's record, we were 

running through something and Husky was 

dialing up a treatment, bringing a real point 

of view to what was happening. The musi-

cians came in to hear a playback and were 

just flabbergasted at how stuff is being used. 

They'd say, 'Oh, I get it. If you're doing that, 

here's where I'll go with it.' I rely on that 

because I don't know how you'd recognize 

a song if you're not treating the sonics as 

part of what you're dragging into your boat. 

A guitar part in a vacuum doesn't mean any-

thing to me, but if I hear it treated this way, 

then I know what job it's doing and I know 

what else I don't need because of that." 

Henrys quick to note that Hoskulds' treat-

ment is not for everyone and has added Ryan 

Freeland to the list of engineers that he'll turn 

to for a project such as those for Mann or Jim 

White. "Ryan is the most musical Pro Tools 

user I've ever been around. It's incredible 

what he does with the computer and how 
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musical he makes that," Henry says. 

Henry also has a number of musicians 

he'll turn to when casting a band around 

an artist, but he does not include himself 

on that list. "I don't play on anything that 

I produce, as a mie. I'm not one of those 

people," he says. Rather, he counts drum-

mers Jay Bellerose and Victor Indrizzo; bass-

ists Jennifer Condos, Paul Bryan and Dave 

Piltch; guitarists Chris Bruce, Jeff Trott and 

Doyle Bramhall II; and keyboardists David 

Palmer, Patrick Warren, Lisa Coleman and 

Jevin Bruni as members of his team. 

"I'd like to think I'm developing this 

'Wrecking Crew' mentality," he says. "I 

have this pool to draw from of people 

who I know are beautiful, soulful players. 

I understand their sensibilities and I trust 

completely that, as musicians, they are go-

ing to bring it. I know for a fact that they are 

going to be startling with what they do and 

take it somewhere that it isn't already. I'm 

really enjoying this small pool of people, 

and I can mix and match them." 

The combination of engineers and musi-

cians offers Henry some comfort and gives 

him the confidence to work in seven-day 

recording increments. It's not something, he 

says, that he has to convince artists to do. "I 

don't convince them of anything. I just say, 

`If I'm going to do it, here's how I work.' I 

don't mean for that to sound heavy-handed. I 

would never commit to delivering a record in 

seven days and work with musicians whom 

I didn't know. I work with people I know, 

and I know how to communicate with them; 

I know how they listen." 

ton, Mavis Staples, Irma Thomas and Allen 

Toussaint. The result, 1 Believe to My Soul: 

Session 1, was released in October. "This is 

something that I've been developing for the 

past two years," Henry says. 

In classic Henry style, the album was 

iewrded during a six-day period in Capitol 

Studios' B Room. "This is the first of what will 

[Aimee Mann] said, ` It would be great for me to work 

with somebody who doesn't have The Beatles as their only 

frame of reference as far as record- making.' I said, 

'Well that would be me. They're nice songs, 

but I've not done the research that it was this mic on 

this amp pointed east toward the river.' 

Fourteen years since Henry got the big 

nudge from Burnett to work on both sides 

of the glass, he's as busy as ever. In addition 

to working away on a pending solo album, 

Henry spent this past summer working with 

legendary soul artists Ann Peebles, Billy Pres-

be a series of projects," he leports. "Follow-

ing soon will be full-scope solo albums with 

some of these same artists." MI 

David John Farinelkt is a San Francisco-

based writer. 
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PROJECT STUDIO  BY BREEAN LINGLE 

Steve Goldberger's The Shed 

Life-Altering Events Bring Music Into Focus 

F
44 rom bad things, sometimes good things 

come," says Steve Goldberger, a longtime 

home studio owner/songwriter/musician/ 

engineer from Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario. And it 

can't be denied that Goldberger's recent experiences 

substantiate such a statement. After surviving open-

heart surgery in 1998 at 44 years old, he reassessed 

his life and decided to renovate the studio behind his 

home. Dubbed The Shed, by 2000, it became a place 

for him and his community of local and Toronto-based 

artists to gather and record their many projects using a 

Soundcraft Ghost 32, outboard gear and four ADATs. 

Then, two years later, while more than an hour away 

from home, he received a phone call that The Shed 

was burning down. 

The studio was ruined, but Goldberger's instruments 

and a project he had been working on at the time were 

spared, but soaked in water. Rebuilding his studio again 

in 2003, he made sure that his choices—both in gear 

and in design—would bring him and his band, the 

Fringe Locals, a greater focus on sound quality and, 

most importantly, a sense of artistic satisfaction. 

"[In 1998,1 I was lying in the hospital bed thinking, 

'Why am I doing all of these cover tunes and why don't 

I start writing again and recording?' I bought a couple of 

ADATs and did a live recording and mixed behind the 

house in The Shed. After the fire, I had a chance to take 

another look at things. The whole building was gutted 

and we added an extra room. I was able to bury cables 

in the wall, build a room-within-a-room for the control 

room and think about sound." The Shed's 12x14-foot 

control room features a floating floor and is bridged by 

two iso rooms and the 17x13-foot studio. 

Goldberger's philosophy on gear was also altered. 

His newest iteration of The Shed favors the high-end 
vintage gear that he feels makes all the difference. "I 

found a couple of guys who have been outfitting the big 

studios for years and dealing in used gear. Talking to 

them convinced me that fewer pieces of really good stuff 

is better than a whole pile of mediocre gear that just sits 

there and doesn't really add anything to the big picture," 

he says. "Being a musician and artist, [it's great] to have 

the opportunity to put up a mic in the right place, run 

it through a UREI or an Avalon compressor and not 

have to EQ much. I can set up really fast and not have 

to worry so much about the technical aspects as much 

and just play the music and get it down." 

Goldberger runs The Shed from a Sony MXP-3036 

console customized with API pre's and EQs, which was 

set up by local engineer/tech whiz Frank Ditillio who 

occasionally assists sessions and provides maintenance. 

Also in The Shed are a Universal Audio LA-2A, six vintage 

Neve pre's, a couple of UREI 1178 limiters and a Studer 

Steve Goldberger: In The Shed, where Clueless was created. 

A80 2-track all running alongside Pro Tools MIXPlus. He 

mixes in analog, using Pro Tools only to automate levels. 

Goldberger says, "It seems that just passing through those 

electronics makes such a difference." From a Hammond 
A100 organ to a variety of well-loved Fender, Martin, 

Sadowsky, Danelectro and Rob Allen guitars and basses, 

the studio is always ready for a session. 

Microphones include Neumanns (U87, U89s), a 

range of AKGs (C452 EB, D-112, 535 EB and more), 

an MXL 300 condenser, Shure (SM57, SM58, PZM) and 

an Electro-Voice 531A. Monitoring is through Blue Sky 

System One and Tannoy PBM-8s. 

Indie acts that don't want to drive to Toronto are 

welcome to visit Goldberger for mixing and mastering 

services, as The Shed features an Alesis Masterlink 

ML9600, but he says, "I don't consider myself a mastering 

studio. I'll run the stuff through the Neves, tweak the 

EQ and maybe give it some compression, limit it and 

make it sound a lot better than when it started out. For 

recording, I like the small projects: a guy and his guitar, 

overdubs or voice-over work." 

Starting out after high school with a stint on the 

road as a bassist with the new-grass band Black Creek 

in the '70s, Goldberger learned the art of engineering 

by hanging out in Toronto studios from jingle producer/ 

Sounds Interchange (Toronto) owner Syd Kessler, 

among others. Currently, he's focused on writing and 

producing his own releases while also lending a hand 

in engineering for local bands. Recent credits include 

the Marantz Project and Diesel Dog, classified by 

Goldberger as "funky fusion" and "a cross between the 

Grateful Dead and The Band," respectively. Goldberger's 

own roots, rock and folk-style music can be found on his 

latest effort, Clueless, which is available on his Website, 

www.stevegoldbergencom, and CD Baby. 

Breean Lingle is a Mix assistant editor. 
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Practice Made Perfect 

Practice is useless unless you can recall it at the 

service. It's true for the mix engineer as well as 

the musicians. Yamaha digital mixers like the new 

M7CL, give you the power to completely and 

instantly recall all of the mixer settings from practice 

at the service with just the touch of a button. 

M7CL is a new digital mixer Yamaha developed 

specifically for houses of worship. 32 or 48 inputs 

(plus four stereo input channels), 16 "omni" outputs, 

8 DCAs, 16 GEO, 4 stereo effectors, and a plethora 

of input and output channel processing provide a 

complete sonic package. 

Touch screen control, non-layered fader functions 

and Yamaha's new CentralogicTM operation make 

digital easy even for inexperienced operators. 

Yamaha M7CL Digital Mixer. Mixing Simply Perfected. 
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Enroll now for "Mixing on Digital 101" featuring M7CL 
Baltimore, MD 
Buena Park, CA 
Buena Park, CA 

"PMID School" and 

October 27-28, 2005 Miami, FL February 2-3, 2006 
December 15-16, 2005 Buena Park, CA March 2-3, 2006 
January 19-20, 2006 

"PM5D School" (new) are also scheduled. Please visit yamahaca.com for details. 

Perfect Takes Practice 

Get up to speed F.A.S.T. 

Yamaha's Fundamental Audio Systems Training 

seminars are designed to get the non-professional 

mixing engineer the audio basics and hands-on 

mixing experience to sound like a pro. 

The comprehensive curriculum will give you the 

tools you need to perfect the mix in your church, club, 

or weekend-warrior jam. Better still, IT'S FREE! 

Get yourself to Southern California for a session at 

the factory, or a city near you for one of our regional 

sessions, and Yamaha takes care of the rest. Airport 

shuttle, hotel breakfast, lunch, training materials 

and goodies are cn Yamaha (there is such a thing 

as a free lunch). 

Yamaha Fundamental Audio Systems Training 

The F.A.S.T. Track to Perfection 
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The Interior Life of Jarhead 
Sobering Sights and Sounds From the First 

By Blair Jackson 

I
n some ways, the 1991 Gulf War, in 
which the United States and its allies dec-

imated the armies of Saddam Hussein 

and ended his takeover of oil-rich neighbor 
Kuwait, is a forgotten war. The U.S. victory 

was swift and overwhelming, American ca-
sualties were minimal and, of course, for the 
past two-plus years, we've been embroiled in 

a much more calamitous military escapade in 
Iraq, which has all but obliterated memories 

of the first campaign there. 
But now, the first Gulf War has been 

viscerally recalled in director Sam Mendes' 

jarhead, which is based on a best-selling 
memoir of the same name by Anthony 

Swofford. This very different war called for 

a different kind of war movie, too. There 
are no traditional combat scenes; rather, it 

focuses on Swofford's interior life—what it 

means to be a soldier and how training and 
waiting for war can affect a person. The 
British-born Mendes, who won an Oscar 

for American Beauty and also directed 
the underrated gem Road to Perdition, has 
insisted that fathead is not an anti-war 
screed—just as Swofford's gritty 2003 book 
is not explicitly anti-war. But it is perhaps 
telling that the U.S. military declined to as-

sist the filmmakers. Perhaps they were too 
busy cooperating with Steven Spielberg on 

War of the Worlds, where the U.S. bravely 

take on alien invaders (but get annihilated 

until the very end). 

Supervising sound editor Pat Jackson 

Gulf War 

If you've seen Mendes' work, you know 

that he is a visual poet with a knack for 

"saying" as much with a well-designed shot 

as with a page of dialog. This is not to im-
ply that he doesn't get the most out of his 

actors; indeed, he is a master at conjuring 

subtle and nuanced performances from 
his actors. In fathead, Jake Gyllenhaal as 

"Swoff" and Jamie Foxx as Staff Sgt. Sykes 
head an outstanding ensemble cast. It's not 
surprising to learn, too, that sound is very 

important to Mendes, and that his approach 
to that element of filmmaking doesn't toe 

the conventional line either. 
fathead was shot in the desert country 

surrounding El Centro, Calif., east of San 
Diego. Willie Burton was the location sound 

mixer there. Post-production was mostly at 
Skywalker Sound in Marin County, with Pat 

Jackson acting as supervising sound editor; 

Kyrsten Mate, sound designer and sound ef-
fects editor, along with Bob Shoup; Richard 

Quinn, dialog editor; Malcolm Fife, Foley 
mixer (Foley was walked at Fantasy Studios 

in Berkeley, Calif., by James Willetts and Ben 

Conrad); and David Parker, re-recording ef-
fects mixer. Working out of Sound One in 

Manhattan (where Mendes has a residence) 
were ADR supervisor Jane McCulley and 

dialog and music re-recording mixer Scott 
Millan, who has worked on all three of 

Mendes' feature films. The final mix was 

also done at Sound One. 
On the glorious September day driving 

along the serpentine back roads to rural 

Skywalker Ranch to talk to Jackson and 
Mate, I find post activity on two fronts. 

Inside the Technology Building's main mix-
ing studio, Parker is at the huge Neve DFC 

console and Fife is seated at a nearby Pro 

Tools station adding Foley to a scene the 

post folks call "The Highway of Death." A 
convoy of Iraqis has been incinerated by 
American warplanes; all that remains is 

the charred shells of various vehicles, bod-
ies burned beyond recognition ("crispies" 

in the soldiers' argot), the stench of death 
and the buzzing of flies. Parker and Fife 
repeatedly run through the scene, making 
sure that every footstep and gear rustle 

works with the striking visuals. Meanwhile, 
outside the building in a secluded area 
between two hillsides dotted with curi-

ous longhorn cattle, Jackson is supervising 
the "worldizing" of an ADR track for a key 

scene—FX recordist Dan Gleich plays back 
a DAT of a noisy loop group's work (cut in 

New York) through speakers and records it 
anew with a pair of distant mks to get some 

natural ambience on the track. "Using some 
digital reverb wasn't going to do it," Jackson 

explains. "Worldizing it makes it sound 

much more natural." 
Jackson, whose past sound superviso-

rial work includes The English Patient, The 
Talented Mr. Ripley and K-19: The Widow-

maker (and whose long career as a sound 

editor dates back to the mid-70s), speaks 
highly of Mendes' approach to sound: "Sam 

uses sound almost in an emblematic way at 
times. Whereas on a film like [Peter Weir's] 
Master and Commander you heard every 

rope creak when you were in the hold, Sam 
tends to use broader strokes. He uses sound 

like a swatch of paint rather than as pointil-
lism, where you hear every mosquito. 

"The first part of the job was extracting 
—CON77NUED ON PAGE 66 
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BROADWAY GOES HOLLYWOOD 

The Producers Producers 
By David Weiss 

F
rank Wolf is caught up in a classic 
case of things moving full circle— 

the hilarious 1968 Mel Brooks film 
The Producers gave way to a 21st-cen-
tury Tony Award-winning reinvention on 
Broadway, which then led back to the sil-
ver screen with this year's The Producers: 
The Movie Musical, starring Nathan Lane, 

Matthew Broderick, Uma Thurman and 

Will Ferrell. While all of that critically ac-
claimed history might bring its fair share 
of pressure, Wolf, serving as recording 

engineer/scoring mixer on the Universal 

film, simply recognizes the unique joys of 
creating a soundtrack and an album. 

"I love the diversity of it," explains 

the easygoing Wolf, temporarily relaxing 
outside of Sony Music Studios' Neve 88R-

equipped Studio B in New York City. "It 

could be a giant orchestra one day, a jazz 
band the next and a rock band the day 
after that. In this project, the orchestra is 

Rent 
By Blair Jackson 

0
 n a splendid May morning 
in Building 180 on Treasure 

Island, in the middle of the 
San Francisco Bay, the principal cast 

members of director Chris Columbus' 

film version of the hit stage musical 

Rent (Revolution Studios, Sony Pictures) 
are slowly assembling for the day's 
shoot. What was once a hangar on a 

former military base has been magically 

transformed into a series of elaborate 
film sets. The story takes place in New 

York, and at the heart of the elevated 

set is a large, funky loft that has been 

rendered in such amazing detail it looks 
like it was dropped in by helicopter from 
Manhattan. 

Through the loft's "windows," a 

radically scaled-down version of a New 

York City street is in the foreground; 
behind that is a huge photo of a section 

mostly what I would call 
an expanded pit' band. 

I am sort of technologi-
cal, and there's a chal-
lenge in trying to make 
everything work, but most 

importantly, there's some-
thing about the fact that 

you do the music relatively 
quickly. It's an intense mu-

sical event in the studio, and 

recording, there's a certain live excitement 

about soundtracks as opposed to a rock 

or pop record, where everything is mostly 
done separately, a little bit at a time and 
tweaked." 

An experienced rock, pop and jazz 

engineer/producer, Wolfs portfolio of 

soundtracks began to grow in the 1990s 

with credits for such films as Toy Story 
and Toy Story 2, The Mambo Kings, 
Hercules, Monsters, lnc. and Meet the 

as far as 

PHOTO:  

of New York skyline—a 

Translite film—that must 

stretch 100 feet or more 
around the soundstage 

When it is lit from behind, 
it looks astonishingly real. 
Outside, the loft set is the 

usual clutter one expects 
to find during a movie 

production: batteries of 
lights, props of every 

kind (in this case, it's 

all thrift store clothing and furniture, 

in keeping with the story's financially 
humble characters), a set of tracks for 

dolly shots behind the loft and, in an 
adjacent area currently being used for 

lunch service, a replica subway car that 

will figure into the story later. There 

was also some exterior filming on 
location in New York. but Columbus 

Fockers. With that experience comes 

the ability to craft a road map that can 

guide a movie musical's massive logistics, 
ultimately turning a Broadway songbook 
into a sparkling 5.1 film soundtrack and 

accompanying stereo album release. 

Wolfs Producers job began in Febru-
ary 2005, with a call from the project's 

orchestrator and producer, Doug Bester-
man (who also served as orchestrator 

of the Broadway show). "They actually 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 69 

lives in the San Francisco Bay Area and 

likes to shoot locally when he can, so all 

of the interior locations and sets, as well 

as any exteriors production that can 

cheat to took like Greenwich Village, 
are shot here. 

The on-set sound world is located 
on a platform adjacent to the loft. It's 

here that we find production sound 
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sound for picture 

mixer Nelson Stoll, music supervisor 

Matthew Sullivan, music playback Pro 
Tools operator Erich Stratmann and— 
what's this?—some of the attractive young 

cast members waiting to start filming the 
next scene. For some reason, when Stoll 
invited me to the set to check out the 

action, I didn't think that stars Rosario 

Dawson and Taye Diggs would be hanging 
out with the sound crew before takes. 
And you didn't think production sound 

was glamorous! [Note: Dawson, Diggs, 

Anthony Rapp and a few others are from 

the original Broadway cast.] 

"The Rent soundtrack comprises mostly 

pre-recorded songs," Stoll explains, "but 

there are also a number of short dialog 
scenes and live transitions in the film that 

bridge and supplement the songs. Chris 

Columbus also wanted to record some 
elements live and have them seamlessly 

integrate into the pre-records. One was 
a live stage performance scene, 'Over 
the Moon,' by Maureen [played by Idina 

Menzel], a protest/rally in support of 
housing for the homeless and local artists. 

Because of the improvisational nature of 

the performance and the interaction with 

the audience, protesters and police, the 

Sound mixer Nelson Stoll with his custom, soundproof music playback cart 

dynamic power of the scene would be lost 

if it was all lip-synch to playback. Using a 
DPA headset mic allowed us to record all 

the dynamic detail of her performance, 
while keeping the background noise very 
low. The consistent high quality was just 
what we needed to transparently mix 

it into all the other pre-recorded music 

elements." 
Stoll has been involved with film sound 

since the '70s, getting his start working 

on documentaries and later moving on to 

big-budget features, including Dune; Total 

Recall; Basic Instinct; The Cable Guy; 

Francis Ford Coppola's The Rainmaker, 

the Chris Columbus films Mrs. Doubtfire, 

Nine Months and Bicentennial Man; and 
many more. He takes the art and craft of 

production sound very seriously and has 

tried to stay on the technological tip of the 

profession by continually updating his rig 

and recording methods. 

"For Rent, I wanted to make sure we 
had a quality 24-bit multitrack for our 

main production recorder to give the film 

sound the creative flexibility we would 

need," he says. "After my experience using 

a [Zaxcom] Deva to record multitrack 

stereo effects on the last two Matrix films, 
I wanted to deliver the multitrack audio 

on FireWire hard drives. The transfer rates 
are just too slow with DVD-RAM disks to 

meet the editorial time demands for dailies, 
especially recording high-track—count 24-

bit files. 
"To maintain 24-bit quality through the 

final mix meant very early coordination 

and planning with picture editing, telecine 
transfer, dailies projection and especially 
Skywalker Sound post, even though it 

would be many months until sound editing 
would begin," he continues. "I found 

out the hard way 
that the production 

sound quality in the 
final film usually 

suffers without 
this oversight. So 

I was pushing the 
process and wanted 
to make sure it all 

worked. An added 

bonus is that this 

workflow planning 

is also necessary to 

control costs." 

On a musical 

film such as this, 

it was critical to 

balance the needs 
of production 
recording with 

providing a workable playback environment 
for the actors. According to Stoll, "I 

designed a soundproofed music playback 

cart, based on a Pro Tools DAW running 

on a water-cooled 2.5GHz Mac. The Digi 
002 Rack interface fed a Mackie console 
to distribute wired and wireless music and 

music timecode. Under the direction of our 

music supervisor, Matt Sullivan, our on-set 
music editor, Erich Stratmann, provided the 
custom sync playback music mixes needed. 

These were edited from the multitrack 

music stems from the music studio. 

"We worked hard to use quality medium-

high—level speaker playback whenever 

possible, as the actors seem to more 

effectively immerse themselves in the music, 

providing performances that appear much 

more real. Since lip-synch is so critical in 

making a musical film believable, I wanted 
to use speakers that were very coherent, 
natural-sounding and clear, while still 

having the power and directional punch to 

reach in the wide shots where the speakers 

could not be close. I had used Meyer UPAs 
in the past, but was concerned about their 

weight in our fast-moving film environment. 

The smaller Meyer UPJ turned out to be just 

the ticket and had plenty of power in all but 

a few situations where we used an array of 
two of them in a custom, adjustable mount 

on a high stand. 
"We were also equipped to feed the 

music to wireless earpieces when speakers 
could not be used and to feed a 40Hz 

'thumper' track to a subwoofer when 

neither speaker playback nor earpieces 

would work," says Stoll. 
One challenging situation during 

the limited filming in New York arose 

because of the city's strict limitations on 

playback volume. For shots of Rapp's 
character singing while riding a bicycle, 

"The wireless earpieces did not fit well in 
Anthony's ear and we decided a portable 

speaker was a better solution," Stoll says. 

"So we put a small radio-fed speaker in 
his backpack for sync music playback." 
Stoll notes that the production mixer for 

the New York scenes was Danny Michaels, 

"who is experienced with music film 

playback. 
"The big Greenwich Village exterior 

crowd scenes outside the loft were shot 

on the back lot at Warner's in L.A., 
because both New York City and the Bay 

Area had strict noise limits after 10 p.m.," 
Stoll continues. "Even on the lot in L.A. 
I had to make and document anticipated 

noise level measurements in the adjacent 
neighborhood due to concerns that we 

would be shut down. Luckily, all went well 

and we got great performances." 
For capturing the actual production 

tracks, Stoll chose an HHB PortaDrive 
8-track, 24-bit digital hard disk recorder. 

Why? "The ability to record eight tracks, 
having an accurate timecode clock, 

complete word clock I/O to allow 
synchronization with outboard digital 

equipment and additional recorders, and 

the ability to deliver BWF files on FAT-32 
FireWire drives were some of the reasons," 

he answers. "We had some initial quality 

control problems with our first recorder, 
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sound for picture 

but once we got a new machine, we had 
no problem with any of the recordings and 

it was rock-solid for the show. Whatever 

mics were used to record the scene— 

including all boom mics, radio mics and 
special mic plants—would be recorded 

to discrete iso tracks. This allowed post 
sound to create any desired custom mixes 

to match different camera perspectives or 
any other mix needs." 

Stoll notes that although he likes the 
A/D converters in the PortaDrive, "I 
wanted to use multiple Waves L2 hardware 

Ultramaximizers for conversion, dither, 
noise shaping and dynamics control. The 
L2 was the first A-to-D converter/processor 

that allowed us to record digital production 
audio that exceeded the quality of our best 

analog tracking. 
"The L2 has two unique features that 

I feel should be included in every digital 

production recorder," Stoll continues. 

"One is a transparent, configurable digital 
limiter—a look-ahead process with about 

25 dB of limiting. The other is the related 
ability to set the maximum recorded dBfs 

[digital full scale] level. When recording 
16-bit audio, we usually set this to -1 

dBfs and have it set to -3 dBfs for 24-bit. 
Levels above this can add distortion for 

a variety of reasons. This type of device 

is especially useful when you have to 

deliver 16-bit masters and you want to 

retain the best quality through the film 
release print. Making judicious use of the 
limiter and mild noise shaping on the L2 

makes 16-bit recordings close to good 
20-bit masters—and overload-proof. Just 

make sure your analog front end is up 

to it! 
"The multiple L2s were fed by my Neve 

analog console via custom direct amps, 
designed by Stephen Balliet of Reflection 

Audio. Stephen, many times, is the recordist, 

freeing me up to do the sound design, 

mic mounting and placement, and overall 
mixing." Stoll's other assistant on the film 

was Brian Copenhagen, who handled most 

of the equipment management and second 

boom work. 
Stoll's goal was to provide high-quality 

production audio that meshed perfectly 
with the copious pre-recorded elements. 

The result: a musical that feels natural, 

not staged. "Being able to contribute to a 
powerful, sound-driven film like Rent gives 
me great satisfaction," he says. "It is very 

hard for both the filmmakers and the film 

viewers not to immerse themselves in a 
wonderful production like this. I dare you 

to try not to tap your feet to the music when 

you see it!" 

Jarhead 
—FROM PAGE 62 
from Sam what he wanted," she continues. 

"He has a lot of ideas of his own about 
sound, and he's also very decisive, so you 

quickly learn the types of things that he 

likes and doesn't like. But when he says 

he wants silence, he means no audio. For 
example, there's a place in the movie where 
there's incoming artillery for the first time, 
Sam wanted it to be absolutely silent as all 

these bombs are going off—yet the visual is 

really great because there's this rain of grit 
and sand debris. The first time I saw it, I 

thought, 'You want to hear that [rain of grit] 

because this whole movie is from Anthony 
Swofford's point of view.' It was that way in 

Kyrsten Mate, sound designer and SFX editor 

how it was shot and the way it was edited. 
"So I wondered, 'Could we have that 

sound?' And initially he said, 'No, I want it 

silent.' Then, when you see the final version, 
it's quite wonderful: The explosions start 

and they get distant and muffled and then 

it goes to absolute quiet and then there's a 
subtle rain of grit. It's a profoundly moving 
moment in the film because you really sense 

something about what it's like to be there. 

So it was taking the director at his word of 
what the effect was that he wanted, but still 

experimenting around the edges, saying, 
'Take a listen to this.' He's totally open to 

possibilities. He'll entertain ideas, but he's 

also very quick to say, 'Nope, I don't want 

to hear that.' 
"Sam likes to feel the environment that 

the action is happening in without having 

it intrude on what he wants to have the 
audience hear, whether it's dialog or some 

action. He doesn't want the clutter of ex-
treme detail. Like there's a moment when 

Jamie Foxx is giving a speech and he's 

walking back and forth on a wooden floor, 

so, naturally, I would have wanted to put his 

footsteps in there, but Sam didn't want it, 
so we didn't do it. He wants sound to serve 
the moment; still, in the important moments, 

you don't get the feeling that there's not 

enough sound." 
So, it's: "See a dog, and maybe you hear 

it, maybe you don't"? 
"You hear it if it's important," she says 

with a laugh. 
Even with Mendes' somewhat quirky 

sonic sensibilities, there were still plenty of 
intriguing elements the sound crew focused 

on. For one, "The oil fires are almost like a 

character in the film," says principal designer 
Mate, who has worked as a sound effects 

editor for more than a decade, with credits 
that include The English Patient, The Tal-
ented Mr. Redey and K-19 with Jackson; and 
such films such as Chocolat, The Shipping 
News, AI: Amficial Intelligence, The Lord of 
the Rings: The Two Towers, Minority Report 

and The Inardibles. "I didn't realize what 
those fires were like until I saw this film 

that Sam recommended I watch, Werner 

Herzog's /Pssons of Darkness [1992], which 
is a documentary about fighting the oil fires 

in Iraq and Kuwait during that war. Each of 

these fires is so big and forceful. It's like 10 

fire hydrants together all blowing this thick, 
viscous liquid up into the air and then it 

catches on fire." 
To capture the sound of the oil fires, 

Mate says, "I used a large variety of odd 
things: water pressure, obviously—a fire 

hose; also propane tanks dumping out 
compressed air; the sound of a [paint] spray 

booth—anything I could think of that has 

force and power. I had worked on The Lord 
of the Rings, and from that library I got lava 

flows, geysers and things that had been re-

corded by the New Zealand crew that were 

good for the low end. Then to give it some 
personality, I added some leopard exhales 

and inhales—they push a lot of air through 

their body cavities. Of course, you process 
it so it doesn't sound like a leopard." In the 

end, Mate had combined and processed 

about 20 tracks in Pro Tools to create the 

oil fire effect. 

The desert itself is almost like a char-
acter, with its own moods and sounds. 

"There's an otherworldliness about being in 

the desert," Mate offers. "We feel transported 

and displaced. That's what Sam does visual-
ly and that's what happened to the soldiers, 

so he was trying to convey that." Aurally, 
that translated to conjuring different desert 

winds and ambiences. "Yes, we're quite at-

tuned to winds here at Casa fathead," she 
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says with a chuckle. "There's a great variety 
of hot winds. I went out to the desert in 

Nevada, far from any road, and recorded 

some things out there. I also had some good 

recordings from the llinisian desert after 
The English Patient, so that was really help-

ful, too." For the new recordings, Mate used 
a Sound Devices 722 2-channel recorder and 

an X/Y pair of Neumann SKM 140s, "which 
have a lot of nice low end," she says. 

"There's a minimalist feeling to parts of 

the film," she continues, "where you're in 

this desolate place and it's a hot day with no 
wind. And then there are also scenes with a 

lot going on—putting up camp and lots of 

vehicles and that sort of thing." For the latter, 
Jackson sent a pair of recordists down to El 
Centro to capture humvees, Jeeps, tanks and 
planes during the film's actual production. 
A separate weaponry session took place at 
a remote canyon locale in Marin. Mate was 

also excited about getting to do "some real 
dude stuff": For a scene in which some flares 

are inadvertently set off, she put parachute 

flairs on long cables and then recorded the 

passbys. "It was very forceful and in-your-
face," she comments. 

"In this film, though, there are all sorts of 

things you hear but don't see, so you have 
to create an offscreen world," Mate says. 

"The war is happening three miles away 

and you don't see it, so you have to treat 

the [recordings of] explosions so that they 
sound distant. I used a lot of different kinds 

of EQs and reverbs to help me, but a lot of it 
was picking the right sound that would help 

convey it. You can't have too much of the 

crack of the head of an explosion because 
that's what you hear when you're standing 
next to it. You need more of the low-end 

boom, which is what you'd hear from farther 

away. Sometimes it felt like we were mak-
ing a radio play because there was so much 

offscreen sound. Then it becomes a question 
of keeping that out of the way of what Sam 

is focusing on in the scene." 

In the end, it came down to Mende-. 

tastes and desires. As Jackson put it, "The 
test of making a soundtrack is to bring what 

you have—your aesthetic sensibility—in the 
service of the vision of the director, or the 
picture editor and the director." 

In this case, the picture editor also hap-

pened to be one of the true legends of 

sound design, Walter Murch (who also has 
a credit as re-recording mixer). "He would 
definitely step forward occasionally and 

say, 'Well, what about...?' So he had a lot of 

input, as well," says Mate. "He's very good 
at articulating what he likes or doesn't like 

about a sound, which is very helpful. It's 
never just, 'I don't like it.' I've known him 
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Family Tree. 

These apples didn't fall far from it. 

Yamaha has over 15 years as the top 

manufacturer of small format digital 

mixers. The genesis was DMP7, and subse-

quent generations gave birth to Prcraix01, 

01V, 02R and a range of other models 

that comprise the Yamaha extended 

family. Here are the new kids on the block. 

DM2000 

For once, the cliché truly applies. DM2000 

is the " industry standard" small format 

digital console. So powerful and versatile, 

that the number of studios, a:tists, tours 

and venues relying on DM2000 wouldn't fit 

on this page.96 inputs, 96kHz performance, 

on-board mix automation, 6.1 surround 

mixing and monitoring, DAW and machine 

control. Not to mention, internal effects for 

days, stunning new Add-On Effects, TEX 

pm3, and several other engaging qualities 

too numerous to mention. Truly, our pride 

and joy. 

DM1000 

DM2000's precocious little brother. All 

the traits of the bigger model in a smajer 

chassis. If you're space challenged or 

don't need all the I/O, DM1000 is the way 

to go. Not to worry... his big brother 

taught him everything there is to know. 

Sibling rivalry you say? Not where we 

come from. 

The DM Mixer Family from 
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sound for picture 

for a long time, and he's always been such 

a nice guy to me." 

Adds Jackson, "I came through the 

Walter Murch school of sound design. I 
started on The Conversation and worked 

on The Godfather!! and Apocalypse Now, so 

he's had a profound influence on me. Not so 

much technically, but in how to listen, how 
to pay attention, how to pick the sound that 

tells you what the quality of the audio in 
the space in the story is. Walter has set the 
bar pretty high for being open to ideas and 

listening to them, wherever they come from, 
and to entertain the wildest possibilities. 

"So his opinions are formative, but it's 

really Sam that is the guiding light that 
we're orienting the sound around: Is this 

what he wants? Is this what he's going for 

in this scene? And the nice thing about 
Sam is his clarity and his directness and his 

understanding of sound, and Walter's main 
effect on the sound is inspiration. And if 

Walter likes it, it's fun. Same with Sam. One 

of the most satisfying things we do is we 

get a charge from good work—our own or 
someone else's. So when the magic happens 
onscreen and the sound you've brought to 

the table really changes something or en-
hances it, that's what we live for." 

The Producers 
—FROM PAGE 63 

flew me out to New York for a pre-produc-

tion meeting before we started, which they 

generally don't do with an engineer; usually, 

I'm there the first day in the studio," Wolf 

says. "We talked about how to approach 

the music for The Producers, which is quite 

complex. There are almost 30 songs, and 
we're often coming in and out of dance 
sequences, coming in and out of tempo. 

The actors sang live with the orchestra, and 

some of these tunes are eight minutes long 
and quite complicated." 

Because The Producers contains mul-

tiple scenes with the actors singing and 

dancing to the music on camera, the first 

step was realizing that all of the music had 
to be recorded before shooting began. "We 

record all the songs with the actors singing 

live to an orchestra so they have playbacks 

to shoot to," elaborates Wolf. "Then we pol-
ish those vocals, taking different takes and 

putting together a performance they can 

sing to repeatedly during playback when the 
filmmakers shoot the scene. 

"Keep in mind that they're also record-

ing the singing actors' vocals with shotgun 

mics when they're shooting the scene, be-

cause sometimes they'll actually get a better 
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performance during the shooting. If the 

actor's performance on set is usable—and 

it's not always usable because you've got 
the sounds of people dancing and shout-

ing from off-camera—that's better because 

then the audio is perfectly in sync with the 

visuals." 
For Wolf, the initial orchestral/vocal 

recording stage took place at Right Track's 

4,600-square-foot Studio A509 on Manhat-

tan's West 38th Street, taking full advantage 
of the room's 96-input SSL 9000 J, 35-foot-

high ceiling, five iso booths and bountiful 

natural light. "We knew we were going to 
be recording in New York, and Right Track 
is the place," Wolf says. "It's about the right 
size for 60 pieces, and it provides several 

iso booths, which, in this case, were really 

needed. The drums were isolated, the sing-
ers were isolated and any close percussion 

was isolated. The players, who were mostly 
from the Broadway show's pit orchestra, 
were great—everyone was really excited 

about doing this project." 
Wolf's experience with recording vocals 

and his knowledge of the subtle differences 
between the needs of the film's soundtrack 
and the album release allow him to capture 
the best possible performance for both 

situations. While in the studio, in addition 
to recording the singer with the standard 

close mic, Wolf simultaneously employs a 
shotgun mic set farther back to emulate as 
closely as possible what would be recorded 

on the set. Only the higher-end studio mic 

will be used for the album mix, but the film 
mix will incorporate a crossfade that begins 
with the shotgun before transitioning to the 

studio mic. "In the context of a film, if you've 

got dialog suddenly breaking into song, the 
dialog was recorded from a shotgun mic," 

Wolf points out, "so it's more believable if 
the song begins as if it were coming straight 

from that same mic." 
When possible, Wolf will take the time to 

make the best match possible between the 
vocalist and his or her microphone. "Record-
ing vocals is an expertise I have that comes 

from my background doing frock and pop] 
records, whereas many of the guys primarily 
doing orchestral work may not have done as 
much rhythm section or vocal recording," 

he says. "I have a half-dozen mic choices, 

including the AKG C12, Neumann U47 tube, 

Telefunken 251, the Brauner VM1 KHE and, 
more recently, the Sanken CU44x. I like a 
47 for a female singer because it has a lot 

of body to it and helps to support a higher 
voice. I like the Brauner for somebody who 

is putting out a great sound because it's 

capable of capturing anything—it's a great, 

clear, powerful microphone. 
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"A lot of times, if I'm working with a 

singer I haven't worked with before, I'll A/B 

them with a couple of passes at different 

mics because you never really know. In the 

case of The Producers, however, we were 

moving through so intensely that the setup I 

had for the Sennheiser shotgun mic and the 

Sanken mic stayed. We'd have Urna Thur-

man for an hour, she'd leave; Matthew Brod-

erick would come in; then Nathan Lane; 
and there was no way we were going to 

be able to experiment with different setups. 

I chose the Sanken because it's a current 

mic: If we plugged it in, it would work and 

be repeatable. There's no fussiness that you 
sometimes have with older mics. The mic 
pre's were Millennia Media, which I find to 
be extremely clean and reliable. Everything 

was recorded into Pro Tools IHD. In this 
case, it was 48k/24-bit, even though almost 

everything I do now is 96k." 

Wolf takes a Tonmeister approach to re-
cording the orchestra, using careful ink se-

lection and placement to get the most out of 

the sections, including harp, strings, wood-

winds and brass. "I have a trio of Neumann 

M5Os that I carry with me, which I set up 
in a Decca Tree," he states. "There are two 
setups that I use: sometimes five mics across 

the front and sometimes a modified Decca 
Tree and two wide mics. For the overall 

orchestral sound, that's 85 percent of what I 

use, and then I fill it with close percussion, 

drums, guitar, accordion—instruments that 
don't speak in the room—but a big part of 

the sound is the room mics." 

Raw tracks in hand, Wolf began making 

rough mixes for the film crew to shoot to, 

delivering stems that included orchestral 

stereo, rhythm section stereo, choir and 

separate vocals. Supplied with those ele-

ments, the music editor could go to the set 
prepared to play any combination requested 
by the director or the actors, including a 

mix-minus vocal in case Broderick, for 
example, decided he wanted to record Ilk 

vocal live on set. 

For Wolf at this stage, knowing Ou. 

shooting schedule is critical. "They'd say. 
'Next week we're doing this tune and that 

tune,' so I'd concentrate on those songs. I 

was always ahead of them by a few days," 

he says. "We had 400 orchestral takes and 

as many vocals, so it all had to be temped 
down to a way they could play it on the set 

and not have to manage anything—just hit 

Play and there it goes." 

After the scenes were shot, Wolf was 
sometimes handed back vocal tracks re-
corded on set to incorporate into his final 

mixes. Before he could move into that 

phase, however, there was a sticky problem 
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7-- sound for picture 

MixDream XP— pure 6o V analog summing unit 

MixDream — 16:2 6oV analog summing unit with inserts, stereo expander, limiter, transformer outs 

I listened to several other summing boxes ... 

... and found the MixDream added the least color-
ation. I use two MixDreams coming out of Apogee 

convertors and then directly to an SSL comp. 
I've been very happy with the sound and am getting 

rave reviews from all my clients. In fact several of my 

clients want to get the same set up. 
Mark Needham (Fleetwood Mac, Chris Isaak, The Killers) 
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that he expected: In the process of shooting 
the scenes, the director and music editor 

were sometimes forced to create holes in 

the music that would be filled later on. "This 

happens a lot," Wolf reports. "They realize, 

for example, that Matthew Broderick needs 

extra time to get from here to there, mean-

ing the music editor has to open it up for 

four measures and now there's a hole. So we 

come back to Right Track and record inserts 

with the same orchestra. 

"Re-creating the parts is tricky, but we 

knew we would be coming back, so we 

snapped the console, measured the mics' 
distance and hopefully we can come back 

and record right into the same set of tracks, 

sound for sound and level for level. Then I 

reinsert the new pieces at Sony through the 

same setup, and in theory it should go right 

across. That's par for the course in a musical: 

There's no cart you can put before the horse 

or vice versa. You have to start somewhere, 

and if you start with the music, invariably 

the music will change." 

Afterward, the rough stems will be 
updated, allowing the creation of a temp/ 

director's cut where the music will be edited 

to match to picture, opening the door for 

Wolf to finally execute a final 5.1 mix for 
the film and stereo mix for the album on 

Sony Studios' Neve 88R and ATC monitors. 
"The big difference between making a pop 
record and one with an orchestra like this is 
that there's not a lot of processing," he says. 

"I'd say on 95 percent of the vocals, how-
ever, I use an Eventide Reverb 2016. It has 

a smooth sound, leaves the vocals in clarity 

and puts enough warmth and hall around 

the vocal so it's supported inside the music. 

It's very controllable and friendly to use." 

Once the final mix is complete, Wolf will 

deliver it to the dubbing stage with a choice 
of flat and dry or processed vocals to give 
the dub stage mixers complete control for 

a believable transition in and out of dialog. 
There, his colleagues will balance the final 
levels between his music mix, the dialog and 

the sound effects. Meanwhile, the album se-

quence and mix will also be trimmed in the 
interest of cutting it down to the best 60 to 

70 minutes of songs that feature vocals. 

At that point, however, it's safe to say 
Wolf will have begun treating himself to 

a few days of R&R, as he wraps up an 

intensive journey with four months of 

studio man-hours logged between Febru-

ary and October, quite possibly qualifying 

The Producers: The Movie Musical as his 
most intensive soundtrack production yet. 
-When I hand the mix off to the dubbing 

stage," Wolf says with a grin, "I can light a 
cigar." 
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Sheryl Crow 

Photos and Text by Steve Jennings 

In support of her latest effort, Wildflower, Sheryl Crow 

is out on a short tour, bringing along an 11-piece string 

section, front-of-house engineer Bruce Knight, monitor 

engineer Geno Salerno, monitor tech Matt Stager and 

crew chief Matthew Stahlhut. Mix caught up with the 

tour at the Greek Theatre in Berkeley, Calif 

"Mixing has been great fun and a big challenge in 

getting the separation with so much midrange informa-

tion in the mix," Knight says, "between two to three 

guitars, a piano and a oigan happening at the same 

time with the 11-piece string section," which comprises 

seven violins, two violas and two cellos. The tour is car-

rying a Clair Bros. P.A. (eight i4s and four T2 subs per 

side) and a DiGiCo D5 Live FOH console, "which has 

been great," Knight says. "I'm using snapshots of fader 

movements and mutes on a per-song basis. It's the first 

time I've used a digital console on tour. I've had a lot of inputs with Sheryl in the past, 

and now with the strings and all the effects returns 

and playback, I'm up to 90 inputs. It's great to have 

everything within an arm's reach." 

Knight's outboard rack includes a BSS 901 with 

Summit TLA 100 for Crow's vocal (she sings through 

a Shure wireless with SM58 capsule), a Summit DCL 

200, a Crane Song STC-8 for bass DIs and two Dis-

tressors for acoustic guitars. For in-ears, Knight chose 

Future Sonics and Ultimate Ears, with Sennheiser 

EW300 G2 Series transmitter/receiver. 
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Front-of-house engineer Bruce Knight 

Fixit 
U2's monitor engineer, Dave Skaff (Alicia Keys, Sbania 

Twain), recentb, picked up a Digidesign VENUE digital board 

for the band's current tour; when Mix caught up with Skaff 

on the U2 tour in April 2005, be was using an ATT Paragon 

IL Here are some tips he picked up on making the switch to 

a digital console. 

Managing snapshots, presets and safes: These can be in-

credible tools for helping you manage a complex show, one 

that has multiple bands, a high number of cues or radical 

bus reassignments during the show. Sounds like the answer 

to a mixer's prayers, right? You've been mixing without 

them for years and you should continue mixing without them when you first go 

digital. After you've spent some time becoming comfortable mixing on the board, 

then consider using snapshots or presets to help with the more difficult aspects of 

your mix. But beware: The console will do just what you tell it to. If you include 

everything in the scope of all your snapshots, the changes you make in between 

snapshots will be discarded when you fire the next snapshot. You must carefully 

think through what is in your current snapshot and what is—or is not—in the next 

one you fire. Include only the channels and parameters that you absolutely need 

to have stored. 

inside 

Live Mix News: 

Tours, Events, Installations 

All Access: The White Stripes 

Tour Profile: Trio!—Bela Fleck, Stanley 

Clark and Jean Luc Ponty 

Club Spotlight: Vanguard, LA. 

New Sound Reinforcement Products 

The Blue Man Group recently opened at the 

Panasonic Theatre (Toronto). PA. Plus' head 

systems engineer, Mark Radu (above), installed 

a Lake Contour digital speaker processor and 

Lake Mesa Quad EQ digital matrix processors. 

Rental company Masque Sound ( East Rutherford, 

NJ) recently purchased a JBL VerTec line array 

system. Says JBL VP of tour sound, David Scheir-

man, " The synergy of JBL's loudspeaker system 

technology with the unique technical expertise of 

Masque Sound creates interesting new options 

for independent sound designers who cater to mu-

sical theater and corporate eyents."...0mnimount 

Systems partnered with D-Tools' Manufacturer 

Partnership Program ( MPP), which allows com-

panies to access up-to-date OmniMount product 

information...Washington's The Gorge Ampithe-

atre features Ford Audio's (Burbank, WA) Elec-

tro-Voice XLC as the house delay rig, combined 

with additional boxes rented from Horne Audio 

(Portland, OR). Ford Audio's Gary Ford says, " Thi 

is a broad, asymmetrical venue and in additio 

the house delays, we usually fly side arrays of 1, 

XLCs to cover the audience areas adjacent to the 

stage. For [a recent REO Speedwagon show], the 

wide dispersion of the XLC and XLD combination 

made a stage- right array unnecessary."...Lenny 

Kravitz is out on tour with FOH engineer Laurie 

Quigley, using a Midas XL4 console and eight XTA 

226s, which were processed through BSS Omnid-

rives. Says system tech Ted Bible, " They used the 

BSS to split and tune it properly, and used the EQ 

in them, as well." 
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Live mix 

On the Road 

Juanes 
Swept up in the Latin crossover craze, 

alongside such artists Ricky Martin and 

Shakira, Juanes continues to deliver strong 

studio albums that hit and stay in Bill-

board's Latin Top 10. Currently out on 

tour with a seven-piece band and gear 
provided by Showco/Clair, Juanes' front-

of-house engineer, Rob “Cubby" Colby, is 

no stranger to the Latin flare, having mixed 

for Martin and Shakira previously. Mix 

caught up with Colby during the midst of 

the U.S. tour. 

How much gear are you carrying? 
We are using the i4 line array with the 

Showco subs. The arena system is the 

standard 14- or 16-deep front hangs with 

8- or 10-deep i4s for side hangs with 10 

subs a side. Front-fills are on top of the 
two subs on either side of the "ego" ramp 

that goes out 16 feet into the audience. 
The FOH environment is small with the 

DiGiCo D5 and only a small rack with 
two 737 Avalon comps and two Dis-

tressors. Effects are TC Electronic 2290 
and 3000. 

Do you have a mixing technique? 

The music is dean: three guitars, keys, 
bass, percussion and drums. It is a straight-
ahead mix; not heavy on effects. I go for a 

punchy drum mix, a music mix of guitars 
and keys and tight percussion, with a deep, 

dry bass guitar sound. 

Tell me about the DiGiCo board. 

I've been using the console for the last 

three tours with various artists. I continue 

to learn the depth of the console from 

tour to tour. I rely on the dynamics quite 

a bit. For this tour, I've built a snapshot 

of each song as there are a lot of guitar 

changes. Each guitar player can switch 

from acoustic nylon to acoustic steel-

string to electric guitars. 

What about when you're off the road? 
I spend time with family and friends. \Xi: 
do a lot of boating here in Minnesota until 
winter comes; then, it's snowboarding or 

skiing and even some ice fishing. 

Now Playing 

Bonnie Raitt 
Sound Company: Schubert Sound Systems 

FOH Engineer/Console: Paul Middleton/Gamble EX,56 

Monitor Engineer/Console: Doug Gherma/Yamahapm5D 

P.A./Amps: JBL VerTec/Lab.gruppen fP6400, fP34)0, QsD 

PL236A 
Monitors: Shure PSM 700 

Outboard Gear: Lake Contour; BSS 960; Focusri Red-3' 
Yamaha Rev-5, PCM70; Eventide H3000; SansAmr 

p Tech 21; 
dbx 160A; Drawmer DS201; Summit TLA-100, 

DU Aphex 
661; Crown D75R 

Microphones: Audix 0M5; Shure KSM 32, SM57, AKG C414, 
0112 

Additional Crew: John Schirmer, system tech; 

Roland Ryan, audio tech 

Mae 
FOH Engineer/Console: Thomas McNabb/Mr> ie TT24 

Monitor Engineer/Console: Band handles 
selves/Mackie TT24 fnonitors them-

P.A./Amps: House-provided é 
Monitors: Sennheiser Evolution G2, Sens-phonics ProPhonic 
Soft2x custom ear molds 
Outboard Gear: three dual-process PCs running Steinberg 
Nuendo 2 as VST host. It's a mobile recording studio acting as a 
live sequencer; operating Native Inf ruments soft synths, MIDI 
controllers and at FOH, serving ot itboard processing via VST 
plug-ins, including Universal Audio; 

UAD-1, TC Elecronic Power-
, 

Core FireWire); MOTU 828mk11 

Microphones: Sennheiser 602 
(kick), 604 (toms), 614 ( overheads), 
865 (vocal), 902 ( kick), 905 ( snare), 

906 ( guitars), 935 ( backup vocals) 

Midas XL4: T qv' Years After 

If only we aged this g cefully! Ten years after its 
debut, and without di• 

r4cernable design changes, 
the Midas XL4 is celeb ting a big anniversary. The 
analog console, designe 
was created to be "th 

console; bigger and bet 
designed, offering an in 
a package that would 

FOH or monitor dutie 
highest audio quality 
every part of Midas' e 

sonic improvements, 

fier and EQ to ensure 

without sounding h 

According to D 

marketing director, 

sound of the desk' 
response of the on 

Also, its control su 
anyone who's ev 
straight-away." 

Artists who 
Sarah McLachla 

Bryan Adams 

by engineer Alex Cooper, 
definitive audio mixing 
r than anything previously 

reased number of I/Os in 
equally at home working 

says Cooper. To get the 

possible, Cooper "revisited 

ectronic circuitry and made 

ost notably to the mic ampli-
hey could withstand overload 

rsh." 
e Cooper, Midas sales and 
ngineers love the warm analog 

preamps, plus the immediate 
rd EQ. Both features have become a benchmark in live mixing. 

ace has become a standard for engineers worldwide, [which] means 
used a Midas console can walk up and feel at home in front of it 

Midas sales and marketing diiec 
tor Dave roarer (0 with Big Mick 
Hughes, Metailica's front-of-house 

engineer, in front of the XL4 

ve recently toured with the board include Paul McCartney, Coldplay, 
Velvet Revolver, Metallica, R.E.M., Toby Keith, Jimmy Buffett, Santana, 

Van Halen, Phil Collins and Hillary Duff. 
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GEO S Series 

Musical Arrayngements 

Great sound from great technology. When it's crunch time and 

the show is about to start, reliability is a virtue. The GEO Series 

loudspeakers from NEXO not only provide dependability, but 

also exhibit sound quality above and beyond the norm. Whether 

you choose the lightweight Geo S or its big brother GEO T with 

its innovative cabinet shape, the clarity and level of coherency 

make it clear why NEXO is the speaker choice of celebrated 

artists and venues worldwide. 

GEO T Series 

With GeoSoft software for array design, it's possible to configure 

cluster blueprints to provide exceptionally even SPL from the 

front to the back of your venue. The GEO Hyperboloid Reflective 

Wavesourcen" device controls acoustic °energy allowing you to 

craft high output wave fronts that fit audience areas more 

precisely, evenly and lucidly than ever before. Both series high 

impedance design aids in reducing system budget without 

reducing system quality. 

NEXO GEO Series Loudspeakers. Like Music to Your Ears. 

INNOVATE 

/*YAMAHA GC) ccorninr-cinia_cto 

Yamaha Caporation of America • P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622-6600 
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Jack White's electric 

guitar is miked with 

a TIM 103, while his 

acoustic and mandolin 

are taken Dl. 

E any in the set, there's 

a moment when ev-

erything stops for the White 

Stripes. It lasts only a few 

seconds—so short that the 

audience (still reeling from 

the head- rattling opener 

"Blue Orchid") hardly notic-

es the delay—but it's a key 

time for the show. Whereas most bands use this pause 

between songs for a breath, the two famous garage-

rockers from Detroit are doing something different. 

Similar to jazz musicians or performance artists. Jack 

and Meg White are crafting the evening's set as they 

go. Mix caught up with the show at the Greek Theater 

in Berkeley, Calif., in mid-August. 
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Monitor engineer 

Neil Heal 

••• 

MONITOR ENGINEER NEIL HEAL 

Monitor engineer Neil Heal doesn't have as 

many challenges as his engineering counter-

part on this tour, relying mostly on provid-

ing a loud and powerful mix to the band 

through wedges and sidefills. Even the pres-

ence of so many instruments onstage doesn't 

faze him. Everything— from a set of bongo 

drums to marimbas to two timpani—are care-

fully measured onto the stage by Heal and his 

crew before the show, allowing Jack and Meg 

White the freedom to choose what they want 

to play from song to song. Needless to say, because of these require-

ments, the White Stripes call for anything but a clean stage. 

Asked why Heal monitors using a Midas 3000 console, the answer 

comes simply. "Because it's a Midas. It's the best." 

• • I 
• • • _ •• > 

ifflemm. 

Meg White's drum kit is miked 

with all Sennheiser models: 

e902 (kick), e905 (snare), 

KM 184 (hi-hat and overheads) 

and e904 (toms). She sings 

through a Sennheiser e935. 

e 
Both pianos are taken DI; amps are BSS. When Jack White 

performs at the piano, he sings through a Sennheiser e935. 

FRONT-OF-HOUSE ENGINEER MATTHEW KETTLE 

One person who must contend with the ever-evolving set list is 

front-of-house engineer Matthew Kettle, who's been mixing for the 

duo since the 2001 White Blood Cells tour and recorded their re-

cent studio effort, Get Behind Me Satan. "It's one of the aspects of 

the job I really enjoy," Kettle says of mixing sans set list. "It makes 

my job much more of a challenge, but it's exciting because I don't 

know what's going to happen next. Every day is a new challenge. 

It's fun." 

On his mixing toes each night, Kettle 

has opted to ride the faders with an ana-

log board. "Part of the band's aesthetic is 

analog," says Kettle, who mixes on a Mi-

das 3000, using 37 stage inputs and four 

audience mics. "That's the kind of technol-

ogy they really feel (comfortable with). 

But it's really a practical thing because the 

show is entirely improvised. It really helps 

when I can have everything available at 

one time; easy to reach. Also, it sounds 

great— you can't complain about the sound 

of a Midas console." 

Kettle's gear also includes a Meyer MILO PA.— which is new to 

the Stripes' tour— and Nexo 52 subs. "The company we're hiring 

from (Thunder Audio( has traditionally been a Nexo company, but 

they're moving toward MILO," says Kettle. "We happened to be on 

a South American tour and the MILO system kept on popping up 

in really unexpected places like Guadalajara, Mexico. I got a lot of 

hands-on time with it and I liked it a lot. 

"We've got a good stage set going," Kettle continues, "but I re-

ally had to change my approach to mixing because before, I could 

pretty much leave most things open. When you start muting things 

too much, you hear the natural ambience of the stage come and 

go, and that would be really noticeable and unpleasant. So I try to 

incorporate some of the natural ambience of the live sound of the 

band. But this year, it's much more complicated: We've got seven 

vocal mics onstage because Jack's playing all these instruments and 

can go to any of them at any time. I have to keep my eyes peeled. 

"I treat the stage 

almost like a monitor 

engineer would. Based 

on where I see Jack 

s. move, I can open up or 

close those channels. 

The ambience thing 

hasn't been too much 

of a problem. It's a 

loud sound onstage 

and I definitely have to 

mix around it. That's 

their sound: It shouldn't 

be over-engineered, it 

should be raw." 

FOH engineer 

Matthew Kettle 

1• 11.1111111! 
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By Candace Horgan 

Béla Fleck, Stanley Clarke and 

Jean-Luc Panty Improv It Up 

B
éla Fleck doesn't seem to know how to rest. 
When The Flecktones, his normal touring 

band, decided to take a break in 2005, ban-

jo-picker Fleck originally thought he would 

lay low and play a few shows with friend 

Edgar Meyer. Instead, he has spent much of the year 

touring with two different trios, which he refers to as 

Trio! and the Béla Fleck Acoustic Trio. The Acoustic 
Trio—which includes Fleck, fiddler Casey Driessen 

and guitarist Bryan Sutton—played several festivals, 

including the Telluride Bluegrass festival (Telluride, 

Colo.) and Rocky Grass (Lyons, Colo.). Trio!—Fleck, 

bassist Stanley Clarke and fiddler Jean-Luc Ponty— 

has spent much of the latter-half of the year on the 

road playing improvisational jazz that often features 

all three solo'ing simultaneously. 

When Fleck looked at going on the road with 

Trio!, he quickly found support from Flecktones 

sound engineer Richard Battaglia. "I've been doing 

sound since I started playing music in 1968," says 

Battaglia. "I was a bass player and had a big bass 

amp, therefore the biggest car, so I had to carry the 

P.A., too. After I got out of college, I started work-

ing at a bar called the Down Yonder Saloon, and 

all these acoustic-style national acts like New Grass 

Revival came through. I became friends with them. 

In 1982, they needed a new sound person and I took 

on the job. Béla had been in New Grass for a year at 

• 11 

Front-of-house engineer 

Richard Battaglia — 

inventor of the 

Chard Stuff preamp 

that point. After New Grass Revival, I followed Béla 

through the weeds! New Grass Revival did their last 

show on December 31, 1989, opening for the Grate-

ful Dead. About three months later, The Flecktones 

started touring and I went out with them." 

On this tour, Trio! is keeping their road gear light. 

That means Battaglia is working with house consoles 

at every venue. "I usually ask for a Midas, but I don't 

always get it," he says. "I like most of the Midas 

boards. There are only 12 channels for this tour, so it's 

hard to ask for 56 when you aren't using them." 

However, to keep some consistency in the sound, 

Battaglia carries his own effects. "I have a BSS DPR 

404 4-channel compressor on the electric bass and 

the violin. I've also got a BBE 882 Sonic Maximizer, 

a TC Electronic Finalizer 96k across my left and right 

mains, and a Lexicon PCM 90 and 70 reverb. Here in 

Denver [where Mix caught up with the tour in mid-

August], I'm only using the 90. I am also carrying an 

Avalon V1737 tube preamp/compressor EQ. I use it 

on Stanley's bass to make it more consistent; it will 

give me the same control every night. 

"I also carry the Ashly Protea," he continues. "I 

have a little Palm Pilot that lets me EQ during sound-

check. I'm about to move up to the Lake Technology 
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APOGEE USERS 

Manny Marroquin 

I did some A/B testing, during a 

mixing session, between the Rosetta 

200 and some other converters here 

at the studio and the Rosetta 200 was 

extremely impressive. First of all, just 

the over all output from the Rosetta 

200 was stronger. Even after calibrat-

ing it to the other units the 200 still 

sounded bigger. The Rosetta 200 also 

had more depth and transparency... 

an openness of sound that I really like. 

I like to really slam the converters with 

level too and the 200 handles that 

well where as the other converters 

sound a bit compressed and narrow. 

The Rosetta 200 is definitely easy on 

the ears and has become a core piece 

in my studio." 

Grammy Award Winning 
Mixer/Engineer 

Recent Preects "The Diary Of Alicia Keys" - Alicia Keys 
"Through the Wire" - Kanye West 
Can tneyerdidnothin - Nikka Costa 

ROSETTA 200 

N ROSETTA 200 
24 BIT, 2•CH AID DIA 

e 2005 TEc 
Award Winner: 
Digital Converter 

wee tulle\ t woo ,    Technology  

read more at: 
.,_ www•apogeedigitai.com 

..) 

SOUND AMAZING 

Live mix I 
system—a wireless PC tablet. I don't know 

if I will have it for this tour, but I'm hop-

ing to have it by October. The Palm Pilot 

system is called Handycurve. It's a MIDI 

controller that controls the Ashly EQs. It 

gets wired into the Ashlys and I can walk 

around and EQ the room. The Lake system 

will let me do that during the show. That 

is another way I can be consistent since I 

use local P.A.s and boards." 

Battaglia also likes to do a little analysis 

of the room and the P.A. "I use a program 

called SpectraFoo Complete. I use a Metric 

Halo Mobile I/O 2882 DSP for my interface 

via FireWire to my laptop, which runs 

SpectraFoo. I use it for a transfer function, 

and I can put meters on my solo output so 

I can see what each instrument looks like 

when I solo it. I use it every night—can't 

live without it—and since I'm a Mac guy, 

I'm proud to use SpectraFoo." 

Although all the music is instrumental, 

each musician has a Shure SM58 to address 

the audience. Fleck has a Shure SM98 

in the banjo and a Fishman Rare Earth 

pickup. He keeps a Klark-Teknik 10-band 

equalizer onstage and sends separate sig-

nals (mic and pickup) to Battaglia at front 

of house, which runs into a Chard Stuff 

preamp. (See sidebar.) Fleck also has an 

Eventide Eclipse multi-effects unit. Ponty 

uses an LR Baggs Para DI and a Lexi-

con MPX-550 reverb, while Clarke runs 

through an EBS MicroBass II preamp into 

an SWR Super Redhead amp. 

Mixing Trio! is fairly simple, Battaglia 

says. "The biggest thing is to make Stanley 

happy. He likes to judge what is going on 

through the P.A. from the stage. That's the 

big trick. Stanley tells me on the mic what 

he is hearing and we go from there. After 

Monitor engineer Zach Newton was brought in 

from The Flecktones' camp. 

Tile OUI1E11 SidE OF liFE 
Besides doing sound for The Recktones, Robert Battaglia 

invented the Chard Stuff preamp, a unit that lets a musi-

cian blend signals from a mic mounted on the instrument 

and a pickup. The AcH 104 was developed during the New 

Grass Revival days. "Pat Flynn of New Grass Revival had 

this tiny little box that took a mic and pickup and split 

it,  Battaglia says. It was a simple box. That's where 

the idea started. After going through a lot of nightmares 

with little jumper cables and batteries falling apart, I 

decided I needed to come up with one box that did it all 

and made it foolproof. There is a guy in Nashville who 

did the electronic design after I gave him the concept I 

still make them. Sam Bush, Emmylou Harris, Béla, Mark 

Schatz, Edgar Meyer and more use them. rve got about 

85 of them out there." —Candace Horgan 

10 shows, I figured out what he likes and 

doesn't like. He likes to hear real high end 

on the strings. The low end rumbles too 

much for him onstage, so he likes to hear 

string noise. I've been working with Béla 

so long, he just lets me go with it, and for 

Jean-Luc, we always check to make sure his 

violin isn't too piercing. It gets a little easier 

because it doesn't take over the whole 

RA. the way the bass does. Otherwise, it's 

pretty simple. My goal is to make it sound 

as acoustic as it can with pickups." 

For monitors, Trio! also borrowed from 

The Flecktones, choosing Zach Newton. "I 

started working at a small club for about a 

year, and from there moved on to FOH du-

ties with Col. Bruce Hampton & The Aquar-

ium Rescue Unit. After the first H.O.R.D.E. 

[Horizons of Rock Developing East Coast] 

tour, I began working with Béla. My respect 

and love for Béla run deep; I would find it 

difficult to pass up an opportunity to work 

with him. Throw in Stanley and Jean-Luc, 

and it was a no-bramer." 

On this tour, all three musicians are us-

ing in-ear monitors. "Jean-Luc has a down-

stage wedge as well [he only uses one ear]," 

Newton says. "Béla is the only one getting 

a stereo mix, and he gets a straight-ahead 

mix with an image of the stage, violin left 

ear, bass in middle and banjo on the right. 

Stanley has almost no bass in his 

mono mix, with Jean-Luc and 

Béla in there at fairly even levels. 

Jean-Luc only uses one ear, and 
he has a lot of bass and a little 

banjo, with little to no violin. 

"I am using the Shure PSM700 

transmitters with Shure HW600s 

[hardwire] as backup. Béla and 

Jean-Luc use Sony earbuds and 

Stanley is using a pair of Bang & 

Olufsen Al headphones. They are 

using consumer-type earbuds to 

allow for less isolation and more 

comfort. The 'cheap' headphone 

approach seems to help musi-

cians that are wary about in-ears 

feel more comfortable." 

Candace Horgan is a freelance 

writer based in Denver. 
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Itie ANALOGUE BUILDING BLOCKS 

PORTICO" 5032 Mic PRE/EC) 

he Portico' 5032 is a single chaiu I( i .. 1R A ., ILL \ i ,., i band Equalizer in the Mr. Rupert 
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By Sarah Benzuly 
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In today's slimmed-down, budget-conscious world, SR 
companies are looking for new ways to increase their 

profits. Regional companies are booking summer fes-

tivals, rodeos, monster truck pulls, etc. Live sound en-

gineers—after weathering through a packed summer 

season—look to corporate events and smaller gigs to 

make the house payment. Even dubs that typically 
cater only to touring musicians are multitasking. 

Set in the heart of downtown L.A., the 21,000-

square-foot, more than 1,600-plus capacity Vanguard 

(www.vanguarcllacom) has opened as an amalga-

mation of a live sound venue, a nightdub, a host 

to Sunday-morning church services and peripheral 

events, such as banquets, wedding services and award 

ceremonies. With such a diverse dientele coming in, 

the owners at Vanguard had to find an audio system 

that would be just as flexible as its clients. 

THE PLAYERS 

Owner/CEO Jordan Birnbaum—who works alongside 

partner Pasquale Rotella of Insomniac Events and gen-

eral manager Misty Mansouri—was referred to Steve 

Leiberman of SJ Lighting (Chicago) by mutual friends; 

he was hired on as the designer for the club's lighting, 

sound and video systems. Apparently, Leiberman's 

reputation preceded him, as he had already designed 

numerous top-notch clubs around the country, includ-

ing Crobar in New York and Chicago, Nocturnal in 

Miami and Ice in Las Vegas. Leiberman designed the 

hanging truss and lighting rig in Vanguard's main 

mom, which also includes scenic-treated stone walls 

and a curved bar lit by high-tech LED fixtures. The 
club also sports a cherry-wood dancefloor, a large 

indoor balcony terrace overlooking the main room 

and an Asian-inspired outdoor patio, complete with 

fountains and a giant Buddha. 

Leiberman contacted Sound Investment in Chi-

cago, a company that he works closely with. As Sound 

Investment is in Chicago and Vanguard is in L.A., 

Leiberman handed the job out to Sound Investment's 

Adam Ward, who is based out of Las Vegas and heads 

up the company's West Coast office. 

Ward went into the job expecting to install a small, 

budget-conscious sound system, as audio gear was not 

high on the owner's to-do list. However, when Ward 

had a look-see at the venue, he found that the size 

of the room would require the owner to upgrade the 

original audio spec and purchase a better sound sys-

tem. "[The owners] had a price in their head, but once 

we went in there and talked to them," Ward recalls, 

"we advised that for what they wanted to do, they did 

need to spend more money and they realized that." 

Where 

Functionality 

Meets 

Flexibility 
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Ward concedes that the budget still did 

not have room for a $60,000—or even a 

$30,000—console. This may seem a bit 

detrimental to a dub that is hoping to attract 

more live sound events—especially when 

many tours are not carrying full production 
and rely on a venue's in-house gear. How-

ever, Vanguard is banking on the appeal of 

the installed Funktion One sound system, 
which has seen its share of tours, but is being 

used as an install system at Vanguard. Sound 
Investment is a Funktion One dealer and 

so Ward's familiarity with the system—and 

Sound Investment's Adam Ward 

having previously installed it at the Ice 
club came in quite handy. 

According to Leiberman, who spec'd 
the sound system, "Support is always my 

main consideration—from the manufacturer 
and the installation company. Since I have 

close relationships with [Funktion One and 

Sound Investment], that helped close the 

deal. The marketing value of the speakers 
is tremendous. There is no other Funktion 

One system in Southern California that I 
know of, so I knew that would cause a buzz 
in the club community." 

"The system is basically designed through 
digital processing," Ward says of the Funk-

non One. "It has the EQ and all the front-end 
gear [including compression/limiting and 

limiting for speaker protection], as well as 
built-in mixing capability [with a 12-chan-

nel mixer] inside the digital processing. So 

Vanguard doesn't right now need to have 

an outboard mixing console other than for 
the live sound events. You can take $20,000 

worth of gear and they're in that 30 boxes." 
For these shows, touring acts can rent gear 
from L.A.-based sound companies. "Since 
most of the live events are special events," 
concurs Leiberman, "and there is going to 

be a rider provided by the band with equip-

ment specifications, that comes in on a rental 
basis. We ran snakes and made accommoda-

tions for boards to come in." 

According to Ward, "We used the Res-5 

system, which is Funktion One's flagship 
touring sound system, and with Vanguard 

having the opportunity to create that night-
club as one side and the live sound as an-

other, we could really utilize Funktion One 

and what the speakers could do." During 
the install, Ward tuned the room with SIA 

Smaart, "and that allowed us to get the focus 

of the speakers where we wanted them." The 

system's flying system makes the speakers 
easy to hang, as there are no separate flying 

trunks or loose parts; all intercabinet flying 

hardware is built into the enclosure. 

"Basically," Leiberman says, "we were 

told to accommodate for not only dance mu-
sic, but for live sound. We set the system up a 

little heavier for the stage layout so it has four 

mid-high stage-left and four mid-high stage-

right, and then there are bass cabinets on the 
floor; for rear-fill, we did 2x2. And then we 

have a bi-amp system so there are different 
program settings: If it's live sound, you go to 

the bi-amp system, change the setting, click 

it in, and it basically shuts off the rear-fill 

and then adjust the EQ to accommodate for 
a sound board and for somebody to come 

in and mix. And when you have electronic 

music or a DJ, there is the setting that is the 
four-point sound, which balances out the 
sound that way. Then there's also a banquet 

setting because we have fill for tables and 
things like that over the dancefloor." 

BUT HOW DOES THE ROOM SOUND? 

Similar to many recently opened venues, 

Vanguard has had many incarnations: It's 
been a warehouse, a roller skating rink and, 

most recently, Qtopia club. Acoustically, ac-

cording to Ward, it is an interesting venue 
in that there are a lot of hard surfaces and, 

"there's nothing really there to absorb sound. 
But surprisingly enough, the room actually 

doesn't sound too bad—even with all of 
those hard surfaces in there." In fact, there 

was some concern that with the Funktion 
One install, they would be "rattling the place 

like a tin can." But Leiberman found that the 
installed Res-5 speakers are "like high-power 

accurate rifles: Where you aim it is where it 

goes. If you walk a few feet off the line of the 
speakers, it's relatively quiet. They just slice 

sound wherever you aim them." 
"We did have issues with the neighbors," 

Ward says. "We have to keep an eye on the 
outside sound levels as far as what happens 

outside the building. One of the good things 

about the Funktion One system is that it is 
definitely a point-and-shoot system in that it 
is loudly pointed, and then away from that, 

From top: Installation of the ligting/sound system 

rigging begins; the Funktion One sound system's 
onboard digital processing; and the flown Funktion 

One system. Note the all-metal roof covering. 

it drops off in trams of SPL level. 

"We didn't put in any acoustical treat-
ments," Ward continues. "We advised the 
owners on certain things that they should do 

that will make it sound better, but that will 

have to be down the road as far as budget al-

lows. We advised on things like a large duct-
ing right in front of the speaker locations. 

The ducting is all metal and that's pretty 
much right over the downstage edge. They 

should put some sound absorption in front of 
that and some over the stage, because right 

now, the roof is covered in a metal surface 
and you get a lot of reflection off of that. So 
we advised that they put baffles in the ceiling 

to soak up some of the extra sound." 

And this advice is sure to be taken into 
consideration—and hopefully employed— 

by the venue's owners. "The club business 
is a crowded field," owner/CEO Barnbaum 

told Los Angeles' Citybeat in early August, 
right after the venue opened, "but when 

you expand to rock shows, wrap parties, 

film premieres and special events, that's 
where there's room to have a different 

audience every day of the week. Then it's 

about focusing intently on the customer 

experience. I'm hoping well be different 
and bring a lcindler, gentler vibe to the club 
scene in Hollywood." 

Sarah Benzuly is Mix's managing editor. 
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THE STUDIO STANDARD FOR RECORDING GUITAR. 

POD xr 

THE STUDIO STANDARD GUITAR. 

With the introduction of POD, Line 6 forever changed the way musicians recorded guitar. But that was just the 
beginning. Line 6 spent the next four years studying and painstakingly modeling the most sought-after guitars in the 
world. The result? One guitar that authentically ecreates the sounds of twenty-five classics: Variax. 
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Now you can instantly go from a thick lead sound modeled after a vintage ' 57 Les Paul*, to a twangy rhythm based on a 
59 Telecaster* at the flick of a five-way switch. With a Variax in the studio, you'll never have to stop the creative 
process just to change guitars and retune. Variax delivers authentic vintage and modern tones all without hum so you'll 
never have to sacrifice the quality o your recordirgs. From gorgeous sounding hollowbodys, to 12-strings, acoustics, or 
even a sitar, you'll have the sounds of 3 n entire studio full of inspiring instrunents right underneath your fingertips. 

Just turn the knob and believe your ears. 

www.line6.corn 



Live mix  

New Sound Reinforcement Products 

EAW DIGITAL TOURING CONSOLE 

The umx.9() ! rom EAW (www.euw.coin) is a 24-bit, 96kHz digital 
live console with expandable 56x44 analog I/O and 3x12 integrated 

system processor—all for a projected list price of less than $50,000. 
The master section has a 15-inch touch-sensitive LCD with a dy-
namic rotary encoder that can change its "feel" depending on the 

selected parameter. The channel section has 48 P&G touch-sensi-

tive faders in stacked rows of 24 for simultaneous control of all 48 
input channels or assignment in master groups of eight to specific 
sections. The umx.96 is the first console to fully integrate all of SIA 

SmaartLive's measurement capabilities for instant system measure-

ment and calibration. Additionally, onboard EQ, crossovers, filters 
and limiters allow loudspeaker alignment, audio distribution and 

zoning to be done directly from the mixer. EAW's revolutionary 

new Gunness Focusing" technology will be incorporated through 
an optional processing card. 

RENKUS-HEINZ ICONYX 

The ICON YX Series of digitally con-
trolled column loudspeakers from 
Renkus-Heinz (www.renkus-heinz 
.com) uses advanced technology 
to provide intelligible speech and 

musical sound in highly reverber-

ant environments. Their slender 
"thin-stick" vertical profile mounts 

flat to the wall, blending easily 
with both classical and contem-

porary architecture. Systems are 

available in 8, 16, 24 and 32-chan-
nel sizes to suit different needs. All 

are constructed from the basic IC8 
8-channel module to simplify ship-

ping and transportation. Modules 

easily join in the field to form larger 

systems. Advanced DSP software 
and digital amplification enable 

the user to define the shape and 
aim of the vertical beam without moving the 
installed position. 

columns from their 

ALLEN & HEATH ILIVE DIGITAL CONSOLE 

New from Allen & Heath (www.ilive-digital.com) is the iLive digi-

tal console. The iDR-64 mix engine holds 8-channel cards for 64 
inputs and 32 outputs, which can be groups, auxes, matrixes or 
mains, and can be used as a stand-alone mixer. Available control 
surfaces have 28, 36 or 44 faders, and house four additional cards 

for eight assignable and eight mix inserts. Custom-color backlit 
displays over each fader provide good visual cueing. The selected 

channel section has an analog feel and is placed at eye-level 
alongside an LCD touchscreen. 

AVIOM PRO64 SERIES 

Designed to solve audio distribution problems in a wide variety 

of contexts, Aviom (www.aviom.com) offers a line of second-
generation A-Net Pro64 audio networking products. The products 

include the 6416i Analog Input Module, 6416m Mic Input Module, 
6432dio Digital I/O Module, 6416o Output Module, 6488io Analog 

I/0 Module and MH10 Merger Hub—all featuring variable sample 
rates up to 192 kHz, a high channel count, unlimited system ex-
pansion and cable runs of up to 500 feet. 

meerrlingge mitc- to e 
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GLYPH PERSONAL MONITOR 

Glyph's (www.glyphtech.com) GPM-216 Personal Monitor is 

a 16-channel digital mixer with two local inputs split to feed 
a main mixer, while being digitally mixed over standard Cat-5 

cable to other units for onstage or studio monitoring. It runs 

on Linux, and has a built-in reverb and instrument tuner. Rear 
connections include inserts for the two local inputs and the mix, 
plus speaker outputs. The two-rackspace front panel has a large 

LCD, bass/treble/volume controls and 16 illuminated channel-
select buttons. 
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THE HEART-POUNDING X-4": THE SAN FOR PRO TOOLS® 
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What do you do to enhance the performance of Pro Tools - the most powerful 

audio editor on the market? You engineer a low-cost SAN for it, one " seat" at a time. 

globalSANT" X-4 for Pro Tools. Start small. Share. Stack to expand. At a price 

so low, it will make your heart pound. 

Toll-free 1.877.537.2094 www.studionetworksolutions.com 

02005 Studio Network Solutions globalSAN X-4'. is a trademark of Studio Networi4 Solutions Other brands and product names are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of their respective holders. Pro Tools® is a registered trademark of Avid Tet hnology, Inc. Avid Technology, Inc does not necessarily endorse this product 



TECH'S FILES  BY EDDIE CILETTI 

Avoiding a Blue Holiday Anytime 

Tips for Computer Health and Your Sanity 

The dreaded Windows Blue 
Screen of Death would defi-

nitely make you blue at this 
time of the year—or any other time. 
So for background music, think 
"Elvis" for this column. 

During the coming weeks, 

months and possibly years, your 
computer will have become an ex-
tension of your personality and daily 

needs, and then—poof! Nothing is 

more exhausting than the thought 
of rebuilding the post-crash desktop. 

No matter which platform you call 
home—Mac or PC—there is a lot in 

common to "building" from scratch, 
preventing and recovering. 

The most obvious difference be-
tween the two primary platforms is 

that the PC is a legacy system while 
Apple's periodic upgrades make older systems obsolete 

(but not unusable), yet frozen in time like Latin. In 
contrast, it is nearly impossible to fathom the variety of 

hardware combinations that a Microsoft Windows ma-

chine might encounter, and yet they too are functional. 
Both platforms, new and old, benefit from the Internet's 
vast library of drivers, both from manufacturers and 

third parties. 

I'm a legacy dude, hanging on to hardware of all 

kinds and laughing at the ability to run 20-year-old DOS 
programs under Win2k and XP. I guess that makes me 

the exception around these parts, but it's not an issue 

of pro or con; both platforms work and both have 
their issues. The Windows/Intel PC is a wholly dif-

ferent animal from the Mac—and I totally get Apple's 
philosophy—and it's simply easier to embrace all that's 

technologically "new and better" rather than try to sup-

port old hardware and code. That said, both platforms 
are moving toward each other, if only to share in the 

affordable hardware, such as IDE hard drives and, now, 
Intel processors! 

DEFENSIVE COMPUTING 

I avoid making one system try to do everything. I have 

an office PC, a video PC and two different audio PCs: 
one hardware-specific and the other "native." My primary 

DAWs are Soundscape and Adobe Audition. My prefer-

ences, along with my approach to computer solutions, 
put me quite outside the norm. However, I am learning 

Pro Tools (on a Sony VAIO laptop) as part of my duties 
as an educator. 

In my opinion, FireWire and USB are about the 

greatest advancements in computer hardware because 
they allow quick and easy hard drive swaps, minimiz-

ing many of the not-playing-well-with-others hardware 
conflicts that happened when everything was inside the 

box. That said, what follows assumes you're comfortable 
playing under the hood. 

DAS BOOT 

The typical computer has a boot drive on which the 
operating system and programs are installed. All of us 

who tinker with media files—audio and video—know 
that those files and their temp files do not belong on the 

OS drive but on dedicated drive(s). I take this one step 
further by installing programs on their own drive as a 
protective measure. It doesn't save you from reinstall-

ing the program, but it may preserve user preferences 
and other program-specific info such as passwords and 
serial numbers. 

Yes, for large system/facilities with dedicated sup-
port personnel, dedicated backup software is the way 

to go. That implies a dedicated file server, a RAID 
(Redundant Array of Independent Disks), scheduled 

backups and lots of drive space. While the option to 

back up only the modified files is available, I highly 

recommend full backups. (All will be explored in a 
future column.) 

OLD BROWN SHOE 

Often, the original boot drive might suffer from a cor-
rupt OS, preventing the computer from booting. If so, 

start by removing the old boot drive. From here, you 
have two options: install the original boot drive onto 
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Peak ProV 5 

Edit. Process. Master. Burn. 
In ways your DAW can't touch. 

Tn this age of "do-everything" digital audic woi-kstations, it seems they all forgot 
'something big. Namely, -_-rue professional-quality CD mastering. 

Fortunately, your own mastering lab awaits you Peak Pro 5. Along with award-
winning editing and sound design tools, now you also get the world's very best 
mastering solution. With advanced playlisting. Superb final-stage processing. Disc 
burning. Plus subcodes, DDP export, and other 100% Redbook-compliant features. 

Need even more power? Check out our Peak Pro XT 5 bundle surrtotibyreamtli 
— with over $1,000 worth of additional tools, including our 

acclaimed SoundSoap Pro, SuperFreq, five new plug-ins, and mo-e. 

So, when you're ready to master, Peak Pro 5 has everything you need. It's the perfect 

complement to your DAW. Or, perhaps we should say, it's the perfect finishing touch. 

Peak Pro XT 5 comes with these five new plug-ins — plus SoundSoap Pro (a $599 value) & morel 

Sqweez-5" 
S-band compressor/limiter 

with linear- phase performance 
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Reveal . 
Professional 7-tool audio 

signal analysis suite 
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GateEx- Repli-0. 
Top-performing gate/ IQ matching, with 

expander plug-m astounding results 

Limited Time Offer: Buy Peak Pro 5 or Peak Pro XT 5 & get 

even more extras — up to $399 in value! 
wvvw.bias-inc.com/peak 5 

PitchCrafi 
Super natural 

pitch correction 
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an external Fire Wire or USB case and con-
nect it to a functioning computer, or buy 

a new drive, install a new OS and then 
connect the old drive. (Scan the drive for 

viruses before copying.) In either case, 
you'll have more luck recovering data 

from the original boot drive as "just an-
other drive" rather than trying to kick-start 

it with high-voltage pads. 

For example, I was once given a dys-

functional laptop from which the user 

hoped to recover as much personal data 
as possible. The machine wouldn't even 

boot, so I removed the drive—a remarkably 
tedious process for a name-brand product. 
The 2.5-inch laptop drives (desktop drives 
are usually 3.5 inches) were installed into 

an external USB drive box. Things were 
not sounding too good (an obviously loose 

component), so I decided to void the 

drive's "warranty" by removing its cover. 
The offending piece was removed. (It was 

intended to stabilize and dampen head arm 

resonance.) 

From this vantage point, I could see that 
the drive was spinning but the heads were 

not "playing the record." I don't know what 

possessed me to pull the USB plug—which 
was also supplying power—but reinserting 
the plug woke up the drive. It then ap-

peared on my desktop and I immediately 
dragged the contents to one of my local 
drives with the cover off? Voila! Data saved! 

That drive was set aside and a new drive 

was installed. Please see "Windows OS 

From Scratch" for a step-by-step approach. 

WHAT'S UP, DOS? 

If you're wondering what might be distract-
ing your PC from doing its job in a timely 

fashion, then click CTRL+ALT+DEL, which 

will access the Windows Task Manager. 

This utility has three tabs that detail per-
formance (processor and memory usage), 
processes (as required by the OS and any 

other running program) and application 

status. An application that may appear to be 
"not responding" may actually be tied up in 

traffic; not responding does not necessarily 
mean crashed. One example occurs when 

an Internet connection is lost while one or 

more background programs were running 

and expecting a connection. Sometimes, it's 

better to go get a cup of coffee rather than 
end it all too quickly. 

E- I, A- I, OH! 

In the tuture, a basic form of artificial in-
telligence will monitor a machine's daily 

health and reduce the number and severity 

of fatal errors. It's the computer equivalent 
of building headroom into a system. Until 
then, back up often and be prepared by 
recycling your old computer into a viable 
recovery machine. 

Eddie practices the unconventional at www. 
tangible-technology.com. 

WillO0111B OS Fr0111 scraun 
I admit in advance that my approach is unusual if not obsessive, but it works. Proceed at your 
comfort level. 

Before installing a new boot drive: 

• Remove/disconnect all other hard drives. (Windows assigns the first drive it sees with the 
letter "c." You want that to be the boot drive.) 
• Install new boot drive 

• Power up, insert CO-ROM of OS and follow the installation procedure. 

• Once the OS is installed, click on Windows update or go to Microsoft's Website to bring 
the OS up to date. 

• Reconnect any internal or external drives and reassign the drives letters as per your 
preference. 

I do not partition or compress data, nor do I install multiple operating systems on any 

one drive. Drive caddies—removable trays—are a more robust solution, in my opinion. 
I prefer to name all of my drives—"Seadog," for example—using the first letter of the 

drive name as the logical drive letter—"s" in this case. My logic is that fixed drives— including 
CD/DVD drives—even if outside-the- box, are a normal part of day-to-day activities and should 

have drive letters that are away from the boot drive. That way, Windows will assign letters to 
any floating drives that do not change the "fixed" drive letters. Drive letters can be changed 

via the Control Panel's Administrative Tools. Click on Computer Management and then Disk 
Management. Once programs are installed on a separate drive, that device's assigned letter 
cannot change. 
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B&H Pro Audio... 
is uniquely positioned to meet 
the d'verse needs of today's 
Audio Professional. 
Our 30,000 sq. ft. Superstore, 
comprehensive Website, and 
experienced sales staff provide 
real world solutions for the 
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Our huge inventory and prompt 
worldwide shipping make B&H 
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Series, is geared to be used with Waves' 

IR-1 and IR-L convolution reverbs and 

includes IRs from concert halls, cathedrals, 

monasteries and even the Great Pyramid 

at Giza. Both are available from www. 

acoustics.net. Price: $250 to $499. 

OCTAVE SYSTEMS COPY MASTER II 

Octave (www.octave.com) released a new 

line of Copy Master H Pro Robotic DVD/ 

CD duplicators, all featuring high-quality 

Plextor PX-716A optical recorders, an 
auto-loading arm, easy-to-read LCD and a 

160GB hard disk drive The three models 

feature either four, six or seven optical 

recorders, and do not require a PC for 

operation. Depending on the user's needs, 

4.7GB DVDs can be copied at up to 16x, 

8.5GB dual-layered DVDs at up to 6x and 

CDs at up to 48x. Prices: $3,600 (4-drive), 

$4,600 (6-drive) and $5.100 (7-drive). 

TRUE SYSTEMS P-SOLO 

This new preamp from True 

Systems (dist. in the U.S. by 

Sennheiser, www.sennheiserusa 

.com) features military-grade, hand-

matched components and the 

identical preamp design found in 

the True Precision 8 and P2 analog 

products. The P-Solo features 

balanced, dual-servo, high dynamic 

range, transformerless design, 

internal linear AC power supply, 

high-impedance instrument input, 

highpass filter, phantom power and 

dual analog outputs. Price: $749.99. 

SOUNDELUX E47C 

Re-creating the classic U47 mic, 

Soundelux (dist. by TransAudio 

Group, www.transaudiogroup.com) intro-

duced the E47C ($4,250 list). Targeted for 

vocal use, the E47C offers the signature 

proximity effect that is characterized by 

12 dB of boost at 100 Hz at a distance of 

1 inch. The mic features a NOS Telefunk-

en Large Plate EF814k tube, P99E power 

supply, custom 20-foot Soundelux cable 

and 47 suspension clamp—type shock-

mount with wood box. 

RAIN RECORDING 

STORMDRIVE 

Need fast and portable storage 

for audio? Then the StormDrive 

($599) or StormDrive Pocket 

($499) from Rain Recording (www. 

rainrecording .corn) just might be 

the ticket. The fast and fanless drives 

feature one USB 2 and two FireWire 

ports with an IEEE-1394 repeater built 

into the FireWire ports for easy daisy-

chaining. In addition, there is an 8MB 

buffer for increased sustained track 

count without the need for higher rpms 

and "plug-and-play" operation with 

instant OS recognition for PC and Mac. 

The StormDrive features a 3.5-inch, 

7,200 rpm, 300GB Seagate drive with 

SoftSonic technology that eliminates 

the "whine" sound from the drive for 

virtually silent operation. The StormDrive 

Pocket features a 2.5-inch, 5,400 rpm, 

100GB Seagate drive and measures a 

mere 5.25x3x0.75 (LxWxH) inches. The 

StormDrive Pocket can be bus-powered 

via FireWire and ships with a power 

adapter. 

M-AUDIO JAMLAR 

Specifically designed for I/0-

seeking guitarists on the go, the 

JamLab ($79.95) from M-Audio 

(www.m-audio.com) is a USB 

interface for both Mac and PC 

platforms. The simple, low-profile 

box offers 24-bit fidelity at 44.1 

or 48 kHz, and features DSound 

GT Player Express software 

that combines the functionality 

of a guitar amp, effects pedals 

and standard audio file player. 

I/0 comprises a V4-inch jack for 

guitar input and an 1/8-inch jack 

that can be used as either a line 

or headphone output for quiet 

late-night shredding. Volume 

control is handled using the 

JamLab driver control panel. The 

JamLab 

system also 

ships with 

160 MB of 

.WAV drum 

loops from M-

Audio's ProSessions 

Sound and Loops 

Library. The package can be 

used stand-alone or with most host 

software, and is compatible with Core 

Audio, WDM, ASIO 2, ReWire and VST 

plug-ins. 

SOUNDFIELD ST350 

Need to capture surround sound in the 

field but don't want to pack a ton of 

gear? Then you may want to look at the 

new portable ST350 ($5,900) microphone 

from SoundField (www.soundfieldusa 

.com). The AC- or battery-powered 

ST350 comprises a lightweight multi-

capsule microphone and 

fully featured compact mic 

preamp/control unit that 

generates surround and 

stereo simultaneously at 

balanced line-levels. The mic 

is capable of driving long 

cable runs, enabling it to 

be positioned hundreds of 

yards away from its control 

unit or alternatively handheld on a short 

boom. Control unit features include high-

performance mic pre's with discretely 

switched 6dB gain steps and five-segment 

LED bar graph for level monitoring. Polar 

pattern control is continuously variable 

from omni through figure-8, with a width 

control providing everything from mono 

to wide-image stereo. Other features 

include highpass filtering, switchable M/S 

output and headphone monitoring. 

VVEISS ENGINEERING DNA1 

Those needing high-end audio 

restoration tools will want to take 
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a look at this 96kHz/24-bit audio 

restoration and enhancement processor 

from Weiss Engineering (dist. in the 

U.S. by LasVegasProAudio, www. 

lasvegasproaudio.com). The unit 

carries a noise-removal section 

followed by an ambience-recovering 

and gain control section. Features 

include a real-time simultaneous de-

noiser, de-crackler and de-clicker, 

as well as the K-Stereo Ambience 

Processor. The de-noiser features 

three automatic modes, a manual 

mode and a semi-auto mode. The de-

crackler provides three independent 

sub-systems—DeCrackle, DeClick and 

Smooth—while the ambience processor 

allows the operator to recover lost or 

amplify hidden ambience, space and 

imaging by extracting and processing 

original ambience information in post-

production. Price: $8,900. 

NEUROTONE LACE 

NeuroTone (www.neurotone.com), in 

partnership with UCSF audiologists, 

has developed a personalized auditory 

training platform to address the need 

for measurable auditory training 

for tinnitus-stricken audio pros and 

musicians. The company's first product, 

LACE (Listening and Communication 

Enhancement, $ 149), is an interactive, 

computerized program (Mac and PC) 

designed to train the brain to use skills 

to improve communication. Just as 

1109PRUED BI1[1 UNDUES 
Microboards (www.microboards.com) is shipping the Print & Burn 

DVD/CD duplicator, which features a high-speed DVD/CD recorder 

and industrial printing technology from HP to give users professional 

publishing in a petite package...The latest version of Pyro from 

Cakewalk (www.cakewalk.com) adds ring tone creation and delivery, 

disc-burning enhancements, improved audio editing, enhanced support 

for portable players and more...Native Instruments (www.native-

instruments.com) has released a free 1.08 patch update for all 

products that use the KOMPAKT interface. New features include 

RIAS multiple output support, improved RTAS performance, smarter 

overload detection and various bug fixes...MOTU's (www.motu 

.com) Symphonic Instrument universal orchestral plug-in is now 

shipping for Mac and Windows. It features an 8GB sound library, 

500 instrument presets, 200 multi-instrument ensembles, 26 built-in 

convolution reverbs and additional new features.. . 1K Multimedia 

(www.ikmultimedia.com) has shipped the Miroslav Philharmonik, 
a powerful integrated orchestral workstation combining the 

Miroslav Orchestral and Choir samples with a dedicated plug-in 

instrument tailored for everything from classical compositions 

to pop arrangements, film scoring and more...SoundToys Inc. 

announced the availability of 96k support for its EchoBoy echo 

and delay plug-in. It is available free of charge to existing EchoBoy 

users, and supports both TDM and RIAS formats, as well as HTDM. 

A free 14-day production-ready trial version and upgrade for 

registered users are available for download at www.soundtoys.com... 

Spectrasonics (www.spectrasonics.net) released new AudioUnits 

updates of Trilogy, Atmosphere and Classic Stylus. The AudioUnits 

taNn 

physical therapy can help 

rebuild muscles and adjust 

movements to compensate 

for physical weakness or 

injury, LACE is said to assist 

in developing listening and 

communication skills and 

strategies that can help compensate 

for those situations when hearing is 

inadequate. 

NEVE 88D DIGITAL CONSOLE 

Hot from the show floor at AES, Neve's 

(www.ams-neve.com) newest digital 

console is the 88D. The new desk of-

fers 1,000 tracks at 96 kHz, classic 

Neve preamps, dedicated 8.1 surround 

monitoring of multiple sources and the 

latest version of the Encore Plus auto-

mation. Integration of Pro Tools and 

Nuendo is a snap via the HUI protocol, 

as is Pyramix via Oasis. Also featured 

are Neve's EQ and dynamics plug-ins, 

as well as DXD mixing and 40-bit, 

floating-point processing. 
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updates add compatibility for Apple OS 10.4 ( Tiger) and AudioUnits 

validation for Apple Logic 7 and fixes for MOTU Digital Performer 

4.52...TC-Helicon announced free downloadable software editors 
for current and new VoiceWorks, Voicelive, VoiceOne 2 and 

VoicePro customers. The Mac/PC editors, designed by PSI Craft, 

can be loaded as VST plug-ins or as stand-alone applications. The 

editors require a MIDI device to communicate with TC-Helicon 

products and feature full control over all parameters, as well as 

preset/song management. Users can download the editors from www. 

tc-helicon.com/editors...Steinberg's (www.steinberg.net) Cubase 

SX/SL 3.1 update offers more than 50 new features. The updated 

software features integration of external hardware instruments and 

effects, including Studio Connections Audio integration, support for 

Steinberg's Dolby Digital and US Encoders, and expanded editing 

and mixing functions...Cycling '74 (www.cycling74.com) has a pair of 

upgrades: Jitter 1.5, featuring dramatic performance improvements, 

and Max/MSP 4.5.5, a free update for Max/MSP 4.5. • 
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Record on ED \I N/ with the new Ad;-enaline® Plus recording engine 

for 24 track recording at 192kHz, Dual Disk recording for instant backup and 
high speed editing. Full backup and file transfer on 5X DVD-RAM DVD-R/CD-R, 
iomega REV' and Gigabit Ethernet. 

Play on your favorite DAW with instant disk transfer on standard SCSI, Serial ATA 
and Parallel ATA recording drives in native Broadcast Wave file format. FileFlat' 
feature lets you play on without time consuming fiie exports or rendering. 
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supplies, efficient case design and industry leading Tech Support. 
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BY MICHAEL COOPER 

Rupert Neve Designs 5012 Duo Mic Preamp 

Two-Channel Unit With a Split Personality 

The 5012 Duo Mic Pre belongs to 
Rupert Neve Designs' new line of 

affordable, all-analog signal proces-

sors dubbed The Portico Series. Products in 

the series are designed to work either in-

dependently or be interconnected to form 

a larger system. 

The dual-channel, solid-state 5012 

features Mr. Rupert Neve's new input and 

output transformers and a decidedly split 

personality. A defeatable Silk circuit, when 

activated, transforms the otherwise modern-

sounding 5012 into a preamp with a classic 

sonic signature. And both timbres—modern 

and classic—sound great. 

RACK 'EM UP 

The 5012 is a 1U, half-rack-size module with 

integral rubber feet for tabletop placement. 

Alternatively, single units or pairs can be 

rackmounted using an optional kit. Multiple 

units can purportedly be powered from a car 

battery without degrading performance. 

Aside from a switch that activates Silk 

circuitry for both channels at once, all front 

panel controls, meters and indicators are 

duplicated on each independent channel. 

A rotary switch provides 0 to 66 dB of mic 

gain in 6dB steps. A continuously variable 

rotary trim control gives up to 6 dB of 

gain boost or cut for fine adjustments or 

riding gain. A highpass filter switch kicks 

in a 12dB-per-octave filter, the corner 

frequency for which can be continuously 

adjusted from 20 to 250 Hz with another 

rotary control. Other front panel switches 

include those for +48V phantom power, 

polarity reversal, muting the main outputs 

and sending signal to bus outputs. Eight-

segment, multicolored LED ladders provide 

output metering for each channel. 

All I/0s are on the rear panel. Mic inputs 

and main outputs are on balanced XLRs. 

Each channel also sports two unbalanced, 

high-impedance bus outputs on IA-inch 

phone jacks. As more Portico Series products 

are released, users can connect them together 

via bus I/O jacks in various configurations to 

build an expandable, modular recording and 

mixing system. The two bus jacks for each 

channel are nonnaled together, allowing one 

to be used as an input and the other as an 

output so that multiple units may be daisy-

chained (for busing several tracks 

to a common compressor, for example). 

Rounding out the rear panel are a power 

switch and a DC input jack for the external 

power adaptor. 

The 5012's specs are great. The main 

outputs' frequency response is down only 

3 dB at 160 kHz. Equivalent input noise is 

stated to be a quiet -128 dBu. Interchannel 

crosstalk is better than -90 dB at 15 kHz. 

Maximum output level is +25 dBu. The 

5012 can take +26dBu input level at unity 

gain without a pad, inviting use as a line-

level signal processor. 

GOT SILK? 

Recording a mellow electric guitar solo with 

a Royer R-121 ribbon mic and the 5012, the 

sound was very accurate but a little too 

clinical with the Silk circuit switched out. 

Switching in Silk provided a striking change 

in character, broadening the midrange 

frequencies, softening highs and adding a 

hefty helping of pleasing harmonics. The 

result was a lush, warm, golden tone that 

sounded downright phenomenal. I also 

used the 5012 as a line device to warm up 

a previously recorded electric guitar track 

that was edgy and thin-sounding. The Silk 

setting smoothed glassy highs and added 

pleasing girth to the track. Nice! 

Some tracks sounded best with Silk 

switched out. A strummed Taylor XXX-MS 

acoustic guitar (miked with a spaced pair of 

B&K 4011s) on a country production called 

for a pristine recording. With Silk switched 

out, the stereo track had a wonderfully 

detailed top, clear mids and a tight bottom. 

Depth, nuance and stereo spread were 

outstanding. In a subsequent A/B test 

pitting the 5012 against my Millennia HV-

3D—recording a Santa Cruz Orchestra 

Model acoustic guitar with B&K 4011s—the 

Millennia sounded yet a little more sparkly 

and open, providing a slightly more balanced 

tone overall. But the 

5012 still sounded fantastic. 

I also generally preferred to have 

Silk switched out when recording lead 

and background vocal tracks on country 

and pop productions. Silk produced a 

meaty, rich sound, but switching it out lent 

greater clarity, depth and detail to vocal 

tracks. While Silk sounded cool when 

tracking grittier rock vocals, the additional 

harmonic distortion that was produced 

would sometimes become overbearing at 

mixdown after additional compression was 

applied to the track. 

Because the 5012 lacks DI inputs, I 

recorded an electric bass by going into 

an Aguilar DB 900 DI box before adding 

the 5012. I liked both 5012 settings—Silk 

switched in and out—equally well for this 

application. Silk provided a more pillowy 

and velvety tone, while disabling Silk lent 

greater depth and detail and a "drier," yet 

still very big sound. It was great to have 

two distinctly different timbres from which 

to choose 

FEATURES + PRICE = BARGAIN 

My complaints about the 5012 are very 

few. The meters are difficult to read when 

not viewed at eye level, there is no front 

panel power indicator and I wish that Silk 

could be independently engaged for each 

channel. However, the differences in tone 

that are provided when toggling Silk in 

and out of circuit are quite dramatic and 

double the usefulness of this very flattering 

preamp. At $1,795 list, the 5012 Duo Mic 

Pre is a bargain. 

Rupert Neve Designs, 512/847-3013, 

www.rupertneve.com. 

Mix contributing editor Michael Cooper is the 

owner of Michael Cooper Recording, located 

in beautiful Sisters, Ore. 
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So affordable you can give them away. 

Package includes 1,000 replicated 

CDs in full-color jackets, 

three-color on-disc printing, 

and poly wrap for $990. 
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FREE CATALOG! 

CDs IN FULL COLOR JACKETS JUST 99e EACH! 

Perfect for singles, EPs, or full-length albums, CDs in jackets really pack a 

wallop. They're like those cool LP jackets, just smaller. Plus, they're ready in just 

12 days and so unbelievably affordable, you could give them away. Not that you 

need to. Our jackets look so great you can sell them at full price any day. That's 

because we're the only place that throws in high-gloss UV coating for FREE with 

every jacket order — a $200 value! What else do we throw in? All our exclusive 

promotional tools, like six months' free web hosting, free online distribution, a 

free UPC bar code, a review from TAXI, and much more. So, if you're looking 

to save money on CDs without sacrificing quality, there's no better deal 

than CDs in jackets from Disc Makers. You can take that to the bank. 

DISC MAKERS® 
CD AND DVD MANUFACTURING MADE EASY 

Call 1-866-677-7912 or visit www.discmakers.com/mix. 



BY MICHAEL COOPER 

M&K MPS-1611P Powered Monitor 

Affordable Two-Way With a Small Footprint 

I
've heard many two-way monitors 
during the years that delivered on the 

promise of deep bass extension; how-

ever, all but a few did so at the expense 

of other aspects, creating flabby bass and 

somewhat murky low-midrange reproduc-

tion. Those experiences led me to wonder 

whether, in the absence of onboard DSP or 

an added subwoofer, you really need three-

or four-way sealed monitors to achieve 

transparent full-bandwidth monitoring. 

But that was before I heard the M&K 

(Miller & ICreisel) MPS-1611P powered moni-

tor. It offers deep bass, yet is one of the most 

revealing two-way monitors I've auditioned. 

CLOSE TO YOU 

The 20-pound MPS-1611P measures 

12.625x8.375x12.125 inches (HxWxD) and 

is suitable for near- or mid-field use 

in stereo or multichannel setups, with 

or without a subwoofer. Two onboard 

amplifiers power the monitor: a 100-watt 

amp for the 6.5-inch, magnetically shielded 

polypropylene woofer and a 50W amp for 

the 1-inch, ferrofluid-cooled fabric-dome 

tweeter. An LED on the monitor's front face 

lights when the power is on and appears 

brightest to the user when the cabinet is 

aligned properly with his/her ears along 

both vertical and horizontal axes—a nice 

feature. The MPS-1611P is designed to 

be vertically oriented (with the tweeter 

above the woofer), but can also be used 

with horizontal mounting. Radiused front 

cabinet edges and a bezelled tweeter 

faceplate minimize diffractive effects. 

On the rear panel, an XLR/TRS phone 

combo jack and RCA jack provide alternative 

choices for audio input. A three-way input-

sensitivity switch provides two different 

fixed settings and one variable setting. 

The latter activates a continuously variable 

rotary control that adjusts the monitor's 

sensitivity over a ±6dB range. 

Three rear panel features tailor the 

MPS-1611P's bass response for use with and 

without a subwoofer. A bass response switch, 

when activated, attenuates low frequencies 

when the monitor is being used with a 

subwoofer, and an 80Hz highpass filter 

switch is useful when the subwoofer doesn't 

provide bass management. The tapered bass 

port on the MDF cabinet's rear baffle has 

a removable plug. With the plug in place, 

the MPS-1611P becomes a sealed-cabinet 

design, producing less-prominent but tighter 

bass. Depending on the combination of 

filter switch settings used and whether 

the port plug is inserted or not, the MPS-

1611P's 6dB down point at the bottom end 

is between 50 and 80 Hz, with the response 

extending to 22 kHz, ±3 dB. 

A hinged clamp swings into place on the 

rear panel to keep the detachable AC cord 

from being inadvertently yanked out—yet 

another nice feature. A power switch (and 

associated LED), slow-blow fuse and large 

heatsink finish off the rear panel. 

MONITORING THE SITUATION 

I used a stereo pair of MPS-1611I's to edit and 

mix tracks in my control room and listened 

to a variety of completed pop and country 

mixes, including my own, of which I was 

intimately familiar. First, I listened to the 

monitors alone (without a subwoofer), with 

all filters switched out and the port plugs 

removed for the widest frequency response. 

With 70- to 75dB SPL (A-weighted) 

listening levels at the mix position, 

the monitors exhibited articulate high-

frequency detail, crystal-clear midrange 

and surprisingly extended bass. Even low 

notes played on a Chapman Stick were 

clearly audible, if somewhat understated. 

The bass was a tad flabby, but not nearly 

as much as with other ported monitors 

I've used. Imaging and transient response 

were outstanding, and depth (imaging 

behind the speakers) was astounding. 

Listening at 80dB SPL and higher levels, 

the MPS-1611Ps sounded a little bright in 

the low highs. 

Inserting the port plugs made bass 

reproduction immaculately tight but less 

prominent. Going a bit further, I switched 

in the monitors' bass response switches and 

then the highpass filters. Each progressively 

band-limited setup yielded a useful 

reference for checking the current mix. 

Adding my Tannoy PS-88 subwoofer 

(a discontinued model) to the setup, I got 

pretty good results switching all of the MPS-

1611Ps' filters in and inserting the port plugs. 

This yielded the highest bass roll-off (6 dB 

down at 80 Hz) for the MPS-161113s. But 

because my sub's inherent response is only 

down 3 dB at 110 Hz, there was too much 

mid-bass overlap for a seamless integration 

of sub and MPS-1611P satellites. 

I got much better—make that great— 

results by setting up the MPS-16111's for 

the most extended bass response (filters 

switched out and port plug removed) and 

turning up my sub just enough to be a 

little more than barely audible. This just 

points out how flexible the MPS-1611P is 

in integrating into various setups. About 

the only thing missing in the MPS-1611P's 

feature set is a high-frequency tilt switch, 

which would be useful in heavily damped 

(e.g., carpeted) control rooms. Aside from 

an occasional quiet click on powering 

down, the MPS-1611P's switches didn't 

cause any electrical noise when moved. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The MPS-1611P sounds best at low SPLs 

(which is how I prefer to mix 97 percent of 

the time) and is one of the most revealing 

monitors I've ever heard. Considering 

the MPS-1611P's moderate price ($1,199 

each), modest footprint and full-bandwidth 

response, it would be my first choice if 

space constraints meant I could have only 

one pair of monitors and no additional 

references (including no sub). Simply put, 

the MPS-1611P sounds superb. 

Miller & Kreisel Professional, 818/701-

7010 x124, www.mkprofessional.com. 
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Since 1995 when we shipped our first Distressor, through 2005 when we shipped our 10,000th (!), all of us at 
Empirical Labs are proud of our legacy of passionately designed, exceptionally well-built audio equipment. 
From the Distressor to the FATS° to the Lil FrEQ, we have consistently strived to provide our customers with 
modern classics that stand the test of time, backed by excellent customer service. 

The Empirical Labs family of products - musical,functional, durable - built by people who take audio as 
seriously as you do. 

The Distressoir - Our flagship product and 

much more than a compressor. With vintage 
compressor emulation and a classic "knee" 

sound all its own, the Distressor has a place in 
every studio and live sound rig. 

The FATS° - Simulating analog tape, the EL7 FATS° offers 
many of the "musical non-linearities" exhibited by the 

older tube, class A discrete, and magnetic tape mediums. 
The FATS° is your warmth in a cold, digital world! 

The Lil FrEQ - Instead of daisy chaining EQ's and frequency 
processors, we tried to cram most of what an Engineer needs 
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BY JIM AIKIN 

db audioware Quantum FX Version 2 

DAW-Enhancing Multi- Effects Plug- In Toolbox 

C
reative effects processing is the life-
blood of pop music mixes. Doubt-
less your DAW provides basic tools 

for sonic mangling, but what if you need 

more? Drop $299 on a multi-filter plug-in 
and $199 on an amp simulator, and before 

long, your effects rack will cost more than 

your computer. 

db audioware's Quantum FX ($299) is 
a one-stop solution, providing not only a 

large, wide-ranging and good-sounding 

suite of effects, but also an open-ended 

modular design system where you can 
patch up your own visionary effects or 

modify the factory algorithms as needed. 
This elegant Mac/Windows program 
installs a set of more than 50 plug-ins, 

ranging from basic EQ and reverb to 

resonant delays and beat slicers with their 

own step sequencers. Also installed is a 

D.I.Y. programming environment called 
Workbench. The plug-ins you create in 

Workbench can be used in any VST/ 
AudioUnits host. 

THE RACK 

The supplied Quantum FX effects are 

in folders called Amplifier (five types), 
Chorus (six types, including two flangers), 

Creative (eight effects, such as Trance 

Gate, Beatslicer and Ambient Pads), 
Delay (six), Distortion (two), Dynamics 

(five, including multiband compression 

and sidechain compression), EQ (six), 

Quantum Res Medic« 

The Quantum FX Chainsaw plug-in (foreground) loaded into Workbench for editing. Parameters highlighted 

in green are assigned to panel controls. 

Filter (six), Mastering (five), Premium 

Effects (two), Reverb (three), Vocal 
(three) and Volume (two). Some of them 
are simple and DSP-efficient; others, 

such as Aura in the Premium Effects 
folder, include distortion, 3-band EQ 

and a one-knob reverb, making them 
somewhat CPU-hungry. 

To avoid cluttering up your DAW's 

plug-ins menu, you can painlessly install 
or uninstall individual effects between 

sessions as needed. Each effect can store 
and load its own presets, and each comes 

with a pop-up Help window, 

whose text you can edit in 
Workbench to add reminders 

or tips. New in Version 2 

is a standard MIDI Learn 
command for mapping panel 

controls to MIDI messages. 

With so many effects to 

choose from, I was at a 

loss as to what to try first, 

so I loaded a simple MIDI-

based beat into Ableton Live 
and processed various drum 

sounds through different 

effects. The cute but blippy 
electronic beat quickly took 

on a shimmering 3-D quality, 
which you can hear at www. 
mixonline.com in QFX1 Dry, 

MP3 and QFX1 Wet.MP3 formats. 

INTENTLY LISTENING 

I was a bit disappointed in Quantum FX's 

reverbs. The Roomverb effect is adequate, 

but not truly spacious. Inspecting the 
algorithm in Workbench, I found that 

Roomverb is a mono reverb that fakes 
stereo by delaying the right output slightly 

and inverting its phase. Enhancing it by 

adding more comb and allpass filters is quite 
feasible, but fiddly and time-consuming. 

Quantum FX is capable of true 
sidechain operation, as seen in the 

ChainSaw module. I loaded one instance 

of this into a drum track and another into 
a pad track, and set the first for send and 

the second for receive. The pad pulsed in 
a hypnotic rhythm, and the effect gave me 

attack and release knobs, a quick way to 

stereo-ize the output and more. You can 

hear this at www.mixonline.com, as well. 
I tried running a mix of one of my 

recent synth/cello compositions through 
the Quantum FX 3-band compressor 

and found that it added some presence, 

as expected. Each band has its own 
threshold, ratio, attack, release and boost 
controls, plus a Solo button. The crossover 

frequencies between bands are adjustable, 

so the plug-in can sound subtle or drastic. 
However, A/B'ing the dry signal with the 
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Sony absolutely redefined the world of professional music production with the Oxford OXFR3 digital console. 

Known for its surgical precision, pristine sound and musical character, the OXFR3 quickly became the console 
of choice for many of the biggest names in the business. 

The Sony Oxford Series of Pro Tools plug- ins delivers the essence of that million- dollar console to your desktop. No mere emulations, the 
E0 and Dynamics plug- ins use the same DSP code developed for the original OXFR3, while the rest of the Oxford line was developed by the 
Oxford team to provide astounding control over every aspect of your audio productions. 

Fully compatible with Pro Tools for OSX and Windows, Oxford plug- ins will transform your system whether it's based on a Macintosh or one 
of the incredibly powerful Sweetwater Creation Station audio PCs. 

The Pro Tools experts at Sweetwater are of-ten asked for their recommendation on the most essential Pro Tools plug- ins available. Time and 
time again, their answer comes down to one word. Oxford. 
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Joemeek oneQ Channel Strip 

Single-Channel Preamp/Compressor/EQ With Digital Output 

J
oemeek's new "Q" channel strip series 
maintains that classic Joemeek '60s 

midrange boost and presence, while 

better integrating into today's modern 

analog/digital studios. Upgrades such as 

a Burr Brown mic amp with transformer 

coupling, optical compressor, a toroidal 

power supply and digital outputs are a few 

of the improvements. 

for DI access. The mic pre section has 

switches and LEDs for all anticipated 

controls, including 48V, 20dB pad, line 

input selection, polarity reversal and an 

80Hz highpass filter. There is also an Iron 

switch that introduces a transformer into 

the mic circuit. 

My tracking session featured an AEA 

R84 ribbon mic on an acoustic guitar. I 

gain controls. It can be switched either 

pre- or post-EQ. During some pop rock 

mix sessions, the combination of the 

optical compressor and the Meequalizer 

gave uninspiring bass DI tracks new life. 

On bass, the enhancer added character to 

the upper harmonics. 

The Meequalizer is a 4-band peaking 

EQ. High and low frequencies are selectable 
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The next generation of Meeks in-

cludes the threeQ, sixQ, twinQ and 

the oneQ (reviewed here). Out of the 

bunch, the twinQ is the only dual-chan-

nel unit, but the oneQ adds an enhancer 

and de-esser, making it the line's most 
full-featured processor. 

GETTING IN AND OUT 

The rear of the unit 1, loaded with options. 
Under Channel 1 are two inputs: a 1.2k-

ohm XLR mic input and a dedicated V4-

inch TRS line input. Analog outputs are 

simultaneously fed through a standard 

XLR or 'A-inch TRS jack. The 14-inch 

is switchable between +4dBu or -10dBv 

levels. There is also an unbalanced TRS 

insert (pre-compressor/EQ). 

The digital interface includes BNC word 

clock inputs and outputs. An XLR provides 

AES3 digital protocol, while S/PDIF 

format is delivered through optical or RCA 

connections. All standard sampling rates of 

44.1 to 96 kHz (16- or 24-bit) are supported 

via rear panel switches. A front panel switch 

would have been more user-friendly. 

TAKE ONE 

During tracking sessions, setting the 

oneQ's levels was a breeze with the large 

VU meter, which multitasks for mic pre, 

gain reduction and channel output levels. 

There is an ancillary XLR mic input on 

the front and a 'A-inch instrument input 

found myself cranking the gain about 55 

to 60 dB for proper levels, inducing some 

unwanted noise. The results were good 

but not very inspiring. In a drum session, 

I placed a RODE NTK about 18 inches 

outside the kick, and the oneQ shined. 
I used the transformer in the circuit, 

giving me a well-defined, full kick sound. 
Later, the oneQ was combined with a 

Neumann TLM 127 to capture a tuba. In 

this application, the Iron switch made all 

the difference, giving the tuba a nice, low 

midrange tone and robust presence. 

On aggressive rock vocals, I used a large 

tube condenser mic and achieved good 

results. The oneQ produced plenty of high 

midrange and maintained dynamic control 

with the optical compressor (4:1 ratio with 
6 dB of gain reduction). The Iron setting 

again made a huge difference, adding more 

body and presence to the vocal. Quite 

frankly, the Iron remained in the circuit 

from here on out. The oneQ also excelled as 

a bass DI. I plugged straight into the front, 

used a little compression, ran through the 

Meequalizer EQ (+3 dB 0 80 Hz) and had 

a nice, thick tone for the song. 

DYNAMICS 

For dynamics, the oneQ features an 

optical compressor, EQ (Meequalizer), 

enhancer and a de-esser. The optical 

compressor features compress (threshold), 

slope (ratio), attack, release and makeup 

between 7 kHz/14 kHz and 80 Hz/120 Hz, 

respectively, while the HMF and LMF are 

sweepable. All four bands allow a boost 

or cut of 15 dB and have a Q value of 0.9 
(1.6 octaves). While cutting and mixing 

electric rhythm guitars, a 4dB boost at 7 

kHz nicely accentuated the pick action 
and tucked the Les Paul properly into the 

overall mix. 

SUMMED UP 

Distributor PMI's upgrades to the line pay 

off. The only issue I had was not having 

enough gain with a ribbon mic during 

a tracking session. The mic pre was 

clean, and with the transformer, it had a 

lot of personality. While mixing guitars 

and bass, I found myself experimenting 

with the Meequalizer with good musical 

results. 

The optical compressor could be both 

traditional and very expressive. Throw in 

every digital and analog I/O, word clock 

capabilities, a good pre, dynamics galore and 

an attractively revamped front panel interface, 

and the oneQ is definitely a full-featured 

channel strip. With a list price of only $799, 

the oneQ is a steal. 

Joemeek, 877/JOEMEEK, 

www.joemeek.com. 

Tony Nunes (tonynunesecox.net) is an 

audio engineer and educator based out 
of Phoenix. 
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BY KEVIN BECKA 

Groove Tubes Glory Comp 

Toughly Built Class-A Tube Compressor 

I
n 2001, Groo‘c Tubes estab-
lished a beachhead in the high-

end market with its ViPRE mic 
preamp, an all-tube unit with spe-

cialized features such as variable 

rise time, input impedance and a 
VU with five display settings. Not 

to be outdone, Groove "Illbes has 
set another high standard with its 

Glory Comp variable transconduc-

tance compressor. Loaded with fea-
tures and built like a tank, the Glory 

Comp is a one-of-a-kind dynamics 

controller. 
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THE GLORY COMP 

IMO 

V.... Mumma:Due' tam 

NO GUTS, NO GLORY 

Glory Comp's wiring, component layout, 

all-triode circuitry, beefy power supply and 
transformers point to adept technical design 
and execution. Outside, anyone familiar 

with ViPRE will be at home with Glory 
Comp's look and feel. The black aluminum 

faceplate, retro control knobs and easy-to-
read labels give it a decided military look, 

while chrome carrying handles facilitate 

transporting this 37-pound beast. 

Controls range from what you'd expect 

to others—such as the Heaven and Earth 
"Glory" controls—that beg explanation. 

The top row of controls carry adjustments 

for input (-20 dB to +10 dB), threshold 

(-21 dB to +9 dB), attack (1 ms to 250 

ms), release (50 ms to 2 seconds with a 
logarithmic/ linear toggle), ratio (1:1 to 6:1 

stepped logarithmically in 11 increments) 
and output (-20 dB to +10 dB). A Link 
toggle lets the unit act as master or slave 

when connected to a second Glory Comp. 

The sidechain EQ operates on internal 
sidechain sources only, with a 2-band 10dB 

boost/cut at either 50 Hz or 10k Hz. 

The Glory control lets users add even 

harmonics between 40 Hz and 700 Hz. 

This effect is added to the compressed 

signal at the output stage, providing the 
ability to add presence and a bit of "hair" 

(distortion) to the signal. The meter knob 
has nine positions and controls what the 

large circular VU meter is reacting to. 
When set to Meter output, the unit offers 

four settings (0 dB, +4 dB, +8 dB and +20 

dB); the gain reduction position offers a xl 
and x2 setting; and the input setting reads 

either the program or sidechain input. A 

built-in 330Hz oscillator aids in setting two 

recessed balance pots, marked Plate and 
Cathode. These can be used to trim the 

push-pull signal levels when changing the 
two variable transconductance tubes or 

tweaking bias as the tubes naturally age. 
Lastly, toggles control power on/off and 
hard bypass. 

The rear panel has XLR and TRS jacks 

for input and output. The TRS inputs are 6 
dB more sensitive than the XLRs. Two TRS 

Control Voltage (CV) jacks (input, output 

and thru) allow daisy-chaining up to six 

Glory Comps. Yes! You can use these units 

in a surround setup, provided you have 
enough equity in your home. There are 

also XLR and TRS jacks for sidechain input, 

output and throughput, and, lastly, a fuse 

and an IEC AC connector. 

GLORY, GLORY— HALLELUJAH! 

My first test for the Glory Comp was on 
a bass guitar patched across the insert of 

an SSL 4000 G+ console headed to tape. 
I began with the recommended settings 

in the supplied Quick Start guide. I had to 

crank the input pretty hard to get the gain 

reduction I wanted, but the unit has plenty 

of headroom and didn't wince when I asked 

it to work. I matched the output—flipping 

the hard bypass back and forth—for a quick 

A/B, and the bass achieved a beautiful 

warmth and roundness that made it sit down 
and shake hands with the kick drum. 

I could further adjust the tone, adding 

more presence and fullness, by turning 
the Glory control more toward the Heaven 

setting. For bass on this track, Glory 
worked best when I took it just beyond 

where I could hear it and then backed it 

off a bit. For the most part, even at near-

extreme settings, it was hard to make 

the unit sound bad, although Heaven 

became less-than-heavenly when set fully 
clockwise. Even so, if you're looking for a 

sound with pushed, distorted midrange, 
this is not a bad way to go. 

It's no wonder that the Glory Comp 
sounds great on low-frequency material. 
According to the designers, the its control 

circuitry was designed to bridge the gap 
between electronic and optical gain-
reduction compressors. When an electronic 

compressor's attack and release controls 
are set to intervals approaching or equal to 

the time period of the wave it is trying to 
control, non-musical artifacts are generated. 

According to the Glory Comp manual, "Low-

frequency phase splitting circuitry is applied 

to the varying program signal voltage sample 

before being presented to the compressor's 
rectifier circuit. The LF signal content is then 

full wave—rectified by two separate peak 
rectifier circuits. The result is four or more 

peak events per cycle of bass signal content, 
creating a far smoother DC control voltage 

for modulating the variable gain circuitry." 

The result is a more "optical" smoothness 

when compressing bass signals, but without 

the speed and control restrictions inherent 

in an optical approach. 

I used the Glory Comp on tenor and 

soprano sax with equally good results. The 

tenor sounded lush and full at all dynamic 
levels, and on this tune, it worked best with 

a medium-fast attack with a long release. 

The Glory Comp gave the often-strident 
soprano a nice, silky, round smoothness 

and let me back off the overall volume 

while still having it dominant in the track. 
This unit was made for lead vocals. 
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Aviom's Monitor Mixing Systems 
Help You Perform At Your Very Best. 
Your monitor mix is your reference... don't let someone else get it wrong. Aviom has 
solved performance mixing problems for more than 35,000 users worldwide. Find 
out how on our website — www.Aviom.com or give us a call at (610) 738-9005. 
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"The Avlom Monitoring System has revolutionized our band. The dynamics of the band 

have greatly increased. We can play soft passages and still hear one another. We play 
more musically and better in tune. Aviom has delivered a monitoring system that helps 

us plc)/ our very best!" 
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Kenn Hughes, Musical Director for Denver & The Mile High Orchestra 
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Donna D Error° and Nikki Sinn 

shopreng at West LA. Music 

Legendary rap artist Tricky with Saxophonist David Sanborn with 

"To start, I will purchase 8 channels of Wunder Audio's PEQ1R, 
compared to the classic Neve 1073...it offers more equalizing ability 

with fully developed lows, more presence in the mids and clearer 
highs. It's truly a great front end for any tracking session" 

- A Fantasy Studio Shopping Spree, Mix October 04 
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WE WILL BEAT 
ANY DEAL! 

EVERY MAJOR BRAND IN STOCK! 
Guitars • Amps • Drums • Keyboards • Synthesizers • Samplers 

Sound Systems • Recording Equipment • Software • Accessories 
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West L.A. Music staff member with 

the legendary Steve Winwood 

à 
West L.A. Musies Mark Spiwak 

West L.A. Music staff member West L.A. Music's Mike Griffin with Eagles guitarist Glenn Frey 

1 ‘1" 

West LA. Musici Don Griffin with Country star Dwight Yaakam Virtuoso drummer Vinnie Colaiuto 

Velvet Revolver guitarist Slash with West L.A. Music's Glenn Noyes with West L.A. ML.sic's Tony Adams 

Shop Where the Pros Shop • Call Us Today! 

\ West \ • 
1.21i‘ I We will beat any price from any authorized stocking dealer dealer anywhere in the United States 

Call now: 310-477-1945 • sales@westlamusic.com 

It pushed the vocal right up front in 

the mix, making the inexpensive mic 

through which it was recorded sound 

better than it deserved. I added just a bit 
of Heaven and the vocal filled out the 

allotted space in the mix. Once again, 
I found best results by taking it beyond 

tasteful and then backing off a bit. But 
with backgrounds purposefully recorded 

at narrow bandwidth, compressed hard 
and then set at a low volume in the mix, 

an extreme Heaven setting was just the 

ticket. 
Next, I tried the unit on a single 

Neumann U87 set five feet above and 

behind a drum kit. I could manipulate the 
amount of room in the mix by crunching 
this track at maximum ratio with a long 

decay and then pushing the input until the 

ambience was just where I wanted it. As 

the unit can provide a full 20 dB of gain, 
be careful that the output control is set 

optimally so you don't overload your insert 

return to the console. 
Distorted guitar sounded full yet 

controlled, allowing me to flatten the dynamic 

range and make room for the vocal without 

losing tone. I might sound like a broken 
record, but the Glory control came to the 

rescue once again, allowing me to alter the 

tone, adding presence and beef in the critical 
low to mid range without adding EQ. 

Lastly, the Glory Comp set to a relaxed 

3:1 ratio with a few dB of gain reduction 

took the bite out of an acoustic guitar that 
was played with uneven dynamics. The 
unit is a true master of many situations, and 

although I only had one unit, I believe it 

would excel as a bus compressor. 

SIMPLY GLORIOUS 

The Groove libes Glory Comp is a neo-

classic in the mold of the Fairchild and 

LA-2A. It can impart buttery, warm gain 
reduction to whatever it touches. In my tests, 

it especially excelled on bass, vocals, guitars 
and sax, and was an excellent crundier for a 

room feed when recording a drum kit. 
It only takes a look and listen to 

justify plunking down $3,499 for this 

excellent tone-shaper. It is an engineering 

masterpiece inside and out. From the 
military-grade knobs and buttons to the 

well-thought-out and executed internal 

circuitry, the Glory Comp reeks of quality. 

Anyone wanting to add an excellent, one-

of-a-kind compressor to their rack should 

run—not walk—to their local dealer. 

Groove Tubes, 818/361-4500, www. 
groovetubes.com. 

Kevin Becka is Mix's technical editor. 
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Instant Pro Studio 
Just add creativity. 

LOGIC PRO® — THE PROFESSIONAL'S  CHOICE FOR CREATIVE AUDIO PRODUCTION  

0 Logic Pro has long been the professional's choice for creative audio production. Pair it with a dual processor Power Mac® 

111 G5, and you've got an unbeatable combination of power, flexibility and expandability. With 34 software instruments, 
70 effects and distributed audio processing, all that's missing is a way to get high-quality audio into and out of the Mac... 

ROSETTA 800 — THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE FOR AUDIO I/O.  
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which is is where the Apogee Rosetta800 comes in. A name synonymous with top-notch digital I/O for two decades, more 

professionals get audio in and out of their DAWs thrcugh Apogee converters than any other standalone pro A/D/A converter. 

• 8 channels of balanced analog I/O 
• 8-channel digital I/O via AES/EBU & ADAT/SMUX 
• Up to 24-bit/192kHz resolution 

• Ultralow-jitter Intelliclock 
• SoftLimit clip protection 
• Plug-in play FireWire connectivity* 

Sweetwater puts it all together for you. Our Apple® Certified sales engineers can answer any and all questions you may have about 

building the perfect Apple audio system, and our computer audio install techs have built more systems than any other retailer on the 

planet. Let us help you design the perfect system for the way you like to work. We'll build it, configure it, test it, and ship it straight to 

you. All you've got to do is unpack it, plug it in, and start making music. 

'Optional XFireWire card required. 
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CALL SWEETWATER TODAY! 

(800) 222-4700 

www.sweetwatencom music technology direct"' 



MR.  ...,.._... ONO 
BY BARRY RUDOLPH 

Heil Sound PR 40 Microphone 

Large-Diaphragm Dynamic for Voice, Recording and Live Use 

A
!though Heil Sound has decades 
of experience in the live sound 

and custom home theater indus-

tries, and is highly regarded for its quality 

microphones for amateur radio and com-

munications, you may not have equated the 

company with studio mics—until now. 

Its new PR 40 is a large-diaphragm, 

front-address mic that makes the transition 

from stage to broadcast studio to recording 

studio with ease. 

INSIDE A HEIL 

The PR 40 comes in a cushioned wood 

box and includes the simple SM3 5/e-inch 

mount assembly and plush polishing cloth. 

The mic has some options that are user-

specific, including the SM2 shock-mount 

with removable holder for a station's call 

letters, the WS large foam windscreen, 

the CB-1 desk stand/base and the PL2T 

articulated boom. 

The PR 40's components are made in the 

UK, Malaysia, Japan, China and Taiwan, and 

then shipped to the U.S. for final assembly 

and test. The PR 40 uses the DM 6 dynamic 

element with a 1.25-inch diaphragm for a 

response down to 28 Hz (-3dB point) and 

flat up through 18 kHz (-3 dB). There is a 

broad, 3dB peak in the 4- to 5IcHz region, 

which accounts for this microphone's 

forward but not nasal sound. 

The hurnbucking copper voice coil has a 

center tap (connected to ground) and uses a 

neodymium magnet structure for a magnetic 

field 10 times stronger than the traditional 

magnets in other microphones. Humbucking 

allows this mic to work perfectly around 

computer monitors and high-RF (radio 

frequency) energy fields that are common 

at commercial broadcast facilities. An end-

fire, low-mass, quilted aluminum diaphragm 

gives the PR 40 excellent low-frequency 

response and low distortion throughout its 

wide frequency range. 

WORKING WITH VOCALS 

l'or voice recording, good dynamic mics 

have a certain sonic "immediacy" (as 

compared to condensers) that make vocals 

pop out of the mix—or in broadcast terms, 

jump out of a TV/radio speaker. Super-loud 

singers who love to "eat" the mic usually 

sound better on a full-range dynamic than 

on an expensive condenser mic. In this 

special situation, the condenser's extra 

sensitivity and ability to capture subtleties 

and nuance become liabilities. 

I found the Heil to excel primarily at 

vocal and narration recording. There is 

plenty of output level, and the top end 

is noticeably open and airy—much like a 

condenser model. I compared the PR 40 

to an Electro-Voice RE-27N/D, a newer 

variant of the famed RE-20 Variable-D 

dynamic, and found my vocalist was 

thinner-sounding on the E-V. Singing only 

two inches away from each mic meant that 

the proximity effect was the main reason 

why the PR 40 was fatter. (The E-V's design 

allows no proximity effect.) Doubling 

the distance from both mics evened the 

score, although the PR 40 still produced 

a touch more low-end size. "P" popping 

was almost non-existent on the PR 40—it 

is well-damped and hard to cause an 

offending plosive. 

For recording guitar, I compared the Heil 

to two guitar mic stalwarts: a Shure SM57 and 

Sennheiser MD-421U. The PR 40 sounded 
very good, with a clear and open HF shine. 

Aiming slightly off-center of the speaker 

gave me a good balance of brightness and 

warmth. The SM57 provided an "in-your-

face," edgy and compressed guitar sound 

with a lot less bass. The MD-421U sounded 

very smooth with good bottom end, but it 

was duller than the PR 40. 

Next up were kick, snare and tom-

toms. At another studio, I used a PreSonus 

M80 mic preamp and around 20 dB of gain 

to obtain a good level into Pro Tools I HD 

at 24-bit/96 kHz. I compared the Heil to a 

new SM57, a Beyer M88 and a MD-421U. 

With the PR 40 on kick (an 18-inch 

Slingerland using a wood beater), I got 

more subsonic frequencies and a brighter 

attack than with the other mics. The M88 

was rounder in the low midrange but had 

less snap in the attack. Both mics sounded 

good, but the Heil pulled a surprising 

amount of subsonic low end out of the 

small kick drum. Repositioning the PR 40 so 

that it was aimed away from the beater, it 

produced less attack and more roundness. 

The vintage 1967 Ludwig 6.5-inch snare 

sounded thinner on the Heil than an SM57. 

Both mics were about 10 inches away from 

the center of the head. The 57 had more 

guts in the low midrange, while the Heil 

was brighter. The Heil's physical size and 

inability to fit in close to get proximity 

effect on a full kit would preclude it from 

being used as a snare mic. 

A 10-inch Slingerland tom-tom sounded 

good through the PR 40, MD-421U and 

57. The 57, predictably, was more nasal, 

with a rolled-off top and bottom, while 

the 421 ended up being very close to the 

Heil with a good top and bottom. Again, 

the Hell had more attack—very much like 

a condenser but with much better rejection 

of leakage from the rest of the kit. 

VERSATILE, RUGGED, AFFORDABLE 

The Heil PR 40's "condenser-like" crispness 

is perfect for recording dull sources, while 

the otherwise flat response makes it an all-

purpose tool. Its ruggedness (I accidentally 

dropped it on a carpeted floor without 

damage) makes it worthy for live work 

or around any drummer. As with other 

dynamic mks pitched to the wider broadcast 

and studio market, at $269, this affordable 

nnic is a great addition to anyone's mic 

locker—from project to pro studio. 

Heil Sound, 618/257-3000, www. 

heilsound.com. 

Barry Rucloeb is an L.A.-based recording 

engineer. Visit bis Website at www.bany 

rudoe.com. 
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British by Heritage.. 

au diem 
ACS8024 
Analog Mixing Console 

Remember the great sound of all those classic 

recordings made on vintage British desks? 

Brought to you by Gareth Davies and David Dearden, 

the " D"s from DDA consoles, Audient represents 

the culmination of more than 40 years of classic 

British console design. Audient products capture 

that much sought after tone, and deliver unsurpassed 

performance through each stage of the recording 

process. 
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Modern by by Design. 
Modern manufacturing techniques enable Audient to produce analog consoles utilizing discrete analog 
design with a focus on sonic performance, built from the highest quality components. Each circuit is 

tested and refined until a pristine quality signal path is achieved with no compromises. The end result: 
consoles that sound great but won't break your budget. 

The ACS8024 is the newest addition to the Audient console line, featuring full-feature in- line architecture 

with splittable eq's, 24 track routing, 14 auxiliary buses, comprehensive master section with mix-bus 

compressor, and integrated DAVV control surface with 17" flat-screen monitor. 

For more information and to find a dealer near you contact: 

Audio Exchange International 
357 Liberty St., Rockland, MA 02370 

Phone: 877-440-2717 Fax: 877-442-6822 

http://wwwaxidistribution.com nfo@axidistribution.con-



BITSTHEAM  BY OLIVER MASCIAROTTE 

UWB and WUSB 

Shattering the Barriers of WiFi 

B
ack when I was in school, radio was a 
simple thing. It had a carrier wave and your 

choice of modulation—AM or FM. Life was 

good. Bandwidth, SNR and other parameters were 

not so good. Then along came UWB, or Ultra-

Wideband, which turns the whole modulated car-

rier thing on its head and promises to open a new 

world of wireless data transmission. 

But the UWB concept isn't so new. Around 

1898, a groovy Dane named Valdemar Poulsen 

developed a magnetic wire recorder, the progenitor 

of the open-reel analog machines still in use. Radio 

research diverted his attention, and he used an 

arcing light to create a continuous wave, carrierless 

transmitter for wireless telegraph applications, 

operating much like the not-so-soothing tones your 

ignition system makes in between AM stations. 

That radio energy, created as the air ionizes and 

a spark leaps across the gap of both plug and 

mechanical distributor, is a shotgun of amplitudes and 

frequencies, very brief in duration but potent in its 

output. That same concept of amorphous, carrierless 

radio forms the basis for UWB. 

Zooming ahead in time from spark gaps to 

technology gaps, some crazy researchers looking for 

ways to improve wireless data transmission noticed 

—  Direct 

 Reflected 

----- Result 

Transmitter Reflector 

This ceramic chip antenna, usually a cumbersome component, illustrates 

just how small UWB can be. 

SO WHAT'S IN IT FOR ME? 

Without getting into too much detail, UWB can encode 

data from a very low rate—using miniscule amounts 

of power—to a very high rate using a surprisingly 
small amount of power relative to continuous wave 

modulation schemes. That versatility—which trades 

complexity and power consumption for throughput— 

makes UWB a great approach for all sorts of data-

schlepping tasks. Want a wireless 

"light switch" you can stick to your 

wall, anywhere you please, that uses 

so little power, it scavenges—battery-

free—what little it needs from the 

temperature differential between wall 

and room? How about a better WiFi-

style wireless network that penetrates 

solid objects better than current WiFi, 

providing good coverage regardless 

of transceiver location and data rates 

eight times higher than 802.11a? Want 

a handheld imager that can be used 

to look through walls and visually 

locate structural and wiring issues 

in your studio or installation without 

resorting to the sledgehammer? All of 

this and more is part and parcel of the 

ultra-wide variety of UWB craziness to come. 

UWB has shown up at the past two Intel Developer 

Forums, first as a 2U prototype and then in a productized 

version incorporated into wireless USB—low power, 

moderate data rate, close range; all good. 

In 2004, seven industry leaders—Agere Systems, 

HP, Intel, Microsoft, NEC, Philips Semiconductors and 

Samsung—formed the Wireless USB Promoter Group. 

Receiver 

Receive Window 

Multipath bad! WiFi is subject to the some multipath problems as any other RF signal. 

Compare the green transmitted signal with the blue actual received signal. 

that these early radio pioneers were producing a 

scattering of radiated energy over a huge swath of 

spectrum. With that broad spectrum comes the ability 

to encode a gargantuan data payload. With enough 

research thrown at it in the past decade, mostly from 

our armed forces, UWB technology has moved from 

swords to plowshares, where it performs a wide variety 

of tasks. 
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DESKTOP 
AUDIO - 

• Stand-Alone Software 
• Audio Interfaces 
• Plug- ins 
- Virtual Instruments 
• Computers 
• Computer Peripherals 
• USB/MIDI Controllers 
• Sampling Libraries 
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PRO RECORDING 

- Microphones 
• Preamps 
• Mixers 
• Processors 

• Studio Monitors 
• Digital Recorders 
- Duplicators 
• AD/DA Converters 

800-947-5508 
212-444-6698 
420 Ninth Avenue 
New York, NY 10001 
visit B&H Online at 
www.bhproaudio.com 

The Professional's Source 



BITSTREAM  

Focused on delivering the first high-

speed personal wireless interconnect, its 

charter included "defining the wireless USB 

(WUSB) specification with a bandwidth of 

480 Mbps and to maintain the same usage 

and architecture as wired USB with a high-

speed host-to-device connection." 

Higher power, high-data-rate wireless 

FireWire and IP networks will also benefit. 

According to the MultiBand OFDM Alliance, 

a trade group that united UWB proponents 

onto one bandwagon, "The 1394 Trade 

Association understands the evolutionary 

industry progression to provide wireless 

connectivity, especially for high-speed 

applications." As such, the alliance 

established a Wireless Working Group 

to specify a wireless protocol adaptation 

layer (PAL). The Trade Association in May 

2004 published a wireless PAL for 55 

Mbps, whereby the significant and most 

fundamental elements for enabling a 

wireless protocol bridge were defined. 

Both the 1394-TA Wireless Working 

Group and the 1394-TA Compliance 

and Interoperability Working Group are 

now engaged with the MultiBand OFDM 

Alliance and the WiMedia Alliance to 

define a platform and a compliance and 

interoperability plan for wireless 1394a 

operating at 400 Mbps. Low power, low 

data rate, longer range; also all good. 

I mentioned the wireless light switch 

above, which is the purview of ZigBee, a 

set of protocols for digital communication 

via ultralow-power radio transceivers that 

are designed to move small amounts of 

data over moderate distances with little 

energy expenditure. ZigBee transceivers 

are meant to be placed—and ignored— 

running for years without servicing. In 

addition to making all types of wireless 

control less costly, this technology bodes 

well for remote instrumentation of most any 

moving object, from house-sized printing 

presses to marmots studied by biologists. 

WIRELESS USB EDGES CLOSER 

Lately, the networking folks at the IEEE 802 

Working Group have been cranking out new 

extensions to existing standards to keep up. 

Take, for example, 802.15.3a, the 480Mbps 

standard being built. Officially, the IEEE 

802.15 WPAN High-Rate Alternative PHY 

TG3a is, according to its site, "Working to 

define a project to provide a higher-speed 

PHY-enhancement amendment to 802.15.3 

for applications that involve imaging and 

multimedia." This standard-in-waiting is 

the backbone of Wireless USB and Intel 

wants everyone to have it. 

WPAN High-Rate Alternative PHY TG3a 

tells us it's hashing out a standard for high-

speed, short-distance or "personal" wireless 

networking over an "alternative" or new 

PHY. The new PHYsical layer will be radio, 

maybe some form of UWB, but the fun 

part is, even at 30 feet, the data rate should 

exceed 100 Mbps—not too shabby for a 

wireless connection. 

Earlier, I mentioned low-frequency 

UWB can more readily pass through solid 

objects than traditional radio. And as 

wireless implies broadcast, anyone would 

be able to listen, which is great for large 

audiences, but not so good for security. 

With Bluetooth getting a bloody nose from 

its many security stumbles, the WUSB 

folks are determined to prevent any future 

embarrassment. 

The ultra-wide part of UWB means that 

radio signals are spread out over an ultra-

wide range of frequencies, far wider than 

traditional channel-coding techniques. As 

the total energy is so spread out, there's 

not a lot at any particular frequency. To 

an untrained listener, a UWB transmission 

can easily be made to mimic the random 

background radio noise that pervades 

our environment. This feature makes it 
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inherently more secure than continuous 

wave transmissions that, on a spectrum 

analyzer, stick out from background noise 

like the proverbial sore thumb. 

Two features of UWB include large 
RF bandwidth, which is extremely short-

duration pulses, millions of times per 
second. Pulses are randomly spread in 
time; i.e., time-hopping. Data is time-
modulated and coded as PPM. The other 

feature is a minimal signal profile—minimal 

pulse amplitude at a high repetition rate. 
Noise-like signal means low probability of 

interception/detection. 

Fun fact: Transmitted signal bandwidth 

is inversely proportional to pulse duration. 

Because UWB is pulsed (not using a 
continuous wave carrier), this results in a 

typical bandwidth of less than 1.5 GHz and, 

with a low duty cycle, results in a low average 
energy density. For comparison, classic 

narrow-band communication like AM radio 
may have a 30kHz bandwidth, while spread-
spectrum techniques, like 802.11a with its 

5MHz bandwidth, is much wider. For UWB, 
the energy is spread so broadly that there's 

little energy in any specific band. This ability 
of a UWB signal to hide in the underbrush 

bodes well for the security professionals 
in the crowd. Reduced detection, spoofing 

and jamming are all good reasons, along 

with improved forensics, logistics, materials 

science and medicine, which is why the 

military has found UWB so attractive. UWB 
signaling techniques also require lower 

power than continuous wave techniques 
to get the data carriage job done, meaning 

longer battery life or smaller, more efficient 
power supplies. 

CROWDED SKIES AND MIMO 

Let's go on to another issue: the overcrowded 
radio spectrum. If you've ever set up a 

gaggle of reliable radio mics, you know this 

can be a challenge. You may also recall that 

802.11 works in the same frequency band 
as wireless phones and other appliances, 

making it sometimes difficult to set up 

solid WiFi networks. As UWB doesn't use 
the relatively large power requirements 
of continous wave transmission systems 

and the total energy is spread very far, 

it exhibits higher "spatial capacity" than 
spread spectrum. In other words, less-
crowded airwaves. 

Another difference between UWB and 
continous wave transmissions is that UWB 
transceivers do not exhibit Rayleigh Fading, 

in which multipath interference causes 

signal reduction or cancellation. This brings 

us to MIMO. 
Though radio engineers have been 

toiling over new cauldrons making high-

tech soups, they haven't pushed the 
existing skillet on the back burner. The 

incredibly popular 802.11 standard is being 

improved to compete with the likes of 
WUSB and other networking darlings, 
and the new 802.11n standard hopes to 
address earlier shortcomings. One of the 

key technologies in the upgrade formula 
is MIMO, or Multiple In, Multiple Out, a 

kind of diversity method in which multiple 
transmitters (distributed in space and 

frequency) simultaneously transmit. MIMO 
is sort of "the more, the merrier" with 
its distributed approach and is much less 

susceptible to the vagaries of transceiver 
location, with its associated multipath, 
interference and signal attenuation issues 

than existing 802.11 products. Along with 
improved range, MIMO provides increased 
throughput by "bonding" multiple data 

streams into a bigger, virtual pipe. 

Multipath interference exists wherever 
and whenever a transmitted electromagnetic 

signal takes more than one path to arrive 

at the receiver. In the case of radio, that 

means reflections off of solid objects like 
tall buildings and arriving at a receiver after 

the direct straight-line signal. Reception in 
the presence of multipath interference is the 

Holy Grail for most modern communications 

systems, whether you're talking WiFi, DTV 

or just a wireless rig for your guitar. 

WHAT'S NEXT 
Currently, 802.11n is being designed to 
replace the a, b and g varieties, but like 

consumer UWB-based gear in general, 

it isn't ready for prime-time. That hasn't 
stopped vendors from selling "pre-n" 
products, but interoperability issues are 

already causing consternation and we 
already know what poor interoperability 
did for Fibre Channel and other new 

technologies. My advice is to hold off on 

any new networking gear that mention 
802.11n on the box until the standard is 

ratified and vendors settle down a bit. 
According to Forrester Research, 

the market for "visible network" mobile 

devices (such as cell phones and WiFi) is 
somewhere around 100 million to 1 billion 

units. For "invisible networks"—machine-
to-machine communication without human 
intervention—the market is estimated to be 

much larger: 20 billion to 200 billion units. 
UWB, MIMO and other new technologies 

will enable the next generation of networking 

tech and that has lots of folks salivating. 

In his past life, Ornas presented a paper on 

UWB technology that became the basis of 

these writings. If you'd like a PDF version, 
give him a shout at omas@seneschal.net. 
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RECORDING STUDIO 
for the road 

Sweetwater and PreSonus have taken all of the technology and 

capabilities of a professional recording studio and packed it into a fully transportable system complete 

with twenty-four microphone preamplifiers and rock-solid audio computer. Perfect for recording live gigs. 
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PreSonus F EPODTheFIREPOD 
is the most affordable professional FireVVire 
recording interface on the planet with eight 
pedigree Class A PreSonus microphone 
preamplifiers, eight balanced outputs, MIDI/ 
SPDIF I/O, and free Cubase LE 48-track 
audio production software. Up to three 
FIREPOD's can be daisy-chained together 

for 24 simultaneous microphone/line inputs 
for professional multi-track recording in the 
studio or at a live show. The FIREPOD has 
been tested and approved by Sweetwater for 
use with the Creation Station so that you can 
be confident your recording system will work 
flawlessly and efficiently from day one! 

Creation StatIon Rack When Sweetwater set out to build the perfect audio PC, we put 
our 26 years of experience with computer audio to work, and developed a series of machines that are 
unmatched in audio performance, reliability and value. Whether you're composing music in your home 
studio, recording your next live album on the road, or scoring to picture at a major post facility, there's a 
Creation Station for you. Starting at under $ 1000, the Creation Station machines are whisper quiet and built 
to withstand the demands of professional audio production, through the use of components like Auralex 
acoustic treatment and Glyph hard drives. Available in both tower and the rackmount configuration shown 
here, the Creation Station is sure to be the centerpiece of your PC studio for years to come. 

SKB Roto Shock Rack When you're recording on the road, you can rely on SKB. The Roto 
Shock Racks feature a "road ready" roto molded tough shell with an integrally molded valance that eliminates 
the need for a metal valance on the outside of the case. Standard rack depth front to rear rail is 20" with a 
standard 19" rack width per EIA standards. The efficiently redesigned frame with threaded steel rails and 

aluminum cross components are factory equipped with 8 HM-245 elastomeric, high 
damping, wide temperature range shock mounts. Additional shock absorbers 
can be easily field mounted in each comer to handle heavier loads. Removable 
front and rear doors are fitted with rubber gaskets for water resistant protection. 
Easy-grip molded handles make transport convenient and recessed heavy-duty 

spring loaded twist latches allow these cases to meet ATA flight specifications. 
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ubase SX3 Cubase SX3 takes music production to an entirely new level. SX3 adds more 

than 70 new features including Audio Warp - a high-quality real-time, Time Stretching and Pitch 

Shifting algorithm that automatically adopts a project's tempo. Also new in SX3 is External EX Plugins. 

This function allows for direct integration of external hardware effects 

processors into the VST audio mixer just like software! The first step in 

the Steinberg/Yamaha collaboration is called Studio Connections "Total 

Recall". This modular editing system builds a powerful bridge between 

the virtual and physical studio. Opening 

a project can not only recall an entire 

studio setup within seconds but allow full 

graphtc editing right inside Cubase SX3. 
Cubase SX 3 

Pro Co rrofessionai 
Audio Cables Pro Co cables, all 12 million of 
therm have helped to reliably hook up musicians, 
studios, live concerts, churches and stadiums, 
night after night, year after year — for the past 30 
years. If you want your cables to last for a very, very 
long time and give you at !east the number of years 
of service as the gear between your cables, buy a 
Pro Co. Designed for use "on stage with the best" 

with an ironclad "any excuse, 
even abuse" warranty, 

Pro Co makes the 
most reliable cables 
on the planet. 

tuchnology dira 

FIREPOD owners 

can UPGRADE 

to Cubase SX3 and 

SAVE $100! 

Shure KSM32 The KSM32 cardioid 
condenser microphone has an extended low 

e frequency response and is designed to provide 
an open and natural reproduction of the original 
sound source. Flexible enough to handle a variety 
of demanding sound sources, the KSM32 has a 
15dB attenuation switch for handling extremely 
high sound pressure levels associated with drums, 
percussion, ensembles and wind instruments making 
it equally useful at home in the studio or on 
stage. To achieve extended low frequency 
reproduction, the KSM32 features an 
embossed, ultra-thin, high-compliance 
diaphragm. This gold-layered, low-mass 
Mylar0 diaphragm provides the excellent 
transient response necessary to faithfully 
reproduce any sound source. 

800-222-4700 
www.sweetwater.com 
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SOLO B10 
LATEST CD BLENDS AMBIENT AND ROCK 

By Paul Tingen 

Brian Eno once described the tape recorder as his "first 

instrument," and has often cited minimalist composer 

Steve Reich's cut-and-paste tape piece, "It's Gonna 

Rain" (1967), as one of his main musical influences. 

These preferences led almost inevitably to one of 

the concepts for which he became most known: the 

recording studio as a musical instrument. Through-

out his long career, Eno has consistently applied this 

instrument in ways that are unusual, innovative and 
often commercially very successful. 

Born in 1948 with the eminently aristocratic name 

of Peter George St. John le Baptiste de la Salle Eno, 

the Briton first caught the public eye in the early 1970s 

as a member of Roxy Music. After leaving that group, 

Eno pursued a solo career, which has included nu-

merous avant-pop efforts and the ambient music for 

which he is best known. In addition, Eno has been 

involved in all manner of collaborations, ranging 

from guest appearances as a musician to full-scale 

productions. His credits include Ultravox, Jon Hassell, 

David Byrne, Toto, Harold Budd, the Neville Brothers, 

Peter Gabriel, Elvis Costello, INXS, Johnny Cash and, 
of course, his now classic work with David Bowie, 

Talking Heads and U2. Eno also became extensively 

involved in non-musical activities, from visual arts and 

video installations to lecturing and writing. 

Given all of this diverse activity, it's amazing 

that he still finds time to maintain a solo career. His 

latest CD, Another Day on Earth, was released last 

summer. It's his first vocal album in more than two 
decades and appears to be his most deliberate effort 

at blending the ambient and song-based strands of 

his solo work. Normally a reluctant interviewee, Eno 

gave a round of interviews to promote his latest ef-

fort, offering Mix the opportunity to ask some prob-

ing questions about his new album and his attitudes 

about modern recording. 

Tell me about your fascination with Steve Reich. 

"It's Gonna Rain" was one of the most important 

pieces of music in my life, and the whole idea of 

generative and ambient music really came out of that. 

With a generative piece, you set a machine going 

and it makes itself, and you as the composer are also 

the listener. The act of listening is the act of compos-

ing. When you're hearing these complicated shifting 

patterns going on, it's the aural equivalent of moire 

illusions, and that very much impressed me. 

What also impressed me was the different position 

it gave the composer. The old romantic idea is that 
the composer pours out these wonderful things to the 

passive you, the listener. It's the idea of art as a kind 

of tube that the artist shouts down to the more-or-less 

thick listener at the end. Instead, with generative 

music, the composer becomes somebody who sets up 

a scenario of some kind and then lets it execute itself, 

-CON77NUED ON PAGE 125 
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GEORGE CLIDT011 
; HE FUNK WILL NEVER DIE 

By Chris J. Walker 

For most music aficionados, the word 

"funk" translates into hip-swaying, booty-

shaking rhythms. However, for George 

Clinton—creator, producer and impresario 

of Funkadelic, Parliament and the P-Funk 

All-Stars—funk is a much broader concept 

and more mystical; it's an essential com-

ponent of life. "The funk has no limits or 

bounds and you can never have too much.' 

he says. "It can't be stopped and it will nev-

er die." Spoken like a true believer. 

As for the music, Clinton's hard funk flour-

ishes best in a concert setting: Every show is a 

Felliniesque party, with his musicians decked 

out in costumes that range from hilarious to 

erotic, and his audiences deliriously dance 

to the nonstop onslaught, swept up in the 

waves of rhythm, melody and noise that ema-

nate from the huge conglomeration of players 

who fill every inch of stage. Clinton himself 

is a walking cacophony of tossed hair, clash-

ing colors and outlandish outfits—adored by 

both his players and fans. 

Most of Clinton's career has been dedi-

cated to this sort of anarchic funk—yet 50 

years ago (can it really be?), he was a found-

ing member of a tame doo-wop group called 

The Parliaments. By the late '60s, however, 

he was already on the path of funk-rock righ-

teousness. In 1968, he formed Funkadelic 

with keyboardist Bernie Worrell and others 

as a sort of psychedelic alter ego of the more 

commercial Sly & The Family Stone. With its 

Jimi Hendrix-inspired guitar lines and long 

jams, the band was more an underground 

cult sensation than a mainstream attraction. 

By 1972, Clinton had combined elements 

of his old Parliament group (including bass-

ist Bootsy Collins, who'd been playing with 

James Brown) and Funkadelic into a series 

of edgy, horn-driven bands with large and 

loose memberships that sometimes swelled 

to dozens of players. A string of hits emanat-

ed from different configurations of Clinton's 

bands during the 70s, including "Dr. Funken-

stein," "Chocolate City," "One Nation Under 

a Groove," "P. Funk (Wants to Get Funked 

Up)," "Tear the Roof Off the Sucker (Give Up 

the Funk)" and "Flashlight." 

During the '80s, Clinton's mighty funk 

machine was occasionally derailed as a result 

of personnel squabbles and legal skirmishes 

with various record labels. Nevertheless, the 

funkateer scored a major hit with "Atomic 

Dog" from the 1982 solo album Conputer 

Games. With Funkadelic/Parliament dead in 

the water, he resunected his musical collective 

and formed the P-Funk All-Stars. Now, years 

later, his genius has been recognized by both 

rappers and rockets He has been sampled 

often and is widely regarded as one of the 

true fathers of funk. In 1997, he was inducted 

into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame (with 

Parliament and Funkadelic) and received an 

NAACP lifetime Achievement Award. 

Clinton's latest move is forming The C 

Kunspyruhzy, a new label for which he has 

recorded his first studio album in more than 10 

years, How Late Do UHave 2J3B4UR Absent, a 

double-CD containing 25 songs and jams. Ad-

ditionally, he won a court order that gave him 

back control of some of his earlier music, and 

that will also come out on the new label in 

due time. "We have about 10 albums waiting 

in line and some remixes coming, too," Clin-

ton says. "Each of them has two or three cuts 

from members in the band, so you'll be able 

to hear what each one of them is about. They 

have different incuses and some will sound 

like P-Funk songs. But it's a good representa-

tion of where our focus is at." 

How Late.. is a typically diverse and id-

iosyncratic album, featuring scores of players 

and singers (from Parliament forward), includ-

ing three generations of his own clan. "'Never 

Ending Love' has about 50 people on it; some 

of the voices are like a choir," he notes. "My 

granddaughter [Sativa] does 'Something Stank 

(And I Want Some)'—that's very different 

from what we normally do, but it still sounds 

like us. Also, my son [Trey Lewd], who's a 

good writer and singer, is on Su, Su, Su,' Our 

Secret' and a few other songs." Clinton also 

collaborated with funk and R&B luminaries 

such as Prince, Bobby Womack and Collins. 

Some of the tracks date back as far as 1994, 

and parts of an unreleased Funkadelic album 

also found their way into the eclectic stew. 
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I. Pill BEMITIlifS 
L(') "ME IS II BATTLEFIELD" 

By Robyn Flans 

It's fortunate that most creative people are extremely confident 
in their visions and fight for their beliefs. Many hits would not 

see the light of day if not for the insistence of the musicians, 

as too many times, a record company has vetoed a track that 
went on to become a monster song. And so it was with Pat 

Benatar's "Love Is a Battlefield," one of the two new studio 
tracks that Benatar and her cohorts recorded for the Live From 

Earth album in 1983. 

The song, about the angst of teen love, was the perfect 

follow-up for Benatar, who had become one of the strongest 
female voices of the late 70s and early '80s, behind such 

mega-hits as "Heartbreaker," "Hit Me With Your Best Shot," 
"You Better Run," "Treat Me Right," "Promises in the Dark" and 

"Shadows of the Night." "Love Is a Battlefield," which features 
some quirky production elements, became one of her most 
successful releases, going to Number 5 on the Billboard singles 

charts and becoming a Number One rock album hit. 

Arranger, co-producer (along with Peter Coleman, who 
also engineered), guitarist, creative visionary and Benatar's 
husband since 1982, Neil Giraldo recalls how, like with most 

songs sent to them (and even those he co-wrote), he always 
had a penchant for changing them around, sometimes quite 
radically. Written by Mike Chapman and Holly Knight, "Love 

Is a Battlefield" came to them via a very slow, acoustically 
performed demo. 

"The demo was Mike singing with an acoustic guitar and it 

had a nice, minor-y feel to it" Giraldo says. "Something about 
the song really intrigued me. I happen to love songs that have 

a minor feel. I always loved Working 

Class Hero' by John Lennon because of 
its dark nature. 'Battlefield' also had a 
dark thing going on that was really in-
teresting, so I thought, 'I think I should 

give this a shot because I think I can 

do something interesting with it.' I felt 
the essence of the song was there; I just 

needed to figure out how to pull it out. 

"The first thought I had was to 

speed it up," he continues. "Because 
whether I write the song or the wife 

and I write it together, or the song is 
given to me, I try to completely shift it 

around 360 degrees just to see what comes out of it. I try to 
make it totally different from its original thing. That was even 

the case with 'Promises in the Dark,' which I wrote on the 

piano as a slow ballad. On the record, I ended up speeding 

that up and giving it a whole different texture, too." 
Giraldo began work on "Battlefield" the first day he owned 

a Linn drum machine, which, at the time, was quite revolution-
ary. Because he really didn't know what he was doing with 

this new machine yet, his experimentation paved the way for 
a happy accident. 

classic trackl 

"Normally when we went into the studio, I would play live 

with Myron [Grombacher, drummer] and I would add bass af-
terward and the vocal would be going down with the guitar and 

drums," Giraldo says. "This time, the Linn came first. I started 

programming a beat just for the hell of it, playing a boogaloo 

sort of thing, and I was just hitting the buttons, checking out 

the machine. I had no idea what I was doing, but then I started 
liking the groove and thought 'Maybe I should fix this up,' and 

I hit the Edit button by accident and made the 8-bar phrase a 6-
bar phrase. I was so mad because I thought I had a great 
groove. I didn't necessarily think it was a great groove for 'Bat-

tlefield,' but it was a great groove. Then it hit me when I made 
the 'mistake' that it would be a great groove for 'Battlefield.' 

Then I was playing that 6-bar beat, letting it flip around all over 

the place, and I started adding the keyboards and guitars and 
building the song from there. I remember playing it for people 

who said, 'You can't use a 6-bar phrase. It's not the same in 

every verse and chorus,' and I said, 'I don't care.'" 

Even Grombacher wasn't sure about it. "I remember having 
him play a hi-hat and snare on top of the loop," Giraldo recalls. 

"The loop had everything in it—hi-hat, kick and snare—but I 
had him play top kit: hi-hat and snare with fills to give it more 
of a live feel between the machine and the live player. He said, 

You can't do that. It's six bars, it flips around. The kick drum is 

in the wrong spot here.' I said, 'I don't care about any of that. 
I like the way it feels.' Everybody was trying to count it out as 

even to where it was supposed to be, and I said, 'Just imagine 
it as being a normal 8-bar phrase and play into it.'" Giraldo 

ended up close-milcing the hi-hat and snare. 
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The song was cut in Studio B at MCA's 

Whitney facility in Glendale, Calif., which was 

equipped with a Neve console. "We didn't 

use that much outboard gear," Giraldo recalls. 
"We basically went through the Neve, used 
the Neve EQ and a little bit of compression. 

We used an 1176 compressor on the voice, a 
little Pultec, but not a lot. We also used some 

EMT 250 reverb on the voice and possibly the 

guitar." For the guitar, Giraldo used a Fender 
Sirat and a Roland JCM-120 amp with AKG 

414 mics on the speakers. "A lot of those vi-

brato fills was me bending the neck back, not 
so much a vibrato part," he notes. 

After the vocals were recorded using Neu-

mann U67s, Giraldo decided to have a little 
fun. He asked Benatar to open the song with 

some talking. "I was doing it as a joke, like a 

lot of those speaking bits The Supremes had 
on their records from the '60s. So for fun, I 

thought we should do it. I told Pat, 'Just talk. 
Have some fun with it.'" 

And the whistling outro? More fun. "I 

knew she could whistle, so I said, Why don't 
you whistle at the end?" She said, 'Are you 

nuts?' I thought, 'It worked for Otis Redding 
on "Dock of the Bay," so just try it.' She said, 

Whatever.' She always thought I was nuts 

anyway," Giraldo says with a laugh. 
Engineer Coleman also thought Giraldo 

was nuts and didn't much care for this 

particular track. "He is such a classy guy 
that it wasn't until the record came out and 

it was a hit that he told me, When I was 

doing the record, I hated absolutely every-

thing about it. I thought it was the totally 

wrong direction,'" Giraldo recalls. "He told 

me that he went home while working on 

the song, and said to his wife, 'I have to 
open the Scotch. I don't know how to tell 
Neil tomorrow that I think he's totally going 

in the wrong direction.' He drank the Scotch 
and listened to the rough tape we had made 
and said, Wait a minute, I'm beginning to 

understand it. I think he might be onto some-

thing.' But he never said a thing to me until 
the end of the tracking session, when I tried 

to put vibes on the song. I tried every instru-
ment I could, and when I said that, he said, 'I 

think we might already have it.'" 

The mixing was done by hand in the same 

room by Coleman and Giraldo. "I took part 
of the console and he took the other and we 

rehearsed our moves and just did it," Giraldo 
recalls with a chuckle. "Pete was really great 

at that. He was really fun to work with." 

Looking back, Giraldo laughs at how 
primitive recording seemed back then, but 

it had its advantages. "If we would have 
been making that record today, I would 
have fixed that 6-bar phrase to feel just like 
an 8-bar phrase and I maybe would have 

screwed that all up. It would never have 

been the same record." 
Benatar and Giraldo still go out and play 

on the road from lime to time and continue 

to make new albums together. The 2003 re-

lease Go was a fine studio set and this year's 
Summer Vacation Tour Live finds the couple 

running through a number of hits, including 

"Love Is a Battlefield" and a few newer tunes 
in electric and acoustic settings. 

SOLO [110 
FROM PAGE 122 

and then [the composer] watches that just like 
any other listener. Fm absolutely uninterested 
in the idea of using music as a vehicle for 

presenting the performer's personality. 

Then why release a solo album, particularly 

a vocal album? 

Five or six years ago, I noticed that I was 
starting to sing again and enjoying it. Also, 

certain technological developments have 
happened that give you the possibility to 

shape your voice, and that reawakened my 
interest. I always liked the idea of seeing 
what I was doing the way a playwright 

might think of a play or a novelist might 

think of a book. There are characters in 
there, but they're not the novelist, they're 

just characters in the book. And with the 
new voice-shaping technologies that are 
around now, you can suddenly make a 

voice that's clearly not your own. 
I have nothing to say. I have a lot to 

say when you're asking me questions, but I 

don't want to use music as a way of saying 

things. [Laughs] What I want to use music for 
is a way of making things happen to me. I 

want to make things that create emotional 
or mental conditions for me, and one of the 

most important conditions is surrender. My 

yardstick for what constitutes good music is 
that it changes me. Do I think, "Wow, that's a 

new conception of how things could be," or, 
"That's a new set of feelings that I have never 

experienced before?" 

On your new album. you brat your vocals 
with what sounds like a pitch-shifter on 'And 

Then So Clear" and a vocoder on "Bottom-
liners." Can you provide some details? 

Quite a lot of the vocal effects were done 

in DigiTech Pro Vocalist, which I don't think 
was ever very popular. It's a stand-alone box, 

not a plug-in, and it has lots of interesting 
functions. It's an intelligent harmonizer that 
you can run off a keyboard, so it will harmo-

nize with the notes of the chords that you're 
playing. You can have a group of voices 

following the chords_ It also has a gender-

changing function with which you can alter 
the formant structure of your voice. That's 

what I did on "And Then So Clear." 
I also pitched the voice up an octave and 

played the melody line on the keyboard. 

The latter gave a very funny effect because 

it makes the change between notes slightly 

artificial in an interesting way. I also applied 
Pro Vocalist for the vocoder effect. Plus, I 

used various forms of AutoTune a lot. This is 
very interesting as an effect in that it gives this 

unnatural perfection to your voice. 
Another Day on Earth is striking for its un-

hurried pace. In the conked of the 3-second-
attention-span paradigm that has come to 

dominate the entertainment industry, aren't 
you scared of losing your listener? 
I've come to realize that I can trust listeners. 

They don't need to be constantly woken 
up. They're quite happy to drift for a while 

and come back in when the music comes 
back in. In general, the listener wants much 
less than the creator. When you're creating 

something, it's very easy to get into a nervous 

state and think, "Oh god, here's a whole bar 
where nothing happens," and try to get more 

stuff in. But as a listener, you're quite happy 

with these open spaces. 
I noticed that years ago when I was ex-

perimenting with Revoxes and often found 
that I preferred the pieces played back at 
half-speed. This was just not because of the 

softer, more somber tonality, but simply be-

cause less happened. 
Another Day on Earth sounds like an attempt 
at bridging the gap between your ambient 

and song-based work. 

The track "How Many Worlds" is a very short 

song with a very long instrumental section. 
There's just enough voice in there to make 

you hear it as a song, making it a bluff, a de-
ceit, and there are a number of bluffs like that 

on the record. I learned this when I made 

Another Green World [1975], which had 14 

pieces on it, five of them vocal pieces. I no-

ticed that everyone thought about it as a song 
record, and I was pleased about that because 

people bring more quality of attention to a 

"song" record than an "instrumental" record. 

You can research this. If you have a 

painting that's just a landscape, you see the 

eye moving in a very complex pattern as it 

scans it. If you put a figure in there, even 

if it is minute, then the eye will keep refer-
ring back to that. The same thing happens 

when we hear a voice. So for me, it was 

like I've been doing landscapes for a long 

time and now I have re-introduced some 
figures; i.e., the voice. Where are they go-
ing to fit? How big will they be? Is it going 

to be like the Mona Lisa, with a big figure 

in front of the backdrop, or more like a 
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recording 

[John] Constable painting, where it's just a 
tiny figure in a large landscape? And how 

can I destabilize that in some way—how 

can I put a voice in there and not make it 

the center of attention? 

You reconled Another Day on Earth on a Mac 

with Logic software, but you have in the past 
been very critical of computers. 

There's still quite a lot of hate going on for 

me in working with computers, but I think 
programs have improved a great deal. The 

objections I used to make have been taken 
onboard more by programmers. Programs 

are less menu-intensive than they used to 
be, and Logic is a very evolved program. 

I also think that plug-in instruments today 

are much better than the early ones. The 
problem remains with the interface with 

the computer keyboard. There are certain 

decisions that you make on a keyboard that 
you wouldn't make on a guitar and vice 

versa. You have to stay aware when you 

start working with a computer that you're 
on a very tilted playing field. 

It's very easy to do all these things that 
computers want you to do—like quantize 
or use equal temperament—if you're work-
ing with a keyboard, or use endless tracks 
and editing options, and in that way have 

the computer determine what kind of music 
you're making. This has been fatal for a lot 
of people because the number of options at 

every stage proliferates exponentially. What I 

often see in studios is that when one problem 
can't be solved quickly—for instance, the lyric 

writing, which is always a problem—people 

start working on non-problems like, "Let's try 
38 different guitar parts on a song and let's 

play around with these sounds in 150 ways 

each." A huge amount of attention goes into 
re-cooking the bit of the track that doesn't 
need attention. So you need to be very aware 
of the potential of technology to pull you into 
screwdriver mode. 

Korg and Native Instruments are mentioned 
on the credits ofAnother Day on Earth Why? 

These companies have both made contribu-

tions to solving the computer problems I've 

been talking about. I'm a big fan of Native 

Instruments' FM7 program, which is sort 

of based on the Yamaha DX7. It's the DX7 

that I always wanted to have because you 
can suddenly connect things in different 

ways. With the FM7, you can also tune the 

keyboard in any way you want so you can 
make music in just intonation or Arabic into-

nation or whatever. Korg has its Kaoss pads, 
which are a way of taking sounds into the 

domain of muscular control. If you have a 
few Kaoss pads in-line, like I do, you can 

really start playing with sound itself, with the 
physical character of the sound. The pads are 

very intuitive: Anyone can learn to use them 

in a second. It's immediately obvious what 
you do, and it immediately takes you into 

a completely different place, because when 

working with computers, you normally don't 

use your muscles in that way. You're focused 
on your head, and the 3 million years of 

evolution that resulted in incredible muscular 

skill doesn't get a look-in. 

Can you elaborate on your recording and 
mixing processes? 
When I was playing parts live into the 

computer, I would do processing through 

What constitutes good 

music is that it changes 

me. Do I think, "Wow, that's 

a new conception of how 

things could be," or, "That's 

a set of feelings that I have 

never experienced before?" 

—Brian Eno 

external boxes. I'd also sometimes feed stuff 
out of my computer through the Kaoss pads. 

There's a lot of plug-in processing going on. 
I'd usually print the processed track inside of 

the computer and then push it back in time, 

because when there's a lot of processing, you 
get latency problems. I like working like that 

because I can do different things with the 

already-processed track. 

What do you make of the objection that 
working exclusively inside of computers 
results in a flat and lifeless sound? 

It's interesting that after working in computers 

for a while, when you then listen to something 
that wasn't made in a computer, it sometimes 
has a shocking, sparkling live-ness to it. But 
you simply have to accept that something 

happens when working with computers and 

you work within that constraint. If you're a 

print artist, you know that lithographs will 

give you a different effect than silk screens. 
So I'm aware that in working with computers, 

you exdude certain sonic possibilities, as you 

do when working with analog tape. 

In working with digital, you sacrifice cer-
tain possibilities of sonic range and depth, 
while in working with analog, you sacrifice 

all the operational freedom that comes with 
computers. 

How would you evaluate the differences 

between analog and digital? 

I'm not sure they're so much to do with the 
internal characteristics of the medium as with 

the different ways you work when you're 

using them. When you work with analog, 

you go for a performance because it's too 

complicated to cut up tape and so on. So you 

tend to do takes until you get a good petfor-

mance. But with digital, you say, "That's a 

good bar, we'll copy that a few times." 

Also, when you work with digital, you 

tend to work with people who aren't sound 

engineers, they're computer operators. Or, 
they're not people who spent their lives listen-

ing to drum sounds and thinking, "I wonder 
how I can make that sound better—perhaps 

with this compressor instead of that one or 
if I move that mic a little bit away from the 

drums." I think that's a different world. 
I engineered Another Day on Earth my-

self because, otherwise, I would have had 

to spend six years in a studio and pay staff, 
and that would have become too expensive. 

But on the song "Under," the drums were 
recorded by someone else a long time ago. 

When you listen to the album, the drums 
on "Under" are definitely the best-sounding 

drums on there, and that's not only because 
it's one of the world's best drummers [Wil-
lie Green] playing, but also because he was 

recorded by an engineer who was very good 
at recording drums. But people who work 
with computers normally sit there on their 

own and are simultaneously being musician, 
engineer, composer—all these different ¡obs. 

It may be humbling to say, but perhaps we're 
not all equally good at all these jobs and 

there's a reason for calling in the experts. • 

GEORGE CLIE011 
FROM PAGE 123 

Clinton produced most of the album himself, 

along with Ja77e Pha and Kenny Hamilton. 
"I prefer cutting with a live band instead 

of the Pro Tools stuff that doesn't have 

any feeling," Clinton says. "However, we 

did most of this CD that way because we 

worked with a lot of existing tracks. I put 
[the engineers] through the test to do things 
they normally wouldn't do and sometimes 

asked them to do the impossible, but mainly 

it was basic stuff." Continuing, Clinton com-

ments about the rawness of the recording: 
"We had the organic representation, some 

EQ and very little sequencing, with a sample 
of something here and there. But we even 

made that get funky. It was bad enough to 

use a drum machine sometimes and then 
have the drummers overdub percussion. But 
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with most of this stuff, we didn't have to do 

too much to it, unless it was on analog tape. 

But the main thing was to get that analog 

feel as much as possible. If I do all digital, I'll 

sample some Bessie Smith records so I can 

get some of that cracking sound; they have 

to get some dirt on the CD." 

Clinton admits to being somewhat out of 

touch with current technology. He doesn't 

have a personal computer and isn't able to 

program his cell phone. Just the same, his 

networks of cohorts are constantly present-

ing discs, files and other formats to him, and 

with help, he has learned how to make the 

most of them. "There are tracks from all over 

the place, with some already premixed years 

ago. Sometimes, nobody would know where 

the separated parts were, so we would put 

the tracks on tape and overdub them. Most 

of that stuff I have in storage." The studios 

he used during the project included United 

Sound (Detroit); DARP, Platypus and Atlantic 

First (Atlanta); Hyde Street (San Francisco); 

Or What (Tallahassee, Fla.); Sound Castle and 

Sound & Sound (LA.); Paisley Park (Minne-

apolis); and many others, each with its own 

engineers and assistants. Still, there are two 

engineers the nomadic and visionary pro-

ducer relies on more than anyone else: Larry 

Ferguson, based in Los Angeles, has been an 

important member of Clinton's team for more 

than two decades, while Gary Wright has be-

come a significant factor the past four years. 

Ferguson, who's also a close friend 

of Clinton's, describes what it's like to be 

around him and work on "the funk": "George 

is totally different from anybody else. For ex-

ample, he may be in Minneapolis or some-

where hanging out with a friend and they 

come up with a song. He'll have a copy of 

the track that he absolutely loves on a DAT 

and continues traveling around. So he'll go to 

a studio wherever he's at—like Detroit—and 

record to hard disk while overdubbing. That 

becomes a master, and he'll manage the ste-

reo tracks, adding vocals, horns and anything 

else [through Pro Tools]. Then he'll leave the 

file or whatever format he's working on with 

me to do whatever I want. 

"However, that's both good and bad, be-

cause sometimes he's married to what he's 

done. You can't change anything on him 

[too much] because he has an unbelievable 
memory. As a matter of fact, he never writes 

lyrics, music or notes down. He's definitely a 

special person, but at the same time a regular 

guy who doesn't care about material things 

and really just lives for music." 

For the new Clinton project, Ferguson 

mixed seven tracks at DARP through an SSL 
board to Pro Tools over several weeks. Clin-

ton's preference is for things to not sound 

too polished. Ferguson says that several times 

he was in the process of finishing up a track 

when the producer would yell out, "Make 

me a copy of that!" Normally, that means 

don't do anything else to it, but sometimes it 

can also mean that Clinton wants to do more 

to it. Spontaneity is a large part of Clinton's 

makeup, on- and offstage. 

In Tallahassee at C Kunspyruhzy's new 

headquarters, Wright—who has spent time 

engineering in New York, L.A. and Boston 

previously—was hired on as a permanent 

engineer. Besides working on current ses-

sions, his duties include archiving, manag-

ing and modifying the enormous amount 

of material generated during the years by 

Clinton's many funky manifestations. "We 

have hundreds of 2-inch tapes and ADATs, 

so I either enhance them, do overdubs or 

make completely new tracks through Pro 

Tools. For instance, 'Goodnight Sweetheart, 

Goodnight' was an old doo-wop song and 

I did a trip-hop/jungle version of it. That's 

pretty much a lot of what I'm up to—sort of 

looking to the future of the funk. George is 

so prolific and probably the hardest-work-

ing man I've ever met, constantly cranking 

out 15 to 20 tracks a month. But sometimes 

things don't get completed, so I often finish 

things up for him. He's a legendary inno-

vator, always has a concept and it doesn't 

always become apparent what he's doing. 

But the funk is always there." 

Wright, who also did the bulk of his mix-

ing for the new CD at DARP, says the studio 

tools he uses most often on Clinton's music 

include a Fairchild compressor/limiter plug-

in and Eventide Harmonizer, various Filter 

Bank plug-ins and, because he's a keyboard 

player, the Access Virus synth plug-in. When 

not working on projects from Clinton's 

vaults, Wright produces other musicians' 

projects and creates his own music. How-

ever, working with Clinton means that there 

isn't much time for outside projects: "George 

is always on the road doing something, and 

within the span of a week, he'll be perform-

ing in Houston, in Minneapolis with Prince, 

in Atlanta with Lil John, then back in Hous-

ton with Scarface. So he records stuff on the 

road and brings it here. [Ultimately,] our goal 

is to make Tallahassee the next Motown 

and have his music—new progressive stuff, 

along with hard funk and dirty Southern hip 

hop—explode out of here." 
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COOL SPINS 

The Knitters 
Modern Sounds 

of... The Knitters 

(Rounder) 

The Knitters were a 

short-lived alter-ego 

of X, the cream of L.A.'s 80s punk scene. When 

guitarist Billy Zoom left the band, Dave Alvin (then 

guitarist/co-founder of The Blasters) briefly married 

his roots-rocking guitar work to X's knock-out 

punk poetry, giving birth to one amazing album, 

The Knitters Poor Little Critter in the Road. It was 

a bit tongue-in-cheek, but a sincere revelation to 

punks who hadn't yet found their roots. Twenty 

years later, The Knitters' second album comes 

as less of a surprise but no less powerful, with 

country remakes of X songs, a Dave Alvin ballad 

and rewed up versions of traditional country 

tunes. Vocalists Exene Cervenka and John Doe 

sound even sweeter today than when they were 

young and hungry. This is great fun no matter 

what your musical persuasion. 

Producers: The Knitters and JD. Engineers: 

Craig Adams, Mark Linett. Studios: Winslow 

Ct. Studio (Hollywood), Your Place or Mine 

(L.A.). Mastering: Joe Gastwirt, Joe Gastwirt 

Mastering. — Barbara Schultz 

Anoushka 
Shankar 
Rise (AngeVEMI) 

Ravi Shankar's other 

talented daughter 

(besides Norah Jones) 

has followed in dad's footsteps by playing the 

sitar and writing within the Indian music tradition. 

However, there are many Western touches on this 

superb album, including electric bass, electronic 

keyboards (played by Ravi Shankar), some drums 

and Indian-inspired piano. Wonderful touches 

abound: the plucked piano strings on " Solea"; 

the vocal percussion and didjeridoo drone on 

"Sinister Grains"; Swarnima Gusain's haunting 

vocals on " Beloved"; V.M. Bhatt's flights on the 

guitar-like mohan veena; and intriguing little per-

cussion and sound effects throughout. A real gem 

that will doubtless earn a Grammy nom. 

Producer: Anoushka Shankar. Engineers: 

Gaurav Raina, Nishant Peralta, Kohinoor, Gautam 

Kaul, Akshay Pandit, Barry Phillips, Eddie. Studios: 

GR (New Delhi), Path (Santa Monica, Calif.), Au-

dio Centre 3 (Calcutta), RSC (New Delhi), Barry's 

Cave (Santa Cruz, Calif.), Glam Slam (Mumbai). 

Mastering: Greg Calb/Sterling (New York City). 

—Blair Jackson 

The Mix Staff Members Pick Their Current Favorites 

Delbert 
McClinton 
Cost of Living 

(New West) 

Would you believe me 

if I said that Delbert 

McClinton's latest album 

is the best of his more than 30-year career? No lie! 

He's always made fine, underappreciated albums 

that blend blues, R&B, honky-tonk and folk into a 

distinctive Texas stew. But with each passing year, 

his smoky voice acquires more authority and the 

emotional pitch of his songs about love, loss and 

heartbreak (the true " cost of living") seem deeper 

and more heartfelt. There are several new classics 

here: " Kiss Her Once for Me" and "Your Memory, 

Me and the Blues" ache with sad resignation, 

while the mesmerizing " Down in Mexico" sounds 

like a catchy update of a Marty Robbins ballad. 

Every song feels like a story, and it all adds up to a 

"book" you won't want to put down. 

Producers: Delbert McClinton, Gary Nich-

olson. Engineers: Matt Andrews, Ray Kennedy, 

Nicholson, Dave Sinko. Studios: Fearless, Sound 

Emporium, Room & Board (all in Nashville). Mas-

tering: Jim DeMain, Ray Kennedy. 

—Blair Jackson 

Bill Frisell 
East/West 

(Nonesuch) 

This sublime 2-CD 

live album—featuring 

guitarist extraordi-

naire Bill Frisell fronting two different trios (drum-

mer Kenny Wolleson in both; the bassists are 

Viktor Krauss and Tony Scheer)—shows Frisell's 

amazing ability to explore and occasionally decon-

struct melodies in fascinating and creative ways. 

Finding the unseen spaces in such well-worn 

numbers as "I Heard It Through the Grapevine," 

"Shenandoah," "A Hard Rain's Gonna Fall" and 

"Goodnight Irene," Frisell and company put a 

unique stamp on everything they touch. He deftly 

integrates various loops and electronic touches 

into his playing, which moves from the most 

pristinely beautiful picking imaginable to dark, 

troubling rumblings. Of the handful of Frisell 

originals, I like the lovely " Boubacar" best. 

Producer: Lee Townsend. Recorded at Yoshi's 

(Oakland, Calif.) by Claudia Englehart and the 

Village Vanguard (New York City) by Tucker Mar-

tine. Mixed at In the Pocket (Forrestville, Calif.) 

by Martine. Mastering: Greg Calbi/Sterling (New 

York City). —Blair Jackson 

Nellie 
McKay 
Pretty Little Head 

(Columbia) 

If you can get past the 

Broadway- inspired 

opening number on 

Nellie McKay's sophomore album, Pretty Little 

Head, then you've passed her test. McKay likes 

to take musical chances and she expects that her 

audience will, too, as well as ride out a few cre-

ative stabs in the dark. Thus, the new album, like 

her fine debut, is a test lab: A few songs act like 

exploding beakers, all chaos and smoke, but the 

overall effect of her mad science is a cure for pop 

mediocrity. In my mind, that makes her an artist to 

trust. The brilliance of songs such as " Pink Chan-

delier," "There You Are in Me" and duets with 

Cyndi Lauper (vamping along with her distinctive 

cotton-candy vocals on " Bee Charmer") and k.d. 

lang, who croons responses as McKay's lover on 

"We Had It Right," make the outlandish first and 

last tracks easy to forgive. 

Producer: McKay. Mixing and mastering: Wal-

ter Fischbacher at Lofish Productions (New York 

City) and Conway Studios (L.A.). 

—Breean Lingle 

e
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• Christopher 
Bissonnette 
Periphery (Kranky) 

With its soothing and 

sometimes dreamy 

piano, orchestral and 

mutating sounds, Christopher Bissonnette's debut 

album is hypnotic and infectious. While his pieces 

are similar in nature to those of New York City 

experimental media and loop pioneer William 

Basinski and Brian Eno's atmospheric and ambi-

ent work, Bissonnette creates his own niche by 

removing any trace of the original organic sounds 

that he collects and completely recontextualizing 

the samples, adding hints of reverb and other 

audio manipulations. " Proportions in Motion" 

features static clicks and pops and distant, crea-

ture-like scratching, mingled with soft, wavering 

tonal interludes. " Substrata" starts out with 

subtle orchestral tones, but as Bissonnette adds 

layers of new sounds to the movement, the piece 

turns intense and introspective. 

Produced, recorded and mixed by Bissonnette 

at his home studio in Windsor, Ontario. Master-

ing: Bissonnette and Joshua Eustis at Benelli 

Sound Lab (New Orleans). 

—Lori Kennedy 
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COAST 

L.A. GRAPEVINE 

by Maureen Droney 

Since it was founded in 2000, Santa Monica's 

5.1 Entertainment Group (www.5pointl 

.net) has been in the forefront of both multi-

media and multichannel sound technology. 

Boasting a discography of more than 300 

DVD-Video and DVD-Audio titles by artists 

including Britney Spears, Janet Jackson, 

Sting, R. Kelly and Rob Thomas, in June 

2005, 5.1 completed its 100th DualDisc. 

"We've worked very hard with manu-

facturers and with the RIAA on getting 

5.1 Entertainment's Gary Lux (left) and Bob Michaels 

DualDisc 

president 

the logos are 

companies are 

Disc, we're giving the consumer the value 

they're looking for, like more video and 

surround mixes. It's a successful product 

that addresses all the concerns from both 

the audio and video worlds with plenty 

of room for content. It's very important 

to have one voice in this so that the con-

sumer doesn't get confused, and that's 

what we've been working for." 

With both DualDiscs and high-defini-

tion video now prominent on the scene, 

5.1's business model is evolving. Several 

recent customized recording projects were 

developed in partnership with major re-

cord labels, including Ben Harper and the 

Blind Boys of Alabama live at New York's 

Apollo Theatre (Live at the Apollo) and a 

up to speed," 

Bob Michaels, 

says company 

"making sure 

correct and that all the 

on one page. With Dual-

Shelby Lynne concert with a behind-the-

scenes video. 

5.1's facility offers full-service production 

under one roof. Covered on-site are all the 

bases: storyboarding, project coordination, 

to audio and video recording—both studio 

and location—mixing, graphics, authoring 

and quality control. "We offer so much 

here that sometimes the biggest problem 

is explaining what we do," Michaels 

acknowledges. "But clearly, we've become a 

catalyst to help traditional record 

labels become true multimedia 

publishers. Things have jumped 

very quickly to a new technology 

level, and project managers at 

the labels are faced with turning 

out DVD projects in addition to 

all the CD work they're doing. 

"We've identified their needs 

and partnered with them to 

handle everything from mining 

their archives for content to—on 

the business side—ensuring that 

they have the proper rights. With 

so many changes in the industry, 

many audio and video vaults 

are in disarray. People don't 

know what they have or what its 

quality is. We're experienced at 

identifying and utilizing these assets. 

"We also work with people to get 

projects off the ground," Michaels continues. 

"Sometimes a great project doesn't 

immediately fit a label's marketing needs; in 

that case, we can partner and help produce 

it. Ben Harper's project was almost a dead 

deal. We stepped in, did the recording, 

financed the post and helped get it made. 

Because of our business model, which 

includes developing HD programming, it 

makes sense for us to get involved and to 

help move projects forward." 

"We do all kinds of projects," adds 

producer/engineer and VP of production 

Gary Lux. "But whether it's a music video, 

a movie soundtrack, a concert recording 

or an album project, for us, the common 

denominator is music. Labels come to 

us because of our musicality, and we've 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 134 

NASHVILLE 

by Rick Clark 

SKYLINE 

When I was growing up and starting to 

play in garage bands and dreaming of being 

a rock god one day, the idea of going to a 

school and learning to play Led Zeppelin 

licks on guitar or Jack Bruce-style bass was 

about as easy to visnali7P as taking courses 

to understand the nuances of various 

blends of marijuana. 

That said, my high school band class 

in Memphis was a lot of fun. My band 

teacher played in sessions for all the 

Isaac Hayes records, and when he snuck 

out of school to do a session, we played 

our favorite rock albums. I discovered 

the first Traffic album in band class. 

When I wasn't playing some form of 

percussion instrument, I played electric 

bass. I remember hauling my bass rig 

up to the top of the high school football 

stadium stands and freezing my butt off 

trying to play horn-driven Chicago and 
Blood, Sweat 8c Tears numbers wearing 

gloves! 

Overall, the music curriculum of 

the time was geared toward directing 

students into careers as high school band 

directors, music teachers or symphony 

players, and it wouldn't be until years 

later that Memphis State University would 

become one of the first schools in the 

country to have a recording and music 

industry program. 

I recently received a DVD of a 

documentary called Rock School, which 

portrays an urban band camp for kids run 

by a rather in-your-face Jack Black School 

of Rock-type guy. I could relate to the 

challenges and joys of his undertaking, 

as I had played a small part for the past 

several years teaching at the Kids on Stage 

summer camp. 

Kids on Stage was created in 1997 by 

a visionary guy named Aubrey Preston 

and a handful of parents and local music 

people (particularly, Gene Cotton) in 

the Leiper's Fork area just south of 

Nashville in western Williamson County. 

During the years, locals such as Michael 

McDonald, John Hiatt and Naomi and 

Wynonna Judd, among many others, 

have volunteered to make Kids on Stage 
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an incredibly rewarding endeavor. 

The beauty of these types of camps is 

seen by how some thoughtful seed-planting 

enables students to step out of their shells 

and learn fearless self-expression, while 
gaining an understanding of the principles 

of teamwork in a band context. 
Bill Lloyd, a seriously fine songwriter, 

recording artist, producer and guitarist, 
came onboard this summer for Kids on 
Stage. It was great seeing him work with 
his group and learn that he had been asked 

by another school, Battleground Academy, 

to start their own Kids on Stage—inspired 

band camp. 
When I was there, I got to work 

with a very cool group of girls writing 

an original song, as well as creating an 

arrangement for a whacked-out version of 

the theme song from the Broadway show 

Phantom of the Opera. I have to say, I'm 

not an Andrew Lloyd Webber fan, but it 

became more interesting when two of the 

more goth-inclined bandmembers (who 

were big Tim Burton and Rocky Horror 
fans) started plotting ways to disassemble 
the Phantom with "Time Warp" and 

Willie Wonka. 
This band camp, officially called 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 134 
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Battleground Academy students rock out at band camp. 

NEW YORK 

by David Weiss 

METRO 

CBGB—it seems like no matter how many 

times you see those letters, the mystique 

remains. A bar originally built in 1973 

to be the forum for New Yorkers who 

dug "country bluegrass blues," it instead 
became one of the most revered locations 
in rock 'n' roll. The number of pivotal 

bands who launched their careers there 
is long and well-known, including The 
Ramones, Blondie, Talking Heads and 

Television. The likes of Nirvana, Smashing 
Pumpkins and The Melvins had gloriously 

loud shows there, and any true New York 

City rock musician has played there at 

least once. 
But in 2005, time may finally catch up 

with the grungy black hole of a venue at 

315 Bowery, as the club remains locked 

in a bitter feud with its landlord that 
leaves it operating without a lease (as of 

September) and just a court decision away 

from closing for good. CBGB's cultural 

impact is the stuff of legend, but besides 

its advanced booking policies, the club has 

another secret weapon worth documenting 
before it's too late: an awesomely powerful 
and accurate sound system designed by 

a team of fanatics hell-bent on ripping 

people's heads off with the best live audio 
imaginable. 

System co-designer 

Charlie Martin clearly 
remembers the first time he 

ever laid eyes on CBGB's 

famously feisty founder, 
Hilly Kristal, on a rainy day 

three decades or so ago. "He 
was playing his guitar at the 

front door," says Martin, 

seated behind the front-of-
house Soundcraft console 
as he scans the club's flyer-

plastered walls and angled 

stage on a recent afternoon. 

"Hilly was the first music 

impresario I ever met who 

was in it for the music. In a 
very short amount of time, I 

started working for him as a 

stage manager and evolved 

into engineer. I did most 

COAST 

PHOIO. DAVID WEISS 

From left: CBGB's founder Hilly Kristal with 

Carol Costa-Marshall, Charlie Martin and Alvin 

Robertson 

of the mixing there for the later part of 

the '70s." 
But Martin did more than mix the 

multitude of bands who played at CBGB. 

Along with the late Norman Dunn, who 

passed away just a week before this 

article's interviews were conducted, 
Martin spearheaded a complete overhaul 
of CBGB's sound system that would help 

assure the club's place in rock history. The 

year was 1976. "As the focus on the club 
from record companies and the media 

started to really grow, the bands became 

more and more important and had to run 

at a very high level," Martin recalls. "It was 

decided to install a state-of-the-art sound 

system. Hilly, of course, being 100 percent 
committed to the music, was willing to 

purchase what at the time was the most 

expensive sound system created for a 
place of this cubic footage." 

Kristal remembers things a little 
differently. "What happened with the 
sound system was that they put something 

over on me," he says. "It ended up costing 

$130,000 in 1976. It took me years and 
years to pay for it, and probably ultimately 

cost me $200,000. The sound was always 

important to me, but I didn't know how 

good the sound could be until they put 

this system in here. It's really amazing how 

clear and wonderful it is." 

The haphazard appearance of CBGB's 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 135 
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SESSIONS AND ST DIO \I   WS 

SCHOOL OF ROCK BRANCHES OUT 
STATEN ISLAND YOUTH WELCOME FULL-SERVICE STUDIO 

Staten Island reportedly has the greatest number of 

families with children as compared to New York City's 

other four boroughs, and with the launch of School of 

Rock Recording Studios (www.sorstudios.com, http:// 

sischoolofrock.com), those kids and others can now 

learn the ins and outs of recording, engineering 

and producing without leaving the neighborhood. In 

addition, artists from Staten Island and throughout 

the greater metropolitan area and New Jersey can take 

advantage of the school's recording and mastering 

services. 

Owner Mike Grande expanded his operation, originally named the School 

of Rock, in May 2004, when his students—initially, kids taking guitar, bass 

and drum lessons—became interested in learning how to record their own 

music (after Grande began giving them CDs or MP3 files of their lessons). 

Rechristened SOR Recording Studios in May 2004, with courses added in 

production and engineering, the facility offers Pro Tools software, Cakewalk 

SONAR 4 Producer Edition, a Mackie 32x8 console and 24 tracks of Alesis 

ADAT as its core equipment, complemented by Alesis monitors; a selection 

of Shure, Sennheiser, Audio-Technica and AKG microphones; and an ample 

supply of instruments and guitar amps. Mastering services are handled by 

SONAR 4 and Alesis MasterLink by engineer Anthony Serso. A 20x19-foot live 

room and 8x8 iso booth accommodate everything from full band tracking 

sessions to a simple piano/vocal. 

BEHIND THF nLASS 

Owner Mike Grande at the School of Rock board. Inset the live room 

With classes in full swing and a stream of Staten Island bands knocking 

on the door, SOR operates daily, up to 18 hours a day. One of Grande's success 

stones, 20-year-old Adam Reich even helps manage the school, engineers 

sessions and teaches guitar. "I started giving him lessons when he was 10 

years old," says Grande. "When he first came to me, I was working out of a 

home studio. Now, he's able to do everything himself—and runs the show!" 

AFTER 25 YEARS, STREISAND, GIBB INDULGE 
GUILTY PLEASURES ENSUE FROM MIAMI TO MALIBU 
After 25 years, Barbra Streisand and Barry Gibb reunite for Guilty Pleasures, 

the long-awaited part deux to her multi-Platinum smash Guilty, which 

featured Gibb as producer, writer, backing vocalist and duet partner. The 

approaching quarter-century mark inspired Streisand to reconnect with 

Gibb, who, again, produced much of the album (Streisand and Jay Landers 

executive produced), sang 

two duets and added ample 

backing vocals. 

Engineer/co-producer 

John Merchant, who has 

worked with the Gibb 

brothers for more than 

18 years, assembled an 

ace band of Miami-based 

musicians at Criteria 

Studios to track, followed 

From L to R: Julio Hernandez (bass), by overdubs at Gibb's Miami 

Dan Warner (guitar), Barry Gibb, John Mer- Beach facility, Middle Ear 

chant, Barbra Streisand, Doug Emery (key- Studio. Gibb and Merchant 

boardist, programmer), Lee Levin (drums) then met up with Babs to 

and Richie Bravo (percussion) record vocals at her Malibu, 

Calif., guest cottage, affectionately called Grandma's House. "It's really 

charming," Merchant recalls. "The house was built in the 1950s and has a 

beautiful view of the Pacific, but we had to essentially create a studio." 

Merchant rented a 24-channel SSL AWS900 console, a Pro TootsIHD rig, 

various mic pre's and found the exact Neumann M49 tube mic that Streisand 

had used on previous projects. Merchant also brought some of his and Gibb's 

own toys, including the Chandler TG Channel mic pre and Groove Tubes ViPRE 

tube mic preamp. For the Grandma's House sessions, Merchant recorded from 

the M49 to the Chandler to Apogee converters into Pro Tools. "No EQ, no 

compression, just flat to tape," he says. 

Streisand and crew then moved to—where else—the Barbra Streisand 

Scoring Stage at Sony Pictures Studios (Culver City, Calif.) to shoot interview 

and video footage for the DualDisc release, but emerged with a bonus track, 

as well. "It's a great-sounding room with a beautiful piano," Merchant says. 

"The song ["Letting Gol is a simple piano/vocal. Barbra said, 'Let's do a 

pass of that!' The first take was magic; now it's on the DualDisc." 

Merchant mixed the album at Middle Ear, but not on its Neve 

Capricorn. "We recorded at 96k; the Capricorn's maximum sample rate is 

20-bit/48k," he says. "We ended up mixing on the same AWS900 we used 

in Malibu! It's pretty cool to mix an album on a board light enough to 

ship in a road case." 
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IDAHO SOUND SOLUTIONS 
BRAD KEELER MULTITASKS 

Vocalist/m u lti-i n sti urne ntali st B rad 

Keeler (pictured) completed his latest CD, 

Anachronistic Blues, at Sound Solutions in 

Spirit Lake, Ida. During the sessions— 

engineered and co- produced by Steve 

Izzi—Keeler broke out the guitar, banjo, 

mandolin, jug bass and washboard. 

DIESTRA HEATS UP MIAMI 
D.I.Y. BAND HITS CRITERIA 

Session drummer Paul Votteler lays down 

Diestro rhythm hocks at Criteria Studios. 

Latin alt- rock duo Diestra recorded their 

second album at Criteria Studios' (Miami) 

spacious Studio A. Bandmembers Ricardo 

and Luis Bonilla co-produced the project 

with co-producer/engineer Carlos "El Loco" 

Becoya ( Enrique Iglesias, Paulina Rubio, 

Missy Elliott). Bedoya, who tracked the 

session on Criteria's 551 9000 J Series 

console, will also mix the album. 

SHEET 

NORTHEAST 

Bennett Studios' (NYC) Dae Bennett mixed 

stereo and 5.1 versions of Trey Anastasio's 

new DualDisc album. Meanwhile, Rob Thomas 

produced a track for Rusty Truck, and Van-

guard Jazz Orchestra mixed their latest with 

engineer Gary Chester...Artist Susan Cagle 

and producer Jay Levine locked out Cutting 

Room's (NYC) Studio A, tracking with engi-

neer Kyle Kelso...Avatar ( NYC) welcomed Liz 

Wright, overdubbing with engineer Kevin 

Killen; the Avenue Q cast recording for the 

Wynn Las Vegas premiere with engineer Jason 

Stasium and producer Steve Oremus; Jim 

Campilongo overdubbing with producer Russ 

Titelman and engineer Anthony Ruotolo; 

producer Luke Gottwald tracking songs for 

Pink with engineer Ross Petersen and rap-

per Matisyahu overdubbing with producer 

Jimmy Douglas...Prior to their merge with 

Right Track, Sound on Sound's (NYC) long-

time locale hosted 50 Cent, mixing his movie 

soundtrack with producer Sha Money XL and 

engineer Pat Viala; Labba mixed with Grown 

Men and Brian Stanley; Chico Hamilton 

tracked with engineer Chris Fasulo; Marcos 

ernandez mixed with engineer Doug Wil-

son; Dr. John mixed several projects with 

engineer Ray Bardani; BIG recorded vocals 

with producer Sean C. and engineer Dave 

Hyman; and LL Cool J recorded vocals with 

Keezo Kane and Guru.. Eddie Ojeda, lead 

guitarist from Twisted Sister, enlisted metal 

mayhem in NYC's Beatstreet Productions to 

record his first solo album. The all-star hard 

rock band included Ronnie James Dio, Dee 

Snider, Joe Lynn Turner, Rudy Sarzo and Joe 

Franco on drums. Franco and Ojeda produced 

the project; Nick Cipriano engineered. 

SOUTHEAST 

Former Buddy Holly backup singer John Pick-

ering contributed to songwriter Sonny West's 

new album, recorded at SugarHill Studios 

(Houston) with engineer Andy Bradley. Brad-

ley then recorded Guitar Shorty's six-string 

for Calvin Owen's new album...Piety Street 

Studios' (New Orleans) Drew Vonderhaar and 

producers Mark Bingham and Doug Petty 

recorded New Orleans musicians Dr. Michael 

White and Kermit Ruffins for a Nonesuch 

Records Katrina benefit album...CakeMix 

Recording (Dallas) worked on the Monster 

Garage and American Chopper series for the 

Discovery Channel, as well as the new Sci-Fi 

Channel reality series, Master Blasters, for 

which they provided ISDN and voice-over ser-

vices...Producer Manuel Seals and engineer 

Ralph Cacciurri wrapped up the Brooke Ho-

George Walker Pent recently mixed sessions for jazz ac-

cordionist Victor Prieto at Manhattan Center Studios' (New 

York City) Studio 4. From left: Halsey Quemere (assistant 

engineer), Petit and Victor Prieto 

gan (the daughter of Hulk Hogan) session at 

Doppler Studios (Atlanta)...Rob Tavaglione 

produced and engineered the forthcoming 

CD from Ultralush at Catalyst Recording 

(Charlotte, NC); he later engineered demos 

for bands Beautiful Evil and Full of Gray-

ity...Nikolas Marzouca mixed the previously 

unheard Bob Marley song, "Slogans" (featur-

ing Eric Clapton on guitar), for the new Marley 

singles collection in the Cabana at Circle 

House Studios (Miami). 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

From fear to faith: Fear Factory mixed their 

latest album at Skip Saylor Recording (L.A.) 

with producer/mixer Toby Wright, while Faith 

Evans mixed a new holiday album with co-

producer Todd Russaw and engineer Jaymz 

Hardy Martin. Also at SSR, new Universal 

signees Astra Heights mixed their debut with 

producers Stacey Jones, Paul David Hager 

and Bill Lefler...Dwarf Village Studios (L.A.) 

had Tim Bomba come by to touch up final 

placement of songs for Crazy, a film inspired 

by the story of '50s/'60s Nashville guitar 

legend Hank Garland, executive produced 

by Steve Vai and former Guitar Center Inc. 

entrepreneur Ray Scherr. 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Nettleingham Audio (Vancouver, WA) engineer 

Kevin Nettleingham mastered releases for 

PDX artists Graham & The Crackers, Milepost 

Forty, Dave Stoops, The Rhythm Dogs, 

Panzergod, Silentist and Dan Gicker. He also 

tracked, mixed and mastered Alfredo Mures 

new Brazilian music CD...The Samples finished 

tracking their upcoming release, Rehearsing for 

Life, with producer/engineer Matt Boudreau 

at Broken Radio Studios (Emeryville, CA). 

Mastering was handled by Michael Romanowski 

of Paul Stubblebme Mastering (S.F.). • 

Send your session news to hjohnson®pninediabusiness 

.com. High-resolution photos encouraged! 
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partnered with people in video production 

who have a similar philosophy, so we're 

totally capable." 
That fact has made 5.1 a go-to place 

for projects in need of a fast turnaround. 
Included in that impressive run is Something 

to Be by Matchbox Twenty vocalist Rob 

Thomas. The DualDisc, 252,000 of which 
were sold in the title's first week, features a 

surround mix by Lux, who is well-known for 
both his surround mixes and his advocacy 

of the format. 
"We've evolved with surround sound," 

Lux observes. "Instead of seeing the listeners 

as being in the audience as you do with a 
front-loaded mix, we put them up onstage 

and wrap the music around them. When we 
did the Janet Jackson compilation project, 

From Janet. To Damita Jo, Janet told us 
she had never heard her music sound that 
way before; she was really excited about it. 

We hear that from many of the artists we 

work with, and for me, that's the ultimate 
thrill. To be able to take them somewhere 

they haven't been before and see them get 

turned on to the possibilities. It's extremely 
rewarding." 

And now, it's time to say goodbye 

to all our companeeee...M-I-C- (That's a 

microphone, right?) ...K-E-Y (Why? Because 
we like you.) Okay, I'm getting a little carried 

away. But I'm in a quandary because, hard as 
it is for me to write these words, this is my 
last "L.A. Grapevine." 

It was 1994 when I began writing this 

column and what an amazing 11 years it's 
been since then. Y'all agree, right? Because 
since the '60s, the audio industry—for close 

to 30 years—has hardly changed. You 

had musicians playing together in a room, 
tape machines of one sort or another, 

microphones, cables, etc., etc., etc. Then 
came the seismic shift. What started in the 

mid-'80s with a few digital drum machines, 

keyboards and effects gained speed and 

processing power like a Cat-5 hurricane. 
Soon, it was more like an avalanche, 

changing our business and our lives with 

a force akin to the Industrial Revolution of 

the 1800s. So yes, indeedy, for me, these 

past 11 years have been a most interesting 
time to be an observer and chronicler of 

the story. 
From recording and live sound, to 

film, television, games and equipment, 
I've covered it all. I've loved learning and 
writing about technology and techniques, 

but what I've loved most of all—and what 
keeps me in this business—are the people 

who devise the technology and techniques. 
Recording people are simply the best: 

dedicated, smart, passionate (and cynical!) 

with—best of all—damn good senses of 

humor. 

My life has been enriched by all of the 
people whom I've written about and all of 

the people I've worked with, especially at 
Mix. Tom Kenny, George Peterson, Blair 

Jackson, Sarah Jones—there with me from 
the beginning: encouraging, inquiring, 

L.A. editor Maureen Droney. Our loss is the 

NARAS P&E (Producers & Engineers) Wing's gain. 

pushing and upholding the standards of 

editorial excellence in a time when that's no 
easy job. And to the rest of the wonderful 

Mix staff: Hats off to all of you. 
The bottom line is gear is good, but 

people are better. I've learned that lesson 

well during the past 11 years. We in the 
music and sound recording business are a 
special community. And in these difficult and 

changing times, a sense of that community 

is more important than ever. This I truly 
believe, which is why, from now on, you'll 

find me at The Recording Academy (The 

National Academy of Recording Arts and 
Sciences) working with and for producers 

and engineers. I encourage you to join me 

there and at SPARS and at AES and at any 
of the organizations that represent who we 

are. Music and sound are important; the 

people who work with them are important. 

Working as a community, we can keep 
letting the world know that. 

So, got L.A. news? E-mail me at maureen. 

droney@grammy.com. Stay in touch! 

==1111 FROM PAGE 131 

the Battleground Academy Summertime 

Songwriting and Performance Clinic ( with 
Kids on Stage), was geared toward kids 

between the ages of 11 and 17 who had 

demonstrated some proficiency playing, 

singing or writing. 

Cotton helped make Lloyd's challenges 

with Battleground's first year of camp be 

a bit smoother. "Gene has been doing 

Kids on Stage for 10 years and he does 

an amazing job," says Lloyd. "Gene is so 

organized and I was surprised at how 
many areas Kids on Stage covered: music, 

songwriting, performing, acting, choral 
work and jazz band. Since this is our first 

year at Battleground, we tried to keep it 
small." 

In addition to Lloyd, Cotton and 

myself, other teachers include Walter 
Egan, Mark Horn, Brent Ware and Thom 
McHugh. It was held at this outrageous 
facility called The W, which was part 

industry showcase/video complex and 

part rock history museum. Almost every 
room contained some vintage or historic 

gear. There was a room with one of Jimi 
Hendrix's amps, a John Bonham drum 

set and Lynyrd Skynyrd gear. There was 

a Kustom amp room, which literally had 
two walls of stacked Kustom amps 20 

feet high—floor to ceiling—while every 
wall that didn't have amps and guitars 

hanging on them had loads of vintage 
concert posters. 

This was the environment in which 

we worked, and while the kids may have 

had an inkling of what surrounded them, 
we old Baby Boom-era rockers were in 

heaven. 
Another band camp that has been 

quite successful in the Nashville area, the 

Southern Girls Rock & Roll Camp (SGRRC), 

focuses on aspiring female rockers and 

songwriters. Founded in 2003, it was 
inspired by the Portland, Ore.-based Rock 

'n' Roll Camp for Girls and began as a 

project of the feminist student organization 

Women for Women with the June Anderson 

Women's Center at Middle Tennessee State 
University. Since then, it has grown into an 
independent, off-campus business with no 
organizational affiliation to any group at 

MTSU. Courtney Wood and Anna Fitzgerald 

are SGRRC's directors. 
Volunteers for this year's summer 

program included Holly Gleason, Beth 

Cameron, Mary Mancini, Cosette Collier 
and Kelly Anderson, as well as a surprise 

performance by the Indigo Girls, who were 
recording at Blackbird Studios during camp 

week. 

In addition to music lessons, the 

camp provides workshops on recording, 

songwriting, music journalism, photography, 
screen printing and D.I.Y. arts and crafts. 
Campers learn how to promote their 

bands, book shows, create their own T-

shirts and merchandise, publish songs 
they have written and record their own 
music. The empowerment workshops 
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encourage campers to learn new skills and 

become self-sufficient musicians and well-

rounded individuals. As with Kids on Stage, 

participants form bands and rehearse for a 

big showcase for parents and friends at the 

end of camp. 

Finally, one of Nashville's best and 

longest-running music schools for kids 

ages 7 to 18 is the W.O. Smith Nashville 

Community Music School (www.wosmith 

.org). It was founded in 1984 by musician 

and teacher Dr. William Oscar Smith. A 

professor at Tennessee State University 
and a member of the Nashville Symphony 

Orchestra, Smith dreamed of a nonprofit 

school where children from low-income 
families would have high-quality music 
instruction. This school is a fulfillment of 
that dream. 

To be accepted, students must qualify 

for the reduced or free lunch program in 
the Metro schools. Then, for the nominal 

fee of $0.50, the more than 350 students 
currently attending receive instruction from 

members of the all-volunteer 100-member 
teaching staff. 

Throughout the years, the Nashville 

music community and related businesses 
have done much to support W.O. Smith. 

"We've received quite a bit of support 
from Wynonna Judd and Rondal Richardson 

from her management team," says executive 
director Lynn Adelman. "Also, producer Paul 

Worley taught guitar here for several years." 

Each year, the school holds a hugely 

successful fundraiser called The Birdhouse 
Thing(www.thebirclhousething.com)where 

volunteers build about 150 birdhouses and 
give them to recording and visual artists, 

area architects and music industry folks 

to decorate. Then they are auctioned off. 
"We had an out-of-pocket cost of about 

$2,500 last year and we raised $50,000," 
says Adelman. "This will be our fifth year 

to do this project. The next one will be 
March 9, 2006." 

Anyone reading this who loves to mentor 

and hasn't checked out these programs—or 
those in your city—should do so. These 

programs are always in need of good people 

to become involved. Adelman's experience 

drives that point home: "I was a musician 

all my life and had a desire to work in the 
service field. I started teaching private piano 

here at W.O. Smith in 1984 while I was in 

graduate school, and my piano instructor 
advised me to or I would fail her class. I 

did, and I then I got hooked. It is easy to get 
hooked over here. It is really a fun place to 
be. It's a calling." 

Send your Nashville news to mrblurgeemac 
.com. 
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interior belies the scientific approach that 
Martin and Dunn took to the system's 

design, which was undertaken with the 

utmost respect for live psychoacoustics 

and the artistic integrity of the venue's 

performers. "We talked about the goals of 
creating accurate tone from the front of the 

room to the back," says Martin, "and came 

up with a sound system that comprised the 

best JBL components available from lows 
to mids to highs. There was a 16-channel 

Soundcraft Series 2 mixing board, and we 

also included an Ampex 16-track 2-inch 

deck. The idea was a completely accurate 

environment for the bands to play in and 
for us to mix. The bands would be in the 
same acoustic space as the mixer—in fact, 
the levels we ran were so high that the 
mix backed up onto the stage monitors! 

The approach was sort of similar to what 

the Grateful Dead was trying to do. They 

had their sound system behind them at 
one point, mics right next to each other, 

slightly out of phase so they would be in 

the same acoustic space as the audience 
and the mixer. 

"This sounds like crazy idealism, but it's 
important: We were nuts trying to create and 
record. We were into a dynamic. Every show 
was an adventure. We would record it with 

the 16-track, then later on that night, after 
we closed at 3 or 4 a.m., we would mix the 

tracks on the sound system or JBL monitors 

we'd set up on chairs. We discovered a 
band could evolve much more quickly if we 

had the 16-track of them playing. We could 

isolate everyone's contributions, and so the 

pace and evolution of their playing was 

much faster for obvious reasons. Cutting, we 

had strips of tape hanging all over the place. 

My personal record was three-and-a-half 
days of shows without mixing and without 

sleep, but I must say that just before I passed 

out, I was doing punch-ins with complete 
accuracy!" 

The speakers, cabinets and horns that 

Martin, Dunn and company set up in the 
final year of Gerald Ford's presidency 

remain intact and fully functional at 

CBGB, meaning that until a judge decides 

otherwise, an earful of history is just a 
cover charge away. Arrive onsite, squint 

really hard at the ceiling around the 

stage, and as your eyes adjust to the dark, 
you'll start to see the loud, loud monster 

they created. For the long-throw, lows 
are handled by five boxes (originally six) 

holding three 15-inch EVM 15L drivers; 

low mids come from six boxes with 12-
inch JBL drivers; high mids come from two 
(originally three) Community M200 2-inch 

drivers on 90-degree JBL horns; and highs 

from one B&C DE45 1-inch driver on a JBL 

horn. The near-field highs come from two 
B&C DE750 2-inch drivers on 120-degree 

JBL horns, while the highs mid-field get the 

same drivers on 90-degree JBL horns. The 
original crossover setting is lost to all time, 

but the current ones are handled by a dbx 

DriveRack 480. The first Crown DC300A 

amps have been replaced by Crown C2000s 
and C1000s and Crest V900s. 

For those who haven't experienced it in 
person, the result is clear, accurate sonics 

from top to bottom, with the potential of 

decibel and sound pressure levels so high 
that they can literally rattle the earplugs 
inside the ears of those smart enough 

to have them. "It's perfect for powerful 
rock 'n' roll," Martin states. "We were just 

making sure in the hall that you heard all of 
the elements of the sound. If you look at it, 

you've got a wide variety of horns all over 
the place, but each one carefully directed 

and tuned. If you're here for a concert, you 

can walk from the back of the room to the 
lip of the stage and hear the full range of 

sound with excellent tone." 

Kristal points out that the rabid 
audiences weren't the only ones who got 

off on the powerful system. "It's not only 
the clarity, but there was a real energy, 

and I think this makes a band want to 
play better," he says. "They feel they did 

a great show. Even if it isn't their best, it 
felt good. The most important thing is the 
room is good and engineering the system 

to fit the room is crucial. Norman, Charlie, 

Mark Morris and whomever else made a 
perfect design for this room. Actually, it 

was designed for something four times as 
big, which provides a lot of dynamic range 

and headroom. One thing I must add is 

that we kept it up all the time. We test it 

quite often and make subtle changes every 
month or two." 

But you can only go so far in analyzing 

what makes a place like CBGB sound so 
amazing—the true spirit of rock thrives 

in this frighteningly dim music Mecca and 

that's that. "It's idealism," Martin concludes, 

"that's really what this place is all about. 

The Buddhists talk about the hole in the 
center of the wheel, and without that void 

things can't function. In some ways, CBGB 

was that unconditional void that originality 
could flow into and out came great sound 
and great bands." 

Martin dedicates his interview to the 
vision and integrity of Norman Dunn. Special 

thanks to Alvin Robertson for his role in 
facilitating this artide. 

Send your stories from the Metro to 
david@dwords.com. 
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MIDI controller commands—to carry the 

extra bits for the note commands. "An ordi-

nary sequencer couldn't keep up with this," 

he says, "because it would have no idea how 

to deal with these controllers." 

Because of all the extra data, the data 

stream becomes too heavy for an ordinary 
MIDI cable to carry without encountering 

timing problems. So Walker doesn't bother: 

"We communicate by loading files onto 
the piano's hard drive and their computer 

is connected directly to the piano mecha-
nism. As far as we've been able to see, there 

is no limitation on how fast the computer 
can send data." 

The other side of the equation is extract-
ing the performance data from the record-

ings. "We read all the papers about this 

from the past 20 years," says Walker, "and 
we realized the ways to get at this problem 

were not only signal processing paths. We 

have written a lot of software, but we viewed 
this as an engineering process. What are all 

the things we have to do to get 100-percent 

accuracy? Some of them need human hands, 

human assistance. 
"In the early steps of the analysis, we 

used musicians to determine the right dy-
namic range. Early recordings have narrow 

dynamic ranges, so we have a professional 

pianist decide what the range would be if 
it were played now. We don't quite know a 

way to do that automatically yet. Then we 

have DSP software go through the entire 
recording and look for everything that might 

be notes. We have models of what piano 

notes look like, but it's a very liberal model; 

it also finds reflections off the wall and 
harmonics. But everything that isn't a solo 

piano, like recording noises and mechanical 
squeaks, vanishes. Then we do more passes 

to fit three-dimensional models we have of 
piano notes against these, and that distin-

guishes real notes from harmonics. 

"We do a pedaling pass. If all the damp-
ers are up, the harmonics and the total 

picture of the sound look totally different. 
But we don't worry about half-pedaling. The 

only thing that counts is when the hairs of 

the felt touch the string. 
"I look forward to the day when the 

process is all automatic, but I don't expect it 

very soon, especially because people know 

the recordings. So we do the best we can 

with the computer and then we do touch-

ups with really good ears. We never consult 
with a score before we start—that was an 
early design point. People don't play what's 

in the score—they miss notes, they add extra 

notes. [French pianist Alfred] Cortot adds 

an extra 10 percent more notes. And when 
you're working with jazz improvisations, 

there are no scores. The historical evidence 

is the recording. If a note is there, it will affect 
the overtones and the mappings. But if we 

can't detect it, then we can't detect it. 

"We do use a score at one point: When 

we're 98 percent done, we have the piano 
play and we sit and listen, and then it's nice 

to have the score to mark things that aren't 

accurate—something we can circle with a 
red mark and say, ' That note is not right. 
Why?' You should see our scores—they 

have the weirdest markings you can imag-
ine. But even if we don't have scores, since 

we're basically in MIDI, we can dump it into 
Finale or Sibelius and print it out and look 

at it that way." 

Testing the output of the process is some-
thing else that Zenph needed to develop. 

The group has a tightly temperature- and 
humidity-controlled room for their pianos, 

and the instruments are maintained to a 
degree most concert halls would envy. "Our 

first tendency was to sit in the room with 

the piano, and when we heard something 

we didn't like, we'd go, 'Oh that's not quite 
right,- Walker says. "But we learned that 

was wrong. We're making the piece sound 
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like how we want it to sound, but there's no 

historical evidence that supports that. 

"Instead, we make a new mono record-

ing, one mic in the room, as close as we can 

to the original recording, and then we play 

those two recordings at the same time, one 

in each channel. You can't match the .WAV 

files, but you can analyze the timings. The 

thing that tells your brain 'right or wrong' 

more than anything else is the timing of 

what's played. So you sit there with head-

phones, and when the two ears match, that's 

the best way to analyze. Wrong notes can be 

a lot of things: The touch isn't right or the 

note is the wrong duration. But if it's right 

when you listen this way, it must be right, 

whether you like it or not. 

"When you just listen to the Disklavier 

Pro by itself play Glenn Gould's Goldberg 

Variations, you wonder whether he played 

it that way because it sounds a little ragged. 

But when you compare the two recordings, 

they match. That was a real revelation. I 

didn't sleep well the night we figured that 

out—it was such an unexpected step." 

As anyone who heard Zenph's renditions 

at AES of Gould, Cortot and Tatum (from a 

recording made by a fan on a portable reel-

to-reel deck at a cocktail party) will agree, 

the re-creations are uncanny. The timings 

and variations in the keystrokes are so 

subtle, it's easy to imagine the pianist is in 

the room, his fingers pushing the keys down. 

Still, Walker was less than thrilled with the 

conditions in New York, which illustrate one 

of the limitations of this technology. "If you 

play, say, a [Vladimir] Horowitz file on an 

instrument that's not calibrated or tuned, it 

won't sound authentic," he says. "With all the 

rain we had during the show, the piano was 

having a very hard time. We almost dosed 

the demo room the last day of the show be-

cause four days of hard usage in that weather 

had taken a toll on the piano." 

Convincing others of his work's value is 

something Walker realizes is not going to be 

simple. "We have to establish an extremely 

high threshold," he says. "People know what 

the original performances sound like, and if 

our re-recordings aren't identical, they will 

know that's not how Horowitz played." 

And once all the technical hurdles are 

overcome, there's still the question, what's 

the point? Walker is looking at a few areas 

in which he thinks his process can have an 

impact. "We're working right now with the 

record companies," he says. "We take their 

old recordings, do the conversion and hand 

them back as high-res MIDI files. Then they 

can make a new recording. 

"We're new and we don't want to mess 

up," he continues, "so we're starting with 

the copyright holders. No artist or studio 

contracts anticipated this technology, so we 

have to be careful. We're in the midst of 

putting together our first contract right now," 

which will involve recordings of a famous 

pianist from times past whose name Walker 

won't reveal. 

He also sees its use in analyzing jazz 

performances. Every performance of a tune, 

even by the same artist, can be completely 

different from every other. Jazz transcriptions 

are usually done laboriously—often long af-

ter the fact—by a fan, and then you are left 

with a written record of only a single perfor-

mance. "We don't have comparative scores 

of Art Tatum playing a song five different 

times," he says, "but now we could. A col-

league of ours at Duke University says that 

this will make jazz a much more respected 

academic field because we'll have scores to 

compare, to mark, to study, as opposed to 

just listening to recordings." 

Another use is for musicians who don't 

perform well in a studio setting. Says Walker, 

"He can play it at home, where he's more 

comfortable, on his upright or whatever, and 

then the producer can bring it in and redo 

it in the studio. 

"The key point," he summarizes, "is that 

now the performance can be separated 

from the medium," which, of course, has 

been the point of MIDI all along. But today, 

Walker is taking that idea to a new level. 

"We've all adopted word processing; the 

text can be separate from the book. This is 

the same story. So forever on in history, as 

the medium improves, you can get better 

audio recordings. It's the biggest percep-

tion hurdle that we have with people: If a 

recording was made in 1930, then does the 

way it sound have to be from 1930? That's 

not true anymore." 

Walker also sees the technology going 

beyond pianos, although that would present 

a whole new set of challenges. "Things that 

are plucked or struck are easier to do and 

distinguish than things that are bowed or 

blowed," he says with a laugh. "We could see 

doing a jazz trio, for example, but we don't 

yet have a high-resolution bass. So we need 

to be commissioning instruments,. We may 

be able to do it with robotics, but probably 

the virtual instruments will get there first." 

And how about transcribing a symphony 

orchestra? "Orchestral stuff will happen in 

our lifetimes. It's a matter of computing 

power and a whole lot of equations. Our ears 

can sort out all that information, so we will 

eventually be able to do it with computers. 

People have been telling us it can't be done, 

but we're engineers, we can do this." • 

Paul Lehrman neverplays anything the same 

way twice, even if he wants to. 
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ghtning-fast, ruler-flat, wide bandwidth, 

ultra-low distortion, phase-coherent 

professional monitoring tools 

designed to excel... 

ot voiced to sell 

Ttnaltreskoer.el 

professional audio 

hothousepro.com 

Tel 845-691-6077 

Ever since the M500111- rec 

every new amplifier we've Intrcdtic 

nominations back in 1994. 

over roe generations has been so honored 

Equaltz 

S 

Subwoo 

Crossove 

Comrade 

M5001 

Iligh Vo!tag 

Monobloc 

/Impel 

High Resolution 

Control Room 

Am/deters 1,1111 165 11;,.•.  e Reference /Wary 
ARM 265 Active Reference Mhifiet 
MRM 250 Master Reference illdfle 

HOS 312 High Output Main Montto 

YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION 
IS THE MOST IMPORTANT. 
You already sound propusiond. . . now look professional! 

$1190 
1,000 RETAIL READY CDs 

Package includes 3 color on dirk print. 4 panel print with assembly, romp and up, 

We at Media Services look forward to providing you with outstanding sen ice and quality. 

You can trust us to take your CD/DVD project to the next level. Call us today on pricing 

for all standard and custom packages. 14> oho offer great deals on promotional 
products such as posters and postcard, 

lIlJIA 
CD AND DVD MANUFACTUR NG 

(888) 891--9091 
use,rnedociomaha.fom 

The Aria SC 
gives you a beautiful home for your keyboard 
and mini computer studio 
• Room under the riser for 19" rack 

mount gear 

II Cable grommets galore for neat 
111115 

•  Cable trough under desk surface 
which can hold power bars, surge 

protectors and all the cables from 
the riser and desk areas 

• Optional KMS4 adjustable keyboard 
mouse shelf mounts under the desktop 
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TRIPHAZER.001111 
Funny name, great product 

ANALOG TRI-PHAZER REMASTERING 29$ 
Send us your 44.116 bit CD and We will remaster your original 
recording for incredible sound. Now for the very first time you 
can hear the AMAZING sonic benefits of Tritium Electronics 
Tri-Phazer audio processors on any recording regardless of age 
or quality. Tri-phazers remove the SKEW and distortion your 

recording's have accumulated on the long journey from mind to 
master. 1 day turn around, priority shipping included. See our 

site for further information. Send to: Tritium Electronics 
8301A Lapham St. West Allis, WI 53214 tritium@execpc.com 

Limited time offer 44.1 CDs only. 

WELCOME TO THE FUTURE OF RECORDING 

ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY 
• • 

Reach more than 800,000 web visitors! 

The Entertainment eClassifieds are the user friendly, 

affordable way to connect buyers, sellers, job seeker and 

employers. Immediate response • Sell your gear to an 

interested market • Post items yourself, anytime with 

self-service tool • Include a photo, audio or 

video file • Power search capabilties 

Find what you need, sell what you don't! 

www.mixonline.com/eMarketplace 

SONIC CIRCUS 
Serious Studio Infrastructure 

The most comprehensive selection of recording 
equipment in the world 

Shop online and take 

advantage of frequent 

buyer benefits. 

O IC 
.̀(:\I S 

6 1 - . 6 9 6. 93 6 0 

w ww.soniceireus.com 

studio network solutions 
Mr, F111600.1». 110.1 .4 MU ltra.. 

www.bayviewproaudio.com 
Toll Free 888.718.0300 

THE HEART-POUNDING X4TM, THE SAN FOR PRO TOOLS' 

globalSANTm X-4 for Pro Tools. Start small. Share. Stack to expand. 
At a price so low, it will make your heart pound. 

www.studionetworksolutions.com 

WHY CAN'T YOU GET A FAIR PRICE FOR A HIGH 

QUALITY PRODUCT THAT YOU DON'T HAVE TO 

WAIT THREE MONTHS FOR? 

We were just as puzzled 

as you, and that is why we 

created Ultradisc. Take our 

staff of knowledgeable, 

industry-proven 

professionals and let them 

loose on your project-we 

guarantee you will be blown 

away by the results. 

%touchables mar 

le 
Jot« 5 
g 

142 \ II\ /4, • , 

(866) 223-7327 www.cdsfast.com 
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MINN. 

If you think you can 

ONLY be inspired 

by the classics and 
) 

their clones, you 

haven't experienced 

CharterOak 
SEE US @AES NY Booth #965 

Deigned by someone who actually LISTENED to this micrephone, it's the 
most perfect, well rounded mi c »ve heard in years. 

- D3n Miller, Owner/Engineer - Airborne Audio (Ben Folds, John Moyer) 

An amazing mk that's come out of nowhere. Super-clean cnd rich. I've yet 
re be disappointed. 
- [kris Gibbons, Studio Mgr (Sirius Satellite Radio) 

we're not recreating trie old classics, 

we're creating the 
classics of tomorrow r 

SALES, DISTRIBUTOR & DEMO INFO VISIT: CharterOak 
WWW.CHARTEROAKACOUSTICS.00khl ,,C1,../1/511L DEVICES 

MK swum 
ONLY $ 149 

MAC IMO, 

0 MINIM 

ONLY $ 199 

toile mom 
ONLY $ 149 

O CIXIM MMUS 

ONLY $ 199 

'Tse Duplication process 
.1 be used for the ordes 

under 1.000 

Od 

U& DUD MANUFACTURING 

Cédds ON 
CO Dan MANUFACTURING 

9,cids 411,0p, Fa 

rFtcz-?, 
100* 250* 500* 1,000 2,500 
CDs CDs CDs CDs CDs 

1,559 .U.1..1,1 e Special 
f • -CTIR Jena 
thr • endtvrageront 

, 

GUI 

JAAel 

ii OVA Special CyjejeW. 

"D Mastering Special 
OVER 40 or our 70P 100 AIM ICE NKII OUSTERS 

meeker, 
• ",Cr..: 1114,',111 

«Winn«. 
, . sheet, 111priesteret 

nl Mu/NM , • 

de« CD6à,ecwideciA 

CD9C:1W 2C.) 

.'.1 "71 VOCILKA:PGGi rIP79-01. 
3 3 1 6 1 

(' 

R92 

FIEJIIU ENGINFEHING HSSUCIRTES 
BRINIEINR You WE Fll 

WWW.FIIHEIONMICS.COM 

MUSIC INDUSTRY MANUAL 

Now available in the U.S from Mix. Electronic Musician and Remix 

DJ? Promoter? Producer?... 

accept no other resource, 

the new International 

Edit,on MIM 2005/6 is 

the reference book for the cc 
ci. 

global music production. 

and dance scenes, and os now available in the United States. 

Spe:ial pricing for reacbrs of Mix, Electronic Musician 

and Remix, just $39.95 ( plus S&H). 

Order yours online at mixonline.com/mixbookshet 

emusician.com/embookshelf or remixmag.com/remixbookshelf 

or call 800-262-1954! 
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JOSEPHSON ENGINEERING C42MP 

"They have an excellent transient 

response, dimensionality 
and high-end clarity, making 

them great for stereo recording. 

The C42s sound like they cost 

twice as much, and they will get 
plenty of use in my studio." 

- Gino Robair 

(Electronic Musician, Senior Editior) joseptison.corn 

e'17IT 
There's a reason we've been here 27 YEARS! 

> 
Progressive 

Med, 8 Muslc 

Avail. VISA & 
Master Card 

2116 Soutriview Ave 

Tampa, FL 33606 

progressivecds.com 
Toll Free: 800) 421-TAPE 

"Fastçst Turn-Around In 
the Known universe! 

CD. DVD & Cassette 
Retail Ready Packages 

State of the Art A/V Facilities 

Mastering•Editing•Authoring 

Award Winning Art Dept. 

The Best Customer Service 

Lonely 
RECORDS 

Get a FREE Catalog 
1.800.409.8513 

www.lonelyrecords.com 

National Price Guarantee 

GRAPHIC DESIGN, MASTERING, POSTERS, 
DVD, CARDBOARD, BARCODES AND MORE. 

500 PRESSED 

Retail Ready CDs 

$799 

ont• N% Ito has heard il kii(ms 

VT-7 Vacuum Tube 
eel Compression Amplifier 

to" 

• 

v 

D.W. FEARN è 610-793-2526 

www.dvdearn.com 

SOUND DESIGN 
For Visual Media 

iii Tho P 

VFS'. A proven education for everything 
you see, hear, and experience in the 

entertainment industry. 

For detailed program information call 

1.800.661.4101 or visit vfs.com. 
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SEMINARS ON DEMAND 

YOUR TIME. 
ANYTIME. 
ONLINE. 

Audio Production Seminars On Demand are 

an exciting new medium for experiencing 

new products, applications and techniques 

Sharpen your music production skills on your 

time, anytime. Log on to learn more: 

mixonline.com I emusician.com I remixmag.com 

PRESENTED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

Electronic Musician' MIX' memix 

The puts you IN PHASE 
when the polarity button won't. 

Ó 
Little Labs 

111, •nalog phat• adéonment tool 

lee yero eau e peer 

bb bye. atred 

ene bee 

see 

es— o 
or, StoW 

The IBP Analog Phase 
Al' • I II • • Little Labs 

• Real-time all analog phase adjust 
sweepable between 0° and 180° 

• No more compromising mic 
placement due to phase problems 

• +4dB XLR balanced in and out 

• Internal re-amplifier and super 
quality xfrmr isolated direct box 

• Rack mountable 4 to a 1U space 

323 851 6860 • 800 642 0064 
vvvvw.littlelabs.com 

Specializing in over 60 

Brands of New High End 

Recording Studio Gear 
Microphones - Preamps - Compressors 

Speakers - E0s -A D A Converters 

www.AtlasProAudio.corn 

The OSA MP1-13 " Big Daddy" OLD SCHOOL MUMM 

"On the lead guitar recording, we all ended up 

picking out the L3 as the best one. The open way the L3 

handled itself under extreme dynamics and SPI encourage 

us to use it on drum overheads...the 13 handled our stereo 

ribbon with room to spare and really captured the full 

spectrum of the kit with ease." - Craig Shumaker 

Tape Op Magazine Issue #50 

I OSA Pre 8. an OSA Rock, Get $ 100 Off 

Buy 4 OSA Pres 8 an OSA Rack, Get $200 Off 

Buy any 8 OSA pres & Get a FREE OSA Track Pack (A $600 

buzzaudio 

QD nip miu 

• e - The MA2.2 Class A ,.e,eu :3-ec ,hu 

US Toll Free 1.866.235.0953 
International calls 813.662.5028 

Open until midnight EST 7 days! 

Model 7602 
Discreet - Class A 

Mic Preamp - Equalizer 

You've already 

heard it. 

$799.00 
MSRP 

Chameleon Labs 
www.chameleonlabs.com 206-264-7h02 
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• di> Bzwasil 
The MS6A allows you to monitor any one of 

six stereo inputs with a master volume control, 

headphone output and a mono summing switch. 

• 01 maim BBB 

The PS IA is a control room monitor with four 

stereo inputs, two fixed outputs, one variable 
output, headphone and a mono summing switch. 

How do you route audio, compare sources, check phase ? 
Take your pick to match your needs. 

.)lernan 
who 

Phone: (516) 334-7109 

www.colemanaudio.com 

coley@colemanaudio.com 
\. dik 

o • 01 mummunaz 

The MS8A adds eight stereo or mono inputs to 
any system with a fixed output, a variable output, 

headphone and a mono summing switch. 

Only two things that matter. 
Build the best sounding products 

Have the best customer service. 

all under one Deedl 
deal direct og- ¡AVE 

eompaet Vac Karilication 

ea_43atta Parlicdtion 

emniatate Packages 

Pi9ital Wamatiny 

Qtafiltics and Aintiny 

FREE CATALOG or 
CUSTOM QUOTE 

II4C¡Oil www.CandCmusic.com 
MUSIC pre. — OUTSIDE THE US CALL 631-244-0800 

You'll Hear & Feel noo*,209*9155 
the Difference V 

What would you 
do without your 
Hearing? Monitor Your Decibels 

for a Lifetime of Sound 

Sound Partners"' 
• . Bringing You Choices that Make Sound Sense 

Sound Partners is an educational 

outreach program of 

IliiOn I I milt in, 

111' 

www hei.org 

pcaudioLabs 1, ttp :,,vvvvvv. pcaud ic) La bs. cc) m 

Custom Designed Digital Audio Workstations 

ROCK SOLID. 

info@pcAudioLabs.com 818.986.2673 
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MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer 
flu or product or service. The classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a 

valuable shopping marizelace. We suggest you buy wisely; mail-order consumers 

have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as well 

as various state laws. Mix shall not be liable for the contents of advertisements. 
For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (800) 544-5530 

Over 10,000 Studios Served 
So.nd Co n , 

Auralex),) 
ae/st, 

4".he etueele> 

What About Your Room? 

KEALTRAPS 
High-Performance Acoustic Treatment 

Raw, Rovirws From Ton Pro , 

"RealTraps totally have the m 
cornered. Their traps are extra 
effective at making even a 
room sound ' - "—Charles 

r nm, Gramn 
Mixer / Producer, author of It Live A Kew, 

DAW mixing cour 

LWhISPeTRO 1Nc 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over 15 years of 

reducing sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

MOL 102126S 
(8.SX10.5') 

19 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 

New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls to non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 

www.whisperroom.com 

PH: 423-585-5827 FX: 423-585-5831 

Learn why REALTRAPS has fast become the most sought-aft 
treating pro recording studios and listening rooms Please visit o 
for a wealth of product information, demo videos, and som 
explanations of room acoustics you'll find anywhere. 

Toll-Free: 866-732-5872 www.REALTRAPScom 

R G AcceuarricToot_s" 
  ^ma ...... Room SOLuTIONS 

rwom Twr Musoc ImousTwe's 1-en.h11:11 

Ac cuowiluAL 

11111111" 

iPIG 
e D I, t],nra T esTIENIS. INC. 

WWW.MPISIND.COM/ ICI 

AcousticsFirst 
Fee 888465-2900 

Full product line for sound 

control and noise eliminaton. 
Web: http://www.a cousticsirstcom 

ACOUSTICAL 
SOLUTIONS 

INC. 

j888) 529-9220 

acousticalsolutrons IIS 

i .1.siet4415,;T 
58 Nonotuck SI., Northampton, MA 01062 
Info: 14131 584-7944 Fax: (4131584-2377 

ORDER: 800-583-7174 
Acousticore Fabric Panels 

Sound Barrier • Isolation Hangers 

Tube Traps. Silence Wallcovering 

WhisperWedge • ProFoam • Clearsoni.. 

• Hushfoam • R.P.G. Diffusors. 

Sones • Sound Quilt • More 

wv.rw.silentsource.com 

info@silentsource.com 
Ol % LI l 1 • PRICED RIGIEI • INTEGRITY 

www.SoundSuckers.com 
Be Professional, Buy the Best! 

Sound Isolation Booths 
Custom projec t,,, Soundproofing Products 
& Free Advice Toll Free 1-888-833-1554 ( or) 541-947-2602 

VocalBooth.com 
MODULAR SOUND REDUCTION SYSTEMS 

Listen to your dreams. 
Follow your heart. 
Don't ever stop. 

- Calvin Mann 

541-330-6045 
WWW.VOCALBOOTH.COM 

LACOUSTIC 
Design 

Consulting 

Products 

—.soundcontrotroom.— 
toll free 866-788-1238 

SILENCE CASES 
Record Edit Mix Master... 

INK in PEACE. 
Attenuation cases keep your PC gear 

QUIET and COOL 
Multiple designs available 

starting at $ 429 

510-655-3440 

www.silencecases.com 
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Now holding auditions for the 
2006 international talent roster 
Seeking BANDS, SINGERS ( m/f), PROJECTS, REMIXERS 

(S . Rock / Alternative ( i.e. Mr. Mister) e" . Electronic / Dance .e ATB / Leftfield / Crystal Method) 

.?  . . Crossover i.e. Crazy Town / Prodigy meets Linkin Park) 

A. s„-,::'-fe ,. 7a cerne r±c-, a,c: -:-.. r.'?..:* -1: ta. 

ART.MD MUSIC GROUP L.L.C. 
A&R Dept.1764 N Sycamore Ave., Suite 209 Hollywood, CA 90028 

J 1ST( MO \ I 

I I I • à"1 nt Horizon &- egr 

When only the best will do! 
Online Sales of Cables and Gear 

Design, Installation, Sales 

www.EventHorizon-Srv.dom 

Silver Studio Pro Microphone, 
Patch 8, Instrument Cables 

World Clats Cables at • Real World Pelee 

Visit our website for secure online shopping 

WWW.ACCIJOICLINDPFICIAL1010.CONI 

Cases & Covers  

Gator Cases OR 
Studio-2-Go Solution _Fe 

Gators Studio-2-Gr, Products Are The Perfect Grab And Go 
Splution I-olds One Laptop Aid Two Rack Spaces 

TEL: 813.221.4191 I FAk 813.221.4181 / WWW.GATORCASES.COM 

11=M11-113( 
For the lastest news 

and technology check 

out Remix at 

www.remixmag.com 

ELECTRONICIURBAN 
PRODUCTION I PERFORMANCE 

UNDER COVER 
Custom Coters and Bags 

Speaker Cabinets / Consoles 
Anything! 

WWW.undercovernyc.com 
917 237 1535 

Get tour gear Under coter! 

Subscription Questions??? 

(800) 532-8190 

The Smartest Move You'll Ever Make... 
A New Career at Sweetwater! 

Sweetwater ' 

Sweetwater hires only the best: 

• Highly motivated, driven to excellence 

• Outstanding communication skills 

• Commitment to customer service 

• Firm understanding of music, recording, 

and audio technology 

Turn your passion for music and 
technology into a rewarding career! 
Earn the best commissions in the business, plus 

thousands in incentives. Sweetwater offers 

exceptional benefits including health insurance 

and 401(k). And, you can take pride in working for 

one of the most respected names in the iidustry! 

Take the first step to a rewarding career here! 
Visit www.sweewatercomicareers or call 
Kristine Haas, Director of Human Resources, 
(800) 222-4700 ext. 1050. 

'U!!IIl 
: 11.1 

Audio production seminars on demand 

are an exciting new medium for experi-

encing new proodcts. applications and 

techniques. Log on to learn. 

xonline.c • cow, 
remi.cludy.con, 

Pro Audio Sales Person wanted!! 

Incredible opportunity $$$$ to 

join a high profile, established 

Professional Audio Dealer in 

Miami, FL. We are seeking a Pro 

Audio/Pro Tools Sales Professional. 

Industry experience a must. Must 

be willing to relocate to South 

Florida. Please fax resume to 

615-341-D056 or email to 

salesnashcaaudio-one.com. 
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Bellagio Lounge Technician 

The Bellagio Resort and Casino in Las Vegas is 

currently searching for a Lounge Technician. This 

position entails runnning both sound and lights for top 

bands in a state of the art 300 seat venue. We offer o 

competitive salary & benefits package. 

To complete an employment application, visit us at 
www.mgmmirage.com/employment or call 

(702) 693-8279 to schedule an application appoint-
ment. You may also send a resume via Fax: ( 702) 

693-8577 or E-mail: employment@bellagioresort.com 
Equal Opportunity Employer 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

A/V E I UIPMENT FINANCING 

Specializing in Audio-Video  

No Financials Required 

New & Used Equipment 

New Businesses 
(With Clean Personal Credit) 

* $100,000 Tax Write-Off in 2005 

* $99 Payments For The First 6 Months 
Visit Our Web Site 

For Application & Qualificatio 

LFCI www.lfclnet 
Call: 800 626 LFCI 

VINTECH AUDIO 
CLASS A MIC PREAMPS MADE WITH 

I NEVE — 1272 COMPONENTS 
I www.vintech-audio.com 
call toll free: 1-877-4-mic-pre 

THE MIC SHOP 

TUBE MICROPHONES 

BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 

Mic Power Supplies & Cables 

Bill Bradley: (615) 595-1717 

Fax: (615) 595-1718 

www.micshop.com 

SSL 9000J 

100 input with 5.1 monitor 

Full tech report 

Located in S.California 

Asking $275K 

Call Steve at AEA 

626-798-9128 or 

email aeapasadena@aol.com 

VT-2 Vacuum Tube Mic Preamp 

www.dwfearn.com 

D.W. FEARN é 

In a fast-changing and challenging 
industry, millimeter anticipates 
the future. To advertise in 
millimeter classifieds contact your 
sales representative today! 

Philip Boyok 
(800) 544-5530 
mmclasseprimediabusiness.com 

r, 

igimusician.com 
...the ultimate Music & Audio technology store 

with maximum EURO service at minimum EURO's1 

WE KEEP GREAT ROOMS HAPPENING 

Professional 11. Audio 
Design 
Inc. 

ALWAYS A SOUND DECISION 

- - 
ne2 

info@proaudiodesign.com 

ph: 781.982.260% fx: 781.982.2610 

Our place or yours—your choice! 

E Technical Services 
o 
t.) 

Wiring 

«(7., 
cu Installation 
-o 
o 

co 

2 

Maintenance 

Repairs 

Service Contracts 

e PAD Custom Shop 

When you call a classified advertiser, let 

them know you saw their ad in MIX! 
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MUSIC fOUPIT1011 
TECHNOLOGY 

..reeic nor Irwww, 
wwc/roworaer 

THE DEFINITIVE 
TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE 
FOR MUSIC EDUCATORS 

To place a classified ad in METS 

NEW quarterly publication, 

please call our sales associates at: 

800-544-5530 
or email at: 
metclass@primediabusiness.com 

Upgrade Your %/c)c.als. 

Variable Acoustic Compression"' 

The ONLY pop filters that adjust to YOUR voice. 
Maximizes vocal clariti while controlling pops and 
sibilance before the sound reaches the microphone. 

Professional sounding vocals with pop filters 

for the 2ecentury. NEW shock mount models. 

www.popfilter.com 
Popless Voice Screens Tel: 1(800) 252-1503 

1:1 d Li 
P r 

s s c tri 
u u n Ere" 

The outlet for the finest ne m Sz pre-owned 

recording equipment anym here. 
dL 

www.odysseyprosound.com 
1-800-249-1821 

Phone: ( 978) 744-2001 Fax: ( 978) 744-7224 

MIXwer 
www.mixonline.com 

Sign up to receive the FREE Mix 

Quartet n Mercenary 
Edition 

same 

- • - ' 
- t•• 

Pendulum Audio 
=0 

11 
Wown 
41/1, 

1,Itla,r1v1 II 

wmw.pendulumaudio.com 

www.mixonline.com 

CLASSIC MICS 
FROM RUSSIA 

VINTAGE TUBE & FET 
Telefunken, NEUMANN 

AKG, LOMO, OKTAVA, etc. 

TEL/FAX: 011-7-095-250-4200 

E-mail: aeg210268@mtu-netsu 

www.valvemics.webzone.ru/ 

Ir
D IGITAL P ROA UDIO.COM 

DIGITAL  
1 - 0 - 2 4 0 - 4 0 7 9 

Want to subscribe to 

Sound & Video Contractor? 

Call 

(800) 532-8190 or check 

out the website at 

www.svconline.com 

vintagekingaudio 

new 
used 

vintage 
www.vintageking.com 

248.591.9276 

www.mixonline.com 

BAE REPRO 1272 PREAMPS with D.I. 

ite• ei4 
$1089 Single w/ps $1759 Two channel w/ps 

BAE REPRO 1073 $2550 Single w/ps 

$4900 for 2 channel 1073 w/ps 

gu44 Ateat 
I rcreer< I IE S 

14300 Hortense Street • Sherman Oaks, CA 9142 i 

818784.2046 FAX 818 784.0750 
WWW brentaverill.com 
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MUSIC SOUS,. MOWILIML 

Exclusive Factory Authorized huller 

usetisslue 
Professional Audio Design, Inc. 

(781) 982-2600 

TRANSISTOR MIC PRES 
JENSEN Transformers 

Discrete Bipolar Class A 

2 & 4 Channel Models 

818-831-0515 
www.TransistorAudio.com 

SoundBroker 
Linking buyers & sellers together 

for all your studio needs 

(702) 736-3003 
www.SoundBroker.com 

Now available in 
the U.S. from Mix, 

Electronic 
Musician 
and » ix 
)rder yours online 

mixonline.comlmi x bookshelf, 

emusician.com/ernbookshelf or 

remixmag.com/remixbookshelf 

or call 800-262-1954! 

Item # VIIM05-06 

Introducing the Vintech X731! 
VVe put this piece head to head with vintage 

Neve 1073's at this year's AES show. It is 100% 
guaranteed to meet your expectations and is an 

incredible value. List price $1595 Special $ 1375 

Electronic Musicon 

:" ai 

Electronic Musician, Music Education Technology, 

Mix, Sound & Video Contractor 

West Coast Sales 

Kevin Blackford 

(510) 985-3259 

CREEN "r-à . 

1\11C 
In/CIRCUS 

A SOUND ALTERNATIVE 

617.696.9360 
soniccircus.com 

The Vintech X73 
Custom hand wired concentric style switches 
with gold plated pins. Swiss made military grade 
attenuator switch. List price $1995 Special $ 1795 

assialeird risin 
Get your company name into the minds of 

thousands of customers. For classified 

advertising rates and deadlines please call: 

(800) 544-5530 or contact your sales 

representative directly. 

Electronic Musician, Music Education Technology, 

Mix, Sound 8, Video Contractor 

East Coast Sales 

Jason Smith 

(510) 985-3276 

Video Systems, Millimeter & Remix Sales 

Philip Boyok 

(510) 985-3225 

www.videosystems.com • www.metmagazine.com • www.emusician.co'n • www.mfflimetercom • www.inixonline.corn www.rernixmag.com • www.svcenune.com 
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"RENTALS AND SERVICE" 
Providing The Pro Audio Industry with: 

creEmarsi. Rentals - Pro Audio Rentals 
* Systems - Pro-Tools Rentals 

" Remote Recording Services 

* Service Center - Pm Audio Repairs 

AUDIO * TransFer House - Multi-Format Transfers 

818.843.6555 www.dfxaudio.com 800.441.4415 

SoundBroker 
Linking buyers & sellers together for all your studio needs 

(702) 736-3003 
www.SoundBroker.com 

Furniture 111111111111111 

Electronic Musician 

For the lastest news 

and technology 

check out Electronic 

Musician at 

www.emusician.com 

Personal Studio Recording 
Production Sound Design 

www.ArgosyConsole.com 
studio furniture 

800.315.0878 

AURAm 

1:1MNIlebetet THE ORIGINAL 
STUDIO FURNITURE 

eN.3.32.3303 4153323352 

MX 4103312E07 

ONINIRAX 

www.omnirax.com 

RACKMOUNT YOUR 65 WYAVIS0-80X.COM 

ORDER TOLL-FREE: 1388.580.918B 

e Sound Conarucron E Sully Inc. 

:10111M:g Audio Recording 
'41. Technology Institute 

ORLANDO, FLORIDA 

• Extensive Manda-On Training 

• Music, SFX Design, Audio Post 

• Low Student/Teacher Ratio 

• Placement A " nee 

• Financing to Qualified Applicants 

• Accredited by ACCSCT 

FEATURING   MIX THEATER 

X  

prn3 

11811-143•ARTI • audlocareer.com 

BE 
A 

›èi 4  

e 

I 
* TRAIN AT HOME 
Easy Home-S udy preen al raining In 
Multiitraek Recording. oln our succnslul 
working gradu tes or build your own studio. 
Career guldance/DIploma/RegitteredSchool. 

FREE INFORMATION, 

tulle Institute of America 
811 445 Ave. Suite AL San Swam, CA 94121 

g ill' Or visit us at www.audloinstitute.com 

Subscribe to Sound 4, 

ideo Contractor onlin 

at unuuksvconline.com 

emusiciani 
)(TRACI 

Electronic Musician's weekly 

e-newsletter delivers the latest news 

direct to your inbox! Subscribe today 

at www.emusician.com 

Learn the Art of Recording 

www.mediatechinstitute.com 1.88/G.498.11n 

_  
`11111111111111 

THRESHOLD 
MASTERING 
Macy Gray • MRS-One • Aceyalone 

JEFF KING 

310 571,0500 

Subscribe to 

millimeter 
www.millimetencom 

State of the Art CD Mastering 

with Bill Dooley 

Major Credit Cards Accepted 
6245 Santa Monica Boulevard Hollywood CA 90035 

323-465-4000 

MASTERING 
Guaranteed to give you 
that "Big Label" sound. 

$  ACnoamlopgio: ADlibgral 

New York's Premiere 
Mastering Studio 

PPO Check Out Our Website... 

www.musichousemastering.com 

1-800-692-1210 
Located rn NY. Serving the US ... Since 1989 

152 MIX, December 2005 • www.mi.xonline.com 
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YOUR EXPOSURE 
Advertise in the Marketplace! 

For details, please call: 
(800) 544-5530 

Sonic Factor Studio 

Best Quality •• Best Price 
CD/DVD Mastering/Replication 

Ask f 
• -877-SONIC-62 
.sonicfactory.net 

info@sonicfactory.net 

MUSIC [UUCH1011 
NOLOG 

The definitive technology 

resource for music educators, 
check out Music Education 

Technology at 
www.metmagazine.com 

The Technology Resource for 
K-12 Music Educators. 

DRT Mastering 
the Analog Specelost 

You will have the fat, siammitY 
major-label sound "hat sells discs. 

Or the work is free_ 
Custom gear 1 st-class "esults. Free broch 
800-884-2576 eeev.drtmastering corn 

Mastering Rrestoration 
Reel to'ReelIiransfers,i 

Or; Mu 

Package 
at just e3.95$001 

Audio • Artistic • Excelleiii 

GRACE 
MASTERING 

1 -800-986-4232 ext. 504 
www. gracemosteri ng.com 

Don't wait to place your ad in th 

classified section. 

For more information call 

(800) 544-5530. 

•  
Mixing Services iMillei 

East Coast MIXING 
Have your song mixed by a PROFESSIONAL. 
Vintage analog, state-of-the-art digital. 
All file formats accepted. 
Don't waste your time mastering a less-than-average mix! 

Free consultation. Contact Joe Birardi - Chief Engineer, AES Member 
(732) 831-0355 www.EastCoastMastering.com 

Killer "Real" Drum Tracks from Chet McCracken 

Send or bring me your songs. 
All formats and affordable! 
For credits, rates, equipment 

and info call Chet: 
818-888-6687 

Email: ddrruumm@aol.com 
Web: www.chetmccracken.com 

It you built it... 
let tile world know it! 

Mix Studio Showcase found 
monthly in Coast-To-Coast 

[800) 544-5530 

't 

Subscribe online at 
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Records Tapes CD Services 

You should care 
who makes your CD. 

WE DOn 
•the best customer service in the business* 
• instant online quote 

• inhouse mastering, design & multimedia 
quality finished CDs, DVDs & vinyl 

d e. Music 
M ANUFACTURING 
S ERVICES 

www.musicmanufacturing.com 

US: 1-800-293-2075 
Canada: 1-800-667-4237 

New York • Toronto • Montreal • St. Johns 
'Read our client survey results to find out more.  

www.yourmusiconcd.com 

100 

1000 FULL 
pi 500 FUL 

• 

Our CDs, DVDs & Cass's are 

INC TO 

300 FUI:17 
COLOR 

PACKAGE 
$549 

1,000 CDs 
Full Color o 
Retail-Ready 

2 

only $99; 

BETTER & CHEAPER! 
(800) 421-8273 

www.progressivecds.com 
Progressive Media & Music 

dele Lonely 
RECORDS 

Get a FREE Catalog 
1.800.409.8513 

www.lonelyrecords.com 

Retail Ready CD Packages 990 

Lowest Price 
Period! 

co Audio / CD Rom / DVD Replication 

Video Duplication / Graphic Design 

Printing / Packaging / Pre-Press 

BALL 888.256.3472 
MEDIA www.ballmedla.cons 

ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY 

Reach more than 1.1 million 

web visitors! The Entertainment 

eClassifieds are the user friendly, 

affordable way to connect buyers, 

sellers, job seeker and employers. 

eCiassifieds 

www.mixonline.com/eMarketplace 

Buy/Sell Gear • Find/Post Jobs 

complete manufacturing of retail ready packages 

BEST PRICES • FAST TURNS 
PERSONAL SERVICE 

happy ciegrnsEg SINCE 1985 

long or short runs • barcodes 
posters • stickers • postcards 

mastering • music videos 
IVTERNAWN4L *VAR) WOWING 

DESIGV & KVOUCTION ›tcomultime.dia corn 

rco Muuri Mieni \ 1-800-365-8273 
miamimmum.mmi 

Subscribe to Video 

Systems online at 

www.videosystems.com 

0.0 eies 
viiitileie /Pi). • . • • peci..pieë 

Check out Studio Showcase. From www.mixonline.com, 

click on Studio Showcase beneath the "Connections" header. 

1000 Store Ready CDs 899 
INCLUDES 100 

FULL COLOR POSTERS 

1000 Bulk CDs In www.TrackmasterAV.com 
Toll Free: 888-374-8877 

Yourtstop shop for CD, AUDIO & VIDEO cassette projects! 

154 MIX, December 2005 • www.mixonline.com 



LAD • EWE) • [ LI num • • CASSETTE • PACKAGIN 

STALCLEAR 
!Disc & TAPE 

Trusted experience for over 30 years. 

1 - 800-13131:1-01373 
www.crystalclarc:ds.cr lrn 

HEY LOOK! WE'RE ON THE WEB! 
Toll Free: 

800-538-2336 
NRS  

Nahonol Recording Strophes Inc 

Alt Formats! 
Best Prices! 

www.tapes.com 

1.000 CDs 
in full-color 

jackets for just 

990! 
Call for a FREE catalog and 

jacket sample at 1-800-468-9353 

Or visit our website at 

www.disemakers.com/remb 

Th DISC MAKERS 

For the best puce in CD Replication .... 

there rs only one number you'll need! 

1.888.891.9091 
1112M WWW.MEDIALIMAHA.COM 

SEMINARS ON DEMAND 

Audio production seminars on 

demand are an exciting new 

medium for expelencing new 

products, applications ano 

techniques. Loç on to learn. 

www.mixonline.com 
www.emusician.corn 
www.remi x mag.com 

ubscribe to 

Electronic Musician 
www.emusician.com, 

For Mix Classified Rates Call 

(800) 544-5530 

4. 

Miscellaneous 

SoundBroker 
Linking buyers & sellers together for all your studio need 3 

(702) 736-3003 
www.SoundBrokencom 

Studios 

AND ALL PIPES 

SOUND‘41ROOMS 

25 YEARS 
EXPERIENC 

'3051 493-

Ftemot 

Sign up for the 

REMIX HOTEL Newsletter 

wwww.remixhotel.com 

World dass mobile recording studio for sale in Atlanta 
GA. Consists of truck, trailer & tons of new equipment 
induding Pro Tools HD 3 Accel System, Control 24, & 
5.1 Splcrs. Records 48 live tracks. Completed in 2005. 
()wner can't afford to keep it. Must sell immediately at 
h 'n, a rice of only $249k. 404-545-7019. 

•it• 

Package Deal 
$1.35 M for Studio and Building 
Individually: 
cenie• efIsAiet e/ 9AA 

Commercial Studio and Retail Building  

6,195 square feet, 2 floors. 2nd floor studio, 1st floor: 3 
tenants: Cigar Rolling Factory, 2 Medical Offices. 15 years 

in business, owner relocating. Many international stars have 
recorded at OceanVu including Shakira's " Pies Descalzos" 

Truly Produces Great Sound. Meticulously Hand Built. 
Studio rooms provide privacy with a cozy, creative, 

comfortable atmosphere, full kitchen with dining table, lounge 
with Futon, 65- inch TV, video games, VCR/DVD and cable. 

Fully equipped business office. See all the rooms, floor plan, 
equipment list, credits, and reviews at www.OceanVu.com. 

Meanwhile...we are still going strong with great rates. 

If you are interested in recording here, we can work 

something out. Special Promo: 1st song free* 
When you are here, you own the whole place. 
You are the King/Queen. Mi Casa, Su Casa. 

OceanVu Records/Productions: Looking for talent. 

E-mail: Heilbron©hotmail.com 

OceanVu Recording Studio 
5825 SIIN. 8th Street 2nd floor, Miami, Florida 33144 

www. 0 cea nVu c o milM305,-.9783892  
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For Extreme Native Recording 
Lay down extreme track counts with .dr 

this native recording powerhouse 
The Apple is capable of recording over 100 tracks simultaneously — even to the second 

internal serial ATA dri/e. Make no mistake: 05-based native systems can handle today's most 

demanding multitrack recording scenarios via multiple FireWire and PCI MOTU 

audio interlace confiprations. And the modest cost of these 

systems gives you plenty of room in your budget 

for the additional gear you've always 

dreamed of. 

Massive I/O 
Connect up to four MOTL FireWire interlaces — that's up to 80 inputs at 44.1 or 48kHz sample 

rates — on the internal FreWire bus and more via FireWire expansion cards. The MOTU 

provides 8 mix/instrument inputs with preamps, individual 48V phantom power and individual 

front-panel trim control. Quickly adjust input levels via luxurious 10- segment front panel 

LEDs. The MOTU and interfaces provide 2 and 4 mic/instrument inputs, 

respectively, along with 8 quarter- inch TAS inputs each. All three models provide 

8- channel optical digital I/O. along with either AES/EBU or S/PDIF digital input/output. 

Inlik h. MOM. MM. - “ 00 44....1111.• IM “111 - MOTU-1. 
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A new studio standard 
The flagship of the KSM line — and the new must-have mix for any large 

multitradk studio, the Sure multi-pattern condenser microphone has 

an extended frequency response specially tailored for critical studio vocal 

tracking. Its ultra-thin, externally biased, large dual diaphragms provide 

p:ecise articulation; extremely low self- noise (7 dBA) ensures that the KSM44 

captures only the sound of the performance. Inside, the three polar patterns 

— Cardioid, Omnidirectional, and Bidirectional — offer greater flexibility 

and uniformity in a wide variety of critical recording applications. 

Class A. transformerless preamplifier 

circuitry provides extremely fast transient 

response and no crossover distortion for 

improved linearity across the full 

frequency range. 



Call the MOTU system experts. 
e 

Removable storage 
The Glyph effers many advantages for large-scale multitrack 

recording, including hot- swap portability and convenience. 

Specifica ly designed ruordinj scenaros that require multiple 

drives, the Gil 03 can be cant:cured with three Fire Wire hot-

swap GT Key drives of any capacity. Using Glyph's proprietary 

Integrity'!" hot-swap technc logy, you can easily shuttle content 

to other GT Series enclosures. To keep your studio quiet. GT 

Keys incorporate sound-dampening composite metal technology 

in their frames. Indices three-year warranty, plus overnight 

advance replacement warraiey in the first year for GT Keys. 
On-demand plug-in processing. 
How do you conserve precious CPU cycles for the demands of multitrack recording, but also run 

all of today's latest pluo-ins and virtual instrumeme The Muse Research is a dedicated 

hardware-base° plug-in player for your favorite VST software. 

With 16 charmes to run virtual instruments or effects, a built-in 

MIDI, interface and a versatile complement& digital and analog 

I/O, Receptor is the ideal way torun plug-ins wnile keeping your 

host computer running smoothly. Control everything from the 

front panel, or simply connecta monitor to the back. Visit 

museresearch com to view demos by Dream Theater's Jordan 

Rudess and to learn about Receptor's new UniWiren4 

technology, which provides MIDI, audio, and remote control between 

Recep)or and your computer via a single Ethernet cable. Receptor provides 

the cltimate in performance, stability, and sonic rerformance. 

Waves distributed processing. 
For large-scale multeack recordirg sysEems, it is good practice to offload plug-in processing 

from you host co-npiler. The Waves delivers on-demand Waves processing to 

your MOTU native eesIdop studio via standard Ethernet. Open your existing Waves plug' 

ins as usual Perlormer via the new Waves Netshelr. But now you can run up 

to 6 Waves IR-1 Carvolution reverts at 44.1kHz at once, and save your CPU power. Need 

more Waves processi-ig? Just add mother APA-44M with the snap of an RJ45 Ethernet 

cable. It's that simple. For encreme prccessing needs, connect up to 8 units to your network. 

The APA-44M is.equaily at hame connected to a laptop, desktop or both. Just transfer your 

Waves authorized ibk. You can even share a stack of APA-44M's among several computes 

across the Waves Mehell network. The APA-44M ushers in a new era of state- of-the-ad 

distributed-network Waves process:ng for your MOTU multitrack studio. 

- 

Mee 

o 

r 

MONO 

Si (800) 222-4700 
,,iliAmized Resde www.sweetwater.com oreadisgsméffl 

APAA. 

Power conditioning 
A large-scale multitrack studio is an investment. Protect that investment — and 

get he best passible performance from it — with the Monster and 

. Much more than just a "sine protector", both devices 

use Monster's patented Ciean Power"' filter circuitry ,U.S. Pat. No. 6,473,510 B1) 

with separate noise isolation filtered outlets for digital, analog and high-current 

audio components. The result is high qua.ity sound that's free from hums, buzzes 

anc other power line arti'acts, revealing ell of the rid narmonics and tone in your 

recordings. Get All the Performance You Paid ForTM. 

Get Monster Pro Power. 



For Extreme Native Recording 

complete studio communication solution with built-in condenser 

talkback microphone. MUTE. DIM. two separate headphone outputs 

plus a cue output to enhance the creative process. A fast-acting 30 

segment LED is also supplied for flawless visual metering of levels 

both in dBu and dBfs mode. Communicate with the artist via talkback. 

Send a headphone mix to the artist while listening to the main mix in 

the control room and more. The Centel Station brings all of your 

inputs and outputs together to work in harmony to enhance the creative 

process and ease mixing and music production. 

ii 
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The control room. 

The groove. 
Spectrasonics . the award-winning 

"groove standard", gets better and better with new 

features like -Chaos Designer'!" Bull" for stuttering 

edits, 500 incredible new categorized Multi grooves 

and 250 slamming new Kits. It's even easier to learn 

RMX now with the new Reference Guide/Help System 

and hours of brand new tutorial videos - including one 

speclically for Digital Performer users! 

The controller. 
Digital Performer captures every nuance of your 

MIDI performance. The M-Audio 

is an 88-key hammer-action'US3 powered MIDI 

controller delivers fine-tuned response to satisfy 

even the most demanding players. Add four zones 

a stunning se, of MIDI-assignable controllers all 

in a compact 40 pound package, and you have 

the most comrehensive product of its kind! 

f STYLUS ,  

 PASSIVE SPEAKER CONTROL 

SALAMI, "OTC. NTT AT Or MAT 

• elolive• 

7 ne PreSonus is the missing link between your MOTU 

recording interface, studio monitors, input sources and the artist. 

Featuring 5 sets of stereo inputs (3 analog and 2 digital with 192kHz 

D/A conversion!. the Central Station allows you to switch between 3 

different sets of studio monitor cutputs while maintaining a purely 

passive signal path. The main audio path uses no amplifier stages 

including op amps. active IC's or ch:ps. This eliminates coloration. 

noise and distortion, enabling you to hear your mixes more clearly 

arid minimize ear fatigue. In addition, the Central Station features a 

I 

Mastering 8t restoration. 
Your DP mastering and processing lab awaits you: BIAS delivers award 

winning editing and sound design tools, plus the world's very best native mastering 

solution for Mac OS X. With advanced playlisting. Superb final-stage processing. Disc 

burning. Plus PO subcodes, DDP expert ( optional add cn). and other 100% Redbook-

compliant features. Need even more power? Check out our Peak Pro XT 5 bundle with 

over S1.000 worth of additional tools, including our acclaimed SoundSoap Pro, 

SoundSoap 2 (noise reduction and restoration). Sqweez-3 & 5 ( linear phase multiband-

compression/limiter/upward expander), Reveal (precis:on analysis suite), PitchCraft 

(super natural pitch correction/transformation), Repli-O ( linear phase ED matching), 

SuperFreq (4.6,8. & 10 band parametric Et)) and GateEx (advanced noise gate with 

dewnward expander) — all at an amazing price. So, when you're ready to master. 

Peak Pro 5 has everything you need. Its the perfect complement to DP. 

Or, perhaps we should say, it's the perfect finishing tourii. 



Call the MOTU system experts. 
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The faders. The monitors. 

1:1 If 

tag 

Imagine the feeling of touch-sensitive, automated Penny & Giles faders order your bards, 

and the fine-tuned twist of a V-Por between your fingers. You adjust plug-in settirgs, 

automate filter sweeps in real-time, and trim individJal track levels. Your hands Uy over 

responsive controls. perfecting your mix — free from the solitary confinement of your 

mouse. Mackie Control delivers alibis in an expandable, compact, desktop-style design 

forged by the combined talents of Mackie manufacturing and the MOTU Digital Performer 

engineering team. Mackie brings targe-console, Studio A prowess u) 

your Digital Performer desktop studio, with a wide range of customized control features 

that go well beyond mixing. It's like putting your hands on DP itself. 

The Mackie are considered some of the 

most loved and '.rusted nearlield studio monitors of all time, and with good 

reason. These award-winning hi-amplified monitors offer a performance that 

rivals monitors costing two or three limes their price. Namely, a stereo field 

that's wide, deep and incredibly detailed. Low frequencies that are no more 

or less than what you've recorded. High and mid-range frequencies that are 

clean and articulated. Plus the sweetest of sweet spots. Whether it's the 6-

inch HR-624. 8-inch HR-824 cr dua; 6-inch 626. there's an HR Series monitor 

that will tell you the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 

Your personal Sweetwater Sales Engineer offers 
much more than just a great price. They do 
the research, day in and day out, to ensure 
that you'll fine-tune your system 
to fit your exact needs. 

• 
11 (800) 222-4700 

Aurkuized Reseller VVVVVV. sweetwater.corn 
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Spectrasonics Stylus RMX 

KeepingYour Creations in the Groove 

The Stylus RMX real-time groove 
module combines maximum flex-

ibility with an emphasis on sound 

quality when working with looped-based 

audio. Note, I didn't say drums because 

you can import anything into RMX and 

go crazy. 

DRUMS ARE JUST THE BEGINNING 

Anything in REX file format can be 

converted into RMX's SAGE format using 

the induded SAGE Converter application. 

Not only will these imported elements 

automatically sync to your current tempo, 

but because you're dealing with fairly 

short slices of audio, pitch shifting is very 

effective and RMX does it all in real time. 

IMPORTING SINGLE HITS 

Take the individual hits ii\\ ant to import 

and lay them on a single audio track in any 

audio editing program. Bounce the entire 

string of hits into one long audio cue. 

Then, using ReCycle, place a slice in front 

of each hit in this long file and save it as a 

REX file. Use the SAGE Converter to import 

the REX file. 

Once in RMX, when you select this 

imported element, make sure you're in Slice 

Menu MIDI mode and then each hit will 

reside on its own key. This is a great way 

to archive cool sounds from one project for 

quick use in later sessions. And with all of 

RMX's sound-shaping possibilities, you can 

make the sounds be unique very quickly 

each time you use them. 

EDIT GROUPS ARE YOUR FRIENDS 

One of the most important, yet least-

understood, aspects of Stylus RMX is that 

Edit Groups work within the context of 

Suites, not Elements. Edit Groups do not get 

lost or reset when switching from Element 

to Element within a Suite. This becomes 

extremely powerful when you build your 

own Favorites Suites. 

Start by finding 10 grooves that you 

think will play well together. Add them 

to the Current Favorites Suite using the 

Browser Page's Add button. Now, with 10 

grooves in one Suite, use Edit Groups to 

custom-tweak several grooves within this 

Suite all on the same Part. Start in Slice 

Menu mode and choose the top groove in 

the list. On the Edit page in the Edit Group 

Assign menu, choose "Assign (1 and 3) 

Downbeats." Do something obvious, like 

pitch shifting the Downbeats up +24 using 

the Coarse Pitch slider. 

Now, go back to the Browser page and 

choose the second groove in the list. Return 

to the Edit page, and in the Assign menu, 

choose "Assign (2 and 4) Backbeats." Pitch-

shift these backbeats down -24. Notice that 

both Edit Groups are in the Edit Group 

list. Now switch to Groove Menu mode; 

each complete groove will reside on its 

own key. 

You can play all of the grooves together 

on the keyboard at once with all the tweaks 

still intact. Remember, you still have seven 

free parts in which to load more content. In 

Slice Menu mode, you can even add slices 

of several different groove elements to the 

same Edit Group using the Add/Remove 

Slice feature. 

SIMPLIFY A BUSY GROOVE 

in the Edit Gain') Assign menu on the Edit 

page, choose "Assign 1/8-Eighths." Switch 

back to the Main Edit Group and mute it. 

If the groove sounds a little staccato or 

choppy, then move the H, D and R sliders 

up to increase the slices' length in the AMP 

Envelope section and the choppiness should 

disappear. However, if you increase the H, 

D and R times too much, the polyphony is 

exhausted, as each slice has such a long 

duration and slices can get missed. 

SHORT TICKING PERCUSSION 

Sometimes, some choppy, short, ticking 

percussion can make a groove move 

along nicely. This is easy to do. On the 

Edit page in the AMP Envelope section, 

drag the H, D and R sliders lower to 

shorten the slices' duration. This results 

in a wonderful staccato percussion that 

can be a great background track to 

another more prominent drum line. Or, 

you can take this idea one step further 

with Edit Groups: Leave the downbeats 

and backbeats at full duration so that they 

maintain their original sound, but shorten 

all the surrounding slices. 

Try this: Begin with "90-LillGirl Combo" 

Enable Add/Remove Sine 

Create Edn Group (Forst Play a MIDI Note) 
Rename Edit Croup 

Create an eclot group for each groove on sun 

Create an edit group for all slices on element 

Clear all eclot group assognments on element 

Assign (1 and 3) Downbeats 

Assign (2 and 4) Backbeats 

Assign ( 3) Halftome Backbeats 

Assogn ( 1) Forst 16th 

Assogn (e) Second 16th 

Assign (&) Upbeats 

Assogn (a) Fourth 16th 

Assogn 1/1 - Whole notes 

Assign 1/2 - Half notes 

Assign 1/4 - Quarters 
Assogn 1/8 - Eoghths Als: 11:4186 - Sixteenths 
Assogn 1/32 

Assign 1/64 

Assign 1/96 

Assur 3/4 Dotted Halls 

Assogn 3/8 Dotted Quarters 

Assogn 3/16 Dotted Eighths 

Assogn 1/3 Half Note Troplets 

Assogn 1/6 Quarter Note Troplets 
Assign 1/12 Eighth Note Troplets 

Assogn 1/24 Sorteenth Note Troplets 

The Assign Menu in Stylus RMX lets users harness 

the features of Edit Groups. 

from the Core Library. In the Assign 

menu on the Edit page, choose "Assign 

1/4-Quarters." Switch back to the Main Edit 

Group. Once on Main, move the H, D and 

R sliders to the following values: H, 0.003; 

D, 0.009; and R, 0.004. Originally, the hi-

hats and other offbeat slices of "90-LillGirl 

Combo" were very prominent; now, they 

are much more subtle. 

FATTER DRUM KIT SOUNDS 

Create reall} tat sounds in Kit mode by 

layering elements of the same kind across 

the parts. For instance, you could load 

all eight parts with different snare kit 

modules. All eight parts would trigger 

from the same two keys for a huge, 

layered sound. Each snare sound can still 

be tweaked separately from the others, as 

they all reside in their own parts. For this 

to work, ensure that the MIDI mode is set 

to "Kit CH 1." This makes all parts respond 

to incoming MIDI channel 1. 3 

Composer/engineer Gabe Shadid co-owns 

L.A.-based trailer music company Epic Score 

with Tobias Marbetger. Visit him at www. 

epicscore.com. 
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ZALMAN 

TNN Fanless System 
Stable and Dead Silent 

Movie 
Music & , Picture TV 
 JL' -1?)/P  
The remote control and multimedia softvvide allow 
convenient web browsing, access to music. viteos, 
movies, photos, and TV access (with a TV card installed). 

• fanless cooling solutions that utilize Heatpipe Technology • 

TNr1500AF 
PTX Fanless 
System 

TNN500AF is a new addition to the TNN (Totally No Noise) series noiseless systems renowed for its completely silent fanless cooling solutions, 

developed with heatpipe technology, HSC(Heat Source Contact) power technology, High Capacity Extrusion technique, and FMS (Flexible Mounting Struc-

ture) design technology by ZALMAN. The TNN 500AF package contains a high performance aluminum computer enclosure with an absolutely noiseless 

cooling solution for the CPU, VGA Card, Power Supply, and Northbridge free of fans, making it ideal for storage servers, workstations, high-end home systems, 

and sound studio computer systems. 

- 

z 

No Fan 
Heatpipe CPU Cooler 

1,13 Fan 
Urtrthbridge Cooler 

_ No Fan 
Heatpipe VGA Cooler 

No Fart 
Power Supply (400W) 

Folding Handles Aluminum Ileatstnk 
Enclosure 

Anti - theft 

Lockable Latch 

Rear-Mount Caster khgh Effscency 

Thermal Blocks Farness Power Supply 

TNN300 
M-ATX Fanless 

Systen 

[Zalman Tech Co., Ltd.] # 1007 Daeryung Techno Town, 448 Gasan-dong, Gumchun-gu Seoul, Korea Tel +82-2-2107-3232, Fax +82-2-2107-3322 / zalman@zalman co / Homepage http /wow/ zalman co Id 

galman USA. Inc.] 10531 Garden Grove Blvd. Garden Grove, CA 92843, U.S A. / Tel 1-714-53C-0700. Fax 1-714-530-0707 / E-mail zalman@zaleanusa.com / Homepage ht1p.//wwwzalmanusa corn 
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The Traveler is dope. 

It goes with me on stage in front of thousands of people 

at gigs all over the planet, from Australia to Miami. 

With stellar performance and incredible sound. 

— BT 

Laptop Symphony 

World Tour 2005 
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